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PREFACE
This monograph has been written to meet the need for a comprehensive
treatise on the balancing of rotating equipment, The subject of rotor balancing
is a broad topic which involves many skills and disciplines. It has recently
evolved from what was previously a mechanical engineering operation into an
of the minicomputer to coordinate tde required balancing operations. Indeed,
the entire subject of rotor balancing has recently experienced an era of growth
and development in which technological changes have occurred in many
fundamental areas. These changes have resulted from balancing requirements
associated with the rapid development of advanced high-speed rotating
machinery during the two previous decades. The continued demand for
greater power output per unit weight in rotating equipment has led to the
acceptance of more flexible rotor balancing techniques. These techniques and
the associated equipment are now being used to balance advanced, flexible
rotor equipment, and they are also replacing the older, established rigid rotoi
balancing procedures.
In use, this book is directed toward the professional engineer with no
significant prior experiences in rotor balancing. It is hoped that such engineers
may obtain from it an introduction to the principles of balancing, certain basic
balancing procedures, and some acquaintance with the hardware involved in
rotor balancing. Sufficient advanced material has been included so that further
in-depth study may be conveniently pursued on specfic state-of-the-art topics
using the literature sources specified at the end of each chapter.
The author will appreciate advice and comments from readers concerning
other important topics and related material that might be included in future
editions of this monograph. Advice on publications of importance that have
been inadvertently overlooked is also welcome. Careful efforts have been
made during preparation to eliminate textual errors, but advice will be
appreciated to any error that may remain, for which the author accepts all
responsibility.
Gratitude is expressed both to Henry C. Pusey, former Director of the
Shock and Vibration Information Center at NRL and Dr. J. Gordan Showalter,
the acting director for their supportive recognition of the importance of this
subject, and for much encou:agement and friendly advice given during the
preparation of the manuscript. Special gratitude is also expressed to Sara Curry
for her patient care, editing, and guidance in the preparation of the manuscript,
and to Dr. Ronald L. Eshelman of the Vibration Institute and to Shixiang
Zhou, Visiting Scholar, Hupei Province, Peoples Republic of China, for their
helpful review of the material herein. A special note of thanks goes to the
Computerized Technical Composition Section of NRL's Technical Information
Division, especially Mrs. Deborah Blodgett and Mrs. Dora Wilbanks. Without
their patience and help this book would never have been put in the excellent
shape that it is now in,
Neville F. Rieger

Rochester, New York
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FOREWORD

Rotor unbalance is a basic concern in the design and operation of
machinery because it is a major cause of excessive vibration.,>
, The classical balancing procedures available today are deceptively
,imple: balancing can be difficult due to the number of Interacting
phenomena present. The entire area of rotor dynamics plays a role in
many balancing problems. Critical speeds are influenced by rotor and
bearing flexibilities; the weight, flexibility, and position of couplings as
well as casing and foundation properties are often integral parts of
balancing techniques and strategies. Because critical speeds involve
phase changes-between mass unbalance forces and vibration-they always affect the sensitivity of the balancing process. Balancing techniques for high-speed equipment are thus intimately involved with rotor dynamics. And because mass unbalance is sensitive to thermal
changes, which cause changes in rotor shape, balancing procedures
must also account for thermal effects. The fact that such phenomena
as misalignment cause once-per-revolution frequency vibration-as
does mass unbalance-is one reason for the misapplication of balancing
procedures. It is obvious that many factors are involved in applying
bs.'ancing procedures to rotors.
Balancing techniques and rotor dynamics have evolved with the
development of machinery, particularly as operating speeds have increased. The development of balancing technology began in the industrial revolution of the 19th century; the first balancing machine was
developed and patented by Martenson in 1870. At that time and in the
early 20th century balancing accuracy was severly limited by the lack of
vibration transducers and analyzers. A chalk mark of the high spot of
the rotor was used to identify the heavy spot (location of mass unbal"ance). Balancing procedures were not formalized until the 20th century
when Thearle in 1934 developed a two-plane influence coefficient
method. From that time to the present balancing procedures have
closely followed developments in various areas: the theory of rotor
dynamics, transducers and analyzers for measuring vibration, and computers. All of these ingredients were essential to the evolution of the
sophisticated flexible-rotor balancing techniques available today.
ý ,Ac&-Onaeearly flexible-rotor balancing technique, traceable to Lynn in
1928, was based on mode shapes (modal method)_> In En.iand the
theory of the modal method was developed by-Bfihop, Gladwell, and
Parkinson in the 1960s;)Moore demonstrated the practical application of
the method to heavy rolating equipment., At the same time in Europe

vii

Federn developed a comprehensive modal balancing method that encompassed a wide range of rotors. The simultaneous development of
those modal methods was not without- controversy--specifically, with
whether the so-called rigid body modes should-or should not be eliminated in the balancing process. Even greater was~tbe controversy
between modal and influence coefficient methods %1&1h began with
Goodman's formulation In 1962 of the influence coefficient method of
Thearle for flexible rotors.
The exact-point speed method, which was develope4for multiple
planes and speeds, evolved into the least squares method, ziajor contrilon computii ~d~deOdn8•i•T-butions were made by Lund. <h-T
ers, good measurements, and rigid procedures whereas the modal approach involved physical insight. -•
The merits of the mo4al._ad influence coefficient methods were
discussed with elmuaence and emotion at major vibration meetings for a
the late 1970s, the opposing factions, represented by
decade. Finally
Parkinson of the U.K., an advocate of the modal method, and Smalley
of the U.S., an advocate of the influence coefficient method, worked together to develop the unified method of flexible rotor balancing. This
method includes aspects of both the modal and influence coefficient
methods.
__bou1the same time Dreschlerfý West Germany evolveA, a

similar general method.

Y/6

K
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Even though a huge body of literature exists in rotor dynamics and
balancing, few books have been written-and until now, no comprehensive book has been published. Dr. Rieger has written the first classical,
complete work on balancing with a strong emphasis on rotor dynamics.
And because rotor dynamics provides much of the theoretical basis for
balancing, it is fitting that a major portion of the text be devoted to it.
This exhaustive coverage of the field is reminiscent of Ker Wilson's
books on torsional vibration.
Dr. Rieger's book Is well organized and contains many illustrations, worked examples, and documented experiments. The historical
coverage of the field is accurate and comprehensive. It shows how and
why the rapid development of this field occurred.
Dr. Rieger is to be congratulated for completing this well-written
work. It will provide guidance for many engineers who want to learn
balancing techniques together with a necessary understanding of rotor
dynamics.

Ronald L. Eshleman
Vibration Institute
Clarendon Hills, Illinois
April 1984
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CHAPTER 1
FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS
1.1 Introduction
Rotor balancing is now accepted as a fundamental requirement for
the smooth operation of rotating machinery. Its objective is the effective elimination of the centrifugal force components that arise from the
eccentric rotation of the rotor center of gravity (c.g.) about its axis of
rotation. If such an eccentric tondition exists, the rotor is said to be
unbalanced. An urhbalkiced rotor experiences an overall certrit•gal
force that causes it to deflect in a radial direction. This centrifugal
force is transmitted to the bearings and to the structure of the machine
as a harmonically varying force. Such forces may cause problems rangs
ins from an irritating noise level or foundation vibration to the failure
of a bearing or other Atructural components by fatigue. Unbalance is
therefore recognized as an important potential cause of machinery
failure.
A number of practical causes of rotor unbalance are listed in Table
1.1. Each cause' has the same net effect: to displace the rotor c.g, off
the axis of rotation. Even with careful machining, single-component
rotors will experience some residual unbalance from dimensional inaccuracy and material inh•,nogeneity. Rotors constructed from many
separate components (e.g., jet-engine rotors, multistage pump rotors)
are susceptible to greater inherent unbalance because of construction
difficulties in achieving a concentric and uniform distribution of mass
along the rotor axis. Most high-speed rotors are therefore manufactured to productioo tolerances and are then trim balanced, by some
suitable procedure, to compensate for any remaining eccentric mass distribution.
The balancing of rotors is clearly an important aspect of modern
machine construction of the and maintenance process. Without balancing, very few rotating assemblies could function smoothly. This Is
especially true of high-precision machinery, such as Brayton-cycle space
power systems, aircraft jet engines, large turbine-generator sets, and
pump assemblies for nuclear reactor service.
The importance of balancing is now recognized in the codes of
various qualifying agencies, such as the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the Department of Defense. Its importance in advanced rotating machinery has been widely recognized by agencies such as the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration and many branches of
the Department of Defense in their continuing support of balancingtechnology programs over the past decade.
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Table 1.1. Possible causes and signs of rotor unbalance
Cause of unbalance

Observable signs*

Disk or component eccentric on
shaft

Detectable runout on slow rotation
(cg. runs to bottom on knife

edges)
Dimensional inaccuracies

Measurable lack of symmetry

Eccentric machining or forming
inaccuracies
Oblique angled component

Detectable runout
Detectable angular runout; measured with dial gage on knife edges
Detectable runout on slow rotation,
often heavy vibration during rota-

Bent shaft; distorted assembly;
stress relaxation with time

"tion
Section of blade or vane broken
off

Visually observable; bearing vibration during operation; possible process pulsations

Eccentric accumulation of process dirt on blade
Differential thermal expansion

Bearing vibration

Nonhomo&, meous component
structure; subsurface voids in
casting

Rotor machined concentric, bearing
vibration during operation; c.g. runs
to bottom on knife edges

Nonuniform process erosion

Bearing vibration

Loose bolt or component slip

Vibration reappears after balancing
because of component angular
movement; possible vibration magnitude and phase changes

Trapped fluid inside rotor, possible condensing or vaporizing
with process cycle

Vibration reappears after balancing;
apparent c.g. angular movement
occurs; possible vibration magnitude and phase changes
Bearing vibration; eccentric orbit
with possible multiloops; frequency
of vibration Is one, two, or more

Shaft bends and throws c.g. out;,
source of heavy vibration

Ball-bearing wear

per revolution
*Unless otherwise indicated, the frequency of vibration is one per revolution.
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The need for written guidelines, quality criteria, and tolerance
values for the balancir4 of rotating machinery has received attention in
recent years from the International Organization for Standardization
(ISO) and from various Professional groups, such as the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers and the Vereines Deutsche Ingenier.
Various manufacturers' organizations (eg., the American Gear
Manufacturers Organization, the National Electrical Manufacturers
Association, the American Pump Manufacturers Association) have also
published their own industry standards and guidelines for improving the
balance quality of specific rotating machinery. In each 'instance the
objective is to specify blaning 'procedures, guidelines, and criteria that
will enable manufacturers to design a~nd Construct rotating equipment
that Is not prone to failure by fatigue, is smooth running, and has a low
inherent noise level during operation. Adequate rotor balancing begins
at the equipment design phase and is an essential part of modern
machinery development and operation.
This monograph discusses the problem of rotor unbalance, Its
effects on the dynamics of rotating machinery, and practical procedures
for reducing unbalance levels. Its objective is to consolidate present
knowledge on balancing principles and procedures into a single-volume,
general reference on rotor balancing. Chapters 1 through 4 discuss the
balancing of rigid-rotor systems, which represent the largest segment of
all rotors manufactured and balanced. The dynamics of rigid-rotor systems are discussed first to provide a theoretical basis for the practical
S balancing of such rotors. Rigid rotor dynamics Is simpler than the
dynamics of flexible-rotor systems, and so this section also provides a
convenient introduction to the general principles of rotor-bearing
dynamics, which are discussed in Chapter S. The various types of
balancing machineo now available are described in Chapter 3. The procedures for balancing rigid rotors are discussed in Chapter 4, using the
theory and the practical concepts presented in the two preceding
chapters. Criteria for rigid-rotor balancing from several sources are dison ISO Document 1940-1973(E),
Is placed
r i cussed,
"Balancealthough
Quality emphasis
of Rotating
Rigid Bodies," which is now the basic
reference on this topic. Flexible-rotor-bearing dynamics are discussed
in Chapter S. The flexible-rotor balancing procedures described in
S
Chapter 6 are based on the principles discussed in Chapter 5, with
emphasis on the modal methods and on the influence coefficient
method, now the most widely used balancing procedures for flexible
rotors. Experiences with the application of each method for the balancing of flexible rotors are described in Chapter 7, which also discusses
recent ISO publications on flexible-rotor balancing procedures and criteria. Chapter 8 contains a review of important trends in balancing

technology.
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The appendix is a review of static and dynamic data for fluid film
bearings, which are widely used in rotating machinery. Such bearings
.exert an important effect on the dynamic behavior of rotor-bearing systems, and their properties are frequently referred to in the text. The
appendix is followed by a comprehensive bibliography on balancing.
1.2 Standard Terms for Balancing
and Mechanical Vibration
The nomenclature of balancing and mechanical vibration has been
standardized in recent years under the auspices of the ISO. The ISO
documents [1-31* are fundamental references on balancing technology
and procedures, and they contain balance quality criteria information
that is referred to throughout this volume. Standardized terms have
been used wherever possible in this monograph.
1.3 Nature of Unbalance
A rotor is in a state of unbalance when Its principal axis of inertia
does not coincide with its axis of rotation. This causes vibratory
motion to be transmitted to the bearings in which the rotor operates, as
the result of centrifugal forces generated by the eccentricity of the principal inertia in question. This condition Is demonstrated in Fig. 1.1,
where the c.g. of the rigid rotor is eccentric from the rotor axis by a
distance a. The bearings have no flexibility in directions normal to the
rotor axis; they are radially rigid. As the rotor spins about its axis of
rotation under these conditions, a centrifugal force will be caused by
the eccentricity of the c.g., and the magnitude of this force can be calculated from the equation

F - _WW
(i2a

where
F -

centrifugal force of disk, lb
disk weight, lb
gravitational acceleration, in./s 2

W -

8

-

RIGID ROTOR, ECCENTRIC e.g.

-

RIGIDRID
BEARING

Fig. It.

BEARINGI

Simple rigid rotor in ridt I bearings

"Numbers In parenthesis correspond to references Iliste I in Section 1.9
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a

disk velocity about the axis of rotation,
rad/s (- rpm/9.55)
eccentricity of the disk c.g. from the disk
axis of rotation, in.

This force Is transmitted to the bearings during rotation. A practical
example of such a "rigid" rotor in *rigid" bearings is a slow-speed bull
gear mounted in spherical roller bearings. The bull gear is functionally
rigid because of its large size. The shaft on which the bull gear is
mounted is very stiff becauie of its short length. The bearings are rigid
by design to provide high-quality smooth power transmission.
The effect of unbalance on a flexibly supported rotor is shown in
the washing-machine schematic of Fig. 1.2: the rotor shaft d6flects in a
radial direction under the influence of bowl unbalance. The upper
bearing is flexibly restrained in the radial direction; the lower bearing
is rigidly constrained in the radial direction. Sources of unbalance during operation are the eccentricity of the washload, which may vary with
location in the bowl, and the residual unbalance of the rotor bowl. At
slow rotational speeds the centrifugal force developed from both
sources is usually insignificant, but much greater loads may be
developed when the machine is centrifuging water from the wash at
about 300 to 400 rpm. Highly eccentric loads may even render the
machine unable to spin up to centrifuging speed, because all available
machine power is consumed in the work done by the washload on the

AXIS OF
ROTATION
ROTATING
CENTRIFUGAL FORCE
FROM ECCENTRICCR
WASHLOAD

•,!•

WASHER
BOWL

DA PER

SUPPORT
DRIVE
RIGID LOWER
SUPPORT BEARING

Fig. 1.2. Washing machine with washload unbalance
and bowl unbalance
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An example of a rigid rotor in radially flexible bearings is the
locomotive diesel turbocharger unit shown in Fig. 1.3a. Such rotors are
usually assembled by mounting the compressor disks onto the shaft.
Disks and shaft may possess some residual unbalance, and this unbalance will not generally lie in the same radial plane or even be symmetrically located between the bearings (Fig. 1.3b), If the rotor remains
rigid during operation, the total unbalance will act as a single resultant
force vector (Fig. 1,3c),
F--

'-I

F,

which is the sum of the individual unbalance force vectors F, acting at
the rotor c.g. and a single resultant moment vector (Fig, 1.3d),
IM,- LF, XS,

M-

I-1

UNBALANCE

1

2

BEARING

BEARIN

(a) Rigid rotor with

I

.

unbalance

F $F

0

3

S1

1

-

F2

~

5

S2

F3

resuIhant
F1 S1

2 S2

F3S3
M - FR SR

(d) Vector diagram for resultant
"unbalance force

,,

Fig. 1.3. Rigid rotor with nonuniform axial distribution of unbalance
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acting about the rotor c.g., where M, are the individual unbalance
moments acting on the rotor as products of the F1 times their distances
S, from the origin (Fig. 1.3d). Such rigid rotors may then be balanced
to operate smoothly in their bearings by the addition of balance weights
in any two separateplanes along the rotor length. The need for only two
balancing planes is a direct result of the unbalance consisting of two
basic components, a force and a moment, In practice, the balancing
planes are situated near the bearings for convenient access and for good
balance effectiveness (long moment arms).
The effect of unbalance on a flexible rotor consisting of a thin rigid
disk, of weight W, mounted at midspan on a weightless flexible shaft in
rigid end bearings, is shown in Fig, 1.4a, The disk ,•g. is situated in a
transverse plane, slightly eccentric by distance a from the elastic axis of
the shaft, The centrifugal force that acts on the disk from rotation at
speed w is given by

F-

W w2a.

This force causes the shaft to deflect in the radial direction by a distance r, as shown in Fig, 1.4b, In Chapter 5 it is shown that the magnitude of the radial deflection t is given by

r-

(W/g) o 2a
K-

(Wig) ,2

where K is the radial stiffness of the shaft, considered as a flexible
beam. It is evident from this expression that in any given instance the
radial deflection will increase greatly as [K - (Wig) w2j approaches
zero-that is, as the condition

j

J1/2

is approached. This expression corresponds to the transverse natural
frequency of the disk-shaft system, and the large amplitude buildup
evidently represents a condition of resonance for this system.
The single-disk flexible rotor shown has a single unbalance force
where the disk is mounted in a plane transverse to the shaft. if the
disk also has a small angular misalignment to the transverse plane (Fig.
1.4c), moment unbalance effects will arise in addition to the force
unbalance effects discussed above. Removing moment unbalance as
well as force unbalance requires balancing the rotor in two planes, in
the same manner as described for the turbocharger example.
Two-plane balancing frequently gives rise to considerable improvement in the overall balance quality. Rigid cylindrical rotors such as

IM
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(a) Simple flexible rotor In rigid bearings with
disk unbalance

CJ
r.

(b) Effect of rotation causing, shaft to whirl with
bending

(c) Transverse twisting couple caused by
oblique mounting of disk on shaft

Fig. 1.4. Unbalance properties of a simple elastic rotor in rigid end bearings

inotor armatures are routinely balanced in two planes. It is also becoming more common to balance disk-type rotors in two planes; for example, increasing numbers of automotive wheels and gears that operate at
moderately high speeds (typically, automobile wheels at 500 to 800
rpm, gears at 200 to 8(0 rpm) are being balanced in two planes.
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These examples illustrate the nature of unbalance and how its

J
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effects are felt in several practical applications. Where the rotor is
rigid, the resultant unbalance acts as a force in, and as a moment normal to, the plane of the rotor c.g. Under conditions where unbalance
forces are influenced by rotor flexibility, the balancing procedure is
usually more complicated.
1.4 Claussflcatlon of Rotors
It is common practice to classify rotors as either rigid or flexible,
according to their observed, or anticipated, dynamic behavior during
operation. Rigid rotors are those that may be balanced by the addition
of suitable correction masses in two axial planes along the rotor.*
Where balancing in more than two planes is required to achieve an
acceptable condition throughout the operating-speed range, the rotor
must be balanced as a flexible rotor. In practice, it is frequently not
evident from inspection as to whether a given rotor will behave in a
rigid or a flexible manner. The required information can be obtained
by calculating the rotor behavior or by measuring it during operation.
"Ifsuch data are not available e.g., during design, the following ISO classification of rotors may be used to prescribe the type and quality of balance needed in a given situation,

•

"Class 1. Rigid rotors: Rotors that can be balanced in any two arbitrarily selected axial planes and will remain in balance throughout the
operating-speed range,
Class 2. Quasi-flexible rotors: Rotors which cannot be considered
rigid but which can be adequately balanced in a low-speed balancing
machine for smooth operation throughout the operating-spoed range.
Class 3. Flexible rotors: Rotors that cannot be balanced in a lowspeed balancing machine and which require some high-speed balancing
procedure.
Class 4. Flexible-attachment rotors: Rotors which can be categorized as class 1, class 2, or class 3 rotors but which have components
that are either flexible within themselves or are flexibly attached.
"Class 5. Single-speedflexible rotors: Rotors that could fall into claes
3 but for some reason (e.g., economy) are balanced for operation at
one speed only.
I,

Table 1.2 illustrates the types of rotors in each of the above categories.
As shown, many subcategories for class 2 rotors have also been

developed. The balancing of class I and class 2 rotors is discussed in

detail in Chapters 3 and 4, respectively; the balancing of class 3 rotors
is discussed in Chapters 6 and 7.
*For precise definitions of the terms rigid rotor and flexible rotor see Ref. 1 and Table 1.2.
_

_

_

_

_

_

J
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Table 1.2. ISO classification of rotors*
Class

Description

1

Rigid rotor: unbalance can be corrected In
any two (arbitrarily selected) planes and,
after that correction, unbalance does not
significantly change at any speed up to max-

Example

imum service speed
2

Cear wheet

Quasi-flexible rotors: rotors that cannot be
considered rigid but can be balanced In a
low-speed balancing machine

2At

A rotor with a single transverse plane of
unbalance (e.g,, single mass on a light shaftL_
whose unbalance can be neglected)
Shaft with grinding wheel

2Bt

A rotor with two axial planet of unbalance

"

(e.g., two masses on a light shaft whose
unbalance can be neglected)

Shaft with
grinding wheel and pulley

2Ct

A rotor with more than two transverse

"

planes of unbalance
Jet-engine compressor rotor

2Dt

A rotor with uniformly distributed unbal- .

-

Printing-press roller

2E*

A rotor consisting of a rigid mass of
significant axial length supported by a flexible shaft whose unbalance can be neglected

Computer memory drum

*Adapted from ISO Draft Document TCI08/SC I W02/NI6,

tRotors where the axial distribution of unbalance is knhwn,
Maotors where the axial distribution of unbalance is not known.
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Table 1.2 (Continued)
Example

Class

Description

2F*

A symmetrical rotor, with two end correction planes, whose maximum speed does not
significantly approach second critical speed,
whose service speed range does not contain
first critical speed, and with a controlled nt
tial unbalance

20*

2H*

3

4

i,
5

A symmetrical rotor with two end correction
planes and a central correction plane whose
maximum speed does not significantly
approach second critical speed and with a
controlled initial unbalance
An asymmetrical rotor with controlled initial
unbalance treated in a similar manner as
class 2F rotors

-' r-

-

Fivelt-ge centrifugal pump

Multistage pump impeller

Impeller pump. Steam
trubine rotor

Flexible rotors: rotors that cannot be balanced in a low-speed balancing machine and
require high-speed balancing

Generator rotor

Special flexible rotors: rotors that could fall
into classes 1, 2, or 3 but have in addition
one or more components that are themselves flexible or are flexibly attached

Rotor with centrifugal
switch

Single-speed flexible rotors: rotors that could
fall into class 3 but for some reason (e.g.,
economy) are balanced only for a single service speed

1.
.. ., .

1•

High-speed motor
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The ISO rotor classification is based mainly on practical experience
with many types of rotors in each category. Its purpose is to serve as a
preliminary guide to balancing and to indicate possible next steps if a
rotor fails to balance by the first procedure tried. However, no mention
is made of the typical speed ranges for which the ISO guidelines will
apply, and evaluation of the applicable category is left to the user in
each instance. If further guidance is required, the next step will be to
calculate the dynamic properties of the rotor in its supports or to spin
test the rotor in an environment that simulates operating conditions af.
closely as possible. Modern design piocedure would include the calculation step as part of the rotor-system design process, and virtually all
rotor construction firms would spin test the rotor on preliminary assembly. Practical rotor balancing is usually part of this initial rotation
checkout.
1.5 Scope of the Balancing Problem
Rotors are balanced for a variety of practical reasons. The process
of balancing reduces the net effect of the unbalance forces on the rotor.
This reduced unbalance leads to lower vibration levels being transmitted to the bearings and foundations, Balanced machinery operates
more smoothly and quietly than unbalanced machinery, and longer
periods between overhauls can usually be scheduled with no decrease in
reliability. In general, a well-balanced machine gives the impression of
superior quality and greater safety. Further, in many process industries
such as papermaking, newsprint production, and office copiers, product
quality improvement is closely related to the reduction of machine
vibration levels. Much machine structural vibration, torsional vibration, and rotating-shaft vibration can be traced to unbalanced rotating
equipment. Poor product quality is often correctly associated with any
observed structural vibration and noise generation.
Rotating industrial equipment Is commonly categorized as low-,
medium-, and high-speed machinery. Low-speed equipment is often
large and massive and may have relatively low natural frequencies.
Water-wheel turbine units, man-centrifuges, ship propellers, windmills,
and communications satellites commonly operate in the speed range of
10 to 300 rpm, and each component or system is balanced by some
suitable procedure before being put into service (see Table 1.3). Special purpose balancing machines have been developed for satellites, ship
propellers, and other types of low-speed components. Medium- and
high-speed rotating machinery must always be balanced to operate
smoothly. The choice of balancing procedure is made on the basis of
effectiveness and economics. The ISO classification of rotors,
described in the preceding section, provides guidance as to the most

I,

I
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Table 1.3. Typical operating conditions for various low-speed machines

(

Type of machine

Speed range (rpm)

Power (W)

Size range

Aerospace man-centrifuge
,Ofice building fans
Marine propellers
Large marine diesel engine
Power windmill
Mineshaft pulleys
Francib water turbine
Salient-pole generator
Watches, clocks
Hospital washing maclhios

20-100
400-1800
80-300
80-300
60-300
50-240
80-450
80-450
60
120-300

300-500
30,000-200,000
100-50,000
6000-15,000
30-200 kW
100-300
5000--30,000
5000-30,000
10-4-10--2
7-20

50-ft arm
5-12 ft
3-25 ft
8.ft-dia. cylinders
60-ft-dia. blades
12-20-ft diameter
10-35 ft
10-60 ft
0.1-3.0 In.
5-15 ft

suitable balancing procedure for a given case. Additional guidance can

2

j

4...

L

be obtained by calculating the dynamic properties of the machine system, to determine at the design stage whether the rotor is rigid (class
1) or flexible (class 3), or otherwise, under operating conditions.
Accurate computer procedures for calculating the critical speeds and the
unbalance response characteristics of rotating machine systems have
been developed in recent years. When the dynamic properties of the
unit are known, the class of rotor will be evident from the mode shopes
(ri,'id or flexible) that occur within the operating-speed range. A suitable balancing technique can then be selected, and the required number
of balancing planes can be designed into the rotor/stator structure
where the addition of correction weights will be most effective.
The design of rotors for effective balancing is becoming recognized
as an important part of the overall design process. If a given rotor does
not deform but remains rigid throughout its speed range, it may be balanced as a class I rotor, usually with balance correction planes near its
ends. If the speed range includes a strong bending critical speed, a
midspan correction plane will also be desirable (and possibly essential)
for efficient balancing. It is obviously easier to include such a plane
during the design stage then to make room for it during manufacture.
The range of machinery for which special balancing facilities have
been developed is indic-tted in Figs. 1.5 through 1.8. For example, the
high production requirements of the automotive industry have led to
the development of self-contained automatic balancing facilities incorporating conveyors, automatic handling and Inspection equirment,
automatic indexing, unbalknce measurement and evaluation instruments, and precise correction-hole drilling operations. Crankshaft and
clutch housing assemblies are balanced in this manner in many

14
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Fig. 1.5. Facility for automatic motor armature balancing. (Courtesy
Schenck Trebel Corporation.)

Fik. 1.6, Medium-size doubie flow turbine rotor belug balanced

in a hard-pedestal machine. (Courtesy of Schenck Trebel Cor-

poration.

of
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Fig 1.7. Vacuum-poin-pit balancing facility. (Courtesy of Schanck
Trebel Corporation.)
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Fig. 1.8. Semi-automated balancing facility for rigid and flexible rotors for speeds up
to 9000 rpm and transmitting up to 4000 hp, (Courtesy of Mechanical Technology
Inc.)

engine plants to within precise, repeatable limits. Similar equipment is
available for automatic wheel-tire assembly balancing in two planes and
for balancing of railroad axle sets.
Armature production is another high-volume industry. Figure 1.5
shows an automstic armature-balancing facility. Automated balancing is
attractive in high-volume industries because the installation cost of an
automatic balancing facility is frequently less than the overall costs of
manually operated facilities capable of the same skilled work. For
example, an automatic armature-balancing facility can balance 100
armatures per hour to within 0.01 oz-in. For an equivalent production,
the comparable ongoing annual cost of semiskilled labor using nonautomated equipment could be a sizeable portion of the capital cost of the
automated facility.
The specific balancing needs of many other Industries havy, Mio
led to the development of special purpose equipment. The balancing of
steam turbine generators has become more complex as the size of the
average turbine has Increased; turbine balancers now range from the
conventional hard-pedestal units shown in Fig. 1.6 to the large vacuum

A7
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spin-test balancing facility shown In Fig. 1.7. Further details of
turbine-generator balancing facilities now in operation throughout the
world are given in Section 3.5.
Ultra-high-speed power-shaft balancing is being Investigated at

Mechanical Techn'ology Inc., Latham, New York; where an InstallationI
has 'been, developed to balance shafts operating at speeds of up to 9000
rpm 'and 'transmitting' up to 4000 hp. This'problema involvescope

sh aft dynamics and sophisticated balancing, technology. A stmiautomated rotor balancing facility is shown in,PIg. 1.B.S
The use of''lasers to remove metal for automatic balancing has
been attempted by several industrial firms: Avery (United Kingdom) In
1964, Schenck Trebel (who marketed a laser-removal balancer in
1972), and by Mechanical Technology Inc. in' 1974. At present, it is a
potentially useful development for future application In industry,

Removal of metal by the Schenck Trebel laser balancer is shown in Fig.I
1.9.

4
Process, to Stop the workplace from rotating, The volume of metal removed Pei,
pulse is presently small, making the cycle time lonaer. Rotational speed is the
11.range or 100 to 400 rpm, (Courtesy of Schenck Trebel Corporation.)

,,laser
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1.6 Whirl Orbits

Unbalance is a major cause of vibration in rotating machinery, but
it is not the only cause. Bearing instability, seal instability, mechanical
rubbing, thermal instability, and externally applied vibrations are other
known causes of rotor vibration. When a rotor Is undergoing initial
balancing in the manufacturer's plant, most of these additional sources
of vibration are likely to be absent;, however, when the rotor is installed
in its own bearings and casing, and is operating under process load and
flow conditions, the above sources other than residual unbalance can
give rise to undesirable unit vibrations. For corrective action, accurate
diagnosis of the cause of any such vibrations is an essential first step.
Whirl orbits are customarily obtained by means of displacement
sensors mounted on the casing to observe the orbit of the shaft. The
displacement sensors are arranged 90' apart, as shown in Fig. 1.10. A
vibration signal is obtained from variations occurring in the gap clearance as the shaft rotates. This signal iNthen filtered and displayed on
an oscilloscope screen. Typically, a machine on the test stand or a unit
that is giving trouble in the field will be instrumented with shaft sensors
situated near the bearings, to obtain details of the whirl orbit 'shape.
Extensive experience with the orbit types shown in Figs. 1.11 through
1.15 has indicated that frequently there is a correlation between the
types of orbits shown and the sources of rotor vibrations discussed
below.
Irregular Orbits
Rotor whirl orbits are frequently irregular in shape. This irregularity arises from the presence of several simultaneous sources of excitation acting on the rotor. Rotor unbalance, magnetic field effects, externaoly transmitted vibration, hysteretic whirling, and stator-rotor fluid

i

SENSORS MOUNTED
ON CASINGD
AI+ GASIGNALS PROCESSED
BY
TRACKING FILTERS AND
TIME-AVERAGED TO
IDENTIFY PRINCIPAL
FREQUENCY COMPONENTS

Fig. 1.10, Noncontactlng probe arrangement for shaft orbit measurements
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(a) Orbit of shaft with several concurrent whirls at different frequencies
(unfiltered response)
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(b) Synchronous unbalance whirl orbit
obtained by filtering out nonsynchro.
nous frequencies from above orbit
(synchronous filtered response)

Fig,1.l11 Typical whirl orbits for a shaft In fluid-film bearings

interaction are all possible sources that can contribute at different frequencies to the total orbit. Where one source of excitation (e.g.,
unbalance) predominates, the other excitations will be superimposed on
the primary orbit (Fig. 1.1 la).
Elliptical Orbit at Shaft Synchronous Frequency
An orbit such as that shown in Fig. I.11 b can result when all nonsynchronous components of the shaft vibration are absent or have been
filtered out of sensor signals similar to those shown in Fig. 1.1 la. This
filtered synchronous orbit is the response of the shaft to residual unbalance at its speed of rotation. The ellipticity of the orbit represents the
difference in bearing stiffness in the two principal stiffness directions.
The angular orientation of the orbit is the result of coupling between
the bearing radial stiffness properties in the x- and y-directions. Bearing
properties can influence the unbalance orbit in the following ways:

4"

Propert
Identical stiffness in the x- and
y-directions

Effect on orbit
Circular orbit (Fig. 1,12a); vertical
displacement due to gravity

Different stiffnesses, no coupling between the x- and ydirections

Elliptical orbit (Fig, 1.12b); the xand y-directions coincide with orbit
principal axes

Different stiffnesses, crosscoupling between the x- and ydirections; fluid-film bearings

Elliptical orbit (Fig. 1.12c); orbit
principal axes oriented between the
x- and y-directions; x-y offset due
to static fluid properties

.

,

; . .• 4 ,

.
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CIRCULAR
WHIRL ORBIT

S....." I

JOURNAL DEFLECTION
FROM GRAVITY

(a) Shaft in bearings with identical stiffnesses in both coordinate directions and no cross-coupling effects

ELLIPTICAL
WHIRL ORBIT

JOURNAL
DEFLECTION
BY GRAVITY
.1

(b) Shaft in bearings with dissimilar stiffnesas in both coordinate
directions, and no cross-couplins effects

STEADY-STATE JOURNAL
ECCENTRICITY

RADIUS OF
WHIRL ORBIT

(c) Shaft in fluid-film bearings with dlsimiliar stlffnesses
and cron-coupling effects
Fig. 1.12. Effect of several bearing stiffness conditions on the journal whirl orbit

Rotors that operate In rolling-element bearings tend to show a
small gravity offset in the whirl orbit; the orbit itself is usually quite
circular. Both characteristics are due to the high radial stiffness and
isotropic bearing stiffness. High-frequency components may also be

S' " .. ••.•.°:•.•:•
.
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present at the ball-passina, frequency. Uqbalance whirling In fluid-film
bearings usudly occurs in an elliptical c.'bit, at synchronous frequency.
The presence of a strong filtered synchronous response signal suggests
that rotor unbaianc Is a possible cause of the observed whirling. Nonsynchronous
at some, multiple of the running speed is seldom
due to residualwhirling
unbalance.
Orbits with Loops

',
*i'

An orbit with internal loops (Figs. 1.13-1.15) indicates the prosonce of two or more separate excitations with different frequencies,
The examples given below illustrate how this may occur in practice.
A balf-frequency whirl often has a characteristic orbit, as shown in
Fig. 1.13a. The shape of the orbit is due to the action of a bounded
whirl that has a frequency, about half the rotational frequency of the
shaft and Is superimposed on the shaft unbalance whirl occurring at
synchronous frequency. It should be noted, however, that not all halffrequency whirls are stable or bounded.
Forced whirling of a floating sun gear between three epicyclic
planetary gears Is shown in Fig. 1.13b. The planetary gears give a
"three-per-revolution" excitation to the shaft at their rotational frequency; the shaft has its own synchronous whirl caused by unbalance.
The net effect is a three-lobe epicyclic orbit.
Light rubs of a shaft against a bearing wall, seal face, or other statar component may cause the looped orbits shown in Fig. 1.14a. The
details of the orbit depend on the speed of the shaft and its relation to
the critical speed of the system; for example, at near twice the critical
speed, the orbit may look like a bearing-induced half-frequency whirl as
the shaft responds to a light rub with a forward whirl at its natural frequency, on which is superimposed the shaft unbalance whirl. Many
"loops may indicate continuous intermittent light rubbing In a wall-

balanced shaft (Pig. 1.1 4b).

Heavy occasional rubs may also induce very high speed backward
whirls, as shown in Fig. 1.14c. The shaft responds by whirling backward at Its natural frequency in a decaying transient whirl, at speeds
below the natural frequency. Where the contact is sustained along the
bearing or seal surface, the shaft will rotate backward with some slipping. High whirl frequencies can be generated In this marmer, causing
high centrifugal forces that maintain the contact between shaft and cas.
Ing, as shown in Fig. 1.14d. This type of rubbing can cause extreme
wear and possible seizure of the shaft in its bearings. For a discussion
of the properties of orbital rub motion, see Ref. 4.
Shaft misalignment may be recognized by a characteristic two-perrevolution whirl pattern (Fig. 1.15a) superimposed on the shaft uabal-
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ance whirl at synchronous speed. Another indication of shaft misalignment occurs when the whirl orbits 'in adjacent fluid-film bearings lie in
opposite halves of the bearing. clearance (Fig. 1.15Sb). Banana-shaped
orbits and "figure-eight' orbits bothi contain, twice-per-revolution fre-,
quency components for the reasons indicated in Fig. 1.15.

(a) Bounded half-rrequency, whirl Pattern &rising fromt bearing fluid-flim
effects

(b) Floating sun geat whirling between
three planetary gears

.PN(c)

Effect on original orbit as In Fig.
1,12 of sudden light rub against the
bearing (typical, not necessarily
characteristic)

(d) High-rrequency backward whirl
induced by heavy transient rubbing

-,-

PIg& 1.13. Shali whirl patterns arising from various causes

.
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(4) Light sustained rubbing of' short
against bearing wall

(b) Intermittent rubbing or shaft
aantstator

(c) Shock-iitduced rubbing or rotor

against stator, high-f'requency transient

at shaft natural frequency decays with
transient

(d) Continuing skidding within
rolling-element bearing (exc~luding
noise components)

Fig. 1.14. Typical rubbing patterns induced by various types of
contact between shaft and wall
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MAIN SIGNAL
MGSIGNAL

MISALIGNMENT

k~
7.ELLIPSE
~ ~~\

ORBIT

WITH MISALIGNMENT
(a) Orbit indication of misalignment

RIGHT-.HAND
BEARING

LEFT-.HANO
BEARING

(b) Effect of misaligned coupling of orbits at adjacent bearings
Fig. 1.15. Effeots or misaliinnment on shaft orbits

External Vibration Effects
There are many possible causes of external vibration. External
vibration components (usually nonsynchronous) can appear in the whirl
oTbit superimposed on the unbalance whirl motion. Possible sources
are again suggested by the shape of the orbit and by any integer loops.
For example, magnetic unbalance excitation from an ac generator could
be indicated by the number of loops being equal to the number of pole
faces (Fig. 1.16a). Vortex excitation from a pump impeller or from
turning vanes in a flan might induce high-frequency compone ,s at the
shedding frequency of the impeller or vanes (Fig. 1.16b). I ,teresting
vortex-shedding problems in hydraulic turbine sets have been ,liscussed
by Parmakian [5]. Screw compressors or pumps that use lobed rotors
may generate forced vibrations at the frequency of the escaping fluid
(i.e., lobe-passing frequency), which is commonly two or four times the
rotational speed. This could give orbits of the type shown in Fig. 1.16c.
External vibrations consisting of regular impulses will generate reguiar, repeated loops in the unbelance orbit only if the impulses are
integer harmonics of the unbalance frequency; if not, the multirevolution pattern will be irregular. Intermittent impulses cause the rotor to
respond at Its natural frequency or frequencies. The vibration orbit
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from such sources is commonly a rapidly decaying transient for rotors
in fluid-film bearings (Fig. 1.16d).
Early diagnosis of whether rotor vibrations are due to unbalance or
to some other source Is of major importance in machine problem solving. Unbalance vibrations can be eliminated by the techniques
described in this monograph. However, shaft whirls that are due to instability or externally imposed vibrations cannot be removed by balancing. Unstable whirls must be treated by other techniques, which frequently involve modifications to the bearings, seals, or casing [6].
Similarly, vibrations affecting the rotor from external sources must also
be treated by other means, e.g., by isolation of the unit.

(a) Unbalanced magnetic field
causes four pulses per revolution in
rotor with residual unbalance (sus-

tained orbit)

(b) High-frequency vortex shed.
ding transmitted to casing and rotor
with residual unbalance, Sustained
orbit with stochastic high-frequency
component,

(cWFour-lobed rotor causes vibration at four pulses per revolutionAl
superimposed on residual unbal-MID

ance. Sustained orbit.

-A

,:

(d) External Impulse causes rotor
to vibrate at its natural frequency
during rotation. Vibrations decay
rapidly in fluid-film bearings, Transient orbit decays to synchronous
unbalance orbit.
6

__ __ _ _ _ _ _

Fig. 1,16, Effect of externally Induced vibration on rotor orbits
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1.7 Literature Sources on Balancing
The general subject of rotor balancing includes rigid-rotor balancing, flexible-rotor balancing, and balancing machines. The balancing of
all classes of rotors requires a knowledge of rotor dynamics, which in
turn involves shaft dynamics, bearing dynamics, and system dynamics.
The subject of balancing machines includes balancing principles, equipment, shop balancing practices, and field balancing techniques, appiled
to both rigid and flexible rotors.
The published literature on balancing is contained in the transactions of professional societies, in technical journals, and in company
publications. The books by Timoshenko (71 and by Den Hartog [8]
provide a general introduction to rigid- and flexible-rotor balancing,
with some comments on balancing machines. A more recent book by
Wilcox [91 contains a comprehensive discussion of the principles and
techniques of balancing, mostly applied to class I and class 2 rotors
(i.e., rigid and quasi-rigid rotors). Wilcox does not discuss the wide
range of literature available on balancing.
The balancing literature has been reviewed by Eubanks 1101, who
surveyed and evaluated several balancing methods; by Levit and Royzman [111, who discussed the balanrcng of gas-turbine engines; by Little
[121, whose thesis on flexible-rotor balancing contains selected references on this subject; and by Kendig [131, whose thesis compares the
modal and influence coefficient methods of flexible-rotor balancing,
and discusses the literature of these two methods. Reviews by Kushul'
and Shlyakhtin [14] (in English) and by Dimentberg [15] (in Russian)
on flexible-rotor balancing techniques describe selected European works
on modal balancing of shafts in rigid undamped bearings. Floxibierotor balancing has recently been reviewed by Rieger [161.
The literature on rotor-bearing dynamics has been discussed in
detail at various stages by Rieger [171, Gunter [181, Bishop and Pa.kinson [19], and, more recently, by Shapiro and Rumbarger [20] (bearing
dynamics), Eshleman (211 (critical speeds), and Rieger [161 (unbalance
response and balancing). An extensive bibliography, without anaotation, on rotor dynamics has been presented by Loowy and Piarulli [22].
It contains many Czechoslovak and Soviet references not previously
cited in an English-language review. The books by Dimentberg [231 on
shaft dynamics and by Tondl (24] on rotor stability problems contain
many additional references to the European literature on rotor-bearing
dynamics.
The most useful sources of information on balancing machines and
balancing equipment are the sales-related publications of firms
manufacturing industrial balancing equipment. The reports by Eubanks
[101 and by Laskin [251 appear to be the only independent critical
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reviews on balancing machines. No reference work appears to exist on
the many special-purpose balancing machines available (gyro balancers,
universal balancer, etc.), nor on the many custom balancing facilities
(turbine-generator spin pits, automated balancing facilities, satellite and
space-vehicle mass-centering units, etc.) now in use, apart from these
descriptive sales-related publications. The patent literature provides

,

another source of information on balancing devices and innovations
(see Section 3.7), but again no comprehensive discussion of this subject
has been attempted.
1.8 Historical Notes on Balancing and Rotor Dynamics
Rotor dynamics and balancing are closely related to the development of power-generating and power-transmission equipment. Practical
steam power began with the reciprocating engine (Watt, 1769) and with
the steam turbine (DeLaval, 1883; Parsons, 1884). Steam screw pro18pulsion of ships was proved feasible with the Great Eastern (Brunel,
1841). Steam turbine screw propulsion beganr with the yacht Turbinla
(Parsons, 1897) and with submarine U.S.S. Nautilus (Rickover, 1955).

*

Historical details are given in Refs. 26 and 27.

L

The first paper on rotor dynamics was published in 1869, by Rankine [281, who established the existence of a shaft critical speed, by
analysis. Such critical speeds had been observed in practice at that time
(though not explained), in association with factory overhead drive
shafting, which often carried many massive pulleys. DeLaval [261
demonstrated in 1883 that. with turbomachines of the type shown in
Fig. 1.17 it was possible to pass through a critical speed while developing useful power. At that time critical speeds were thought to be due
to unstable operating conditions, similar to the column-buckling
phenomenon, This erroneous concept was inferred from the Rankine
paper, and was indirectly endorsed by Greenhill [29] in 1883, in a paper
on marine propulsion shaft buckling. Chree [30] in 1904 explicitly
stated and endorsed this instability vievpoint. A comprehensive study
of the shaft-pulley problem was made by Dunkerley [311 in 1894. This
paper presented the results of experiments with many shaft system
models and correlated them with the elegant critical speed analyses of
Osborne Reynolds. These extensive results are still of value today.
Fdppi [321 in 1895 analyzed and explained the supercritical operation of
the DeLaval turbine.
In 1916, an experiment by Kerr [33] caused a controversy in the
literature about the fundamental mechanics of rotor respons, to unt-4"ance, indicating that this topic was still widely misunderstood. A definitive paper by Jeffcott 1341 in 1919 corrected this misunderstanding and
established modern rotor-dynamics analysis-50 years after Rankine's
paper.
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Fig. 1.17. Hiih-speed reaction (Hero) turbine with conical friction
transmission (patented in 1883) and DeLaval's sketch of supercritical
nozzle and impulse bladas (1888). (illustration from the DeLaval
Memorial Lecture 1968, *Gustaf De Laval, the High Speed%and the
Gear," by Professor lngvar lung-, reprodurad by permission of StalLaval Turbine AD, Finspons, Sweden.)
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The first recorded balancing machine was devised and patented by
Martinson in 1870, in Canada,* It allowed any machine component to
be balanced as a rigid body. Components to be balanced were mounted
in soft supports and end driven from a pulley. Dynamic subcritical
magnification of the rotor amplitudes was used to obtain an improved
balance indication. The location of -the unbalance in this machine was
determined byhand-held chalk marking the %heavy" spot, according tO
Dihrberg' [35. The number of such machines built and used is not
known.
A balancing "stand"' built by Marten (ca. 1900) is shown in Fig.
1.18. Known at the time as Marten's balancing scale, it incorporated a
10:1 mechanical lever arm magnification of rotor amplitudes to increase
readout sensitivity. This principle, coupled with the dynamic
magnification then available with Martinson's balancing machine,
should have led to further improvements in the quality of balance
attained.
o90

l~i~u!1800

..

FULCRUM

..

0O

S~0
2700

PEDESTAL

OUT

9.
S2D

VARIATION OF
POINTER
ON SCALEPOSITION

100

ROTATION (dog)

1Fi.
1.18, Principles of Martin's balancing scale (ca. 1900). Slow
rotation oi the component bei balanced gave rise to vibratory
amplitudes in the vertical direction; these were magnified in the
ratio 10:1 on thd scale by the lever principle shown, (K.
Dihrberg, "Schwingungstechnlk bel Auswuchmaschinen," Auswuttechnik, EEL) 0, Stand vom 1.1,65; OCarl Schenck Maswhinenfa.
,brk GmbH, Darmstadt. Used by permission.)
'A detailed discuuion of balancing mnchines and facilities is presented in Chapter 3,
which also contains illustrations of several or the machines discussed here,
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Lawaczeck (1907) wrote a short note on the theory and design of'
balancing machines, and in 1908 patented a new type of balancing
machine (see Chapter 3). This machine operated in the vertical position and had a flexible lower bearing support, which allowed only herizontal motions of the lower bearing support. The lower support
motion is then a ltge-amplitude, simple harmonic vibration at operatIng speed in which the maximum motion is in phase with the maximum amplitude. The angular position of the unbalance was again
found by chalk marking, and the magnitude of unbalance could be
found by a few trial-and-error tests with trial weights in the correction
plane. One end of the rotor was balanced at a time. Lawaczeck (1912)
also devel,)ped a horizontal version of this machine.
Both Lawaczeck machines suffered from the inconvenience of not
being able to interchange the "free" enid the "flxed" ends readily. This
meant that the rotor had to be removed from the machine and then
reinstalled with the ends reversed, to remove any unbalance remaining
in the other plane with a second run. Heymann [363 overcame this
limitation In 1916 with his "double-pendulum" machine, which allowed
the horizontal restraint on both end bearing supports to be varied from
rigid to flexible as needed. This allowed independent corrections to be
made at either balance plane without removing the rotor, simply by
clamping one end and measuring at the other end.
The ideas of Lawaczeck and Heymann were combined into a single
machine around 1918, thie was the forerunner of modern balancing
machines. The first Lawaczeck-Heymann machines operated by running up to a speed above the support natural frequency and then coasting down in speed through resonance to obtain response-amplitude
magnification. These machines allowed rotor residual unbalance to be
determined and corrected to a satisfactory degree for the first time.
The post World War I demand for rotating-machine components caused
this idea to spread rapidly. Soderberg (371 describes a large similar
machine built in Philadelphia in 1923.
Akimoff [38] in 1916 developed another type of balancing
machine, which was based on the concept that the effects of unbalance
could be nullified through the application of known centrifugal forces
and moments, when these effects were applied at suitable loottions.
Thus the required unbalance details could be obtained directly from the
vibration measured from the pedestal signals (i e., zero pedestal motion
indicated a null balance condition). The annulment was achieved by
using a second (permanent) rotor attached beneath the rotor being balanced. The permanent rotor consisted of a drum of horizontal rods
that could be adjusted radially and axially as required. The magnitude
of the unbalance and its angular location were determined from the
location of the horizontal rods when a null balance had been achieved.
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Other null balancing machines that were patented during this period
were the Newkirk machine [391, and the AEG--LOsenhausen machine,
which used electromagnetic forces to excite a flexibly supported
machine. frame at such a frequency and phase angle that the ofliinal
unbalance forces were canceled.
Most machines built during the period 1900 to l940 measured, rotor, residual unbalance by some mechanical indicator. The first mention
of electrical sensing and measurement is in an Allegemein Elektricitit
Oesellschaft (AEG) patent in 1932 on piezoelectric crystals, it which
the. wattmeter method is mentio,,-.' as a meter and signal filter, The
first mention of stroboscopic angle measurement occurs in a U.S. patent
in 1935. In the same year, Thearle [401, mentioned the use of an elec.
trodynamic pickup and stroboscopic angle indication, and Rose [41] discussed the use of the plane-separation principle and its application with
electric analog circuits. Thearle further developed these ideas in 1938.
Federn [42) in 1942 developed an effective and sensitive phaseangle-measuring device using calibrated lines on an oscillograph. This
device, used during World War II to balance ship gyros, made it possible to obtain a high degree of sensitivity by simple mechanical coupling,
allowing displacement measurements down to 20 j.in. Filtering
remained a problem with such devices, and background noise was
difficult to eliminate.
Following Jeffcott's clarification of the mechanics. of rotor unbalance whirling, the most important problems of rotor dynamics have
been mainly concerned with certain instabilities of the rotor (fluid-film
whirl, hysteresis whirl, parametric instabilities, etc.). Recently, howevor, new questions of rotor balancing associated with the increased 'se
of flexible rotating machinery (e.g., large turbine-generator sets) have
reemerged, Groebel [43] in 1952 wrote a qualitative discussion of
modal balancing applied to generator rotors, and Meldahl [441 indicated
certain orthogonality relations on which modal balancing concepts are
based. In a series of papers between 1959 and 1968, Bishop, Gladwell,
Parkinson, and others [18,45,46] developed the theory of modal balancing and gave experimental verification to a high degree. Practical application of the modal balancing method to turbines, generators, and
high-speed pumps was described by Moore [47,481 during this period.
Development of the comprehensive modal balancing method was undertaken by Giers [491 and by Federn [42]. Both methods and the
differences between them are discussed in Chapter 6.
The development of modal balancing was paralleled by a practical
trial-and-error procedure which became known as the influence
coefficient method. Thearle [401 described it in 1935, and Den Hartog
181 briefly outlined the theory of its application to rigid rotors.
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Goodman [501 generalized the application of influence coefficient
balancing for flexible rotoks in 1962, and the first computer programs
for influence-coefficient balancing became available around that time.
Tessarzik, Badgley and Anderson 1511 contributed to the rcontinuing
development of this procedure from 1964 on. The influence coefficient
method is essentially computerized balancing performed in an efficiently organized sequence of operations, capable of mathematical
optimization.
A wide variety of special devices are described in the patent literature of rotor balancing. Noteworthy are the
original machine patents of
Martinson (1870), Lawaczeck (1908) and Heymann (1916), the wattmeter concept (1932), Thearle's balancing head (1932), the planeseparation method (1935), electric plane separation (1938), and the
electronic measuring technique of Federn (1942). Automatic balancing
"devices for supercritical operation have been proposed by LeBlanc
(1904), Thearle (1932), and others; one such device has been used for
domestic washing machines (52].
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CHAPTER 2
RIGID-ROTOR DYNAMICS
Noemenclature
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SF

distance from left bearing to rotor c.g.
eccentricity of c.g.
eccentricity of disk c.g.
cross-sectional area
area of Ith cross section
distance from right bearing to rotor c.g.
2.71828...
modulus of elasticity
critical whirl frequency, Hz
translatory critical whirl frequency, Hz
centrifugal force
gravitational acceleration
effective radius of gyrotron
SI~second moment of area

K
L
M
Nc
NT

R
R
Rf
eRtb, eRcb

eRZ
eRj
gRab, gRb
9K•
9RT

stiffness of shaft end supports
rotor length
rotor mass
critical whirl speed
translatory critical whirl speed
whirl radius vector
whirl radius at shaft centroid
dimensionless translatory whirl radius
dimensionless whirl radius of shaft ends
dimensionless whirl radius of shaft ends in
conical mode
dimensionless whirl radius of shaft ends in
translatory mode
dimensionless conical whirl radius at bearings
dimensionless whirl radius of shaft center in
conical mode
dimensionless whirl radius of shaft center in
translatory mode
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time
specific weight
weight of disk

coordinate directions
axial. distance along shaft
time-dependent complex whirl angle
complex whirl angle amplitude
time-dependent whirl angle
whirl frequency
3.14159 ...
timendependent whirl angle
shaft speed, rad/s

critical whirl frequency, rad/s
translatory critical whirl frequency, rad/s
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CHAPTER 2
RIGID-ROTOR DYNAMICS
2 1 Dynamic Properties of.Ritd Rotors
•ii21•The response of a rigid 'rotor to a dynamic forcing is most
meaningfully expressed In terms of the natural modes of the rotor
system, Rigid rotors in flexible supports have two such modes:
translator) whirling and conical whirling. The rotor 'experiencing
residual unbalance forces and moments responds with displacements
Involving combinations of these rigid-body modes. Consider the simple
rigd-rotor system in Fig. 2.1. If the bearings have identical horizontal
and vertical dynamic properties, this system will have only two whirl
lmodes, translator and conical; If however, the bearings have dissimilar
horizontal and vertical stiffnesses, the rotor will have four whirl modes
and four corresponding critical whirl frequencies. The rotor can
become resonant with its unbalance force, in each of these four modes.
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A rotor Is said to whirl when the c.s. of any cross section traces an
orbit during rotation instead of remaining at a fixed point. Unbalance
whirling occurs in pynchronism with the rotational frequency of the
shaft. Other types of whirling are also possible; these whirls may
include unstable and asynchronous whirls 11-31.
The critical frequencies of any rotor system are the natural froquencies of the system. This means that under rotating conditions
these frequencies are influenced by the rotatory inertia of the rotor and
by the gyroscopic effect-exerted on the polar inertia of the rotor by
out-of-plane forces. When the rotational speed coincides with a critical
frequency of the system, a condition of resonance develops between
the rotating unbalance excitation and the critical frequency of the system. Residual unbalance then tends to excite the rotor into largeamplitude whirl motions. In practice, such motions are usually
bounded by system damping effects. They may also be otherwise restrained by bearings or seals. It is well known that any resonant speed
represents a potentially dangerous operating condition for rotating
machinery. This danger can be removed by balancing the rotor and
also by choosing suitable system parameters, such as supports with
properties that allow the rotor to operate in speed ranges removed from
its critical speeds.
2.2 Rotor Systems
The whirl amplitude of an unbalanced rotor depends on the
dynamic properties of the rotor in its supporting structure (i.e., bearIngs, casing) and on the magnitude and distribution of the residual
unbalance within the rotor. For any mechanical equipment, the
dynamic response amplitude and the transmitted vibrations are strongly
influenced by interaction between the rotor, its bearings, the casing,
and the foundation, Together thase components constitute a mechanical system. This chapter discusses the dynamic response of rigid rotors
to unbalance forces Imposed during operation.
The most significant rotor-system properties for studies of
machinery response to unbalance forces are
1. Rotor mass, elastic, and damping properties
2. Bearing mass, elastic, and damping properties
3. Machine casing and foundation mass, elastic properties, and
damping interaction with the environment
4. Rotor unbalance magnitude, orientation, and axial distribution
5. System critical speeds and their variation with bearing and support stiffness, operating speed, machine load, temperature, etc.
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Variation of rotor response amplitude with speed, particularly at
and seal locations
Variation of bearing-transmitted force with speed and load
Variation of foundation force with speed and load
Instability threshold speed of the rotor system.

The first four items are basic mechanical properties that constitute any
rotor system. The next five items are important dynamic properties of
the rotor system; they are related to the system operating conditions,
such as speed and load. Bef ire the functions of these five system conditions are described, dynamic properties I through 4 will be discussed
in greater detail.
2.3 Rotor System Properties
This section discusses the factors affecting dynamic properties of

"therotor system. Most of the important terms used are defined In ISO
1925 (1974), "Balancing Vocabulary." Any unbalanced rigid rotor can be
described in terms of the properties listed in Table 2.1. Expressions for
mass, Inertia, and radius of gyration for several typical rotor sections
are given in Table 2.2 [4].
Bearings
Most rotors are supported in either rolling-element bearings or in
fluid-film bearings. Both types of bearing possess static and dynamic
properties. As used here, the term static proptjrties means properties
that depend on steady load conditions and constant speed, in a thermally stable environment, such as load capacity and operating oil temperature.
The static properties of rolling-element bearings are governed by
the tendency for the race to deform elastically at low speeds and by
centrifugal force effects at high speeds, Mos,ý rolling-element bearings
are limited to long-term operation below 77°C unless a special lubricant
is used or unless provision is made for externally cooling the race,
Load capacities and static design considerations have been discussed by
Palmgren [5] and Harris 16]. Additional reir, ences are given by
Shapiro and Rumbarger [7].
The static properties of fluid-film bearings are determined by the
boaring type (externally pressurized, self-acting; liquid- or gaslubricated), by bearing geometry (plain cylindrical, tilting-pad, etc.),
and by load, speed, structural and lubricant properties', and the operating environment (temperature, pressure, etc.). The governing dimenslonless parameters are the Sommerfeld number of operation, the bearIng length-to-di~meter (LID) ratio, and the operating Reynolds number

1'1
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Table 2.1. Dynamic properties of unbalanced rigid rotors
Property
Mass
Inertia, polar

Symbol
M
Ip

Description
Acts at rotor c.g.
Acts at rotor c.g.; causes

Inertia, transverse

IT

Acts at rotor c.g.; causes

Inertia, effective

I

Radius of gyration
Length

H
L
Z5

gyroscopic effect

Location of c.g.

translatory inertia effect

Acts at rotor c.g.; I - 1 Ir7-1 for
synchronous unbalance whirling*
Effective c.g. radius for rotor mass
Rotor length between bearings
Location of c.g. from reference

Residual unbalance
force
Residual unbalance

F

origin, usually at the centerline
of a bearing
Acts of rotor c.g.

M

Acts about rotor c.g.

Location of
unbalance planes
Balance weight
Plane I
Plane 2

Zt, Z 2

Distance from c.g. or
other reference datum

W,
W2

Acts radially in balance plane I
Acts radially In balance plane 2

Moment

*1 -

"11-ýlp
for non-sytichronous whirling, where co Is the rotational speed and v is the

whirl frequency.

I
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Table 2.2 Geometric Properties of Solids [4]
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Table 2.2 (Cont'd) Geometric Properties of Solids [41'.
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Table 2.2 (Cont'd) Geometricv Properties of' Solidp [41*
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Table 2.2 (Cont'd) Geometric PrQpertdos of Solids [4]
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if the lubricant flow is turbulent. The static design of externally prossurized bearings has been discussed by Rippel [8], Wilcock and Booser
191, and others. The design of self-acting bearings. has also been dis3 cussed by these authors, and by Raimondiand Boyd 1101, Warner 111],
Lund 1121, and others. Bearing technology has an extensive literature;
the above references provide an introduction to this subject.
The dynamic properties of bearings ire those characteristics that
S' directly Influence the response of the rotor system, with time. Bearing
flexibility and damping both affect the response of rigid 'rotors"to unbalance forces and to impulsive external loads. For small dynamic
motions, these bearing properties are commonly expressed in terms of
stiffness and damping coefficients. For rOlling-element bearings,
Ip.,•,.:
!:iF
() "K•, X + B ,,k, where I•
•g
.4x

and
"iF

W(t)-

Ky Y+B,

, where Y-

For fluid-film bearings,

Px (t)- Ku X + K.0 Y + Bxx + Hv •

arnd
Fy (t)-K,X+J,, y + B,k + B,, Y.
The terms used in these equations are defined as follows:

x, ,

'

- time-dependent displacement and velocity in the X
veoydirectioni

Y,

time-dependent displacement and velocity in the Y
direction
K,, K. - stiffness coefficients relating force to displacement
in the X direction
K Kyy - stiffness
coefficients relating force to displacement
In the Y direction
K.,

Ky, - stiffness coefficients relating force in one direction
(X,
Y)) to displacement In the normal direction
•. , ,
( Y,X
,B, B.,, - damping coefficients relating force to velocity In the
X direction

•

,

~~~~
,
~~~~~~,
:.,•
', , .•.' ,

' 'I

•"' "

"""
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damping coefficients, relating force to velocity in the
X direction
BV
Bx -damping ýcoefficients relating force In one -direction
to velocity In the normal direction (Y, 4."
B~,Px -(Z,
The force..diplacement properties 'of both rolling-selemeont and
fluid-fiun bearings are nonlinear, which Indicates that the stiffness dF/de
is variable with displacement, (Fig, 2i2). Fortungticy~ large-amjpiitude
lfly' (¶ransitien
Journalý motions Itjil bearings', typically, Occur :only brie
through critical speed with low dam'ping), under conditions of machine
distress (rotor Instability, Instantaneous unbalance, or. extcessive transient). In most Instancesn, Journal orbits 'about ,.the static equilibrium
position are small (Pig. 2.3j). This allows the uncoupled bearing equations to be linearized, with use of the constant coefficients indicated
above. The some is true of bearing damping, which is also frequently
linoarized to simplify discussion and analysis.
By, Byy

-

OPERATING
CONDITIO1N

(a) Rolling-element bearing

-dF

do

F

b)lidflbein

OPERATINGdF
)IT.

do

Fig. 2.2, Typical load-displacement curves for rolling-olement
and fluid-film bearings
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ATTITUDE-ECCENTRICITY
LOCUS (LOAD LINEI

WHIRL ORBIT DUE
TO UNBALANCE
'STATIC
ECCENTRICITY

Fig, 2,3, Unbalance whirl orbit about statlc equilibirum position
for fluid-film Journal bearings

Machine Casing and Foundation

Most rotors are supported in bearings mounted in a musive casing
on some maus-elutic foundation. The effect of the casing and foundation on the dynamics of the rotor may be significant if the casing has
natural frequencies that lie in the same region as tho.me of the rotor and
bearing system. In tuch cases the masselastic properties of the support
system must also be considered in examining the dynamic properties of
the machine. It is usual to linearize the stiffness and damping proper.
ties of the casing, However, foundation dynamics is often a complex,
specialized area that should be approached with caution. For details of
the dynamic interaction of soil and foundation, see Ref. 13. For
present purposes, where foundation dynamic effects are referred to,
they will be thought of as being made up of' small-amplitude linear
motions about a static mean position,
Rotor Unbalance
The two principal causes of rotor unbalance are local random mass
eccentricities of the rotor c.g, along its length, and any distortion of the
rotor elastic axis that may arise from differential thermal expansion,
slippage of shrink fits, and so on, A comprehensive li8ting of sources
of unbalance is given in Table 1.1,
In a rigid rotor, the cumulative effect of random c.g. eccentricities
is felt as a single unbalance force that acts at the rotor c.g.; its magnitude Is calculated as

so
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F-

Wn2a
g

where
. .A, dz
.a

.

.

..

....

.

,.

A,dz

1

1.

"isthe effective unbalance, radius, acting about the rotor c.g, due to the
sum of the moments of the elemental rotor sections, as shown in Fig.
2.4. In practical circumstances, the magnitudes and the orientation of
the unbalance force and unbalance couple are seldom known in
advance, though the effect they create is routinely determined at the
balance planes by measurement in a balancing machine, The orientaUon of these effective unbalance forv.es to some arbitrarily chosen reference plane in the rotor is likewise determined.as part of the balancing
process. For the- present discussion, the effect of unbalance is
represented as an equivalent force and couple about the c.g. of the rigid

rotor, This makes It possible to determine the effect of a prescribed
nominal unbalance condition (e.g&, L10 oz.in.) at the rotor c.g, on the
rotor response. Such sensitivity analysis provides useful insight into
the possible unbalance response of the rotor in its supports,

-

(it) Random distribution of unbalance
in rigid rotof

FFL

(b) Equivalent unbalance rerce F and
couple M acting at rotor Q's.

MM

I

Fig. 24, General unbalance conditions induced
by equivalent c a.force and moment

-
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2,4 Dynamic Modeling of Rotor Systems

..ý

,,11%
T,

Rotor, properties, bearing properties, and casing and foundation
"properties may influence, the response of,the total machine system, to
unbalance, Figure 2,5 shows a, typical high-speed grinding machine
"assembly, An understanding of the dynamic behavior of this or any
"other rotating mechanical system can be obtained by developing a
representative, model, of the rotor system that includes numerical values
of' the criticl parameters listed -in the previous. sectionm, In practice,
such dynamic models are now 'routinely developed during the design of
most high-speed rotating equipment, The data come from rotor-system
drawings, from bearing design charts' (or computer programs), and
from other system specifications, such as dynamic support properties
(foundation impedance), The degree of refinement used in the model
Is arbitrary;, It depends on the Immediate need and on the extent of
available data,

'. "

,t'

Fig. 2,5, HIgh-speed motor-driven grinding machine (uourteasy
or Black and Decker Corp.)

Consider now the two rotor-system models shown in Fig, 2.6; both
nmodelu represent the dynamic properties of the high-speed grinder in
Fig. 2.5. Both models contain all of the parameters mentioned previously, but the amount of detail is obviously much different. The first

model (Fig, 2,6) is a simple representation that could be used to esti,
rmate the two rigid-body critical speeds of the grinder and the response
to unbalance. It assumes that the rotor is rigid, thai the bearings are

....
....
..

,,
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flexible with low damping, and that the foundation is rigid (no dynlamic
Interaction), The second model would be used for computer analysis of
the high-speed grinder. It contains much more detail, a-burden readily
handled by the computer. This model, does not assuMe that the rtotr Is
rigid,, though it may be, Both boaoing stifrnesses and'damping effects
r6cnidered in more detail (though still -linea) and account is taken
of bearing.'support fle~ibiiity. Comput~r calculation of both 0~itical
speeds -avd unbalance response has boen shown to be a reliable technique which provides valuable guidace 'to rotathig machinery
designers.
Crinding Wheel Drive-MOtor,
Unbalance
Unbalance

orindlngWh~ei
Unbalance

(a)Representation of high-speed Srinder as a rigid rotor

Damped

4

FlexibleDamped
Bearing

Grinding Wheel
Unbalance
Flexible
Beaping

Foundation

WbFlexible rotor-bearlnS system for high-speed grinder
FIS. 26. Dynamic models for rotor system analysis

2.5 Critical Frequencies om~ Crifical Speeds
When a nbtural mode of a rotor system is ecitcied by some harmonic force applied ati its natural frequency, a condition of resonance
exists. This condition is often accompanied by large modal amplitudes
of vibration. In general, the natural frequencies of a rotor system are
dependent on speed because of gyroscopic coupling between the coordi.
nate inotions. For rotating machinery, the natural frequencies are often
called critical frequencies, and each rotor system possesses soveral such
frequencies. Any critical frequency can be exoited into resonance,
given a suitable source of excitation, although occasionally there may
be other sources of asynchronous excitation (egfan-guide vano excitation or reverse-whirl sear excitation) that will excite some less common form of whirling.

'
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The calculation of critical frequencies for rigid-rotor systems is discussed in the remainder, of this chapter. In certain instances, only the
synchronous critical frequency is determined because of Uts practical
importance, Simple cases using modal separation are discussed whert
ever possible. The following factors are examined.
,S_.tl.
2.6

Rotor system lnvestigated
Mldspan symmetry; identical
bearings

2.7
2.8

Offset rotor e,$,; identical bearings
Midspan e.g.; different end bearing
stiffneuses, identical coordinate
stiffnemes
Combination of the two systems
listed above; offset rotor .g,;
different end bearing stiffnesses
Mldspan c.g.; identical bearings,
dissimilar bearing coordinate
stlffnees

2.9

t

2.10

A

2.11

Midapant symmetry, dissimilar
bearings dissimilar bearing
coordinate atliffnesses

2.12

Offset e.g.; dissimilar bearings,
dissimilar coordinate bearing
stiff'noses.

Results observed
Mass mode and inertial
mode arelindependent
and separable, Simple
natural frequency
expressions exist.
Mode& coupled
Modes coupled;
biquadratic frequency
equation
Modes coupled;
biquadratic frequency
equation
Modes separable; four
natural frequencies,
two for each coordinate
stiffness, direction
Modes coupled; four
natural frequencies
correoponding to
coordinate stiffnemses;
frequency determinant
Modes coupled

A numerical example is given in each case studied to Illustrate specific
features. It Ishould be noted that the effects of damping are not
Included in the rigid-rotor critical speed analyses that follow; they are,
however, diacusatd in Sections 2.13 through 2.16, The results are more
applicable to practical systems Involving rigid rotors In rolling-element
bearings or rigid rotors In fluid-film bearings with flexible, undamped
bearing pedestals than to highly damped journal bearing systems. This
has been done mainly to demonstrate the rotor-dynamics principles
Involved.

:,

AZT7777....
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2.6 Critical Speeds
A critical speed of a rotor system is -defined as any rotational speed
of the rotor or rotating element at which resonance occurs in the system. Critical speeds are dynamic properties of the rotor system. They
occur when some harmonic force becomes resonant (coincides in frequency) with a natural frequency of the system. Only radial whirl
motions of the rotor in its supports caused by rotor unbalrnce are considered here.'
EaA natural frequency of a rotor system has a particular mode
shape. At a critical speed, the harmonic force from centrifugal unbalance excites the corresponding mode of the system, causing the rotor to
"whirl" in its supports in this mode shape, in synchronism with the
rotor speed. Whirling often causes large rotor dynamic amplitudes,
large transmitted vibrations, and possible component failure, It is customary practice to calculate the critical speeds and mode shapes of any
new rotating equipment; such calculations are also the first step in the
diagnosis of any vibration problems in rotation machinery.
The critical speeds of rotor-bearing systems are dependent on
speed for the following reasons,
1. Gyroscopic stiffening of the rotor Increases with speed. At zero
speed, all gyroscopic effects are zero. The rotor translatory inertia
affects the natural frequencies of the system. At operating speed, the
2 under synchronous
inertial effect of any rigid component is (IF - 1T),W
excitation at frequency cu; here, 1p is polar inertia and IT is translatory
inertia,
2, Stiffness and damping properties of fluid-film bearings vary with
speed, and squeeze-film vibration damping properties vary with forcing
frequency. As most classes of rotating machinery incorporate either
one or both of the above effects, it is evident that critical speed calculations for general rotor systems must include consideration of both
effects to ensure accurate calculation of critical speeds, For rigid rotors
this problem is simplified by the absence of rotor flexibility. Nonetheless, the above requirernen's still apply,
2.7 Simple Rigid Rotor in Flexible Supports
Figure 2.7a shows a rigid cylindrical rotor supported in flexibln
bearings with the rotor c.g. midway between the bearings, Both bearings have identical stiffness properties, and the stiffnesses of both bearings are identical in both the x6 and the y-coordinL'te directions. The
system has two natural whirl modes, translatory and conical, as shown
in Figs. 2.7b and 2.7c. If damping effects are neglected, the critical frequencies of these two modes can be calculated by first recognizing that
these modes are uncoupled because of the symmetry of the system.
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SYMMTITRICAL ROTOR
c g, AT MIDSPAN

-tz1~1IDENTICAL

BEARING
TIFFNESSES

M

AT EACH END
K

K

(a) Rigid rotor in symnietrical boarints

rri: 11111
(b) Trunslatory whirl mode

(c) Conical whirl mode

Fig, 2.7, Rotor with uncoupled rigid whirl modes

Translatory Critical Frequency
First consider the purely translatory motions of the rotor shown in
Fig. 2,7b. The equations of small-displacement free motions are
MX + 2 KX-

0

MY + 2 KY-

0

where
X, Y are time-dependent coordinate displacements
M is the rotor mass
K is bearing radial stiffnress,
As the whirl orbit is circular in thisi case, the coordinate motions can be
combined into a single whirl vector R of radius
R

,.

X + ItY

,,."•,~ ~~',I, !': . .

..
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where

4

X

-

x ell'

Y - y ei"t.
Substituting gives

t

AM + 2KR - 0.
A solution for harmonic motions at the frequency of rotation w can be
obtained by substituting R - re"'t in the above expression, r being thi
magnitude of the whirl radius. A nontrivial solution for w does not
permit re1"1 to be zero, and therefore
2K - Me)? -0.
This requires that

C

M
that is,
WT- -"

W

(rad/s),

where WT is the circular critical frequency of the free transve&- "C•rations for the simple symmetrical rotor in flexible supports. This can be
expressed as
fT

NT -

(Hz)

271

N

- 9.55 V

(rpm).

If the system is operated at this rotatioral speed with an unbalance
force acting, the rotor whirl amplitude will grow toward an infinite
value unless otherwise restrained, e.g., by system damping.
Conical Critical Frequency
The conical whirl motions shown in Fig. 2.7c are Influenced by
gyroscopic torques that arise from angular momentum changes. Such
changes result from the small angular displacements 0 and •5 shown in
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Fig. 2.8 for a typical cylindrical rotor element. In accordance with the

right-hand rule, the direction of the torque vectors shown is determinedI
by the 0, 0 displacements, which cause the torque,vector to move into
the spin vector as shown.

y

=

~I

x

REACTION TORQUE IpW;a

CAUSES ROTATION 6
REACTION
TORQUE

!i

SPIN
VdCTOR
IpOR

Ip(A)
po z

REACTION TORQUE

REACTION TORQUE Ipro
CAUSES ROTATION*
SPIN VECTOR

I,WO

y

Fig, 2.8. Coordinate geometry and gyroscopic moments acting
on a massive rotating disk

.
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The cylindrical rotor section in, Fig. 2,7c has both translainry inertia IT and polar inertia Ip,- For smallamplitude hatmonic, motions, the
equations of free undamped conical whirling ore
T. + ±. KL2 0
J
'
.,
2
and
114

I~+KL~6I-2

pcai O,

where
K
L
IT

0

-

.p -

Wearing stiffness .
rotor length
translatory inertia for the rotor about its c.g.,
polar inertia of the rotor about its u.S,
time-dependent whirl angle in the X, Z plane
time-dependent whirl angle in the Y, Z plane,

To solve the above expressions, write
y -o+I.
Substituting In the equations of motion gives
1
'1

j, v-

2

+

y

-0KL
0.

To solve for harmonic motions at rotational fNequency w, set

v

=
- Fel'W.

where
', - time dependent complex whirl angle
r' - complex whirl angle amplitudc,
For synchronous whirling, .• - w, and we may wiite
I-

IT -

IP.

Substituting gives
-KL2 -1.2

K1

r ei= 0.

1
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A nontrivial solution for the speed w~ that satisfies this expression
requires that
iKL2

-a),

2

0.

2
S qvllthis expression gives the critical frequency for conical whirling,
Ig/2

-

1-i-ri(rad/s)

or
f

I

IF

21

V

21

I I KL2 1, Hz; Nc - 9.55 K12
2w

(rpm).

This expression allows the conical critical speed of the symmetrical
rotor system shown ini Fig. 2.7 to be calculated.
Sample Calculation 1

*

The steel cylindrical rotor shown in Fig. 2.7 1s 3.0 in. In diameter
and 8.0 in. long. The rotor is mounted on two bearings of radial stiffness 14 - K,ý - 105 lbin, with a span of 6 in., supported on a rigid
foundation. Find the translatory critical speed and conical critical speed
of the system. Specific weight w of steel is 0.283 lb/in, 3.
The rotor weight is
W .sD'

.jr

(3) 2(g) (0.283)

-16.0

The mass of the rotor is
--g

00414 ib-s 2 /in.

1-0
386.4

The translatory critical speed is
OT

(~JII

U
ITr

-

xi~J
0.0414

349.8 Hz

-

-

2198 rad/s

20,989 rpm..

The translatory critical speed occurs at 20,989 rpm.
The effective inertia for synchronous whirl is

lb.
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r(

.I/2

2

-- ,

-(8)3(1,5)2]

0.1975 lb-ln.-s 2
....

C

.
-

r(2)

.11/2

('0.1975)J

-3019

rad/s

and
fc -480.5

Hz

28, 829 rpm.

The conical critical speed occurs at 28,829 rpm, The simplicity of the
above procedure results from the symmetry of the System, which allows
the two modes to be considered independently, When such mode
separation is not possible, the procedure described in the next section
must be applied.
2.8 Coupled Modes of a Rigid Rotor In Flexible Supports
The c.g. of the system shown in Fig. 2.9 is displaced toward one
of
the rotor. If the e.g. radial displacements are denoted by X and
end
Y', their slopes by e and 4, and the displacements at the bearings by
X, Yl and X2 Y2, respectively, the equations of translatory motion are
MX -- KX1 - KX2
and
MY--

KY 1- KY 2.

The equations of angular motion are
lT

-KaX1

'KbXI-2

Ipow4

and
IT

KaY1 - KbY 2 + 1pO.

I0...
T" ..

.. .
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BEARIN13

i

1

BEARING

S"

2

IbENTIOAL
BEA mIN

-I
-

-

-

-

8-11

FFNES8
AT EACH END

---

L T_

AFi.2.9, Rotor with end beArinjs of dissimilar ,tlffnesses
and associated whirl modes

As both bearings are identical and have orthogonal radial stiffness
properties, the whirl orbit of the rotor at any section will be circular.
IFor a solution, set
AR-X+IY

and introduce
9+
+ ,
where I - v'T. For small whirl motions,
X1 - X - aO,

X 2 - X + b#,

Y',- Y"- a$,

Y2 "Y + bo.

A,

R2 -

Writing
R - ay;

R +b

and substituting gives
MAR + 2KAR - K(a - b)

0

and
IT V + K(a2 + b2 )v-K(a - b)R -i ip
Io.

,:, : i. !

:

,

.

".

. X.
. . •.
.h"•

,• •• '',, •'

S•h•'. ,•;•"••
. : ~ ~,~~~
• /! a ,
w
'

. • ' ,~ ,

*,1% •
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.
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For a synchronous whirl solution, we set
R

Roe,*,

and
ee

. ."
and write
I

I2K

IT-

1p.

This gives the matrix frequency equation

-M

2

-K(a - b)

- K(a

-

b)

JRo

K(a2 + b2) -IW2

ro

0o

o

Expanding the determinant of coefficients in this expression gives
the system frequency equation,

)2IA~(d2 +b2) + K

W4 -

K2(a +b0 2 . 0

This system has two critical speeds, corresponding to the two roots of
the above expression. The terms K (a - b) in the determinant express
the coupling between the two modes. Where a - b, the c.g. is
equidistant between the bearings, and these terms are absent. For a
uniform rotor this condition occurs when the overhung length is zero.
The modes are then uncoupled, and the critical speeds are found
directly from the uncoupled frequency equations as
t'lW-

(rad/s);

-

I KL2 11/2
W2 "

c"

2L 2

(rad/s).

These expressions agree with the equations obtained in the preceding
discussion of uncoupled modes.

"SampleCalculation 2
Consider the rigid cylindrical rotor 3.0 in. in diameter by 8.0 In.
long with its c.g. displaced 1.0 in. to one side of the bearing span midpoint (Fig. 2.9) such that a - 4.0 in, and b
2.0 in. Calculate the

.
,

i

',,.:•",T.• ,,~

v ".,
" *'•; '

,'.

, .
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critical speeds for this rotor mounted in identical-bearings of stiffneoss
Kx- KY - 105 lb/in, 'with a span 6.0 In,
As before, the rotor mass is
M - 0.04 14, lb-s2 /ln.
and the rotor inertia Is
I - I,.-

4p 0.1975 lb-ln..s 2.

Substituting into the second equation gives
~~lo

2 005)U..!

(4+

0.0414 J

[0.1975
-4

(10)2(+ 2)2 (0. 1975) (0.0414T

W2(1.496 X 107) 4 4.403 X 1013w 0.

w, 2007 rad/s,

319.4 Hz,
N, 19,165 rpm,
f,-

3307 rad/s,
f2 - 526.3 Hz,
N'2 - 31,580 rpmn.
w2~ -

These are the critical speeds of the rigid rotor In flexible bearings with
its c.g. offset by 1.0 in, More generally, the influence of the c.g. offset
is given below.
Moe Critical speed (rpm)
MoeNo offset With 0,5-In, offset
First
Second

20,989
28,829

20,427
29,622

With 1-in. offset
19,165
31,580

It can be concluded that offsetting the c.g. couples the modes,
decreases the first-mode critical speed, and increases the second-mode
critical speed.
The procedure for obtaining the mode shapes of rigid-rotor systems follows established lines (see, for example, Ref. 14). The mode
shapes for the 1-in, offset c.g. cas( are not symmetrical about the
midspan. Mode shapes can be obtained by inserting numerical valuos
for the corresponding natural frequencics into the equations of motion:

-11X(4 - 2)

105 x (42 + 22) - 0.1975

1

Jr

Iol
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Without damping, modal amplitudes can be obtained only as relative
"values. To proceed, set the c.g, whirl radius R equal to unity and calculate r, R1 , and R2. From the first equation, the relation between R
and r. is
r

,-,r

2 X 105 (2 x 1O0 - 0.0414W2)

I1 -

(0.207 X 10-6)w2

and the modal amplitudes are
R 1- P- ar - I - 4 U - (0.207 X 10
A2 - R + br- 1+2 1- (0.207 x 10-6)

2]
021,

For the first mode, substituting w, - 2007 rad/s gives
r, - 0.166

All

0.336.

-

and
R 21 - 1.332.

For the second moda, substituting

02

r--

- 3301 rad/s gives
1.264

R12 - 6.056
and
1.528.

R 22 --

R, and R2 are bearing whirl amplitudes relative to c.g. amplitude R
1.0. The corresponding mode shapes are plotted in Fig, 2.9.
Finally, the results can be validated by applying the principle of
orthogonality. It is shown in standard vibration textbooks [141 that
(Z21" (M){Z=)
- (0),
where (Z1 ) and (Z2) are modal displacement vectors for modes 1 and 2;
that is,

INJRl
{Zt-

10"061
[0,1661
.rt

*

I'
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(z2) + r- I-i.264I'
and [MNis the'muss matrix

IM 0.10.0414
10

0 1.
0.1975

0

Thus,

(z 2IT[MI{z)

11.0,

1.2641

0

0.197511.1

6

0

These results verify the calculations and theory presented.
2.9 Rigid Rotor in Bearings of Dissimilar Stlffnessn
A rigid offset rotor In end bearings that have different radial stiffness properties is shown in Fig, 2.10. Since the coordinate stiffness
properties of each bearing are identical, the rotor whirl orbits are again
circular. The rotor c.g. is offset to one side of the midspan point. The
equations of free motion for the rotor c.g. are
Mk --- RIKI - R2 K2
and
]Tv -

,

-

RK~a

-

R 2K 2 b,

with
Ri -

- ay

R-

R 2 "-R+by

X+ IY

yr+G+l 0.

The equations become
2 R + (KI+K
-M
(K 2b-

2 )R

+(K-b-oKa)F-O

Kja) R +(Kja2 + K 2b 2) r-

IC2 r'-o.

The matrix equation of motion is

K+K 2- MW
X,
K2b -

KXa

(Kja 2 + K 2 b0)- I1 2

, , .,': .

+ ++"+'"

AI~ 0o

K2b- Ka

*

,+ 7~~...4,,.•;•,++

,+

"~ • +,1

1r1

~~+++',..
I~
A?,,+•Tl ,:+
I +

,t•
*

+

,1

•+m+;

+,,,f

o
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BEARING
STIFFNeSS
K1 - 2x 101lb/l
AT THIS END.

,ARING
|
..

. ..

.

.

STIFFNESS
(K
2 0 1 X 105ib/in

THIS

_____________AT

END.

LI
LT
Rigid Rotor with c.g, offiet

Tranulstory/conical whirl mode

Conical/translatory whirl mode
Fig, 2.10, Rotor with coupled rigid whirl niodoe

The frequency equation is
&4-O2

1 Ka2 +K

2 b2

__+_2:_+____

M

+

b2

0

MI

If K, - K2 - K, this expression reduces to that given in sample calculation 2 for the'rotor in identical bearings with an offset c.g. If, in addition, (a - b) -

2'., the above expression further reduces the expresslons given in sample calculation 1 for the uncoupled modes w, and 02
of the symmetrical rotor in symmetrical bearings,
Sample Calculation 3: Criticalspeeds of an qoet c.g. rotor In bearings wi/t/
dissimilarstiffness
Consider 'he same rotor as in sample calculation 2: M - 0.0414

lb-s, 2/in., I - 0.1975 lb-ln.-s2, a - 4.0 in., b - 2.0 in. but K, - 2 x
105 lb/in., K 2 - 1 x 105 lb/in. See Fig. 2.10,
Based on the preceding theory, the frequency equation for this system becomrnes

II ' .

L"
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(021(2×X105)42+ (I X 10') 22 + 3 X I01

04

0.1975

0.0414

+(2 i0)
X
I10')
""+,(0.0414) (1
(0,1975) 621 -0,

or
W'2 (21547 X 1i0) + 8.806 X 101

4

"V

-

0,

4.1257 X 10',

£4 -

2.1344 X 101,

-

2031 rad/s,

w2

4620 rad/s,

-

323.3 Hz - 19,396 rpm,

f2 " 735.3 Hz - 44,118 rpm;

o•-

that is, N1 - 19,396 rpm and N2 - 44,118 rpm. Stiffening one bearIn$ has caused an increase in both critical speeds of this system.

M...de:

Critical speed (rpm)
Identical bearings
Dissimilar bearings
MK-K 2
K2 - 2× 10,
-:1x1031b/in. XK2 - l
o10
lb/in,

First
19.165
"Second 31,580

Percent
change

19,396

+ 1,2

44,118

+ 39,7

Mode shapes can be calculated by the method described in sample calculation 2. The matrix frequency equation is
(3x i05) - 0,0414 w

(2 x

10s)

-- 4(2 x 105)

16 (2x 105) + (4 x 105)

1(2 x 101) -4(2 x 101)

-

0.197 5w]

jrj

0

From the first equation,
i

F - 66 × 10s1 [3 1l0
X
- 0.0414 (021
R-

1.0-

0.5

-

(6.9 x 10-8) W2,

21,
4[0.5 - (6.9 x 10-') wo

and
R 2 - 1.0 + 2[0.5

-

(6.9 x 10-')

C021.

.

'.

, .'',il,,'•i
1K. . ;! :,.

....
..
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For the first mode, w, - 2031 rad/s gives
I17 - 0.2154,
R,1 - 0.1385,
For the second mode, W2

4620 rad/s gives

-. 9727,

]"2 -

R 2 - 1.431.
R,

R,1 - 4.891,

R 22 - -

0.9454.

Mode shapes are shown in Fig. 2.10. When comparing Fig. 2,10
with Fig. 2.9, we can see that RI1 and R 12 of the former are smaller
than those of the latter. Verifying these results by the principle of
orthogonality gives
1.0
~ I1 I t
1,0
i - 10.12154
Ir2
-0.9727J'
-

I

0.19751
0
[Z2)IN (Z) -

(1.0,

0.9727) 1.00

-

1

0.1975110.21541 -0

2.10 Rigid Rotor In Identical Bearings with Dissimilar
Coordinate Stiffness Properties
The rigid-rotor system shown in Fig. 2.11 has its c.g. at midapan
and is mounted in identical bearings with. different stiffnesses in the xand y-directions, K, and K2. Symmetry of the modes about midspan
allows each mode to be analyzed separately, as in Section 2.7; however,
the x- and y-coordinate motions cannot be combined directly because
elliptical orbits occur in this case. For this system the equations of free
motion for the first mode are
MX + 2KIX- 0
and
MY + 2K 2 Y - 0.

To solve for these motions, set X - x ei0, Y - y elus, and solve for
to. This gives the uncoupled equations
(2K, - Mw2) x el" -0

and
(2K2 - MW2) y ei'm -0.

*

.

.I. ..

'7'i

Mit

2
J

Yil

t
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22

I2
STIFFNESSES

2

STIFFNP.SSES

L

K1,K2

Fig, 2.11. Rigid rotor in identical bearingsi wshi dissirnilir
coordinate stiffnesses

For nontrivial solutions, the critical frequencies in the principal stiffness
directions of the bearings are given by
2K1

(-3K!]I"
[
dr

M

(ra/ s)

2K2

M

I2 - [2K 2

1 /2

)

This system has two critical speeds at which the rotor catn become
resonant and whirL. The location of each critical speed is governed by
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the corresponding coordinate stiffness value of each bearing. If K, is
the horizontal bearig stiffness and K 1 < K 2 , the lowe; critical speed
will occur at

12K211/
N, - 9,55

(daOs),

WIt

(rpm),

J

At speeds close to this speed, the roior will whirl (under the influence
of unbalance and damping) in an elongated ellipse who-; major axis lies
in the direction of bearing stiffners X1. Similarly, the upper critical
speed will occur at

I2KJ2

1 2

(rad/s),

C02 -

(rpm),

N2 - 9.55

and the rotor will whirl in a second elongated ellipse with its major axis
in the direction of K,. Note that when K1 - K2, oJI - Cw2, and the
two critical speeds occur at the same speed. For this condition, the
whirl is no longer elliptical, but is circular. The latter result applies for
the bearings discussed in the three preceding examples.
Conical whirling in this system is more complicated. Tb begin,
consider a rotor-bearing system that is symmetrical about its midspan
so that the modes can be separated. For identical bearings with dissimilar coordinate stiffnesses, the equations of free motion are
IT0

+1/2 K 1L 0+ Ipo-

,

+ 1/2 K 2 L20 --

0

and
• 0-0.

The solution is obtained by setting
0 -

0 elo

and

S- 0 elt,
where P is the whirl frequency at the rotational speed w. This general
approach allows any nonsynchronous critical frequencies to be found.
Substitution gives
L(,/2) KIL 2 -- V2 1T]O + (iv1,l)4

--

0

and
-

WP)

+ [01/2)K 2L0

-

V

IT1.0

0.
_
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The frequency equation is

S2

4
KK 2L

Il 2

L2 (K, + K,) +

4,,,2

IT41

Substituting

,,.rK 1 +K 2
LIT

L2

J4

and solving give

Y'

~ 2

f

~

f~
wo

V~OJ~
L

i

11~

I I * 11 K,

[I

PO-Ig;j

~

Ia+
K,

2

f

2

+ (lp +1

+1K2J
4

VOIT

~
I

4 1/2
-p

4 ivOITj

This expression has four roots, corresponding to the forward and backward whirl modes, in both coordinate stiffness directions of the bearings, The frequencies are conjugates; that is, the backward whirl is the
negative of the forward whirl, and therefore only the positive root need
be considered. Critical whirling will occur wherever the rotational
speed coincides with either frequency, but in this case the problem is
more complicated because the gyroscopic effect of polar inertia causes
the whirl frequencies to be dependent speed. The variation of the whix
frequency with speed must be found by plotting (,/vO) vs (/o).
Resonant speeds can also be found from this plot by drawing lines
representing the relationship between the oxciting frequency and the
rotational speed: For example, synchronous unbalance exchtation
occurs where w equals the rotation speed f1. Several examples to illustrate the gyroscopic effect on conical critical speeds are given below.
Sample Calculation 4a: Thin-disk rigid rotor with IT - (1/2) p in flexible
bearings of dissimilar stiffnesses
Substituting 1I - (1/2) Ip in the frequency expression gives

(K,

t4

_O

K+
-

+4

VO

+

:.•y. K, +'

_im___mmm_"
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For K, - 2K 2, this expression gives values as listed below,

P0

i

0
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
3.0
4.0

1.1547
1.6330
2.4183
3.3043
4,2368
6.1625
8.1232

j 1O

0 12

0.8165
0,5774
0.3899
0.2853
0.2225
0.1530
0.1161

Sample Calculation 4b: Rotor with IT stiffnesses

p in bearings of dissimilar

Substituting IT - Ip into the frequency equation gives

[4P

KI+ K2

P2

For K, - 2K 2, this expression gives the following range of values.

'V

0
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
3.0
4.0

h,

O

1

1.1547
1.3186
1.6330
2.0073
2.4183
3.3043
4.2368

, .•, ,

2

0.8165
0.7150
0.5774
0.4697
0,3899
0.2833
0.2225

?
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/

8.0

UPPER C11ITICAL FREQUENCY

6,0

6.0
i}

4.0

KI "2K2

3.0
SYNCHRONOUS CRITICAL SPEED

2.0
1.0
O
0

1.0

t

.2.0

3.0

4,0

LOWER
CRITICAL
FREQUENCY
5.0

SPEED RATIO
410

UPPER CRITICAL

T

3.0

FREQUENCY

KI - 2K 2

2.0

SYNCHRONOUS CRITICAL SPEED

1,0
0

0

LOWER CRITICAL FREQUENCY
1.0

2.0
3.0 4.0
SPEED RATIO

5.0

I

2.0

IT
UPPER CRITICAL FREQUENCY
LOWER CRITICAL FREQUENCY K1

0

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

6.0

SPEED RATIO

Fig, 2,12. Variation of critical frequencies with speed:
rigid rotor in flxible bearings

&"
!

IP

-

101P
2K 2

L¸
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Sample Calculation 4c: Rotor with IT " lOp in bearings of dissimilarstiffness
Substituting IT

-

101p into the frequency equation gives

•K 2 1211/2.

S....If

K
T +o[K....1xJ2J1g

104 +

2

For KI - 2K 2 , this expression gives the following set of values.
it
I•0J

,",VO

Io
'OJ2

o
0.5
1.0
1.5
2,0

1.1547
1.1569
1.1632
1.1734
1.1871

0.8165
0.8150
0.8105
0.8035
0.7942

3.0
4.0

1.2230
1.2676

0.7709
0,7438

Results for these three cases are shown in Fig. 2.12.
These results all show that bearings with different coordinate
sttffnesses cause two forward whirl modes and two backward conjugate
whirl modes (i.e., ±•ky, "tP 2). The frequencies of all these modes are
influenced by gyroscopic effects. These modes may be excited by synchronous unbalance if the excitation frequency w coincides with the
natural frequency P. The preceding figures show that in calculation 4b,
where IT < I4, only one synchronous critical frequency will occur. In
calculation 4b, where IT - p, there is still one synchronous critical
frequency, but the second frequency tends to become resonant at Wooo. In calculation 4c, IT > 4p, two resonant frequencies will occur, as
indicated by the two intersections with the synchronous excitation line.
Similar results were observed by Den Hartog [151 and Yamamoto 1161
for flexible rotors. Asynchronous excitations (P - 2-w, etc.) will lead to
other resonance properties in rigid-rotor systems.
2.11 Rigid Rotor in Flexible Bearings: General Case
The general cylindrical rotor shown in Fig, 2.13 operates in bearings with dissimilar coordinate stiffnesses in the x- and y-directions.

S!,+, ,L 'I
'/,, ... , ;+•i+,,• J' ', ,

1ý
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•:::,;
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BEARINGS WITH

COORDINATE

L

•

-,
.

-

a

•-

:

STIFFNESSE-

Kilt
K12 .

Ip IT

M_

21
22

--

Th

I'¶

TranaletorV

whirl:

lower
t
principal

stiffness direction

whirlk
fTranailtory
higher principal

Y r

stiffness direction
Conical whirllower principal
stiffness direction
Conical whirl:
higher principal
stiffness directilon

Fig, 2,13, General rigid rotor In bearings of dissimilar coordinate stiffnesses
and with corresponding whirl modes

V

Its c.g. is at distances a and b from the left and right bearings. When
mass, transverse inertia, and polar inertia effects are considered, the

equations of transverse motion are
,MX- -K 1 X1 - K

2

X2

and
K 21 Y 1- K2 2 Y2.

Mý --

The equations for angular motions are
'T +4
bA

4pcooK11 a X,-

K 12 b X2

and
ITO-

Ip wO-

K 2 1 a Yt-

X 22 b Y2.
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Introducing the expresaions
X, -X - a 0,
}'1 - Y- ac

X2 i

X+.bO,

Y2 - Y+ bO

and substituting the solutions
X - X ell".
0
eIl"

into the equation of motion yields the displacement solution
S(K11+K1-MV')

0

o

(K2 i+K2K-Ms#2)

-(Kla-Kilb)

0

0

-(K 21 a-K22b)

-(KJia-Ki'b)

0

0

-(K 21a-K 23b)

(KIna

2 +Ktab 2 -ITrp 2 )

+i

to,

2
(K21a2+K
2 22 b

-1p'oP

-IT' )

x

Y
X

00 0I
mm

01
0

The above expressions cannot be simplified by combining because the
whirl orbit Is elliptical, not circular,
As usual, the determinant of the coefficients vanishes at any
natiral frequency, Although it is tedious to obtain, the frequency
equation for the above biquartic system has the general form
a0 .8 + a1 07 + a2p6 + a3As + a4V4 + asp- +- a6s

2

+ a 7v + as - 0,

where the coefficients oi may be complex. For each real rotor system
the roots +v, occur as four conjugate pairs, and so the system has four
critical frequencies at any given speed a, each corresponding to a pair
of equal and opposite (i.e., forward and backward) rotor whirl motions.

S'
•r,',L,'';•
',I

¶

I
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Sample Calculation 5: General rigid-rotorsystem In dissimilarflexible bear-

The rotor system shown in Fig. 2.14 will be used. to demonstrate
the general critical frequency and resonant speed properties of a rotor
in flexible bearings. The dynamic properties are determined by the
rotor mass and inertia values, the location of the c.g. with respect to the
* bearings, and the bearing stiffness values, which are

i

M - 0.0828 lb-s 2/in.

K11 - 2 X 104 lb/in.

Ir, 0.0932 'lb-in.-s'

K12

1.813 lb-in.-S2

I-

-4 X 104 lb/ln,

K2 1 - 4 X 104 lb/in,

I - IT - Ipi - 1.7198 lb-in.-s 2

8 X 104 lb/in.

22-

a - 8.0 in.
b - 4.0 in.
c - 4.0 in.

L - 16.0 in.

D - 3.0 in.
The frequency determinant for this system is

"(6x104-

O,0528V,2)
0

0
4

2

(12X 10 -0.0828P )

0

0

0

0

4

,0

0

0

(192 x 10 - 1.813,',)

+1co(0.09319)v

0

0

- iw(0,09319)v

(384x l0- .1.913I,)

7,,'M

L

r*:,**~

~-
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3-IN, DIAMETER
iG

IN.STIFFNESS

DIRECTIONS
12,22,

::f7
K1

K1

K21
I. 12 IN,

K111,21
4 IN,,

Vertical mode,
f ow135.5

S~Vertical

""1

mods,

Horizontal mode,
f ,, 163.8

Horizontal moo

If- 231.8

Fig. 2.14, Overhung rotor in flexible bearings; whirl
modes at N - 4000 rpm

for N
4000 rpm; i.e., w• - 418.88 rad/s. The roots of the abova
expression for this speed are listed below.
v
(rad/s)

N
(rpm)

f

851.26
1,203.9
1,029.09
1,455.35

8,129.5
11,496,85
9,827.81
13,897.60

135,49
191.61
163.78
231.64

(Hz)

A computer solution for the above numerical example is shown In
Fig. 2.15, where values of the four natural frequencies P v2,V, P,4 arC
plotted vs rotor speed wo. This chart shows the variation of the four
natural frequencies with speed. These frequencies correspond to translatory whirl and conical whirl modes in both planes of principal stiffness
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3

2 X 10 3

1,429 Hz

Feuency
v,' Hit.,

1,20' , Hz
I

K

~c2

51 Hit

"leCi

00

20

30

Spmd, rpm x 10
Fig. 2,15. Computer-calculated whirling
frequencies for rigid-rotor system shown
in Fig, 2.14

of the rotor end supports. Excitation-order harmonic lines are' also
shown, for lx, 2x, and 3x rpm, The points of intersection between
these lines and the natural frequency curves represent the correspond-

Ing critical speeds of the system. Other potential asynchronous critical
speeds may also arise from such nonharmonlc sources as ball-passing
frequencies, for undamped rolling-element bearings, and from the
"vane-passing frequencies of rigid-rotor fan units,
2.12 Critical Speed Chart
The expressions developed in the preceding sections show how the

j
r
ý"•;,

critical speeds of a rotor system arise and how they are influenced by
the radial stiffness of the rotor supports. This relationship between critical speed and support stiffness is the basis of a practical procedure for
presenting information on the synchronous critical speeds of any rotor
system. Figure 2.16 shows how the synchronous critical speeds of a
typical rotor system will vary with support stiffness. Such a chart is
called a critical speed chart; Its vertical axis is the rotor speed and its
horizontal axis is the rotor-support stiffness, The characteristics shown
are the synchronous speed-dependent critical speed lines, The support

stiffness may be the bearing stiffness, the pedestal sBffness, the foundation stiffness, or any combination of these stiffnesses. In practice, data
for such a critical speed chart are obtained by calculating the critical

.•7.

'j 77 ,,
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1O - N K

KK -

C~ia

Koia
--V

-

C10

Crit~ca

Cral

Critical

CretdcNT

onics
c0

Boring Radial Stiffness (IbIn)

'.

'F0s

Cica

Figl 2,16, Critical speed map for rigid rotor in externally pressurized gas bearings

speeds of the rotor system over a range of specified, or assumed, support stiffn,:.'s w,!ues, The support stiffness is held constant in each calculition, and the several critical speeds of the rotor system corresponding to the given support stitffnesses are then found. Figure 2.16 shows
typical critical speed curves for a sample calculation, The stiffness vs
speed characteristic for an actual bearing support system is also plotted.
The particular critical speeds of a rotor operating in such bearing supports will evidently occur at the speed points where the bearing characteristic intersects the natural frequency lines.
The following
calculations demonstrate the properties of the critical speed
chart.
Sample Calculation 6: Rid rotor in undamped flexible bearinga
A high-speed rotor operates in externally pressurized gas bearings
at its ends. The rotor closely resembles a 3.0.n.-dlt ameter solid-steel
cylinder, 6.0 in. in. length The bearings have identical stiffnesses for
which Kof
Kth - K lb/In., with zero cross coupling
o andupnegligible
damping. Develop the critical speed chart and determine critical speeds
given the
properties for each hydrostatic
bearing.
speed following
characteristic stiffness
for
~~~~~~in
culbaigspot
ytmi
lopotd

typca
cuvecitca
fr see
smpe alulaio, hestffes v

I
,
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N
(rpm)

K
(lb/in.)

1000

6000

5000
13,000
60,000

10,000
40,000
100,000

The parameters of the system are as follows:
Rotor mas
.M-

0.03106 lb 2/in.

0.283"
386.4

32(6)

4

Rotor inertia
0.0758 ib-in.-s2

(L 2 - 3D 2/4)

I - IT - i4 -

Translatory critical speed
)1/2

I 9SS
NT

IMJ

2

2
0,03106

9.S 1
~

1

11/2(K) 1/2

76.63 (K)01 2 rpm
Conical critical speed
Nc -9.55

-

f

IR2J "2 - K95
L~

36
12(0.0758)

1/2

12

147.2 (K) 112 rpm.

The critical speeds are as follows:

K

NT

INC

(lb/in.)
Ix 101
3 x 103

(rpm)
2,423.3
4,197.2

(rpm)
4,654.8
8,062.5

104

7,663

14,720.

S1
x 10'

24,232

46,548.

I x

"...

I
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In Fig. 2.16, the logarithmic plot shows a linear increase in rotor
critical frequencies with speed, which is customary for rigid rotors. The
critical speeds of the rotor system are found by plotting the bearing
characteristic data on the same chart. The system critical speeds occur
at the points of intersection shown, i.e., at speeds NVT
10,000 rpm
1
and Nc - 55,000 rpm.
Sample Calculation 7: Uniform rotor In flexible bearings
The solid uniform, steel rotor shown in Fig. 2.17 has a diameter of
3.0 in. and a length of 16.0 in. It is mounted in two flexible end bear.
ings for which the variation of stiffness with speed is given in the following table.
K
(lb/in.)

N
(rpm)

NO
(dimensionless)

S .X 104
4 X 101
2 X 101
,110 3

11,000
19,425
55,000
6.1 10s

0.20
0.35
1.0
11.0

j iIi\

4

I-IN,
I

L

11AAINO
STIFFNESS
8Pl*IENItIARINO

: SP
O1

TIpENENT
STIFFNSSB

:

3 4IN.DIAMETER

Si62d IrPMI111,000 10,4M5
6tlffitis (lb/hi,)1

104

4 K 103

",O0DO
2 x 103

610,090
103

Fis, 2,17, Uniform rotor in and bearings with variable stlffnesses

Determine the first four critical speeds for this case, given that the
modulus of elasticity E - 29 x 106lb/in. 2 and the weight density w 0.283 lb/in. 3 for the rotor material.
These critical speeds may be obtained by first developing the rotor
critical speed chart (Fig. 2.18), and then plotting the bearing characteristic on this chart. The rotor-system critical speeds are determined
from the points of intersection. The speed coefficient is

"
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S.

'

S OARING

....

SIICHARACTERISTIC

16.0

10.0

,.

9,0
:2.274.0

1.01.

~~~~

.

1,

...

lob

1...04

Wo,

t2

• i10

..

.

.

106

BEARING STIFFNESS

Fig. 2.18, Critical speed chart for unlrorm rotor In Identical flexible supports

N -9.55

[iJ

L

/'

386.4 (29 x 106) 32 1/2

9.55

/

w.4
-

160.283

X 16

55,000 rpm.

The bearing stiffness characteristic intersects the critical speed lines
at
the following dimensionless critical speed values:
9.55v2

-

-, 0.42, 1,0, 2.28, 6.25.

The first four critical speeds are
Ni - 0.42 x 55,000 - 23,100 rpm
N 2 - 1.0 x 55,000 - 55,000 rpm
N 3 - 2.28 x 55,000 - 125,400 rpm
N4 - 6.25 x 55,000 - 343,770 rpm.
The first two critical speeds occur in the upper straight-line range of the
two lowest critical frequency lines, This indicates that the rotor will
bend very little in these rigid modes, The higher modes are flexural
modes in which the rotor bending displacements would be as significant
as the bearing displacements.
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It is evident that a critical speed chart can be developed for any
rotor-bearing system. In practice, tiffs is done by means of a critical
speed computer program to define thi, rotor critical speed lines, with
data points calculated over a range of specified bearing stiffnesses. The
critical speeds of a rotor in actual bealings with 'speed-dependent
stiffness properties can then be determined by plotting the bearing
stiffness characteristic on the chart as described above.
The main shortcoming of the critical speed chart is its exclusion of
damping effects, which, for example, in fluid-film bearing systems, can
exert significant effects on the locations of the critical speed lines.
Recent developments in rotor dynamics have included such effects in
the bearing properties (12].
1.13 Rigid-Rotor Unbalance Response
Residual unbalance causes rotors to whirl in their bearings at rotational frequency; this condition is called synchronous whirling. When
the rotor approaches a critical speed of the rotor-bearing system, the
rotor whirl radius will grow as resonance develops, and the maximum
whirl amplitude will occur at the critical speed. Under such circumstances, the whirl amplitudes are restrained only by the system
damping, whereas at speeds away from the critical, the system stiffness
and mass act to restrain the rotor. Nonresonant whirl amplitudes are
therefore usually smaller than whirl amplitudes at resonant speeds. The
following sections discuss the synchronous unbalance response of rigid
rotors in several types of flexible supports.
2.14 Symmetrical Rotor System with Midplane e.g. Unbalance Force
A symmetrical end-bearing rotor system with equal bearing
stiffnesses in the x- and y-directions (Fig. 2.19) will be considered first.
Initially, the unbalance force F is assumed to be acting alone (couple
unbalance M - zero). For this system, the whirl modes are symmetrical about the midplane, and the equationb of undamped forced whirling
in the translatory mode under force F are
MYX + 2KX -ur
MW 2 cos (0
and
4Y + 2KY - MWco 2 sin wit.
where

S- c.g. eccentricity.
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8C

EFFECTIVE FORCE AND
MOMENT AT ROTOR
cg.

EFFECTIVE
FCEFFORCE
FORCE Fl

M,

EFFECTIVE
F2
Ip, IT

BEA R IN G 1

B AI-

SSTIFFNESS

TI

STIFFNESS K2

PLANE 1

BALANCE
PLANE 2

z

L
Effective unbalance force

F

-Mi2

Effective unbalance moment T -

M"w

2

L

Effectivi force In balance plane 1: F1 - F _Li + T
Z2
Effective force In balance plan. 2: F2 - F Z2 -T

Fig. 2.19. Simple rotor system with force and couple unbalance

4'

Again writing the whirl radius as R - X + iY with
It ,vT and
recalling that
cos wit + I sin wt

eIw',

-

we find that the equations of motion reduce to
MR + 2KR - MaU2 e"0'.
The solutioii is obtained by setting
R

-

3

RO e"='.

Substituting into the equation of motion gives
(2K - MO2 ) R0 elt"- AdM'2 eiwt,

1g~S,~

~~lS
4

7 . .7 f.

-,A

-

-,
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and thus

-

2K - Mw

where R 0 is the magnitude of the steady-state whirl radius corresponding to speed a. This can be written in dimensionless form as

1-10JR4

2K-'V.

2

1-(/T)'

that is,

n2 '
R - i
where
il

-

,

dimensionless speed

WaT

R4 - dimensionless translatory whirl radius
&l - whirl frequency ratio - W/WT
- undamped translatory natural frequency or critical
-t
speed of rotor bearing system - V72 KM rad/s
Srotor speed, rad/s.
The well-known result for the undamped response vs speed of this
symmetrical rotor system to midplane unbalance is plotted in Fig. 2.20.
The amplitude is seen to increase greatly as the resonant condition is
approached, and this result is commonly observed. In practice, the
inclusion of damping in the rotor supports (i.e., bearings, pedestals)
wili serve to limit any build-up of large critical whirl amplitude to
acceptable values. This verifies the results obtained for the frequencies
and modes of the rotor system with dissimilar stiffnesses.
2.15 Symmetrical Rotor System with Mldplane c.g. Unbalance
Couple
Conical whirling may be induced in a rigid rotor by an unbalance
couple M acting as shown in Fig. 2.19. For a simple uniform rotor
with equal bearing stiffnesses, the equations of motion are

iT0 + (1/2) KL 2 0 + Wlp, ýand
'T•

6

+ (1/2) KL$-ow

lpb-

(1/2) MjW2 L cos wt

(1/2) M~oa2 L sin at.
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MMaw 2

chi

•.

4

11r!
o
0

Dlmenslonlese speed ratio:

g

6

4

3

2

-

T
2

Dimenslonless response amplitude:

R

R* -

-

Q

-g

Fig. 2.20. Dimensionless response of symmetrical rigid-rotor
system to c.g. balance

Because the bearings have equal coordinate stiffnesses (K, - Ky), the
whirl orbit will be circular and the whirl angles 9 and 0 will he equal
and related by a 900 phase difference. This may be represented by the
expressions

49--1/,,

i-,1

.

Substitution of this and the complex angle expression
y -o0+l

allows the equations of motion to be writtern as
'TV- I' 'pý + (1/2) KL 2

- (1/2) Aii o 2 L e".
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The solution is obtained by setting
y

r e

-

and writing, for synchronous whirling,

I- I

-

P

which gives
1(1/2) KL 2 - I ca21 rthat is,

(1/2) M oa2 L;

r0-(1/2) M i,02L

(1/2) KL 2 - Ic6j2

Recalling that the conical critical speed for this syste .n is given by
KL 2
21

-

and writing
fl..

I~Ji-i

2

where M is the mass of the rotor and H is the equivalent radius of
gyration for I - IT - lp, we obtain
( 1-I

(') 12

flý

-o

LR~

where Rb is the complex conical whirl radius at either bearing. If we
write the dimensionless conical whirl radius Rb for the bearing amplitude as
-

L2

Rb

[L__

4H 2 11-nl

a

then Rb has the same speed variation as R;, given that w2 - (2K/M) for transla(KL 2 /21) for conical whirling, in place of (Wo2C
tory whirling. Whh this notation, Fig. 2.20 may also be used to demonstrate the variation of rotor conical unbalance response with speed.

.. .
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Sample Calculation 8
For the rotor described in sample calculation 1, see Fig. 2.7, c.g. at
midapan, D - 3.0 In., L - 6,0 in., LI - 8.0 in., a - b - 3.0 in.,
calculate the whirl radius at 10,250 and 20,500 rpm for (a) residual
unbalance of 0.10 oz-in. applied at the c.g., and for (b) two equal and
opposite unbalances of 0.05 oz-in. at the bearing locatlcns of the rotor.
Each bearing stiffness is 105 lb/in. in both coordinate directions, and

the bearing radial clearance is 0,0045 in.
(a) For c.g. unbalance, the rotor parameters are as follows:
Rotor weight
W - 16.0 lb - 256 oz
Rotor mass

M - 0.0414 lb-s 2/in.

Unbalance force

U - Wi

"Forc.g. eccentriclt,
0.391 X 10- 3 in.

aU M0.10
The translatory critical speed is

1 5 1/2

2 X.44J-

WT"

2198 rad/s

NT - 20,989 rpm.
Translatory critical speed ratio is

(i) N - 10,250 rpm

-=110"0 -0.4884

20,989

(ii) N - 20,500 rpm

(1

-

20M.500

20,989

0.9768.

-

Translatory dynamic multiplier [R; - fl? /(1 - fl? )]:

(I) N

=-

a,

--

-

10,250 rpm, R

RT,

R

(0.4884)2

1 - (0.4884)2

-

0.3133

0.3133 5 - 0.1225 x 10' 3 in.

.

".

.-

.
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(6) N-

20,500rpm, R; - (0.9768)2/11 - (0.9768)2A - 20.80
RT -

20.80 5 - 8.1348 x 10-3 in.

The conclusions to be drawn from this are as follows:
1. At about half' the translatory critical speed, the whirl radius due
to the stated unbalance is of"accnotable size (0.00012 in.) for smooth
operation within the bearing radial clearance.
2. At 97.68% of the translatory critical speed, the whirl iradius due
to the stated unbalance too is large (0.008 in.) for the bearing clearance.
3. This rotor must be balanced for operation at speeds approaching the translatory critical spe.ed (unless adequate system darmping can
be provided).
(b) For end-plane unbalance, half the unbalance (0.05 oz-in.) is
located in the rotor at the bearing locations. This is equivalent to half
the rotor weight (128 oz) at a radius of 0.391 x 10-3 in. in each end
plane, 180' apart. The parameters are as follows:
Conical critical speed
WC- _

21

2

- 3019 rad/s

Nc - 28,829 rpm
Critical speed ratios
(i) 10,250 rpm,

f1 2 -

00i 20,500 rpm,

11 2 -

Dynamic multiplier R

12,2
28,829

-

0.3555

L_2_8,/829

- fj I/(I - fl2):

(i) N, - 10,250 rpm

(0.3555)2
R * - 1 - (0.355.501

(ii) N 2 - 20,500 rpm

R* 2 (0.7110)2/[l - (0.7110)2]

-

1.0223.

To determine the bearing whirl radius, recall that the radius of
gyration H is given by
H . 0.1975
M
0.0414

j.-

an

2 H-2

1P.

thus, at
:
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(i)

I1 a 2

I

10,250 rpm

Cb

L

3.558 x 10-5 rad

R 1b11- ' ' 4"2
~
2 4H2
82

i

Rb-

-

0.1442 x

-

0.1014

8.
4 -x-4.ý71-2

R*ba - 0.1014 x 0.391 x 10-1
- 0.396 x 10-4 in.
(ii) 20,500 rpm
rF - 1.0223 0.391 x 10-3X6 - 2.5135 x 10-4 rad
2 x 4.711
Rb

1.0223

- 82

0.7185

Rb--R*b 5 - 0.7185 x 0.391 X 10-3,

0.281 x 10-1 in.

We therefore conclude that the bearing whirl radii at both speeds due
are small. The magnitude of the
to end-plane out-of-phase unbalance
residual conical unbalance does not indicate any dangerous unbailance
condition at these speeds,

i.i

'1
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It should be noted that, as both the force unbalance and the couple
unbalance results are based on linear bearing stiffness analyses, the
results can be adjusted by proportioning. For example, if the unbalance
force changes to U - 0.84 oz-in. and the moment unbalance changed
to two equal and opposite forces of FIl
results would change linearly as follows:

F2

-

-'

0.42 oz-in., the above

Translatory mode:
10,250 rpm: R - 0.1225 X 10-302-84 0.1
20,500 rpm: R - 0.0081 x 10-

084

0.00103 in.
-

0.068 in.

0.1
Conical mode:
10,250 rpm: R - 0.396 x 10-4 x 0.84•-,3.326 x 10-3 in.

20,500 rpm: R

-

2.81 x 10-4 X .2!4
0.1

-

2.360 x 10-3 in.

Linear unbalance response analysis can be conveniently adapted in this
manner to test the sensitivity of the system.
2.16 Rigid Rotor with Displaced e.g. in Symmetrical Bearings
If a rotor has its c.g. displaced toward one beaving, Fig. 2.9, with a
single unbalance acting at its c.g., and it is operating in identical bearings with idontical coordinate stiffnesses, the whirl modes are coupled
as described previously. Considering first the case of unbalance at the
c.g., the steady-state equations of motion are
MX +

K X1 + K X2 -

MY + K Y, + K Y 2
IT'
If-

+

1Jp j

ouwp9

-

MA

2

COS Wt,

2 sin wt,
Mi•,w

+

K a X, + K b X 2 -

0,

-

K a Yi + K b Y2 -

0.
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Introduce the geometric relations
Y1"- YX,-X-aO,

X + b 8,

:X2-

a

Y2- Y+bO

and write the complex whirl radius and whirl slope as
Ri-R-ay
It .- X+I y

'. M--a+i

R2 -R

+by.

Substituting gives the equations of motion as
w2 e"'

Mk + 2 KR - K(a - b)y - M
and

Iy 4 + K(a 2 + b2)y - K(a - b)R - Il1pj'.
For a synchronous response solution, set
R - Re e"'t

0 e"~

-r

and
S"

h.l~
- 1P,

I

The matrix response equation then hecomes
- K(a-b) _Ro
2K Mw2

2K~
b)

-K(a-

~

-

M

J

(

-

K[a -ab))
K(a 2 + b2)- 1(, 2 ro

0

Solving for the whirl amplitudes at the rotor center in the c.g. plane
gives
2 1(a2 + b 2)(K/I) - W21
i
R R0o
wo
-

•a
R0
a

i.

CA

2 2
([(a

-

#2 [(a2

-

+

b2)(K/I)

+

b2)(K/I)

+ (2K/M)J +

W2 (a - b) (K/1)
+ (2K/M)l

K 2 (a

+

b) 2/MI

K 2 (a + b)2 MWI
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$Rb, - (,,R, a) a -re a
and
&Rbb-

a) b -ro b,

(IR*

where the g subscript denotes whirl caused by a single unbalance acting
at the e.g., and ARa and ARbb respectively denote the corresponding

complex conical whirl radius of two bearings. The numerators of these
expressions relate to the c.g. unbalance force, i.e., single-plane unbalance. Note that the denominator is the frequency equation obtained
earlier for this displaced-c.g. case.
If a - b, that ;s, there is no e.g. offset, then
RP .

o.
a

[(KL 2/21) - •:2]
[(KL 2/21) - ,wl[2K/M) - o2]

wi

Wo21

[(2K/M)

-

W2]

i-a

and

R,' -0,
These expressions coincide with those described previously in Section 2.14, for the zero c.g. offset condition. Couple unbalance in the
same rotor system can be studied through the effect of two equal un~alances 180° apart at bearing locations, related back to the rotor e.g. as an
unbalance couple of magnitude 0.5 Ma w2L. As these unbalance forces
are opposite and equal, no effective unbalance force acts at the rotor
e.g. For this case, the coordinate equations of forced motion are
M1X+ KXI + KX 2 - 0

MY + KY, + KY7 - 0
,i- + Ipwoi,-

KaX, + KbX 2 - 0.5 MaW2 L cos (at

and
14 - lJ•p - KaY 1 + KbY 2 - 0,5 M

lW 2 L

sin wt.
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Introducing the expressions defined previously for R and ~'allows
these equations to be written as
M*
M+

2KR -

(a -b) y-O0

and
*

IT"

-

IwIpi + K(a 2 + b2) y

K(a

-

-b)R

-

0.5 M iwa2Lewl".

The matrix equation of motion is

')K
[2K~Mw2

-K(a

-(a -b)

M(5M2
-

0

JRt

b)

IJ

K(a2 +b2) .-1w21roj

Simplifying gives the c.g. whirl amiplitudes
______

aRT
R

f-

-

b)K121

--M

04

*Rb.

W 2 L (a

w2 1(a 2 + b2)(K/1) + (2K/M)1 + K2 (a + b) 2 MI

-

W2[(a 2 + b2 ) (K/IP

+ (2K/M)] + K 2 (a + b) 21M.

(,.'caa- raa

and
.Rbb

(.R~a)b

-

rb

where the e subscript denotes the whirl caused by two equal unbalances
180' apart at bearing locations, and Rb, and .Rbb denote the
corresponding complex conical whirl radius of two bearings, respectively.
If a -b, that is, there is no c~g. offset, then

ro

a)

a 21
ML
-

L

21
.121

[(2K/AM)w2]
w2 1[(KL 2/21
[(2K/M)
-

cu~
___where

L
w

~

21a

6) 2]
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and

roThese expressions coincide with those described previously irn Section
2.15 for the case of no c.g. offset.
The combined case of force and moment unbalance acting at the
rotor c.g. can be analyzed by linearly combining results obtained for
force unbalance with those obtained for moment unbalance. Sensitivity
to unbalance may also be studied by proportioning as described previously for the symmetrical rotor case.
Sample Calculation 9: Unbalance response of uniform rotor with offset c.g.
Consider the rotor discussed In the calculations of Sections 2.14
and 2.15, and in 2.9, but with its c.g. displaced axially from the midplane by 1.0 in. The rotor operates in identical end bearings. Determine the effect of this displacement on the rotor amplitudes at 10,250
and 20,500 rpm.
The rotor parameters are as follows:
M - 0.0414 lb s2/in.
I - IT- 1p - 0.1975 lb-in.-s
Unbalance
Translatory mode
UT - 0.10 oz-in.
Conical mode
Uc - 0,05 oz-in. (each bearing location),
where the subscripts T and C stand for translatory and conical, respectively.
For the translatory whirl mode with eccentric c.g., at 10,250 rpm,
- 1073.3 rad/s, w2 - 1.152 x 106 rad/s; then,

........
....
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2 (a2 + b 2) (K1I) - W2 ]
( +
- +4 - •2[(a2
+ b)(K/l) +(2K/M)] + K'(a +b)2/Ml

---

-R

(152x
0.l

i 06) 20 -L 5

S(
1 .1 5 2 x1 0 6)2-.(1.1

2 x106)[20x105
1.0.1925

(1. 152 X 101)
10I1 x36
2xl010
0.0414+ (0,0414)(0.19?5)

x 1013
2.8125 x 101"

S.1.0339

-

0.3676

and
-

0.3676 x 0.391 x 10-3

-

1.4373 x 10-4 in.

For the conical whirl mode with eccentric c.g. at 10,250 rpm,
.. o. 2(K/1)(a - b)

(105/0,1975)(4"2.8125 x 101"
1.1666 x 1012
(1.152 x

-

106)

2)

2.8125 x 1013
-

0.04148

ro - 1 RZ a-1.6218x 10-5 rad
*Rb MRo

-roa - 0.1 4 37 x 10-1 - 0.0162 x 10-3(4)

- 0.0788 x 10-3 in.
aRbb - RO + rob - 0.1437 x 10-3 + 0.0162 x 10--3(2)
- 0.1761 x 10-3 in.

I~

For a translatory mode with end couple unbalance, at 10,250 rpm,
the expressions are:

______
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j2 L (K/1) (a - b)P

Ao
a

toj4--2[(a 2 + b') (K/l)

+ (2KtM)I+ K2 (a + b)2lMI

(1.152 x 106)6(105/0,1975)212
2.8125 x 101;
3.4997 x 1012
1013
2.8125 x

0.1244

- 0.1244 x 0.391 x 10- - 4.864 x 10-5 in.

"RT*
-o

e

-

For a conical whirl mode, with end couple unbalance, rotating at
10,250 rpm,
2
'o . (0 L (2K1-

2M)/21

612o.,011~°
(1.152 x 106)
-

0.1975

06)

0.04]1

- (1.152 x IO )•.-0
0.1975

2.8125 x 1013

2

. 2.6656 x 1012
2.8125 x 1013
- 0.09478
ro - 0.94783 - 0.3706 x 10-4 rad
- oo - roa - 0.1244 x 10-3 - 0.371 x 10-3(4)

Rb*Rbb

-0.0238 x 10-3 in.
- *R0 -+ rob - 0.1244 x

10-3

+ 0.371 x 10-1(2)

0.1985 x 10(-3 in.
For a translatory whirl mode with an eccentric c.g. operating at
20,500 rpm, i.e., wj - 2146.6 rad/s and w2 - 4.608 x 106 rad/s,
AO

(4.608 x 106) [(20)(101/0. 1975) - (4.608 x 106)]
7
(4.608x 106)2- (4.608x 106) (1.4958x 10 )+4.4029x 1013

-'a-2,543 x 1013
-

--

3.6619 x 1012
6.941

I
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and
6.941 X 0.391 X 10-3

8jRT*-3-

,,

- 2.7139 x 10-3 in.
For a conical whirl mode with eccentric c~.at 20,500 rm

•

•,

i

f!:

(I01/0.1975) (4-22)
x 012
3.6638
"a~(4.608 x 101)

•

4.6663 x 1012
•-3.66'19 x 1012

r
.,,

'-1.2743

ro-

(-

1,2743)3 -

-

0.4983 X 10-3 rad

sRlb - -2,1739 x 10- + 0.4983 X 1030(4) - -0.7207 X 10"3 In,
-2.7139 x 10-3 - 0.4983 X 10-1(2) - -3,7106 X 10-1in.

iRbb -

"For the treallatory mode with end couple unbalance at 20,500 rpm the
expressions are:

Ro

0.5( 2L (a-b)(K/l)

*R'= •a
--

0.5(4.607x 106)6(2)(IOS/0.1975)
-

A

-

-3.6614 x101

3.8225

R0o-(-3.8225)(0,391 X

10- 3)--1.495 x 0-3 in.

For the conical mode with end couple unbalance
eRO o r0

0.5,wL[2K - MW2 ]

.05 (4.607 x 106) [2 x 10s- 0.0414(4,607 x 106)]
(-3.6614x 1012) (0,1975)
-

f

0.0295

'I•I""•!
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ro'0- (0.0295)(0.391 x 1-)- 0.0115 x 10- rad.
,

c~4Rab-

-1.495 X 10-1- 0.0115 X 10-3(4) -- 1.541 × 10-3 in.

*Rhb--l,4 95x 10-3+0.011Sx 10-3(2)--1.4719X 10-31n.
The results of the above calculation are summarized in Table 2,3.
2.17 Rigid-Rotor Instability
Unstable whirling is a self-excited Interaction between the rotor
and its bearings in which potentially dangerous large-amplitude rotor
motions may occur. The resulting rotor and pedestal oscillatdonw take
place at some Pubharmonic frequency of the rotor speed. Such motions
cannot be removed by balancing the rotor. This section describes the
properties and the calculations of the threshold speed, beyond which
unstable whirling is likely to commence. Unstable whirling of rotors in
bearings has been dMscussed by Tondi f17], Sternlicht and Rleger [18],
Lund (19], Badgley and Booker [20], and many others.
A rotor is said to be unstable when the Journal orbit radius
increases with time, without apparent limit, until prevented by some
additional restraint. Unstable motions stising from the hydrodynamic
action of the bearing fluid film on the rotor are possible with rigid-rotor
systems. Any unstable condition can be distinguished from resonant
vibrations by the fact that unstable whirls are Initiated beyond a certain
critical threshold condition, referred to as the threshold speed. This
speed is an important operating variable for such systems. Once instability is established, continued operation beyond the threshold speed
will cause the rotor orbit to Increase in magnitude with time, usually
quite rapidly, until a stable radius is found (bounded instability) or
until some restraint surface such as a bearing (or seal) is struck. Many
bounded instabilities may be tolerated, but once the Journal contacts
the bearing surface, a violent counterrotating whirl can occur that Is
capable of rapidly wearing both contacting surfaces. A typical bearingwhirl-instability orbit is shown in Fig. 2.21.
A distinguishing feature of bearing whirl Instability is the frequency at which it occurs. Bearing whirls have been observed at frequencies within the following ranges,
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Fig. 2,21, Typical bearin~g whirl insa-a
bility
-----

orbit:

half-frequency

bearing

whirl, P < io/2, superimposed on bear-

Ing unbalance whirl orbit

Frequency Ratio
Bearing type

Rigid rotor

Flexible rotor

Hydrodynamic
Externally pressurized

0.45-0.49
0,21-0.42

0.38-0.49
0.20,-0.45

These whirls can be distinguished from certain other rotor-system whirl
types that have been observed to occur at the following frequencies.
Shaft whirl

Frequency

Reference

Synchronous unbalance wdirl
Dissimilar stiffness whirl
Subharrnonic, shaft whirls

P - w, always
iv- 2wu
v - w/2, o/3, wo/4,
etc.
a -. w,
o independent

2,21,22
17,23,24
15,25,26

Hysteresis whirl

of w above

12,27,28

wT

The above tables include flexible-rotor systems for completeness. Note
that only unbalance whirling and bearing whirl occur in rigid-rotor systems. The major analytical interest in unstable bearing whirl lies in
being able to predict accurately the whirl threshold speed for a given set
of operatir ; conditions. A method for doing this is described below.
Consider the rigid rotor In fluid-film bearings shown in Fig. 2.22.
The rotor is taken as a cylinder (for convenience) and has inass M,
translatory inertia IT, and polar inertia 1p. Both bearings are identical
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IT, IP

SFLUID-FILM

FLUID-FILM

BEARING

BEARING

Kxx Kxy Kyx Kyy

Kxx Kky Kyx Kw
Bxx BOX
ySY ByB

Blx Bxy Byx ByY

IN PHASE

ENDS OUT OF
PHASE

V

ENDS

ENDS

TRANSLATORY
WHIRL

-.

CONICAL

-,..

WHIRL

Fig. 2,24, Unstable whirl modes of rigid rotor in fluid-film bearIngs

and share the rotor load (gravity) equally, so that they both have the
same operating eccentricity and bearing dynamic coefficients, At the
instability threshold speed wt, the whirl frequency v, Is usually somewhat less than 0.5w, where a Is the rotor speed (rad/a). There are two
possible modes of whirling: (a) translatory whirl (ends in phase) and
(b) conical whirl (ends out of phase); see Fig, 2.22. The question of
which mode will occur first (i.e., at the lower operating speed w, thus
constituting the system half-frequency whirl threshold) depends on the
ratio of the critical speeds, which, for synchronous whirling is given by
12
41 4(IT - 1)
WC2

ML2

L

For the solid cylindrical rotor shown,
IT
Ip

-- M[ 3 RI+L 2 ]

2MRt2,

Substituting shows that the resulting expression (3R 2 -L 2 )/3L. is
always less than 1.0, and so the end-bearing cylindrical rotor shown in
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Fig. 2.22 will always experience half-frequency whirl in its translatory

mode. For a symmetric rotor with overhung ends, of lonvth LT and
bearing span L, Fig. 2.7, the syizchronous ritical speed ratio is
*1 C2

J

2

3I

When

Lj > 32 +3R 2 ,
the conical mode occurs at a lower frequency than tho trenalatory
mode, and half frequency whirl instability'will therefore be associated
with the conical mode. Where Lj < 3L2 + 3R 2 , any half frequency
whirl Instability will be associated with the translatory mode.
The above results show that the tendency for a rotor to whirl in. its
translatory mode occurs bocuse IT is usually much larger than p.4
To obtain an expression for the half-frequency whirl threshold
condition, consider the rigid rotor in damped flexiblbe bearings shown in
Fig. 2,23, The rotor is taken as being perfectly balanced and is symmetrical in all respcts about the m/dplane. Assuming that the rotor
will whirl first in itsatransletory mode, the threshold conditions can be
obtained by considering the forces at either bearing as follows:
Writing Newton's law at either bearing giv as

and
At

-Kyx X- KyY -Byx-

*- B~

where the K terms K., Kv, K., and K are the bearing linear
stiffness coefficients and the B terms B., IV, Bs, Lad B are the
bearing linear damping coefficients. The solution is obtained
setting
sy
Y
m e
YX"yeIti

X -mxe•;

im"

where the instability threshold is to be determined from the condition
that v, is the rotor whirl frequency at the onset of unstable whirling;
that Is, where the complex eigenvalue p - a + ly is at the boundary
of the real axis and i is changing from -ve to +,e as shown in Fig.
2.24.
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ECCENTRICITY

HEARING
EQUILIBRIUM POSITION OF JOURNAL
IN SEARING

>

ATTITUDE
ANGLE
JOURNAL

PPRESENTATION OF DYNAMIC

K::

PROPERTIES OF FLUID-FILM
BEARING BY EIGHT LINEAR
SPRINGS AND OASHPOTS

V

"!•r

Kxy

i

BVx

JOURNAL
RESULTANT FORCES $ROM SPRINGS AND
DASHPOTS ACTING ON ROTOR JOURNAL

FOUR FILM
FORCES IN
V-DIRECTION

FOUR FILM FORCES
IN x-DIRECTION

Fig. 2,23. Dynamic force effects for fluid-film bearings

Generally p - + IV

Im v

Instability threshold

a -0, p - iV

P2

:i:

PIt

I

,.Rea

It

IV

-

-.

ii

trinsient

+a
-

growth

transient decay

V+1
- positive whirl, direction of shaft rotation
-.1y- negative whirl, opposite to direction
of shaft rotation
Fig. 2.24, Complex plan plot of elgenvolue: p conditions
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I

Substituting this solution into the equations of motion gives

+ 120B,,])

12K,,

(2K, _ MV2 + 1&2B,,,)

(2Ky-

(My,~ + Iv2Byx)

2
MP +1

y,

x

0

y

0

or
[2K, - Mv 2 + iv2BxxJ[2KY"

MAs1+ 102 aB,,!

.- E2Kxy + Ii2B1[2Kyx + Iv28yj]

0.

Equating real and imaginary parts to zero gives
2
2Kx=2Ky, + (Mv 2 )2 - Mi (2Kxx + 2Ky) - 2K2Ky,
-

and

2B,2K,, + 2BYY2K•

V2 (28~B,,2fy
-

-

0

2Bx2yiy,)

MV2(2B, + 2Byy)

4

(2Kv2Byx + 2Ky,2By) - 0.
Writing v - yw, where y is the whirl frequency ratio
+ KwB=) - (K~wBx
(K
+ ,B.)
(a,,i

and.

(K=•

[

(2.17,1)

+"K.sxaB,)

K)(Kyy - K) - Kv Ky,

gives

-2 .

21

.):

y.,(2.17.2)
oo
wBVB,w toByy
In these expressions the bearing stiffness and damping coefficients
are expressed as usual in terms of the speed of rotation and so may be
selected directly for any given operating condition. The procedure for
determining the whirl threshold speed for a given case is as follows:
1. Select a trial threshold speed wt,,,,.
2. Determine the corresponding bearing coefficients K,,,, wBý,
etc,
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3, Substitute in Eq. (2.17.1); evaluate K
- Mo 2 2.
4, Substitute in Eq. (2.17.2); evaluate y 2.
5, Calculate w2 from 2x/My 2 - wzj, Hence obtain wý.I,
6. Compare wcala with Wtrial, If they are equal, this is the threshold
speed, If not, the required condition can be obtained by Iterating the
above procedure.
Several trial calculations may be needed before agreement Is reached.
A cross.plot facilitates convergence, as shown in Fig, 2.25, These equa,,
tions can be easily programmed for direct solution. Values of the eight
bearing coefficients must be supplied for each trial speed assunied.
SOLUTION OF

r

,

Fig. 2.2S. Plotof(A),,,,v
WCAIL.C

'
WAIUM6O

A sample calculation using the above procedure has been given by
Rieger and Cundiff [291.
The threshold speed of rigid.rotor conical whirl stability can also
be found by replacing the mass term in the above equations by the
effective mass Me acting at the bearing. This is given by
Me

[

ML

41

Irp- IT - 2,01p
4

(lT - 21p)

(cylinder),

(end)
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CHAPTER 3
BALANCING MACHINES AND FACILITIES
3.1 Principles of Balancing
The objective of rotor balancing is to minimize the effects of rotor
residual unbalance on the system during normal operation. The main
effects of excessive rotor unbalance are
S1. Undesirable vibratory forces applied at the rotor journals to the
supporting structure and foundation
2. Undesirable rotor runout (i.e., nonconcentric rotor operation)
and excessive whirl orbit size
3. Excessive noise level from transmitted vibratory forces.
A perfectly balanced rotor will transmit no unbalance vibratory force or
vibratory motion to its, bearings or supports at any operating speed.
Acceptable levels of 'residual unbalance are described in ISO balancing
documents [1,2]. The basic requirement for rotor balancing is that the
c.g. of the rotor mass distribution in all normal modes of the rotor system shall lie on the axis of rotation. The objective of rotor balancing is
to achieve this condition in an efficient manner. Typical rotor balancing involves the following steps:
1. Detection and measurement of the effect of unbalance at
selected locations-along the length of the rotor
2. Modification of the rotor mass distribution at the correction
planes to minimize the effects of unbalance at the measurement locations
3. Repetition of the above steps until the residual unbalance effect
is smaller than some specified balance criterion value.
The above balancing procedure can be undertaken in a general-purpose
balancing machine, in a special balancing machine, in a balancing facility, or at the site. Small rigid rotors are usually balanced in a general
purpose balancing facility, involving considerable ancillary equipment.
Many rotors are also trim balanced at the site. In most cases the particular needs of the machine determine the type of balancing required.
111
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This chapter describes the variety of balancing machines and facilities now in use. It discusses the basic components of various modern
balancing machines and the balancing procedures involved in each
instance. Field balancing is described in Chapter 4.
Single-Plane Balancing
The simple single-disk rotor shown in Fig, 3.1 consists of a thin,
uniform, circular disk mounted eccentrically on a uniform shaft of circular cross section. This figure demonstrates how rotor unbalance may
arise from disk eccentricity. The unbalance lies in the plane of the
disk, and its effect can be removed by adding a suitable weight diametrically opposite the disk eccentricity. Usually, neither the magnitude of
the unbalance nor its location are known at the start of the balancing
process. It is common practice to determine the angular location of the
unbalance in such a rotor by placing the shaft on two knife edges and
allowing the rotor to roll until its c.g. finds its lowest position. A
known trial weight is then added to the disk at some selected angular
location, and the disk is again allowed to come to rest on the knife
say
edges. The trial weight is then moved to another angular location,
120* away from the first trial location, and the procedure is repetd
A third trial may be attempted with the weight another 1200 from the
previous two locations. The required balance weight can then be
obtained by solving the resulting vector force problem. A construction
for doing this has been described by Sommervaille 131. A single-disk
rotor can, of course, be balanced in any commercial balancing machine.
The above construction is a simple alternative, to demonstrate the
nature of single-plane unbalance and balancing.
Two-Plane Balancing
Any rigid rotor can be balanced by the addition of suitable correction weights in any two separate correction planes along the length of
the rotor. In practice the selection of suitable correction planes is usually limited by convenience of access to the rotor in its casing, Increasing attention is now being given to effective positioning of balance

Fig. 3.1. Simple single-disk rotor
on knife edges for single-plane balance correction
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planes in many modern rotor designs. Two-plane balancing is required
for stiff rotors of moderate length, of which the end-bearing drum-type
rotor shown in Fig. 3.2 is typical. Two-plane balancing involves a series
of measurements that are made with the rotor rotating at some low
speed-commonly between 100 and 600 rpm. Simple two-plane balancIn# procedures require each end of the rotor to be balanced independently. This may involve considerable trial and error and some balance
weight and angle calculations.* The most modern procedures allow
balancing to be undertaken in three steps:

':2i

I. The rotor is rotated in a calibrated balancer that automatically
defines the required correction weights needed for the specified balance
planes.
2. The required correction weights are installed.
3. The new tesidual unbalance condition is measured.
In general, the oocrations raquired for a two-plane balance are as follows:
1. Spin the rotor at a suitable balancing speed.
2. Measure the transmitted unbalance force and phase angle at the
left bearing.
3. Measure the transmitted unbalance force and phase angle at the
right bearing.
4. Determine the correction weight and angular location required
in either correction plane by a suitable calculation.
5. Insert the correction weights at the required locations in both
correction plai es.
6. Measure the new transmitted forces at the left and right bearings. Compare with the appropriate balance criterion.
7. Repeat the above sequence until the new balance condition
matches the required criterion value.

Ai

r

Fig. 3.2. Rigid drum-type rotor with end correction planes

Multiplane Balancing
Flexible rotors usually require multiplane balancing, which can be
done by a number of procedures. The best known of the multiplane
balancing techniques are the following:
'These calculations can now be done with certain pocket calculators: see Suction 4.3.

L.

,
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1. Modal balancing, in which the respective modal components of
the unbalance are balanced out mode by mode
2. Influence coefficient balancing, in which rotor balance is
achieved using a computer to process the trial weight test data, which
are obtained in a prescribed manner.
Muitiplahe balancing can be accomplished in a balancing facility or in
situ in the field. The particular technique used may range from trialand-error balancing to a highly automated computer specification of balance weights. Multiplane balancing requires the following equipment:
1. Mechanical drive input for required balancing speeds
2. Vibration sensors for date acquisition (displacement probes,
pedestal trqnsducers, etc.)
3. Signal-processing and data-reduction equipment (eg., tracking
filters, wattmeter circuit, minicomputer, etc.)
4. Trial weights, and access to rotoi- correction planes.
Multiplane balancing differs from two-plane balancing in that it requires
a high-speed balance. Two-plane balancing can be performed at any
(low) speed at which a signal of adequate strength can be obtained.
Several machines capable of balancing flexible rotors are described in
this chapter. Several large, flexible, rotor balanzing facilities for
turbine-generators and for aircraft jet engines are also described.
3.2 Classification
The widespread need for balancing all types of rotating machinery
has led to the development of efficient general 'purpose balancing
machines and a variety of multipurpose balancing equipment. A variety
of special semiautomated balancing facilities have also been developed
to accommodate quantities of similar components on a production basis,
For the purpose of discussion, balancing machines can be classified in
several different ways, each of which provides insight into their futnctioning and special featires. Three such class'lications are described
below.

'

Facility Classification
General purpose balancers. These units are dksigned to balance a
range of rotor types and sizes. They ire usually two-plane, ,low-speed
balancers, but larger units havo been cdesigned to function at higher
speeds. There is a great diversity of such equipment. Modern general
purpose balancers perform many operations of (he balancing process
automatically, using a minicomputer.
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Custom. balancers Where' the range of equipment to be balanced Is
more restricted in shape, size, and balancing speed, special purpose
balancers are used for specikc balancing tasks. Small fans, gyros, automotive wheels, satellite mass balancers, etc., are balanced, on such
equipment. Balancing units that accommodate and balance rotors of

specific shapes and types with maximum convenience ate commercially

available as custom balancing units.
Complex automated facilities. Highly specialized custom balancing
facilities have been designed to incorporate the related manufacturing
functions; e.g., a crankshaft balancing facility with metal removal,
automatic weighing, and inflow-outflow conveyor system, and a
turbine-generator balance/spin-pit facility with resilient bearings and
pedestals in a vacuum chamber for rotor overspeed tests. Varying
degrees of automated operation are available, depending on requirements. Typical automated operations range from balance-weighing of
connecting rods to fully automated operations such as small armature
balancing and production wheel balancing.
Calibration and Readout Classiflcation
McQueary, 141 has comrmented that, from an operational viewpoint,
the most important characteristics of a balancing machine are' its calibration and readout c€pabilities, Calibration is the precision adjustment
of the machine readout system; it may be permanent (built In) or temporary (requiring recalibration with a calibrating rotor). Readout is the
manner in which residual unbalance magnitude and phase-angle data
are acquired and displayed. This may range from trial-and-error obserof response on a voltmeter through digital displays of amplitude
and phase data. McQueary gives the following classification of balancin& machines:

1vations
qp

Class 1. Trial-and-error balancing machines
Class 2. Callbratable balancing machines that require a balanced
prototype rotor
Class 3. Callbratable balancing machines that do not require a balanced prototype rotor
Class 4. Permanently calibrated hard-bearing balancing machines.
Permanently calibrated machines are the most convenient and the most
expensive. Such a machine is not always required, for instance, in field
balancing, where an accelerometer and a readout device often suffice
for the trial-and-error process involved. It is, however, evident that,
besides basic considerations of machine size, operating principle (hard
bearing, soft bearing), degree of automation, and so on, there are
important questions to consider in planning the acquisition of balancing
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equipment--namely, the nature and extent of calibration which a
desired installation should possess.
Classification by Principle of Operation
Balancing. machines are frequently classified as soft-bearing, hardbearing, or resonant. These terms refer to the -supports (bearings -and
pedestals) on which the rotor is mounted during' the balancing process.
The influence of the'rotor supports on the. performance of the balancing -machine may be understood by,'.considering the system shown, in
"Fig.3,3. The forced amplitude response for such a system, through the
resonant speed excited by the rotor unbalance, is -shown in Fig, 3.4a,
This-figure also indicates the regions of operation for soft-bearing,
resonant, and hard-bearing machines In relation to the dynamic properties of the balancing. machine. For a so-called hard-support machine,
the natural frequency of the support system is high, and balancing
operations are performed on this machine in the suboritical region, well
below resonance; the unbalance force and support displacement are
then always in phase, as shown in Fig. 3.4b. With a soft-support
machine, the balancing is always performed well above the natural frequency of the support system, in the supercritical region. Unbalance
force aid response are then 1800 out of phase (this causes no problem), Resonant balancing machines operate by passing down through
the natural frequency -of the rotor-support system as the rotor speed
decreases, The associated large resonant amplitude build-up is used to
amplify the unbalance readout signals. This avoids the cost of more
elaborate electronics. These three principles of dynamic operation have
resulted in the three different types of balancing machines identified
above. Each machine type is discussed with examples later in this
chapter. The supports of a soft-bearing machine are shown In Fig. 3.5.
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Fig. 3.3. Simple rigid rotor in damped flexible benrirnp
with midsMan unbalance
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RESONANT MACHINES
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(it), Response amplitude vs rotor spoed
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-A

(b Phase angle vs rotor speed
Fig. 3.4. Response amplitude and phase angle
as a function of rotor speed for several values
of the damping ratio
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FIg. 3.5. Six.-stage contrifugal compressor rotor supported on the soft-support
pedestals or a balancing machine. The mldplone probe shown measures any
bending or the rotor, Balance adjustments ore made In the two end-plane
disks, (Courtesy or l,R.D, Mochanalysls,)

Rotor Classification
Balancing machines are sometimes described in general terms as
being either rigid-rotor or flexible-rotor machines. This classification
usually refers to whether the function of the machine is to balance a
rotor in two planes at low speeds, or whether multiplane balancing must
he used, This sarrne type of classification is intended by the terms lowspeed and high-speed balancers. None of these terms are precise,
because they omit important understandings of the balancing process;
for example, a two-bearing, low-speed balancer may also be capable of
multiplane balancing using properly conditioned outputs from the two
support pedestals, If this balancer were also capable of operating at
higher speeds, a true flexible multlph~ne rotor balance might be possi,ble. In such a case It is the operating speed of the balancer, not the
readout, that limits the machine function. As the terms low-speed and
high-speed balancer are imprecise, they are not used in this monograph.
3.3 Major Components of Balancing Machines
Rotor Supports
The rotor structure of a balancing machine may include (a) journal
suppor's, which may range from hardened steel rollers to fluid-film

,I
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bearings with a lubricant supply system; (b) pedestals, which are commbnly a rigid block of material to carry the bearings (c) pedestal supports, which are essentially lateral-motion springs possessing a
direction, and (d) a foundation, base, which rigidly supports the pedestals during operation and allows axial adjustment for rotors of different sizes.
The supports perform several functions: rotor support, lowfriction rotation, calibrated motion for unbalance measurement, length
adjustiment for various rotor sizes, and provision for secure clamping
during balancing. Two types of support in current use are the so-called
soft supports and the hard supports. The soft-support principle is
shown in Fig. 3.6. The system consists of a low-stiffness horizontal
spring support with a free period of I to 2 seconds. The vertical stiffness is substantially higher and hence rigid by comparison, Softsupport machines operate above the nitutal frequency of the rotorsupport system, They have an advantage in the increased strength of
the output signal from the vibration sensors because of larger displacementsý for the same level of unbalance, strong signals at rotational frequency require less sophisticated electronic equipment for subsequent
processing of the unbalance readout. Soft-support machines tend to be
simpler arid less expensive than hard-support machines and are well
suited to most rigid-rotor balancing applications. They are used for a
variety of small- to medium- size universal balancers and for, the balancin&of armatures, crankshafts, fan rotors, inmpellers, and drive shafts.

II

.1UNDALANCED
,•

ROTOR

.

-,.,Ir

Fig, 3,6. Soft-bearing-support principle, The bearings are restrained so that
only horizontal motion is posilble.

A typical hard-support balancing machine Is shown in FiL. 3.7.
The hard support is moderately flexible in the horizontal direction and
quite rigid In the vertical direction. The journal pedestal, hard springs,
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Fig. 3.7. Hard-support pedestal for universal balancing machine,
Shown are patented aspects of a Schenck niachirte: hard-bearing
pedestals with volocity-mortsurini; transducer, rotor journal roller
supports, with vertical adjustment 3tnd cliiniplng and pecdcstnit
quick adjustment and clamplni. device lor mrachine frame,
(Courtesy of' Schenck Trebol Corporation.)

and the movable foundation block are now comrnonty made fromn asingle piece of metal. Support motions may be sensed by displacenieni
probes, strain gages, and by other meami. A typical arrangemnent is
shown in Fig, 3,8. Hard-support. machines experience srnallkr displacements than sofft-support machines for the same unbalance; the iesu~ling
displacement signals tend to he correspondingly smaller. The smaller
unbalance signals are acconmnodated by (lie electronic equipment normally provided for this ty'pe of' machine, This equipment may include
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Fig. 3.8. Typbtal hardsupport pedestal

amplifiers and a reflned filter circuit. The amplifiers condition the
unbalance signals for amplitude and phase angle, Hard-support
machines are also more susceptible to extraneous vibrations (e.g,, from
the shop floor) because these vibrations are less efficiently attenuated
by the stiffer support construction and the higher natural frequency of
the hard-support system.
Hard-support machines are used for both rigid- and flexible-rotor
balancing, Universal hard-support balancers are now available in a
rango of sizes, and most large special purpose balancers and facilities
now use hard-support equipment. Rigidity of construction is a desirable
high-speed feature, and the electronic equipment now available is
attractive because of its versatility, permanent calibration, clean and
prficise signal conditioning, and direct readout. If many other operations in a facility must also be considered (e.g,, lubrication pumps,
vacuum pumps, Ward-Leonard drive), the incorporation of balancing
electronic, is a lessor consideration.
Rotor Drive
A variety of techniques is used to impart rotary motion to the
component being balanced, with the belt drive and the end-drive shaft
being the most common, The choice of a drive system is based on the
requirements of the given application and is determined by rotor size,
power involved, influence of bearing eccentricity, and system dynamics,
Flat-belt drives are common in small bench-type balancers like the one
shown In Fig. 3.9a. Such belt drives are easy to set up, and allow
adjustment or drive tonston and belt location on the rotor. There is
some question, however, as to how much additional vibratory motion Is
imparted to the pedestal readout by the belt motion.
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Another type of belt drive is shown in Fig. 3.9b. The cantilever
belt drive spins the rotor up to speed when it is lowered to contact the
upper surface of the rotor; the belt is moved away from the rotor when
the desired speed Is reached (somewhat above the critical speed of the
rotor support). The rotor then drifts down in speed, passing through
resonance, During measurement the belt is not in contact with the
rotor, and this eliminates any unwanted belt excitation effects.
For installations with large rotor-inertia and drive-power requirements, it is often desirable to use an end drive. The end drive may
consist of a suitably sized coupling shaft, with a universal joint at both
ends, attached from the balancer drive unit to the rotor overhung end,
as shown In Fig. 3.9c. Such drives are widely used in medium and
large general purpose balancing machines and in many custom
machines and facilities because of their higher power-transmission capability. This ability is of importance for acceleration and regenerative
braking, where balance cycle time is potentially large (large-inertia
rotor) and where windage requires a large power input (e.g,, fan or
bladed turbomachine rotors). In very large installations a specially
designed drive-shaft coupling may be required to supply adequate drive
power, which may exceed 1000 hp. A surrounding vacuum chamber is
commonly used, especially with bladed turbomachines, to reduce windage power consumption.

(a) Belt-drive, hard-pedestal, seiireal purposv machine: Belt tension is adjustebie, and
motor drive is between the hard.pedestal support.i, (Courtesy of Schenck Trebel Cor.
poration.)
Fig, 3.9, Vuriius balancing-mtchiwo drives

, •
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(b)

Cantilever-drive,

resonant-pedestal, general-purpose

machine:

Belt drive is pivoted into contact with rotor; after acceleratling the
rotor to speed, the arm swings back, allowing the rotor to coast down
through resonance, (Courtesy of Stewaa t-Warner,)

(c) End-drive, hard-pedestal, general-purpose mnachine:
Motor end drive via a universal coupling rotates the
motor-driven blower fan- pedestal supports are a variation
of the rigid pedestals shown in (a) above. (Courtesy or
Schenck Trebel Corporation,)
Fig. 3,9. (Continued) Various balancing-machine drives
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The drive couplings for such drives must themselves be carefully
balanced. They are attached at a sensitive location (i.e., at an overhung
shaft end), which could introduce unwanted dynamic errors into the
rotor. For large end-coupled drive shafts khe associated problems can
be very significant, not only for balancing the coupling but also for
lubricating It against w,.ar and seizure. A further need is for balanced
quick-attach rotor flanges, to which the above drive couplings can be
secured. Patented designs for such flanges have been developed.
A third method of driving a rotor for balancing Is by its own internal drive system; an example is the motor-driven gyro unit shown In
Fig. 3.10. For such applications it is frequently appropriate to balance
the rotor in its own support system. This is possible where there is
convenient access to the rotor correction planes through the casing,
For example, the gyro unit shown has its own internal electric motor
drive. It operates at 12,000 rpm and has a rotor weighing about 4 lb.
The casing is mounted on soft supports for balancing. Examples of
other self-drive units that can be balanced in this manner are aircraft

til

Fig, 3.10. Inte~rnal electric-nio tor-driven gyro int
balancing miachine
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cabin pressurizers (30,000 to 60,000 rpm, rotor weight I to 2 Ib, internal air turbine drive), and complete internal combustion engine assemblies (for which special assembly balancing stands are available-Fig.
3.11). The wide range of industrial equipment that is customarily balanced in the field--turbines, generators, axial and centrifugal compressors, blowers, turbochargers, etc.-represents another group of selfdrive balancing applications. In each instance there is some foim of
drive input to supply the motive power during field balancing, in contrast with shop balancer-driver applications where the components
themselves possess no driver,

I,

k

L_

4-

Fig. 3.11. Engine assembly balancing. Complete engines can be run and tested
as assemblies in machines of this type, A LWo-plafle trim balance is performed
on the clutch housing and on the generator drive wheel. Note the velocity
readout transducers on the frame beneath the engine. (Courtesy or Schenck
Trubel Corporation,)
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Foundation
Each balancing installation requires a foundation with strength and
rigidity sufficient to support the rotor without introducing any structural
resonances that may affect the accuracy of the readings. A massive
foundation is also desirable to attenuate external vibration and impacts.
The foundation must also permit axial adjustment of the balancer pedestals, either manually or mechanically. For small balancing machines
(Fig. 3.12) the foundation may support only the pedestals, with the
electronic equipment mounted elsewhere. Medium-size balancing
installations (Fig. 3.13) are often built as a unit, with the electronic
equipment mounted for convenience, at one end, on the foundation. In
large special purpose units, the foundation may merge with the protective equipment of the spin pit (Fig. 3.14). All foundations must be
carefully designed to provide ease of accessibility during balancing.
Theyt must also exclude undesirable dynamic effects arising from inadequate rigidity and harmful structural resonances, In every instance,
foundation resonances are a serious potential source of balancing errors.

,t7

5,'

Flg. 3.12, Wattmeter console and gyro balancing stand with movable supports.
(Courtesy of Schenck Trebel Corporation,)
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Figs 3,13, Medium-size balancer with electronic readout equipment on bedplate,
(Courtesy of Schenck Trebel Corporation,)
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Itt

Fig. 3.14. Rotor in burftproof spin pit. In the spin pit the pedestals are lowered
and boiled to the tunnel floor, The oil hoses are attached to the boaringi for
lubrication and cooling. The spin pit Isscaled and evacuitted before operation.
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Electronics
*The
*

*1.

heart of modern balancing -machines lies. in the electronic
~equipment 'used'to acquire the vibration signals and'to jprocess the Signals inlto unbalance, information. The following, electronic equipment is
used:'
Vibration. sensors (inductanpce, probes, accelerometers, strain
gages)
2. Filtering circuits (wattrretericircuit, track ing Ailters)"
3I Oporational amplifiers
4. Plaile-separation circuits,
Vibration sensors 'are usually routine components capable of sensing
velocity, displacement, or acceleration,,dpnigo heapiain
Though the output of the sensor may be weak or with high background
noise, usuallyv it ýcan 'be filler~d arid amplified to 'provide, a slui table
balancing signal. Pigures 3.15. and 3.16 show vibration sensors for softand hard-support machines, respectively.
'

AlT,

Pickup installed In

Fis ,315. Vibration sensors for soft-bearins machine.
(Courtesy or Schenok Trebel Corp~oration,)
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Fig. 3,16, Vlbration sensors for hard-bearing machine,
(Courtesy of Schenck Trebel Corporation.)

Signal filtering can be 4ccoftplished by a number of' special circuits. The most widely used is the wattmeter circuit, discussed in the

next section. The wattmeter circuit acts as a simple efficient filter to
exclude all asynchronous ac components from the balance signal, The
output signal is a clean harmonic waveform that can then be used to

define the rotor unbalance.

Other circuits use tracking filters with

analog-to-digital converters coupled to a microprocessor, for example,
in field balancing equipment.

Several amplifier circuits for balancing are mentioned in Section
3.7, Review of Patents, The amplifier principles involved are relatively
straightforward, but this technology is changing rapidly as new solid
state electronic concepts are incorporated,
Wattmeter Filtering Method
Moving-coil wattmetevs are frequently used to filter the signal
transmitted to the pedestals of a balancing machine by an unbalanced
rotor. The wattmeter circuit acts as a frequency filter that excludes all

asynchronous components of the vibration signal. This occurs because
the wattmeter can function only when the alternating voltage supplied
to its field coil and the alternating current supplied to its moving coil

are idenitical in frequency.

4
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A balancing-machine wattmeter circuit is shown in Fig. 3,17.
Alternating current from an unbalance sensor attached to the flexible
pedestal is supplied to the wattmeter field coil, and alternating voltage
from an ac generator coupled to the drive shaft is supplied to the
wattmeter moving, oil. The deflection of the moving coil is then proporticonal to the wattmeter power W.- El cos 0, where E is the generator voltage, I is the unbalance sensor current, and 9 is the phase angle
"itbetween the voltage and current 'signals. Figure 3.'18 shows how a
wattmeter can combine waves of identical frequency and how waves of
differing frequency fail to produce a reading. The wattmeter reading Is
the average of the product of voltage and current when these corn/ponenta are in phase Where the unbalance current signal leads the ac
voltage, the unbalance power signal is reduced by cos 0. The wattmeter
also requires careful measurement of the sensor' signal phase, to, avoid
incorrect balance readings. Because it functions as a frequency filter
that excludes nonsynchronous frequency components from the wattmeter power signal, only voltages and currents with the same frequency
can be combined in this instrument, Typical synchronous generator
voltage and sensor current signals contain strong synchronous components, together with harmonics from structural resonances and background noise. The harmonics, resonances, and, noise are removed
when the wattmeter combines the synchronous component of the
unbalance current with the generator voltage frequency, An accurate
measure of the transmitted unbalance force can thereby be obtained.
UNIALANCE
WA1"MITrI

ANALOG
SWITCHING CIRCUIT

ANALOG
SWITCHING CIRCUIT

DRIVk:MOTOR
IMPKDAN011 IROtN
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FI&. 3.17, Wattmeter unbalance-mossurins system
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For the case where the initial phase differenice is nonzero, we obtain

m
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shown in Fig. 3.18,'...

Accurate balancing depends on obtaining accurate signals that
•;' relate in a consistent, known manner to the unbalance force being
p.!:',
Ai

imparted to the pedestal supports. The :wattmeter method is a simple.+
procedure for excludlng unwanted signal components from the unbal-

ance signal and also for excluding unwanted signals arising from rota-,
' i.: tion, such as noncircular journal harmonics, drive stick-slip effects,
/",i•*i
small impacts, misalignment, and excitation from the external environment.
i.!

Plans Sep~tratlon, . In-Plane Unbalance Distribution,

i.
Figure 3.1 9 shows a rigid rotor that is to be corrected for unbalSii, ance in the two planes indicated. The rotor is supported in two end
bearings. It has two correction planes inboard of the bearings, and the
•,i' residual uribalance force is represented by the two applied forces
I~', hown. If the left bearing support is restrained so that no lateral
totion is possible at that location and if the right bearing support is
m
6/•ee to move, it is then possible to select a balance weight for th3 right
c•rre~tion plane such that the right end of the rotor would run in a
•nmooth, balanyced condition. The same rotor could also be corrected by
• restrai~hint• ttt right bearing and inserting a suitable correction weight
!! in the left correction plane. The criterion of balance is that the rotor
shall run smoothly without transmitting any dynamic force to the bear:• ings, Having thus corrected the rotor in the left and right planes
! independently, we might think that the rotor would run smoothly if
S bot bearing restraints were released. This is not the case: the rotor
:. would again run roughly. The problem arises because the force halances have not been achieved independently of the support forces.
I''
The reason for this failure to balance the rotor can be explained by
., considering the rigid rotor shown in Fig. 3.19b, which has a single
;I•. unbalance force U acting as shown, If' we restrain the rotor against
Sii transverse movement at bearing A while allowing end B to movw freely,
and balance it in correction plane 2, the required co,'rection weight for
i this condition becomes:

i'i

c2

u -b.
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RIGHT CORRECTION PLANE

LEFT CORRECTION PL.ANE

77hý

(R)igid rotor With two unbalance forces
CORRECTION

COnRECTION PLANE 1

*PLANE

2

(b) Rigid1 rotor with single unbalance force
F~ig. 3,19. Unbalunood rigid rotor. In flexible bearings

The reaction force at A ii given by
U- C2--FA-O,

and so

U I -~)

FA

Next, attempt to remove the trpnsmittod force FA by restraining the
rotor at bearing B and adding correction weights Inplane 1, A moment
balance about B&Ives
U(L

-

b)

-

C 2(L

C,~

-'

0Y..
. . . . . .. .

-I.,-a

.

0)

C1 (L

-

a) - 0,
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When the rotor is freed in both bearings simultaneously, the resulting
balance does not satisfy the force equillbrium condition.

'

':.U-CI-C

"i

2

-0,

that is,
,-a

c L.-

a

C

This can only be satisfied for the.condition

which cannot exist unless a - 0, or if b - c,
This problem can be overcome using the principle of plane separation, For the system shown in Fig. 3.19b, instead of restraining the
rotor motion at the left bearing, assume that latera: motion can be restrained ht the 100 balance plane, that is,
f•,i~it:"r.
M1 - 0: U (b - a) - ('2(C- a) -0,
C'2 - U
-_,

c-- a

ili~i

Correction weights are then added In the right balance plane until the
rotor runs smoothly. The second step is to restrain the rotor at the
right balance plane and then to balance it in the left balance plane until
ifI it wgin runs smoothly,

SM 2 -0:

2

F0:!

U•(c - b) - C,(c - a) - CA +

-P 2 -0,c-a

C,c

U c -- b,

b- a

Note from the above that CA - FP and C2
F2, This indicates that,
taken together, the balance corrections will automatically cancel the
bearing forces, and both moment and force equilibrium for the rotor
are thereby satisfied directly, If the rotor is then operated with correctlions C, and C2 installed, the transmitted forces at the bearings will be
zero and the rotor will operate In a smooth, balanced manner, No
further correction needs to be made to the balance in either plane,
For L numerical example, lot the rotor shown in Fig. 3,20 have two
unbalance forces U, - -8.0 lb and U, - 5.0. The correction planes
are 6,0 in, and 30.0 in, from the left support, A. The first step is to
restrain the rotor at the left correction plane, B. By taking moments
I' '

i

4
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CORRECTION PLANE B

,,B,01b

S"IU2

CORRECTION PLANE C
I

c-12,0 in,

abwdw-efl,0Vhr.

Fil. 3,20. Rlaid rotor ini flexible bearinp,!
with two-plane unbalance

about this plane, the required correction weight in the right plane FC is
found to be
(b + C) + Ulb
... U2(b+c+d)

1I

24(5 x
24V

1S-8 x 6) -1,75

lb

()

The second step is to restrain the rotor in the right correction plane, C.
The required balance weight in the left correction plane is
U1 (c + d) + U2d
-(b + c + d)
24

(_8x8.-

18 + 5 x 6)-

475 lb

().

The rotor is now roleased, and the resultant radial force that acts on the
rotor as a free body is found to be
£ F - 0:
4.75 - 8.0 + 5.0 - 1,7.5 - 0 (balanced).
The moments about either bearing are then taken in turn:
I

MA - 4.75(6) - 8(12) + 5(24) - 1.75(30) - 0 (balanced)

and
Zr-

'" ..

..

4.75(30)

-

' ..'

...

,

8(24) + 5(12) + 1,75(6) - 0 (balanced).

•

•k '• ,,

,," ' :•I• l•/ '

"..

"ti"
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.
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Thus the resulting force is zero and the resulting moments are zero, as
are the moments about B andtC (checked previously). More generally,
with the specified corrections installed, the moment about any location
along the shaft wil be found to be zero, It is evident that all resultant
forces and moments are now 'in equilibrium. As all unbalance and
correction forces relate to speed in the same manner, this rotor is now
in a state of balance for all speeds. This demonstrates that an unbalanced rigid rotor can be corrected for all speeds by balancing the rotor
about either correction plane in turn.
For balancing machines of the Lawaczeck-Heymann type, the rotor
is supported in bearings mounted on flexible pedestals.* During
balancing, it is convenient to measure the rotor unbalance from the
movement of the pedestals. This movement is read as pedestal displacement with strain gages or capacitance probes, or as pedestal velocity with inductive-load cells. The required expression relating the
magnitude of the balance weights in the correction planes to the measured pedestal motions is as follows,* Consider the rigid rotor In flexible pedestals with in-plane unbalance shown in Fig. 3,19a, The effect
of the two unbalanoe forces UL and UR for this case is found by taking
moments
an
and

Ua + Ua(a + b) + FtL

0 about bearing L

UL(b + 0) + Up c + FLL - 0 about bearing R,

Solving these expressions for the transmitted forces FL and FR gives

b)

[-(+

1UR

where the first set of braces represents residual unbalance forces and
the second set of braces represents bearing transmitted forces.
Solving for UL and UR gives
UL a+ b
a

URb

c
b +c

b

FL

I

Pk

where UL and UR represent the residual unbalance forces acting in the
correction planes, computed from the forces measurmd at the bearing

•

' The term flexible means Ilnear-elastic and deformable, This applies to both sort- and
hard-support machinnaj

'1

I

........................
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locations. The balancing weight required in each correction plane is
given by the expressions
WLand

42

UL -2-

and

UL

NrL
- 4.237 UR,

(rL

U• _ 2
Wa- R~~

rL and r1 being the left and right correction radii, respectively, and N
being the balancing speed in revolutions per minute.
The above example demonstrates the mechanics of rigid-rotor
balancing for the simple case of in-plane unbalance.
Plane Separation. Spatial Unbalance Distribution
The general case for the prediction of correction weights for a spatial distribution of unbalance is shown in Fig. 3.21, First, the rotor
unbalance distribution is represented as unbalance forces U, and U2 in
the correction planes (Fig. 3.21a). Next, these unbalance forces and
the boaring forces F, and F2 are resolved into rotating (Q, n) coordinates, as shown in Figs. 3.21b and 3.21c. Force and moment equilibrium in the •, z plane then give

0

F1 + F2 + v, + Uj
and

Ula + U2 (a + b) + F, ,L - 0,
Force and moment equilibrium in the 1, z plane give
FP + Ff + Up + Up

-

0

and
UVa + Up (a + b) + Ff L - 0.
Solving for the unbalance force components givas

r.,-

U1

b

-.

bJ

a

b +c

b

S..

F1

f
F2

.

.

...

..

. . .. .

-

rHUFd)
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(a) General unbalance distribution represented by
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and
b

UP,~a

bb

that iss

0 arotan

U

1/2 -,J(U2 ) + (Up)

2

eXp(1e 2)

and
02- arctan

Simvliarly,

F1 - X/(F 1')2 + (FP)2 exp(il, 1 )
-arctanI]
F
-'F
2

2

+F2

F2 - V~(Fit)2 + (Fp) 2 e~p(10 2)

m

HFI
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and

FPI
10

arctan

These expressions are used for balancinj as follows':, -the maximum
values of' the force signals IF, I and .1F2 arp read. (detected) directly
from the pedestal transducer, output., The phase angles ý0 and 02 'Of
these maximum force signals are read with reference to som§,4 itolra.!Ily

selected marker on the rotor. Having IF1 ,1

Ff

. 2 1, 0 1

an~I 2 we can

IF, Icos 01,

and
F~IP2ISillO2.
F?
The, matrix expressions given above, aItow Of., UPI' W1¶ and Uy' tob
obtained from these force components, gi1ven the rotor dinw~skins a,
b, and c. The unbalance components'are then combined ouing the
above expressions to give U1, 0), LV
2, and 02, The req'uired correction
weights are
2
Wl
1 -U 1"M--- at (01+ 180
2
N r1

froth 0 phase

and
W2

u2A)?-~ at (0a +- 18011 from 0 *phase.

Modern field, balancers aiid balancing computers perfo=m the above
operations automaticaily with internat analog circiitq, usuafly With digital display of th-t, required correction weights asid phase angles, Equipment ot this type is discussed in thý next section. Field balancing with
* a balan(Oag cohiputer is described in Chapter 4.
3.4 Modern General P'urpose Halanting Mach~nes
A vadety of gtmeral purpose balancing machines is available today
from U.S. sup~pliers such as Hoffman, Schenck Trebel, International
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and Development

(IRD),

Corp.,

Gilman-Gtsholt,

and

Stewart-Warner, and other manufacturers. Types of machineu available
include soft-support,• resonant, and hard-support. This section
'gdiscuesesthe features of specific general purpose balancers.
"l'nes
S~oft Bearling ,-,-,c
general
'The Gisholt Model 31 S (Fig. 3,22) is a typical soft-bearing
purpose balancing machine designed to operate wall above the resonant
speed of the supported test rotor, Thebalancer operates at drive spseeds

"between 500 and 2000 tpm. It is able to accommodate rotors weighing
between 1 lb and 500 lb Drive power is supplied through a belt that
wraps around the rotor, with a tension pulley arrangement, Unbalance

11,
j

)I

Fig. 3,22, Glahol Mod•i 31 S soft-bearin6
balancing machine
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.
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data are obtained as velocity-transducer readouts from movements of
the supporting pedestals. The electronic equipment includes planeseparation circuits arid wattmeter filtering. The readout is calibtated in
terms of the required balance correction units, in ounce-inches. The
"heavy" spot can be located by either stroboscope phase measurement
or by comparing surface photocell readings against nambered strips
placed at the correction planes, The readout equipment is specified as
being able to read down Into the 1O-jtm range. The machlne Is not
permanently calibrated, and precallbration against a rotor of known
unbalance is required. The soft.pedestal construction is achieved with a
pair of vertical flat springs. One end of zach spring is attached to the
machine frame, and the other dnO is secured to the adjacent pedestal
support. A detailed comparison between this and the other two
mu.hines described in this section 'is given In Table 3.1,
The Schenck R 30B/8 unit shown In Fig. 3.23 is another example
-ofa general purpose soft-bearing machine designed to operate above its
support resonances. This machine accommodates rotors ;a the weight
range from
6 to 660forib,overload
at balancing
between
770 unequal
and 1320'
rpm.
Thera
is provision
and speeds
overspeed,
and for
gravity
loads of cpecial nonsymmetrical rotors, Phase measurement is by the
stroboscopic illumination of a numbered tape, as with the Glshoit 31 S
machine, A plane-separation circuit supplies the required balance data

I0

Pi,. 32

",i
Schanckc
•

MIS sort-bearing uIivOtI balancing machine-

with wdamelel readout, set up for balancing armatures with ead drive

... . ....
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Table 3.1. Comparison of bslanoins-machine features*
Softqu0poit machines

Resonant macninos

Uerdl.support machines

Manufacturer

Gishoit

slewartlWarner

Schenok

Model

31M.

2310

H30U

Displacement
(soft bearing)
At or nar resonance
Medium, usually
30- 1000 rpm
with 2500 msx,.

Proos(rilgd bmeaing)

1/2-2000 lb
4 I/2-55 In,
betwien Journals
2/2-44 In,
between Journals
1/2-7 1/2 In,

old lb mA.-ym,.
4-50 1i6.

Parimeter

Special AtIahments

Standard en4 drive

Ciuueificatlon
Type of meurem*nt Displacement
(soft ba•ring)
Dynamic reliqn
Above resonance
Speed range
500-2000 rpm

Capacity
Rotor weight
Rotor length
Rotor diameter
Journal diameter

I-500 lb
40 In, mix
between shoulders
24 In, max
.5 In, max

General
Conetruction
Weight

roller bearing
34 In. max (estimtad) for
optionsl bell drive

20 Ain.

0,004 ox in.

0,0035.ot.in,

2000 lb without
foundation block
Base 23 In. X 79 In,

2450 lb

1000 lb

Site

Floor sa e33 X 72 In,

Sao 'ldelgn

Three steel tubes spwa•cn
ensld
csull..g

Bass 25 R 60 In,
plus overhand
and amplifier
Porined ml

Installation
Foundation
Falstning
Isolailon from
external vlbretion

40 in, maxc
518-3 1/5 on stdclard

2/2-24 In,

Drive diameter
Accuracy
Detctlion
'Measurement

Well below resonance
f25
rpl
a5

Any
Not required
Not reqtaire becuom
of Signal Altar
cud horizontul motion

Ca aseon It In,
foundation block

Sound construction,
prefrably concrete
Dolt, level, and girout
Nune

Requires heavy roundatlon

HIgh sensitivity at
resonance
Drive nQt In contact
with rotor when
unbalance r•edngs
AranW6
Special bearing or drive
adaptrer not required
&e0 of mdjuetmeni for
work

Direct eadinlg In unbalance
or correction uniMs
Compilt. Indkaltons Inone
run without calibration
trial rum

Bolt'
Not required because
or Altering

Major design
fealures
special roundtalon or
mounting not required
Costant.eopeed drive-no
weiting for aped change
Signal Allet 0timinatee
extraneous influence$
Complete plane sipstation
with guess variety of work
Catblratipi.|. in termW
of
uortlcuoit voilu

Wtinteter system filters out
e~treneoum Influence
Polar uale readouts for eah
oorvectlon plane with
complete retention

romF lir , q.

,

,,

.
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Ta'ble 3.1, Comparison of balancing-niachirie features" (Cont'd)
Parameer
Sot~aupprl mehinee

Insert hWbaigtofi
jolurnall uplese roller
type support is 4"d)
Position supiortel, drivi,
Idler pulleys,
end strobe
Load with cailbrallatc
rolio ,
brive andlet filters,
calibration, and
plansisapration knobs
Relc
ihunbalance
rotor
Place numbered ansi.l
reference gulip

Resonant uwtahlnos
Force end
Couple
saltem left and right system

Hn~poimcie

Poiinndload

Poitioan and loed

PosiutionoppostteI

Drive with vibriltor

Piece roference marki
for otham
4nsi.

Lood with imbiatanss
rotor

..

Tuna sprling systems
Look~ springpocn oncld*i
Adjust bearinit support
to tiecoupii Mhodes
11416111
Noll bcoth
reeonepnt
insert endfastork
frequenicies
ooupliti;
Place
reference, mark
tot phase
ýngie

Set knobs for rotor
dimensions

Measurement
Drive

Adju~t damping for
Anticipated usbalence
Road unbtalnoe incorrection Drive tospeed
alboe
from strobe
uprrsnce
units and anoleo
Permit coaltdown end
n on*side.
IMASI
reaid
first peak

Adjust damnping
for
Drive
anticipated unbalance
Drive tospeed above Read ortbaisncs end
risonenuce
location lIncorrection
Permit coaatdo~wn
end
untfobthsse
read peak emplitude

Note strobe imageo
of
Note strobe inca. of
Mo~rk.
at
raftronce mark at
refereseo
peak
peak
(Alternawe note
(Aitorcatat onto
esuab
linsac atabove
strobe image et fbovs
resonance speed)
resonance speed)
Continue coacidown and Repeast
with other
road seand peak
sprine iwoied
Note strobe
Image
At
peak(or useelternate)
Correction

Apply uorroaltions u
Indicated

Apply force end
couple Apply dorrections In Apply corrections as
correatione geperstely
estimated proportion
Indicated
Inestimated proportion to readings end
In
to readings
estimated distrillution bet ween planes

Repeat uerequired,
Repoal em
required,
reducing damping as reducing; damping
permitted
aspermitted
V rom Ref 5.

61.1
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Table 3.1. Comparison of balancing-machine features" (Cont'd)
PArunieter
Work supports
Position adjustment

Sortwupport machine

Peoloant machines

Hard-support machinge

Lever-operAtld column
Move and lock manually
ratchet and
look
Journals or other fanished'Journals or other finished
diameter&
Jintr
Bllt-boarln4 Mrole
I roller. Ink
Dali~ealngb
TYPe or bearlmf Hair bearinsg
((OýWar
OPtOOM4, truottion block
of rolter#
QhNge6 shxe
Change ala. of rollers
Not rictsired
Isolation from
boating ronout
Diameter sdjustnsnt Halr bearlin
to suit
Two spiacing
of bearing
Virtwlu0djuatmenil on rollqrl
duISpoll
pockets
(vertical on roller#)
earing ftlctibn
Not required with
Change slas or baell-bearln Not required with continuous
I
drive
roller$
drive
continuous
control
Hold~dawn brecket'-nc rollers
Inverted trunnisan may
Holddown of journal
beadded
Halt bearings to$(lit
Flat springsl Intrunnion
Vertical escultanient on
Use wilth unquatl
Journal
(vertical Adjustmient
flex to Align
rollers
roller 1011000t
Location on rdtor

Move and loik
manually
Journals

Prevntlts
olouwal
onrullerg)
tab11101e
bearitg
O O I Su~i1O
damage
matarial (0 oviaion fat

End restraint

shoulder$ on rotor

Isolation from end

None

Extlra caro In bearing
alignment

Crowning Ottroller 01)

R~olier
or fliat,with 1/1111
In, Notsa-rustrant from
drive coupling
clearanoe
Usebill Incenter hole
Not required
pd

rUseCnluusdleTcriertuutt

oliuu

rv

Drive system
Type

Location an rotor

thin withdraw
Mlabell lonteatins rotor
Flat beltwith 1101
wrap around rotor
Any diameter, preferably Any diameter, prcfursbiy

between journals

Position adjustmenat

Sipearime.
Speed
adjustment

-

Motor pulley siz

Starling andStoppingt Foot switchs
Tesanarinln
at setup Poiltionod idleirs gravity
(oceded againat bait
Clearance rtr loading LIA work against Idler

largo
Loyler.ottrated ratchet,
800 and 1900 forn
Two poellione on drive
handie switch
Drivo handle switch
Hand pressure
on drive
handle
This up ror clearance

End drive through coupling
(belt drlvo optional)
Dither end

Nuit required
215, 500, 900 .1C0 rpm

Lover-operstwd ;out shin
Manual switch
Not required
Not requiredl Forenddrive

weight (bill lifter
Braking
lactation from drive
runlout
Spring afatism
Type

plane of Motion

OpefrAted
with olArt-stop

Drive handle controls
Dynamic braking with
fNol switch
beltbroke
motor controls
Nlot requIird, 40MraneUS tMrlvnot 4otitAlting turing Not required If counotiagl
slignal
Allterad out
measurements Isbalanced
spring with fined end
Parallel flat sprIngs, one Pl1at
end fined, other
and Intermediaste Nilcrum
cisnipod?

Horixontal

Adjustment
Not required
Prevention of axisl Relative si(ffneaa
otf
motion
flist
.nprilltp
Axially
Locking
Not roquiralt
Dmigstabilizer
Type
AdJustmcoin
CAlibrailon
Tempearature
Plane-suparatioo
pivots
'From RtetS.

Not required

Vertical
Screw-driven fulcrum
Relative etlitneas of Wlt
sprliIng ain
tl plane
External clamps on
link

Dashyot, viscous
Piston orIfice, finnalternastive diameters

Inherent In force
transducer

Horizontal

Not requirsd
Not requitred
Not requirad

-None

None
Not required

Special
attachment
only-nut studied

Not required
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TableI

1 Comparison o

aacn-ahn

etrs

Soft-Support MgachainesIt"orlat Machines

P"Sonstol
Vitobftf pickup

VeWtyvby magdedo
Inductor,

Speed

Not reqttired.

Phase

Timing from ploit or
maximum~ positive
d
t,u,
Looea

Cnd

liecd.Support Machines

Veloc9tjr bymeankoilo
Force tranoducer
iduutionirl ittterated
to gI"e dispiacementi
Controller Indrive
Frqu nc om pickup
sglrfrom 800riet
pickup driven by
Timing trom zero ilsplihce,

mint orndown travel

TiNming
In relation to
phase ionerajor driven
with rotor

thorn negtive to
positive polority
Amplitude

Moter with numbered
Motor with nuitibered
40ale, no unite
abell. no u1it1
Meter with iIOO-rpm
S~dNtrequired
maximurm Nowl
Phane
Strobe light directed hot. Strobe light gives position
liontally gives position or or reference chalk mark
ator coaw to restonane
heavyl
side %%~sopping"
cimcm
oundacle
roilIly,
numbered atrtp
From Amplitude indicdtioli Prorti amplitude Indication
Unbalance
other
Vibrator
signal l1tter

Not required
Fro drive speed twiln
Wtimeter llsed with
paegenerator, signals
on vuootmormte
polar
dis1played!
Included invectormater
polar Mcale

iI
None required

Maintains vibration In
toroa or oouple mode
to permit tuning of

Two nienwally set to accept None
aignal atemma
frequency
asrotation

Ctntpiutlr fu~r
com. None required
blinng signals
Calibration It.cot. U~pstate calibration knob
raution unite
roe riliht and lairt

Not raquirod
Wailutmotr funttiona is
Allotr
Of"Oftnc'otronous
signals
None required

Sum and dilieronce of' ieft
and right aigneal
Scale cAlibrition metting
None (skoept with plane.
multipler
eparalirro attachmenti
with maensitivity
ceamlatnce
adjuetn,'int Noi requiared

Phase Angie adjust. -Cirausi
atraesonanlce
to give 900mug
moot
Standard end high (S~i1) Low, high, and extra high Varieblevaensitivily
Amplifier gain
multiplier
Computer for pians Sotby two knobs (from
Nones
calibrated rotor)
"spartition
Compon'Ator
None
None
Memory oircuit
Wiii tolid, eiectronicaily
Wilt atore,hoid,
end read
or ittechankicaly, both
anirigi
unbalance reading
iefl ead right unbaslanice
(Optional)
andAngle
meaaurementa.'
Angie measuirement tram
photocell oirrultir igiggred

Setbythree knobs from
rotor dimansiona
(Optional)
Wi1thold all kinhaianco and
anjie ntaaua~rmonti

Synhrtonxoer

Not required

"F'rom Ret, S,

I0,

(Inpiace
of stroboscope)
(Optional)
Not required
Nonie

:i,:•::,•!
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by dialed-in values of the rotoi proportions. The required correction
details for each balance plane are read out on the two vectormeters

4

shown in Fig. 3.24. The machine shown has ýn end drive, but beltdriven models are also available, The, pedestal supporta may be moved
axially to accommodate different rotor sizes.
191

;•

COnHRASCRETIN

,ladiil *ald 1.5 OltN$

Radial ocale 1,1 untls

Angalar scalm 500

Angular, WC4 0.20

CORRECTION

4

0

COaMPOCTION
MAMKRt

Fig, 3,24, Vectormeters for machine shown
In FIl. 3.23

Resonant Machines
The Stewart-Warner 2380 S machine (Fig. 3.9b) has a unique
pedestal support that permits it to be tuned so that the nattural fre.
quency of the rotor In its supports will occur at the desired balancing
speed of the machine. In practice the rotor to be balanced is loaded
into the pedestal supports, and the dashpot damping of the supports is
manually set to zero, The rotor is then bumped gently, causing it to
vibrate in its lowest mode on the supports. A vibration meter measures
the frequency of this mode by observing the pedestal motions,. A suit.
able value of damping is then obtained, for example, as follows: A suitable critical damping ratio is
-B
- 0.5,

Bc
and the critical damping is
8- 2Mwn

-

4!. Wfn.
S

•

:i
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Thus the damping per support is

quency of the rotor Ints supports, Both dashpots are then adjusted to
the selected damping value so that rotor vibration amplitudes, will not
become excessive when the rotor runs thlrough this critical speed during
balncig. Araoverhead cantilever be~lt rive is used to .spin :the rotor
up to speed, with the required rotor speed prcset nn the handle of the
cantlevor,, drive arm. 'A common balancing -speed' for-'this machinu is
450 rpm. The natural frequency of th6 'rotor In Its supports is adjusted
to occur somewhat below this speed, sa that a large mechanical amiplitude niagnificatioin occurs as the rotor passes through reaonance when
the drive Is removed, Rotor unbalance is read on a graduated scale (no
units) for the left co.'rectioni plane and for the right. correction plane
indoperidently. Unbalance angular orientation Is determined by triggored stroboflash, as with soft-bearhisg machines,
The Stewart-Warner 2380 9 Is a trial-anid-errcir type of mrachilne.
Unbalance relative magnitude and angular location are detected InI one
piane while Lkle other support Is testrained against motion, Next a
correction mass (uoualiý putty) Is added Inone of the balancing planes,
The rotor Is then
to observe the'eff'ect on ,the 'rotor balance,'
After the rotor has been. made,. to. run smoothly with one support
secured, the process is repatted with the other support secured.' Plane.
separation equipment Is optional; It Is not always needed in the applicalions for which the machine Is used (egmotor-rebuilding shops, auto~.
motive single-plane balancing), Where the plane-separation calculation
*Is Included, It ensures that the first plane need not be rebalanced after
the second plane has been corrected, Otherwise this Is clone by trial
*and
error.
The advantages of' this desian are (a) easy setup and access, (b)
simple mechanical magnification principle, (c) simple controls, and (d)
simple operation, There are, howovor, disadvantagos: (a plane separalion Is not a built-in feature and requires a separate attachment-, (b) the
trial-and-error procedure may be time-consuming; (c) the unbalance
scale Is not calibrated in ounce-Inches,, and (d) the quality of balance
depends on the operator's skil
A study of this machine [5] has suggested that balancing accuracy
down to 0,004 az-in. (1 X 10-6 In. cg.g eccentricity for a 200-lb cornponent) Is attainable, but no basis Is give-1 for this fligure, Further cou.siderations, are the operator experience and balancing time required to
consistently achieve this balance quality, where needed. This type of
.rerun

machine has found widespread application in the automotive Industry

I50
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for balancing crankshafts, crankshaft- flywheel assemblies, and other
automotive components, especially in engine- and motor-rebuilding
shops.
Hird-Support Macthines'
The Schanck .Model H30V (Fig. 3,25) is a typical hard-bearing
machine, It comes with either direct. or belt-drive options, plane.
separationl circuits, wattmetpr tiltoring and measurement, and pushbutton setup of the balancing operations, Unbalance signals are detected at
the pedestals'.with induptive force transducers, The balancing speed is
usually within the tah~o of 27S through 1500 rpm; this range is consid.
erably below the rosonant frequency of the rotor on Its support system,
A-'rmaxiriumu rotof weight of 880 lb symmetrically disposed on the
pedestals Is permitted. Asymmetrical rotors (unequal pedestal loads) of
smaller weight are also permitted,

~?

Pis, 3.25. Schenck HWOV hard-bearing niachina.
(courtesy or Schenck Trobet Corporotlon,)

This machine has the following advantages: easy setup antd operation; permanent oilibration-no trial weight runs;, simple dial-in balance
with voctornieters; precision balancing; and ability to handle a wide
range of rotors. Among its disadvantages are a higher Installation cost
and thr, fact that ItIs a somtewhat more delicate~ machine,
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This Schenck machine is said to be capable of balancing down to
0.0035 oz-in. Such accuracy may be possible with light rotors (e.g., 30
lb), but even so this corresponds to a C.g, eccentricity of 3.5 Ain.; for
880-lb rotors this would mean 0.25 Ain., which may be difficult to
achieve with such a machine under production circumstances, with long
periods between Overhauls. However, instances where such accuracy is
essential are likely to be rare in practice.
McQueary W41 has made the following comments on hard supports
for balticing machines:
1. The hard-bearing suspension system eliminates windage disturbances that can occur in soft-bearing machines when balancing blowers,
fans, compressor rotoi's, and the like. The workpiece rotates as an
assembly, with no swinging of the supports.
2. Erratic oscillations may build up on soft-bearing machines and
Smask unbalance signali,. This IslesS likely with hard-bearing systems.
ilgn,
gUnbalance
therefore come through without distortion.
3. Large, unknown Initial unbalances are unable to ,cause
dangerous or damaging excursions cf the suspension system, as may be
~possible
with soft-bearing meachines,' Not only will Poch unbalances not
damage the supports or pickups, but they can be directly mneasured with
hard-bearing machines, without any necessity for prebalancing (by
knife-edge or static means), which may often be required with softbearing balancing systems,
4, Hard-support machines measure unbalance forces !ather than
vibratory displacements. The parasitic mass of the suspension system
does not limit sensitivity with smaller workpleces, and a wider capacity
range is generally provided. Minimum rotor weight to maximum rotor
weight ratios of 1:200, 1:250, or even more are possible.
5. The hard-suspension system is both sensitive and rugged. It is
also difficult to damage with chips, grit, or dirt. The hard-suspension
system has no moving parts to wear or loosen durin& extended operation.
6. Because of good sensitivity and accumacy in permanently callbrated hard-bearinw machines, an Inspector or supervisor may conveniently dotermine whether required balancing tolerances have been
achieved.
7. Permanently
hard-bearing
machines
are available
for
all required
balancing calibrated
speeds, Ead'ler
machines
were calibrated
for one
one
or more discrete balancing speeds, but the most modern machines are
now equipped with integrator circuits so that calibration In valid for a
wide range of balancing speeds.

'4

•;
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General Purpose Hard-Support Machine
A typical industrial hard-support balancing machine is shown in
use in Fig. 3.26. Hard-support machines of this type have been
designed to balance a wide range of equipment: electrical armatures,
fans, synchronous condensers, turbine rotors, jet-engine compressor
rotors, cable-winding drums, and the like. These machines are available in a variety of sizes and speeds. Special purpose facilities of this
type are also available for industrial turbine rotors, comrpressor impellers, and satellites.

Fig. 3.26, Goeneralpurpoie hard-support balancing machine with fan rotor
installod. The Lawaczenk -Heymann principle is coupled with automatic
plane separation and wattmeter dial readout to reduce the amount of trial
,nd error involved in balancing a wide range of rotors, (Courtesy of
Schenck I rebel Corporation.)
The general purpose hard-support machine is an efficient device
for two-plane balancing, It operates on the Lawaczeck-Heymann principle. Strain gagus or displacement sensors are attached to the hardsupport frame, as shown in Fig. 3,27. These sensors transmit pedestal
motions as electrical signals to the console. One special pedestal design
for obtaining vertical rigidity and calibrated horizontal flexibility is
shown in Fig, 3.8. Both pedestals are permanently calibrated before
shipping, and no calibrating runs with special rotors ate needed before
balancing. A synchronous phase reference voltage signal is taken from
the drive, which may be either a universal coupling or a quick-attach
belt. Inductance-transducer signals are then processed by a wattmeter
circuit in conjunction with a plane-separation circuit to give the

--- - -- - -
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A. Stiff Founldistlom Gwaletry
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'

b.

I

i.

Strain Gage and Foundstlon Deflec:tion

Fig. 3.27. Strain gage locations on hard-support frame

t

required balance Correction magnitudes and orientation angles. Either
the residual unbalance and phase angle in 'both' balancing planes or the
'required balance weights and their orientation can be specified as output
on the vectormeter screen used in the model of Fig. 3.25,.; A genetal
purpose cunsole face is shown in Fig, 3.28.
The permanent-calibration feature combined with the internal
wattmeter slid plane -separation electronics allows direct ýreado'vt of the
required balance -weights Rnd orientation -angles on the' .•-(o; an
immediate two-plare balon.e is therefore possible for a wide variety of
ISO class 1 and class 2 rotors. The basic dimensions of the rotor to be
balanctd (a, b, c, r1 , r2 in Fig. 3.28) are first dietled into the balancer
console. The 'rotor k, then run at the desired balancing speed, and
readings of the magnitude and location of the required balance weights
and tneir phase angles are displayed directly on a circular calibrated
scale, or voctormneter. The rotor is then stopped, the required correction weights are inserted in the two correction planes, and the rotor is
rerun at the balancing opeed to cneck the effectiveness of the balance.
The simplicity of this process will permit a relatively unskilled operator
to balance rotors rapidly and effectively without much training or special instructnn. The amount of trial and error required is minimized by
the sophistication of such m.•achines. Specific advantages are the following:
1. Adaptable to a wide range of rotor sizes and configurations
2. Direct readout of correction details, requiring less skill and
meking production balancing tfficient
3. Permanent calibration, allowing balancing to be done in one
run (though a second check run is desirable)
4. Simuwtaneous two-plane balancing with plane separation, makiug diroct readout possible with maximum convenience and simplicity
of operation
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Fig. 3,28, Console or universal balancing machine. Rotors
of many 4111'erent configurations can be 0dialed In"'to this
machine. This presets the analog plne-separation circuits
and reduces the balancing process to a row runs. The
machine's transducers are precalibrated, and no trial-anderror calibrtiton runs are needed. Six different rotor conrIgjurations that can be "dialed In" are shown at left. (Courtesy of' Schenak Trebel Corporation.)
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'. Th3upports have great strength and stiffness and their paradfý
ticraissis miimlcompar6d with soft-bearing-machine supports.
6. The influence ot, external f6rces eý . transmitted vibration,
windage)' is ess ihan with s.ftsupport rmchrines
There aro, however, 06varat~disadvantsgs

,.~Only two-pline balancing is, possible, with standard afrrngqýments. Multipiane, balanciusg of ISO cliss, I flextible rotors'canniot ý4
undrtiaken on such a mathlAe without additional sppcial features (e.g.,
midipiane distifrcement snnsor). Ocneral purpose balancres are suitable
for class I fluid #4idfor class 2 flexiblo rotors.
2. Overhung dliss cannot be accommodated without special pkolVislon. (no negatve 'distance provision is included on the standard dial
Panel), Mr.rcn ahnsioueti idiln
3.Care murt be waken to .PIisn the -wotkp~loca With the dr~lve-rotor
x~is If the direct-drive option 13' pead. Such is not the case with the
I4~,belt-drive' option. ,Also a special adaptor coupling is required where a
range of rotor sizes and ends !ý,to be accommodated.
3.5 UIalancins Facillites'
Turilute sad Generator DlulAhng
Tu*rbine and generator balancing facilities am~ d.isigned to permit
both high-9peed, balancing operations anJ overspeed testing.. of assembled roto,- once a given totor is installed. Such facilities may in oroporate the following features:
Concrete overspeed burstproof tuninel
Vacuum spin-Ileat chamber
Variable-speed drive with 10 percent oversjpeed capabillty
Sh~e provisiu-n for fully bloded rotor assemblies
Bear,'ng pedestals d~esigned to ýimuhate machine-support properdetu
Transporter to move rotor assemblieoj and setup of rotor'
Control roomn with full test instrumen~tation
Overhead crane
Rigk! climping of transrorter to tunnel foundation.
Figures 3.29 and 3.14 show detaflN of a transporter loaded with a rotor
assombly, and certain ~nlirnal letails of the tunnels. Figure ;.30 le a
sectiont schematic of a turbine-generator balance facility. Figure 3.3!
shows a moderr, U.S. facifity with twin tunnels. Both tunnels are
powered by dc-motor drive systems of 10,000 hp each. The, lubrication
systems are caepable of supplying an oil flow of nearly 2000 gpin to each
bunker. The generator bunker is suitable for balancing large generators
~,IU

I
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under full excitation, The bunker design incorporates antimagnetic
bedwtAys, and -more ' than a million Insuiatfed, rebar. Joints, with -special
electrical groundin; provi~ions, , Both bunkers Ihave. Interchangeable sets
of pedestals, -aiqd two sets 'of specially, doalgnedr steadyi bearings are
ewailable for han~dling extremely long rotor ovdrhangs. `Sttel-reinforced
doincrete walls up to 9 ft thick provide burst 'Oote'ctlo'n. 'Hundreds of
concrete piles form the -foundation. The. hard~vacuum liner contains
over 800 ton.,, of.stru~ctural stool.
A variety of' balancing ',machines' Is ýcurrently available for the
balancing of turbine, and generator rotors. The particular balancing
equipment selem~ed in a given cast will depend on rotor size,, equipment
availability, and the extent of the need for high-speed baacu. Both
ISO class I and class 2,rotors will operate satisfactorily after being balanced in a low-speed balancing machine. Class 3 rotors require high.
speed balancing. Such testing may require balance runs near one (or
more) resonant- speeds within the operating range. Sustained hi3hspeed operating capabilities are required for such balancing. It Is therefore convenient to have a common high-speed facility in which both
balaiicing and overspeed testing can be undertaken. Class 3 rotors are
usually large and long and may carry thousands of blades. This also~
influences the equipment associated with a high-speed facility.
The amount of drive power required for a high-speed facility is
evidently a compromise between vacuum pump-down power and

Fig. 3.29. Generator rotor supportod In transporter In special bearings, The electric
power unit is detachable and Is i-emoved when the rotor and supports are Installed in the
spin pit (Fig. 3.14). (Courtesy of Schenck Trebel Corporation,)
*The type or balance prescribed for a given rotor Is usually based on previous satisfactory
balancing experience with similar rotors. For new rotor designs, the rotor classification
and balance requitements may also be guided by calculated data on machine critical
speeds and unbalance response,
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drive-power requirm6nts.. Typically, spin-pit drive power would be
about I percent of the maxinrum rated power output of the rotor being
tested; that -is, a 500-MW generator would have a 5000WkW drive
motor, and the spin, pit would be evacuated down to about 0.03 to 0.07
Without vacuum operation,, testing of most' large-bladed rotors,
would not be possible because of excessive fan-power requirements and
the associated air heating and noise generation.
Modern spin-pit balance facilities are complex installations. Costs
(1980) may range from $J million to $20 million for a large comlletely
installed facility. Table 3.2 indicates the location and details of some
recent spin-pit installations. Figure 3.14 is ageneral view of a concrete
balance spin-pit facility showing the rotor on its transporter, with special
bearings and pedestals; details of the lubrication-system pipes are also
shown, The bearings are bolted to the foundation during testing, as
indicated, A 400-MW generator rotor on its transporter is shown
leaving the assembly shop for balancing in Fig. 3,29. The transporter
drive unit, shown attached to the transporter truck, is uncoupled and
removed when the rotor is in the spin pit. A section through a balance
facility is shown in Fig. 3.30 with a generator rotor installed. Details of
the drive, drive coupling, lubrication system, and other features of such
facilities are evident in this section drawing.
A section through a special bearing pedestal support for use in
turbine-generator balance pits is shown in Fig, 3.32. Such units have
been designed tc provide a tuned
pedestal support In which the specific

if,

bearings of the rotor being balanced are installed, This permits the
rotor to be balanced while operating in its own bearings and simulated
pedestals. It is shown in Chapter 5 that the rotor-support stiffness
properties may exert a significant influence on the critical speeds and
dynamic prope'.rties of a rotor-bearing system, If a rotor is balaticed in
hard bearings and then operated in softer bearing supports, the rotorsystem modes will be different and the balance achieved in the
balancing stand will not be fully realized during operation. The rotor
may then run "rough" unless corrected by further in situ trim balancing.
The support design shown in Fig. 3.33 allows the rotor to be
balanced in the bearings in which it will operate. Matched dynamic
prop- erties are especially Important for large class 3 rotors in which
unbalance effects through the fourth flexural mode may influence the
balance obtained. The stiffness properties of such supports can be
adjusted within the range 30,000 lb/in, through 3.0 X 106 lb/in.
according to whether soft- or hard-support balancing is required. This
preserves the balance quality achieved for the required operating
conditions, and leads to less field balancing. Figure 3.33 shows details
of such bearings, including the lubrication inlet (foreground) and the
tangential force transducers from which the transmitted unbalance force
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Table 3.2. Details of recent high-speed balancing tacilit!e
Date
1970

Speed

.

(rpm)

Weight.
(tons)

Type

20,000-40,1000

5,0-0,5

Tunnel

2100-4320

180-60

Tunnel

3600-4500

160-150

Pit

2250-4500

320-120

Tunnel

Alsthom
Belfort, France
Stankoimport
Moscow, USSR,

200-4320

250

8000-18,000

30-9

Tunnel

Stankoimport

50,000

220 lb

Pit

2200-4400

160-80

i ehater box

4000-12,000

22-0.4

Vacuum pit

440

32

Vacuum pit

2160-4320

50-32

Vacuum

2200-4400

250-160

Vacuum tunnel

2200-4460

300--190

Twin facility

4320

270

Vacuum tunnel

1000-22,000

3300-1100 lb

Pit

180-15,000

20

Pit

200--6,000

50

'runnel

125

Vacuum pit

320

Tunnel

.

Firm/locatio

Machinefabilek Stork

.Hengelo, Nolland
Ansaldo

Genoa, Italy.

Stal-Laval

.

Finspons, Sweden
KraftwerkUnlon

Muelheim, Germany

197!

Moscow, USSR

Westinghouse Electric Corp,
Charlotte, NC

1972

1973

General Electric Co.
Schenectady, NY
Westinghouse Electric Corp.
Round Rock, Tex.
Electric Machinery Mfg,
Turbodyne
St. Cloud, Minn,
Allis Chalmers
Milwaukee, Wisc.
General Electric Co,
Schenectady, N.Y.
Brown Boveri
Richmond, ya.
Stankoimport
Moscow, USSR
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries
Nagasaki, Japan
ACEC
Ghent, Belgium
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries
Takasago, Japan
Stankolmport
Moscow, USSR

0, .
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Fig. 3,32. Pedestal-bearing support fro large flexilbe rotors, Many large rotors
require fluid-nilm bearing supports for balancing, If allowed to remaitt on roilingelement bearings they may brineli the supports with their weight (sip to 250,000 lb
per support). Also, Improved balancing Is achieved with the rotor supported In
bearings with dynamic properties resembling those occurring during operation. This
Isespecially true for class 3 rotors, which can be Influenced through the fourth flexural mode, Tho bearings shown provide nearly ivotropic stiffness and mass distribution for the pedestals, The bearings also conform more to the rotational axis or the
lbin., according to whether soft- or hard-bearing balancing is required and accordInothe balance speed required. (Courtesy of Schenck Trebel Curporation,)

1'
1"~

N
j

FIg. 3.33. Bearing pedestal for mounting rotor bearings during

~balancing. (Courtesy of Schanckc Trebel Corporation.)
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signals are read. Fluid-film supports also avoid, the problem of
"brinelling" that may be induced in rolling-element bearing supports by
the rotor weight, which may range up to 250,000 lb per pedestal.
Automated Balancing Facilities
High-volume production industries depend on automated equipment to deal with large 'numbers of repeated operations. Automatid
and semiautomated balancing are widely used in the automotive industry for crankshafts, propeller shafts, tirewheel assemblies, etc., and in
the electric motor industry for vacuum-cleaner motorso blender motors,
fan motors, and so on. These and other industries have incorporated
automated balancing equipment into production lines to achieve highvolume balancing of the desired balance quality.
An example of an automated balance facility is the automated
crankshaft balancing installation shown In Fig. 3,34. This facility incorporates a production line for

1, Initial measurement of residual unbalance in two planes
2, Correcting the unbalance by drilling at the required locations to
correct for unbalance In these planes
Checking that the corrected crankshaft is within required balance
specifications.
Some details of this crankshaft balancing stand are shown in Fig. 3.35.
Incoming batches of crankshafts arc loaded onto a conveyor with a
gravity-feed roller conveyor in an ordered fashion. The procesG is
automatic from this point, The foreground of Fig. 3,35a shows the
residual unbalance measuring stand. Two displacement sensors record
the unbalance as the crankshaft is rotated at low speed (400 rpmn). The
signals are stored and the crankshaft automatically conveyed to the drilling stand by the overhead conveyor unit, The crankshaft is automatically indexed- to the required angular position for each plane in turn,
based on the data obtained during the previous measuring operation,
Two separate drills then remove the required depth of metal at the
desired orientation. The drilled crankshafts are then transferred to a
balance-checking unit for a second measurement. The Jaws of the drilling unit open horizontally down the center, and once the crankshaft is
correctly positioned, the two halves are moved together pneumatically
to clamp the crankshaft for drilling, The linkage and pneumatic
cylinder can be seen in Fig. 3.35b.
Cycle time for measuring, drilling, and checking each crankshaft is
40 s, including the transport time between stands; about the same
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operation time is sBent in each stand. Each stand has its own motive
power, and while being measured the crankshafts are driven at balancins. speed (400 rpm) by end rollers under the crankshaft journals. The
measuring operation uses both plane separation and-wattmeter filtering.
After being checked, ctankshAfts are Olassified "within tolerance" or
S.outside tolerance" automatically. Accapted crankshaft' pass'o.ut on the
conveyor;
'rected
crankshafts are removed by a swivel nitchashism that
places them on a separate conveyor for reprocessing. Residual unbal.
ance ,nan uncorrected production crankshaft ,tends to be high because
machining of the forged crankshaft' blank is kept to a minimutm to keep
manufacturing costs low, When finished, the unmachined surface is still
in the "as formed" condition, except for the machined journals,
connecting-rod bearings, and balance areas.,
Two types of crankshaft-balancing operations can be performed,
First there is mass centering, in which the mass axis of the crankshaft
is adjusted to coincide with the machining axis, Second, there Is final
balancing of the crankshaft, Machines for mass. centering are used at
"the start of the crankshaft-machining operation. Initial mass-centering

Fig. 3.34. Automatic fLiclity for balancing crankshaft-clutch housing assemblies,
Automatic operation includes mechanical handling, unbalance readout, unbalance connec.
tion by drilling or milling, residual unbalance checkout, acceplability sorting, and dispatch
conveyors, Design is highly customized and built to suit specific plant requirements,
Cycle time is commonly 10 to 20 s, depending on size. (Courtesy or Schenck Trebel
Corporation.)
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(a) Residual unbalance measur.
ing stand. The rotor Is spun up
to speed on drive rollers. The

transducers (foreground) Measure

the residual

unbalance

force. The transporter hooks
are shown above the rotor,

(b Unbalance correction by
metal removal, The crankshaft

Is in a transporter, about to be
lowered for clamping, indexing,
and drilling, all automatically
controlled. The two drill stems
are shown In the foreground.
Pneumatic clamping Is used,
(Courtesy of Scheanck Trebel

Corporation,)

Fig. 3.35. Details of automatic crankshaft-balancing facility
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does not ensure a perfect final balance correction, but it greatly reduces
the amount of metal removal necessary in the second step. Final
machining is undertaken at the end of the production sequence.
Although automated, it is really a trim-balancing operation, which is
made necessary'by the machining of journals.
gre Not all crankshaft-balancing machines are fully automatic, The degree of automation depends on many factors, including production
volume requirements. Some machines are semiautomatic, with the
operator setting the indicated amount of acceptable residual unbalance
"onthe data input panel; the subsequent drilling operations are then carried out automatically by the machine. Other automat~c and semiautomatic balancing machines are used for balancing clutch housings,
brake drums, clutch-crankshaft, assernhlies, wheel-tire assemblies,
universal drive shafts, fan assemblies, and so on.
When a number of balanced componentsare assembled, the assembly so formed frequently requires trim balancing to eliminate the
effects of component-mounting eccentricity, An example of assembly
balancing is the special machine shown In Fig, 3.11, which has, been
developed for the final balancing of complete engine assemblies. This
machine provides a final trim balance for a total rotating assembly in its
own bearings and casing. In the machine shown in Fig. 3.11, the final
balance is achieved by correcting on the fan pulley and on the flywheel,
Another example of an automated balancing facility is a fourstation fully automatic machine for dynamically balancing the rotors of
drive motors for high-fidelity sound-reproduction machines. This
balancing machine is stated to be capable of checking, correcting, and
grading 180 rotors per hour to eccentricities of 0,00008 in, from the rotational axis, for displacements in two planes. It is a second-stage
machine that accepts rotors that have been previously rough-balanced.
Trhere are four operations in the cycle: the first measures the 1nitial unbalance, the second makes the required corrections in both planes, the
third checks whether the rotor should be accepted or rejected, and the
fourth directs the rotor to "accepted" or "rejected" conveyors, All
operat!ons are continuous and automatic,
During the preceding rough balancing operation, the rotors are balanced at one end only by cutting a slot in the periphery. In the fully

automatic machine, this slot is used as the reference point. Rotors are
loaded by the operator Into the feed hopper, from which a transfer
mechanism takes them to the balancer cradle. A field coil in the cradle
is then energized, causing the rotor to revolve at its rated speed. A
photocell uses the slot as the reference point and vibration pickups
determine the position and magnitude of' the existing unbalance in the
usual manner.
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Measuring takes about 20 s, and the rotor is then transferred to
the unbalance correcting stand. Again the end slot is used as a reference. A dog key is then inserted to lock the rotor in position for drilling. There are two drillheads, one facing each end of the armature,
and both are carried on faceplates. The control system rotates the
faceplates to bring the drills into the correct position, and they are indexed in until a pressure switch starts the drilling. The depth drilled is
regulated by the control system or by a safety stop that prevents the
drills breaking through the rotor end plate. Drilling is carried out dry,
with air jets used for debris extraction and cooling.
The check measuring station is similar to the original measuring
station and uses the same instruments. After the check measurement,
the rotor is accepted or rejected for reprocessing in a quality grading
station, as in the crankshaft selection process described earlier. A similar series of operations is used with automatic electric motor armature
balancing machines such as that shown in Fig. 3.36. Armature balanc.
ing cycle time may range from 1 to 8 s, depending on size, volume, and
degree of automation,
Mass-Centerins Machine for Communication Satellites
Most communication satellites rotate about their principal axis of
inertia when in orbit. Although satellites have no bearings supports,
they function as rotors while in orbit. The exterior surface of a
communication satellite should rotate concentrically with its principal
axis of inertia; this minimizes errors in signal transmission due to
eccentric runout of the exterior surface,
A special balancing machine for mass centering of satellites is
shown in Fig. 3.37. The rotor shown is to be balanced as a rigid body,
The outer surface can be made concentric with the vertical (principal)
axis of Inertia by balancing the rotor in two planes, This adjusts the
position of the mass center and the principal axis of Inertia as follows:
The rotor outer surface Is first made concentric with the axis of rotation
of the balancing machine, The balancer table rotates about its vertical
axis. The rotating table is perfectly balanced, and it spins in highpressure hydrostatic oil-film bearings for minimum friction and precise
position control in the horizontal plane, Its support structure is flexibly
mounted to permit small lateral motions U1 and small tilt motions U2,
as shown in Fig, 3,38, Any centrifugal force arising from eccentricity of
the e.g. of the satellite about the table's axis of rotation Is then sensed
by transducers at A and B. The unbalance forces F1 and F2 are then
measured. The force readings at the transducers are related to the
balance-plane corrections as follows:
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Forcas U1 and U2 are complex quantities, as are the unbalance. forces
F, and: F2. The signal of the horizontal transducer Is proporti~onal to
'the centrifugal force directly; the signal of the vertical transC~icer. is proportional to the moment, or coup.1t.. The satellite rotor may.therefore
be balanced ai a rigid' body, using the-customary equipment a'.'0 Pr!Iliciples for planeq eparati6n 4and wattmeter fil~tering as describeO prevoiosly.
Suitable Analog, circitits for processing.,the incorriirig Signals and for
defining ft! required O&rr~ection weights are pwit *of the salbllite balancer
unit -shown. in Fig. 3.38. Direct one-step ballatcing. can also be performed with this equipment by spt~u~if3'ng the dimeniions
a. b. c, r1 , r2, as described
for hard-bearing balancing
machines.

'previously

Fig. 3.36. Automatic balancing machine for electric
rotor armatures. (courtesy or Schenck Trebel Corporation.)
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Fig, 3,37, Vertical satellite-balancing machine, The satellite Is mounted on top of the
balancer. Readout transducers atre shown on the lower portion of the bulancer. A
wattmeter vector-scale consolo Is shown to one side, In the foreground Is the highpressure lubrication system tar the bearings. (Courtesy ot Schanck Trebel Corporation.)
F1

U1U

HORIZONTAL
TRANSDUCER

U2

CORRECTION PLANE

I
VERTICAL
TRANSDUCER

DISP LA CEMENT

FLEXURE

Fig. 3.38. Satellite balancer proportions for automated disi-in mass centering.
(Courtesy of Schenck Trebel Corporation.)
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"Rotorwi5,hts from leso than 10 lb up to 3000 lb can be accommodated in existi.ig sateflite balancing machines., Balancing speeds of up
":to 500 rpm ate available, usually in three. speed ranges. Satellites are
mounted, on the spin-table surfa-e plate either directly or with the aid
of special lightweight clamps (which must be arranged very accurately

to avoid introduciag additional unbalance)' Great care must be taken
to mount the rotor square and concentric with the spin axis or to keep
it from becoming tilted at some small angle. Care must also, be paid to
minimizing thermal distortions and to the effect of uneven tightening
of bolts when setting up. This also Induces unwanted tilting of the
rotor.
Staedelbauer [61 attributes substantial improvements in the masscentering capability of such units to the introduction of high-stiffness
radial hydrostatic oil-film bearings. Early satellite balancers 'used
factor in
rolling-element bearings, which proved to be the limiting
detecting and measuring very low levels of unbalance at low satellite
spin rates. Noise signals from metal-to-metal rubbing and sliding con-

t'

tacts within the rolling-element bearings were sometimes three orders
of magnitude greater than the unbalance signal itself, This produced
significantly inaccurate unbalance readings and also erratic balance
correction readings. Though much of the problem could be minimized
by employing efficient filtering circuits, the introduction of hydrostatic
bearings eliminated such contacts entirely. The higher radial stiffness
properties of the pressurized bearings also provide improved table concentricity during operation, High amplification of a very clean unbalance signal is then possible. Superior satellite balance quality has been
achieved in this manner.
A remote drive-control console is also shown in Fig. 3.37; it
houses the drive-control hydraulic unit and the direct-readout balance
equipment. Drive controls include variable accelerating and decelerating torque controls, a spin-rate preselector, and an analog or digital
tachometer.
3.6 Development of Balancing Machines
Early balancing began with runout marking of rotors in low-speed
machines. Resonant magnification of the unbalance runout during
coastdown was also used to improve the sensitivity of rotor-unbalance
measurements. No electronic readout capabilities existed before 1930,
although devices for mechanically amplifying the dynamic response
were available before then.
Electrical readout and measurement began to replace mechanical
measurement between 1930 and 1950. Electronic procedures were also
developed to replace plane separation, which initially had been
developed as a mechanical procedure. The need for resonant

~I4q
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magnification became less important as better signal-detection and
electrical amplification devices were developed and with the introduction of wattmeter filtering, Phase-angle measurement developed from a
hand procedur-e, through the stroboscope method, to. a direct signalcomparison procedure, The electronics of two-plane balancers now
allows direct and automatic readout of the unbalance vector in the
selected correction planes as an automated dial-in procedure. This-section reviews the development of several important early balancing
machines.
Martinson Machine
The first known balancing machine was patented by Martinson [71
in 1870 (Fig. 3.39). It was soft-support machine, suitable for balancing
rigid rotors such as cast-iron pulleys, which were mounted on mandrels
for the balance operation. The rotor journals were mounted in blocks
containing bearing supports (possibly wooden). These bearing blocks
were supported by a pair of horizontal and vertical springs at both ends.
The rotor to be balanced was driven via a double-universal drive shaft,
from a supported belt pulley, which presumably was driven from an
overhead line shaft.
Initial rotor balancing appears to have been conducted in this
balancer at a low speed to remove gross unbalance effects such as casting eccentricities. A double-pulley drive arrangement would have been
employed to jog the rotor up to speed, For trim balancing, the rotor
would have been run at a higher speed, probably above the rotorsupport critical speed, for resonant amplification of the uncorrected
unbalance.
Trial-and-error marking with chalk appears to have been used to
identify high spots. The soft supports provided useful response
magnification, but large response amplitudes in both directions (vertical
and horizontal) would have been a disadvantage (one-directional movement is more convenient), This machine made rotor balancing a new
aspect of machine operation. It is not known whether any Martinson
machines are in existence today,
Lawaczeck Machine
The Lawaczeck balancer [8,91 shown in Fig. 3.40 was developed in
1908. It was a vertical belt-driven machine, in which the upper journal
was firmly restrained against lateral movement. The lower journal was
flexibly supported to allow observation of the effect of unbalance, as in
the Martinson machine. Again, only one end of the rotor at a time
could be balanced. The belt drive was adjacent to the flexible support.
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UPPER

SUPPORT
ROTOR TO
BE BALANCED,

LATERAL
FLEXURE

,.

SPRINGS

S'
S~

DRIVE
PULLEY

F6UNDATION
Fig. 3.40. Lawaczeck balancing machine, vertical design built In 1908.
The lower bearing is flexibly supported In the radial direction, with an
overhung drive pulley (after Dihrberg [91),

It is not evident from Fig. 3.40 how correction weights were
attached to the rotor, though the correction planes are shown. Presumably the upper casing had access ports. rhe machine appears to have
been operated much like Martinson's machine. The rotor was balanced
first at one end and then the other, which required that the rotor be
removed and replaced, The overhung pulley may have affected the
dynamic response of the machine,
Heymann Machine
The need to reinstall the rotor after balancing one plane was overcome with the Heymann [101 "double-pendulum" machine (Fig, 3.41)
developed In 1916. Only motions in the horizontal direction are permitted with this machine. The bearings of the rotor to be balanced are
mounted in a pair of horizontal soft supports. This balancer was a
refinement of the Martinson balancer in which the unnecessary vertical
support motions were eliminated,
Lawaczeck-Heymakin Machine
The ideas of Lawaczeck and Heymann were combined into a single
machine around 1918. This machine allows only horizontal motions of
the supports, During balancing, one end of the rotor is free to move in
the horizontal direction, but the other end is restrained with a clamping
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(a) Rotor in end bearing
•LUCK OPEN

__...._.....•---
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HINGE
_MAIN_____
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BLOCK SUPPORTS
LEXIBLE BEARING

___

MAIN
FRAME
(b) Bearing block free to rotate in horizontal direction- clamping bar inactive
rU-

-

LOCKED

(c) Bearing block restrained by clamping bar
Fig. 3.41. Principle of the Heymann machine, This machine was the first device
with the ability of independently lock and release either bearing block. This avoids
the necessity of removin4 the rotor and changing the rotor ends in their supports.

bar as shown in Fig. 3.42. When the free end has been balanced, it is
secured against movement with a clamping bar and the other end is
released for balancing. Soft supports are used, and there is no mention
of any special instrumentation to measure rotor runout. Trial-and-error
balano',ing was presumably the method of operation.
Akimoff Machine
t1,40

In 1916, Akinoff [111 described the novel null-balancing machine
shown in Fig, 3.43. it con'sists of a rigid foundation member (similar to
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END B

(a) E~nd A clamped, and B lrea to translate horizontaly

(b) End A free to translate horizontally, end B clamped
Fig, 3.42. Principle or Lawaczeck-lHeymann balancing machine. The rotor is
balanced first with end A clamped and and B free to move horizontally, and
then end Bclamped and end A free to move horizontally.
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Fis, 3,43, Dotalls or Akimoff balanoer (•ASME A918; used
with l•rmiulon [lid
a lathe bed), hinged at one end and sprlng-supported at the other end,
The rotor to be balanced is mounted in bearings or as a machine assembly to the upper surface of the bedplate. A second rotor, forming part
of the balancer, is attached beneath the foundation. The second rotor
consists of a set of sliding metal rods, each of known weight and size,
supported in two end plates. The drive for both rotors is supplied by a
common motor.
Initially, the balancing rotor has all its rods aligned in a uniform
position (no overhangs), and as such it is in a balanced condition for
both forces and moments. When both rotors are driven, any unbalance
transmitted to the tbundation must then be coming from the rotor to
be balanced. The magnitude and location of this unbalance can be
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found by adjusting the relative axial position of the rods in the cage to
generate a countermoment, so that thq• unbalance effect of the top rbtor
is cancelled. This occurs when zero foundation motion is observed at
the spring support,
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the rods required to achieve the balance condition. The magnitude of
the balance couple is also obtained from the relative movement of the
rods. Akimoff recommended choosing the foundation spring stiffness
so that resonant magnification of the structure response could be
achieved by running close to the natural frequency of the system:' The
maximum operating speed of the cage is 400 rpm,
The Aklmoff machine is a low-speed dynamic balancer suited to
removing unbalance couples from rotors, armatures, and crankshafts
that have previously been statically balanced on knife edges, Akimoff
subsequently developed an addition that could accommodate static
balancing also.
Soderberg Balancing Machine
Soderberg 1121 recognized the need for plane separation and incorporated this feature Into his machine (Fig. 3.44) to reduce the end-byend iteration sequence, The Soderberg machine consists of an unbalanced rotor in bearing supports that are mounted on a bedplate, This
bedplate is mounted on a movable fulcrum and end spring supports,
Under unbalance excitation, the structure pivots about the fulcrum.
The spring is tuned to provide structurally resonant properties for signal
magnification. The fulcrum roller can be moved along the machine bed
as needed to any suitable location beneath a balancing plane of the
rotor. This sets the pivot point at the balancing plane rather than at the
bearing and thus eliminates any unwanted moment about the balance
plane due to support forces. A rigid rotor can be corrected in the
required balance plane, with the fulcrum beneath the other balance
plane, This achieves a complete force and moment balance in two
steps, without the need for further iteration. With its mechanical
plane-separation feature, the Soderberg macWne thus had an advantage
over the Lawaczeck-Heymann machines untill plane-separation features
were developed for these machines. This was done mechanically by E.
L. Thearle In 1934 and electronically by J. G. Baker and F, Rushing in
1937. For a discussion of these patents see the following section.
Earlier versions of the Soderberg machine were limited by having
the balancing planes high above the fulcrum. This impaired the accuracy of observation. Later versions overcame this problem, but still
there was no direct means for accurate measurement of unbalance
amplitude and phase. Soderberg [121 described several procedures for
making such measurements, the most successful using a thin steel reed
that could be tuned to indicate vibratory amplitudes at operating speed.
so
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(a)Side view

1<I U
(b) End view

.1

P~ig. 3.44, Soderberg movable-fulcrum balancing machine
(OASME 1923; used with permission [12])
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A

(c) Principle or Soderberg machine
fit. 3.44, (Coat'd) Soderberg movable-fulcrum balancing ifachine
(OASME 1923; used with permision (121)

Thearle Thrne-Ball Balancer

Thearle [131 mathematically analyzed the motion of a rigid rotor in
two supports; one support restrains the motion laterally, and the other
is flexibly supported in both lateral directions (Fig. 3,45b). Observing
that the heavy side of the rotor would run out below the critical speed
and run in above the critical speed, Thearle proposed a mass-balancing
device that could be attached to the rotor during balancing and would
allow the amount of rotor balance required to be determined automatically. Thearle's balancing head (Fig. 3.45a) is mounted rigidly on the
end of the rotor shaft. Pressed into the head is a hardened and ground
race groove in which two sizable steel balls of equal size are free to
move during operation. When not in use, the balls are clamped 1800
by a conical restraining clutch that is mounted on the center shaft and
held against the balls by a clamping spring. The clutch is released by
finger pressure on the end button, When freed, the balls assume a preferred position within the race during operation. At speeds above the
critical, the balls assume an angular position that tends to balance the
rotor.
"The means by which balls balance a rotor automatically are as follows: Assume that the balancing head is mounted at the flexibly supported end of the unbalanced rotor shown in Fig. 3,45b. By freeing the
balls at any speed of rotation, an additional rotating force Is introduced.
This force is located in the plane of the balancing head, and its magnitude varies from zero when the balls are diametrically opposed to ,he
full unbalance force or the head when the balls are in contact. When
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the rotor is pivoted at the left support L, the effect of any unbalance
(Fig. 3.45b) on the system will be proportional to the unbalance WRt
and its moment arm L. When the rotor is running above the critical
speed and the clutch is depressed, the balls thus freed will automatically
assume positions that tend to 'suppress the unbalance whirling of the
rotor in its supports. For this to occur, the moment of unbalance introduced by the balls, must be equal and opposite to the unbalance
moment of the rotor. Furthermore, the bisecting line between the
angle of the balls indicates the angular location of the rotor unbalance.
The balancing head is to be used at either end of the rotor in turn,
to balance out either end component of the rutor unbalance. Some
iterations may be necessary, as the rotor is not supported in its correction planes. For this, Thearle balancers on both end of the rotor would
be helpful. A further calculation is necessary to determine the magnitude of the balance weights required at each correction plane. The
balancers are removed when rotor balance in the correction planes has
been achieved.
The Thearle balancing method was a novel procedure in its day.
Its disadvantages were the inconvenient end-by-end procedure, the
additional unbalance calculation requirement, and the need for planeseparation calculations. Dan Hartoo 1141 has discussed Thearle's
apparatus and has also mentioned a similar apparatus used to balance
automatic washing machines during their spin cycle. Ormondroyd (151
in discussing Thearle's paper draws attention to the LeBlanc (1913)
automatic mercury balancer, which is also described by Stodola [16].
Olsen [171, in another discussion of Thearle's paper, describes a device
by Sellars (1904) consisting of several balancing rings; it appears to be
identical with the washing-machine patent described by Den Hartog
(see also comments on page 182, on the centrifuge balancing patent by
Adams).
3.7 Selected Patents on Balancing Machines and Equipment
This section contains details and illustrations from selected U.S.
balancing patent documents, Important patents on balancing machines,
balancing equipment, and special devices are reviewed. The list containis many important patents but does not attempt to be all-inclusive.
No reference is made to foreign patent literature. The name of the
inventor Is followed by the year of patent application. Table 3.3
classifies a number of patents by specific area.
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Table 3.3. Classification of balancing patents
Subject
Turbine
balancing

Invantor
Le~lanc
Rathbone
Linn'
Oreentree

U.S. Patent No.
1,209,730
1,704,341
1,776,125
2,078,796

Meredith

2,442,308
2,622,437

Frank Sjostrand
McCoy
Seamel
Reud

Wright

General rigidrotor balancing

Automobile
wheels

General
rotating
machinery

2,879,470

Huff
Siversen
Duckingham
B
Exter
Baker
Saltz
Kent
Lindonberg

2,057,778
2,116,221
2,140,398
2,210,285
2,235,393
2,327,608
2,405,430
2,547,764

Kolhagen
Aften
Swearingen
Wright
Donaldson
Frank

2,554,033
2,737,813
2,740,298
2,861,45S
2,878,677
2,899,8.27

Morse
Hanson
Hunter
Martin
Klebert
Ringerling
Hemmetar
Palmer

2,176,269
2,177,252
2,341,444
2,553,058
2,718,781
2,722,829
2,779,196
2,816,446

Twiford

2,902,862

Hanson
Adams
Hem
Bradbury
Sharpe
Kahn
SRensselaer

1,603,076
1,952,574
2,186,574
2,238,989
2,377,045
2,534,269
2,772,465
2,915,901

"Phelps

i

2,731,887
2,823,544
2,828,626
2,842,966
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H. Martinson (1870), U.S. Patent 110,259, December 20. 1870
Soft-support balancing machine (Fig. 3.39) for rigid rotors. The
rotor to be balanced is mounted in two end bearings supported by
springs in the horizontal and vertical directions. The drive pulley is
connected to the workpiece by a universal drive shaft. This allows the
drivern end of the workpiece to move laterally. The procedure involves
trial-and-error balancing, using a marker (chalk) to locate the angular
position of the maximum runout in each correction plane, in turn.
M. LeBlanc .(1912., U,S. Patent I, 209,730, Decem, 26,1916
A balancing device by which the rotor is balanced semiautomati,
cally. Tubes of mercury encased in resin are installed aroui;d the
unbalanced rotor circumference. The rotor in its supports is brought to
speed, and external heat is applied to molt the resin, The released mercury then flows automatically to a new position that balances the rotor,
As the resin cools, the mercury is secured in the new position.*
A.H. Adams (1928)LU.S. Patent 1.952,574, March 27, 1934
A self-balancing device for use with centrifuge equipment (Fig.
3.46). The centrifuge bowl is supported on a vertical spindle. An
annular tube surrounds the bowl, containing a quantity of heavy
flowable material (e.g., mercury, steel balls). When the centrifuge runs
above its critical speed, the material causes the bowl to be selfbalancing
TC. Rathbone (1924) .U.S. Patent 1,704.341, March 5, 1929
Field balancing machine. A pendulum device mounted on a bearing pedestal is caused to vibrate by unbalance forces transmitted from
the rotor. The pendulum motion closes a contact pnce per period to
trigger a flashing lamp. Two trial masses are placed on the rotor, and
the location of the unbalance plane and its phase are measurcd in the
usual manner. This allows the location of the original unbalance to be
determined. The pendulum functions as a timing device for the lamp,
and the timing indicates the angular location of maximum transmitted
pedestal force, The rotor is balanced by trial and error.
131. Knowles (1930), U,S. Patent 1,979,692, November 6, 1934
Stroboscope testing apparatus, suitable for observing rapidly rotating objects. No direct application to balancing is mentioned in this
*Den liartog (141 and Thearle [13] have both commented on the LeBlanc balancer, giving reasons why it will not work with mercury but will work with solid bulls.
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early stroboscope patent, and no reference is ,made to previous strobo-

scope patents or concepts. A circuit diagram is given with full working
explanation. "Grid-glow' discharge tubes are incorporated*.
S.S. Huff (1932). U.S. Patent 2.057,778, October 20, 1936
Crankshaft balancing machine. This is a mechanical device that
determines 'the amount and angular location of material to be removed
from the ends of the shaft to achieve balance. No direct measurement
of unbalance magnitude Is made. No electronic circuits or direct plane
separation are specified.
L.I•. Swedlund (1935). U.S. Patent 2,092.096, September 7, 1937
'Strobe actuator circuit. Standard balancing practice is for pickups
to generate an electric signal from transmitted rotor motions. However, such a signal voltage is variable: it depends on the unbalance
magnitude and its distribution and on the rotational speed. For improving the strobe operation, a constant ac voltage is preferred. The
patented circuit amplifies and conditions the pickup signal and gives
improved strobe functioning by providing a strong, rapid-decay
waveform.
J. Sivertsen (1938). U.S. Patent 2.116.221, May 3. 1938
A device for determining the angular location of unbalance. A
rotating permanent magnet set In a stationary housing with alternating
magnets gives the unbalance angle. The principle involved appears
very similar to Thearle's (1936) patent, though the configuration is
diffei rnt.
E.L. Thearle (1936), U.S. Patent 2,131,602. Seotember 27, 1938
Soft-support balancing machine (Fig. 3.45). A belt drive rotates a
rigid rotor in end bearings mounted on flexible supports. The location
and magnitude of the rotor unbalance are determined by an adjustable
mechanical device that identifies the axial nodal points of the rotor
whirl motion. The device requires calibration with a balanced rotor.
Unbalance magnitudes are found by comparing the uncalibrated rotor
response with the calibrated rotor response. Data are obtained with
inductance probes. Synchronous voltage is fed into a null circuit with
'Rathbone's (1929) patent describes the principles needed for stroboscopic illumination
but contains no significant circuit details for manufacturing such an illumination device.
Knowles patent, applies for one yaar later, appears to describe a true stroboscopic device.
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inductance current for phase-angle measurement. This invention contains early versions of several features that are now standard in modern
balancing machines and circuitry: a plane-separation circuit, wattmeter
filtering, and phase-angle circuitry.
J.G. Baker and F. Rushing (1935), U.S. Patent 2,165,034. July 4, 1939
High-speed balancing, equipment (Fig, 3.47). The two-plane
balancing procedure includes plane separation. The magnitude and
phase of unbalance are determined .electrically without additional
mechanical devices. The end-by-end restraint sequence of earlier
machines (Lawaczeck-Heymann, Soderberg, etc.) is not required. Electric circuit diagrams are given for plane separation and a stroboscopic
means of phase-angle measurement. This is a comprehensive patent
that discusses many important aspects of high- and low-speed balancing.
J. Lundgren (1937). U.S. Patent 2,228,011, January 7, 1941
Commutator and switch mechanism for phase-angle measurement.
Amplifier circuitry for triggering strobes. The innovation is the reduction of the rise time associated with the current reversal that triggers
the strobe.
J. Lundaren (1939). U.S. Patent 2,289,200, July 7. 1942
Soft-support balancing machine with mechanical means for
establishing the balance clamping pivot location. The method employs
the commutator switch circuitry of the previous patent. The balance
point is locked electrically. A null circuit is used to determine the magnitude of unbalance,
F.C. Rushing and J.G. Baker (1937).
U.S. 'Patent 2,289,074, July 7. 1942
A carriage-type high-speed balancing machine. This device eliminates the need for a carriage pivot point, as used in a Soderberg-type
machine. The pivot elimination is accomplished through the use of a
mechanical linkage device. The patent desribes the machine and linkage construction. Little attention is paid to electronics.
J.G. Baker (1939), U.S. Patent 2,315,578, April 6. 1943
Concepts for balancing complicated shafts and other rotating
members. The patent describes a two-plane crankshaft balancing
Smachine, together with circuits with general applicability to shaft
balancing. It also describes electrical circuits suitable for the determination of unbalance in two correction planes. Angular positions for two
balance weights per balance plane are deduced by the circuits designed
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to balance the rotating body. The method is suited for crankshaft
balancing where access to the correction plane is limited. A null
method is used to obtain unbalance readings. No analytical theory is
given, but there is an extensive discussion of the complex circuitry.
S.G. Svcnsson and N.B. Langefors (1945),
U.S. Patent 2,500,013, March 7, 1950
Apparatus for determining the magnitudes and angular dispositions
of unbalances in a rotating body. A standaid soft-support system, pickups, and voltage generator are used. Support amplitude pickups are
connected in series with each other and with a current meter. The
instrument is fed with the vector difference of the pickup currents.
Improved circuit concepts for determining unbalance are claimed.
D.R. Whitney (1944), U.S. Patent 2,551,480, May 1. 1951
Balancing machine with electrical readout, A response signal from
bearing transducers is projected onto a ground-glass screen for visual
observation of unbalance response magnitude and phase angle, obtained
with reference to an ac generator voltage signal. This appears to be the
first patent for a screen readout device.
K. Federn (1952). U.S. Patent 2,731,592, January 17, 1956
Device for the photoelectric generation of an ac signal in synchronism with the rotation of a body. The innovation lies in the accu.
rate generation of waveforms for use in determining unbalance phase
angles,
W, Pische. (1951), U.S. Patent 2,815,666. December 10, 1957

Machine for measuring unbalance. It measures forces rather than
displacements at the supports. Plane separation is incorl orated through
a potential divider mechanism that is part of the machii

*

D.V. Wright (1953), U.S. Patent 2,861,455, November 25, 1958
Refinement for wattmeter balancing. The electrical network
includes a ring demodulator wattmeter. The circuit is similar to that
proposed in the Baker and Rushing patent (U.S. Patent No. 2,165,024).
A noncontacting device is proposed for ac voltage generation with a
wave-shaping circuit.
E.P. Larch (1957), U.S. Patent 2,937,613,. May 24. 1960
Balancing machine that removes or adds material to balance rotor
during rotation. A nozzle ejects weighting material that adheres to the
rotor or sandblasts material off the rotor. Automatic operating controls
are provided for the nozzles.
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CHAPTER 4
LOW SPEED BALANCING
Nomenclature

,

a
a, b, c
F
F", FY
,,py
g
L
RX, Ry

eccentricity of unbalance from rotor axis
shaft distances to correction weights
centrifugal force due to unbalance
components of unbalance forces in rotating coordinates

uv
U
W

unbalance components
unbalance, Wa
unbalance weight

au
W,grotating

coefficients I
influencecoordinates

0o

operating frequency, rad/s

Y

i

gravitational acceleration
distance between bearings
bearing force components due to unbalance
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CHAPTER 4
LOW-SPEED BALANCING
4.1 Soft-Support Machine Procedures
Typical Soft-Support Machine System
Soft-support balancing machines are designed to operate above
the critical speed of the rotor in the machine supports. Operation in
this speed range eliminates resonant dynamic effects from the rotor
response and makes accurate speed control a less important operating
variable. A typical soft-support shop balancing machine (Fig, 3,5) consists of two support pedestals with an interconnecting frame structure, a
dc motor drive with a lightweight belt, a stroboscopic flash lamp to
identify the angular location of the shaft maximum runout, and a
readout console with a means for determining the residual unbalance
force at the readou~t location, e.g., rotor supports.
The purpose of any low-speed, two-plane balancing machine Is to
provide a means for removing the effects of static and dynamic unbalonce from the rotor response. For such a procedure to be effectivethat is, for the corrected rotor to run within acceptable vibration
limits-the rotor must act as a rigid body during the balancing process.
This means that lateral and torsional displacements of the rotor due to
such effects as centrifuga' forces, bending critical speeds, %ndtorsional
critical speeds must be absent or insignificant in the rotor displacements. Under such conditions the balancing machines and balancing
techniques described in this chapter will allow a rotor to be balanced so
that it will operate smoothly and without vibration in Its machine supports.
ABC Method
The simplest commercial balancing procedure presently available
is the Schenck ABC method, in which the rotor dimensions A, B, C,
and R I and R 2 are dialed into the instrument console, or "vectormeter,"
as shown in Fig. 3.28. The rotor is then run at a selected balancing
speed. The dials of the vectormeter will indicate the magnitude and
location of the correction masses required in the two correction planes.
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The functioning of this instrument depends on efficient filtering of all
extraneous signals and on a plane-separation circuit that calculates the
size of the required balance weights from transducer signals obtained
from the rotor-support planes. The ABC method does not require the
use of a strobe flash lamp to identify the phase location of the unbalance, and it overcomes the trial-and-error procedure of adding trial
weights to the rotor to determine the required balance weight. The
rotor thereby is balanced in a minimum number of test runs (nominally
in two runs), which is of importance where high-volume balancing of
rotors in involved. The cost of such sophisticated equipment is, of
course, higher than that of simpler methods, such as the stroboscope
method,
Stroboscope Method
For shop balancing, the stroboscope method requires a low-speed
balancer and a small circumferential strip of indicating surface situated
at some axial position along the rotor. A row of numbers 1 through 12
Is commonly written around the indicating circumference, or a short flat
black non-reflecting strip may be used as an angular marker. The photocell is positioned vertically above the rotor (see Fig. 4.1), and the
readout circuitry is designed to operate with the photocell in this position unless otherwise adjusted. Stroboscopic balancing equipment is
usually supplied with a single readout dial, which may or may not be
"directlycalibrated in unbalance units, The procedure is as follows:

t

FIg, 4.1, Photocell in position for stroboscope measurement,
(Courtesy of Schenek Trebel Corporation
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1. Lock the left pedestal so that no lateral movement can occur.
Let the right pedestal support be free to move horizontally.
2. Start the drive motor and run the rotor at the desired balancing speed (150 to 400 rpm as required).
3. Switch on the strobe flash lamp. Observe the rotor unbalance
location marking (usually 1 through 12) indicated by the stroboscopic
flash illumination of the angular location of the "eight" point on the
rotor in the right measuring plane and the magnitude of the unbalance
(or unbalance units) display on the console dial.
4, Add a suitably sized lump of clay in the right balance plane at
the "light" angular position location determined in step 3.
5. Rerun the rotor and observe the corrected rotor amplitude and
the angular location at which it occurs with the clay attached.
6. Repeat steps 3, 4, and 5 until rotor amplitude has been
reduced to within acceptable limits.
7. Release the left support. Clamp the right support and proceed
to balance the rotor in the left correction plane.
8. Repeat steps 2 through 6 until a satisfactory balance has been
achieved at the left support by adding clay in the left correction plane.
9. Release the right support and reclamp the left support.
Repeat steps 2 through 6 as required to verify that the balance in the
right plane has not been affected by balancing in the left plane. If the
balancer has a plane-separation circuit, this will have been done
automatically; if not, some trial-and-error corrections may be needed.
10. If the amplitude at the right piane is unacceptable, modify the
right-plane balance weight to achieve satisfactory balance and check the
left-plane balance. Repeat this trim balancing procedure until both
planes are within prescribed limits.
The stroboscope method clearly requices much less sophisticated equipment than does the ABC method because it relies more on the skill of
the operator, for example, more judgement is required when there is no
automatic plane-separation feature. As the trial balancing is done with
lumps of clay, it is subsequently necessary to weigh the clay installed in
the balance planes and then to add an equivalent balance weight to
make the correction permanent.
The stroboscope method can be used with all rotors. It is most
widely used for small shop balancing and also in field balancing. The
essential aspects are the vertical pickup that triggers the stroboscope,
the -wattmeter filter used to detect the synchronous response component, and the trial weight procedure.
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4.2 Hard-Support-Machine Procedures
Properties of Hard-Support Machines

f

I

With the development of sophisticated readout Instrumentation
(semiconductor load cells, strain gages, velocity transducers, accelerometers) and with back-up solid-state amplifiers, wattmetter filtering
and/or on-line filtering, hard-support machines have become more
popular in recent years. Their inherent ruggedness is attractive to
equipment buyers, though it may be obtained at some sacrifice in accuracy (e.g., weaker displacement signals requiring more careful filtering
and amplification). Hard-bearing balancing machines have recently
become popular for the balancing of large rotors, such as generator
rotors.
Mechanical magnification of the rotor response through resonant
operation is no longer required with the sophisticated measurement
equipment now available. Any balancing machine with pedestal resonances below the balancing speed has a built-in disadvantage in that
smooth operation up to balancing speed (high or low) is desirable.
Balancing speeds in modern hard-bearing equipment are inherently limited only by the sensitivity of the readout equipment on the one hand
and by the flexibility of the rotor on the other hand. For typical rigid
rotors, balancing speeds might range from 250 to 3000 rpm. The actual
balance speed varies from case to case and is frequently determined by
trial and error, guided by the signal strength obtained In a given case.
Hard-Support Balance Using ABC Method.
The ABC console shown in Fig. 3.28 is commonly used with a
hard-support balancer. In modern units the console would be an
integral part of the balancing machine, which would consist of bearings
and instrumented pedestal supports. It would be mounted on a massive
foundation bedplate, with a variable-speed drive motor and universal
drive coupling directly attached to the rotor to be balanced. The balancing system for the machine shown consists of a mechanical drive,
readout instrumentation, signal processing and display circuitry, and
safety equipment.
The procedure used to balance rotors with such equipment is as
follows:
1. Place the rotor to be balanced on suitable pedestal supports
(e.g., bearings, rollers).
2. Attach the drive unit (e.g., end coupling, midplane belt).
3. Set sensitivity S, to least sensitive position (depending on
estimated balance conditions of rotor).
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4. Set speed-range button.
5. Set add/remove mass button.

S ......
.. .....
-c.

6. a. Set R 1 , radius dial for radius of left correction plane.
b. Set R 2, radius dial for radius of right correction plane.
Set A, the distance from the left support to the left balance
plane.
d. Set B, the distance from the right support to the right balance plane.
e. Set C, the distance between supports. (All dimensions
R1, R2, A, B, and C must be in the same units.)
7, Run the rotor at the prescribed balancing speed.
8. Release reading-retention pushbutton.
'4. Adjust sensitivity switch to give nearly full-scale readings.
10. Depress reading-retention pushbutton to store balance readings on vectormetcs or console dials.
11. Stop machine. Insert/remove indicated balance correction
weights corresponding to the magnitude of the vectors and the phase
angles indicated on the console dials.
Periodically a series of routine tests Is conducted on this type of balancing machine to determine whether the calibration is accurate. A test
rotor with a precisely calibrated residual unbalance (or in a perfect state
of balance) is used to check the calibration of such machines.
4.3 Field Balancing
Need for Field Balancing
It often happens that a machine operating in a plant begins to
vibrate with increasing severity and must be rebalanced. It is usually
desirable to perform such rebalancing in situ, rather than to "pull" the
rotor and return it to the manufacturer. Such a balancing procedure is
known as field balancing. The techniques used differ in certain respects
from those used for initial rotor balancing in the manufacturer's plant
(shop balancing).
Field balancing is undertaken with the unbalanced rotor in its own
bearings and casing. This rotor must be provided with some source of
rotational drive, power, or, if the rotor is that of a prime mover (e.g.,
turbine rotor), it must be capable of developing sufficient rotational
speed in situ to permit field-balancing measurements and corrections.
Trim balancing is a common form of field balancing, in which a rotor
that has been prebalanced in the manufacturer's shop is balanced again
after installation, to ensure smooth operation.
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Fleld-Balancing Instrumentation

V

To field balance a rotor it is desirable (though not essential) to use
equipment that can measure rotor amplitude and phase angle at the
desired balance speed. Such equipment may be portable or may be permanently installed in the machine frame. The essential requirements
are reliable, accurate vibration measurements of the rotor responst.
amplitudes (left and right supports) and similar measurement quality
for the phase angle of each amplitude peak with respect to some rotating reference mark on the rotor.
There is a wide variety of equipment for obtaining such data. For
example, rotor vibration amplitude can be measured (crudely) with a
hand-held shaft-riding vibration meter, such as an IRD probe. As there
are many sources of vibration, a filtering system Is required to exclude
all nonsynchronous inputs, Such a probe may contact the rotor surface
directly via, a low-friction shoe, or vibration measurements may be
taken from the bearing caps adjacent to the shaft. Another method
used to determine the shaft motions from changes in the air gap
impedence is to install a noncontacting IRD or Bently Ne ada inductance probe on a bracket attached to the bearing support, A third
method is to use seismic accelerometer pickups mounted on the bearing
caps. In each case, the observed vibration signals are passed through a
filter to obtain the synchronous shaft amplitude at the readout location.
This measurement gives the required shaft amplitude for balancing calculations.
The phase angle associated with the synchronous shaft amplitude,
referred to some angular datum, can also be obtained by various
methods. The simplest procedure is to use a pickup that briefly triggers
a strobe lamp once during each cycle of shaft rotation. The same
pickup can also be used to measure the shaft vibration amplitude. Such
a system has been clearly described by Blake [11, who recommends it
primarily because of its simplicity and proven effectiveness. Besides the
pickup, no other connection to the machine is required. Blake further
states that, although the wattmeter system described in Chapter 3 is the
best of the simple phase-measuring systems because of its superior
filtering ability, it requires an additional generator to provide the synchronous voltage.
The basic instrumentation can therefore be restricted to a single
pickup and a strobe lamp. If more sophisticated instrumentation is
needed to efficiently balance a rotor, the arrangement shown in Fig. 4.2
can be used. Signals are brought out from two probes located near each
end of the machine. The two probes are oriented 900 of rotation apart.
The signals are amplified, synchronously filtered, and then fed to an
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oscilloscope, to display the shaft orbit in each case. A small mark
(scratch or magnetic tape) is made on the shaft at the same angular
location at either end, to serve as a phase-angle reference. Its angular
position is arbitrary. This mark appears on the shaft orbit as shown in
Fig. 4.2b. The angular distance between the maximum shaft amplitude
and the shaft reference mark then becomes the phase angle.
Rotor balancing requires information on the rotor unbalance
amplitude and on the phase angle, for the original unbalance condition
and for several unbalance conditions with trial weights. This procedure
is described in the sections that follow.
Stroboscope Balancing
A stroboscope is used in many balancing procedures to Identify the
angular location of the unbalance. It is used in conjunction with some
motion-sensing device (e.g., velocity pickup, displacement probe). The
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rotor unbalance transmits both force and displacoment to the supports,
either of which can be monitored by a sensor. The sensor output signal
analyzer to retain only the synchronous como
eis filtered in vibration
iposent of the motion. The filtered signal Is a measure of the unbalance
nffect at the sensor location; it is displayed on a dial, a voctormeter, a
digital, display metor,. or some other device. The'signal is also used to
trigger a strobe light that flashes at the instant the sensor output signall
reaches a maximum value. The light pulse duration is in microseconds,
and-It is extremely bright.
Shop Balancing with a Strobe Light. A simple shop balancer that
incorporates a strobe light is shown in Fig. 4.3. The rotor to be balanced rests in its supports. At some location, a row of numbers (usually 1 through 12) is taped or painted on the rotor. The strobe lamp is

STROBE LIGHT
INDICATOR

..

SI

'

.

Fig. 4,3. Shop balancer with strobe light. (Courtesy of

Stawact-Warner Balancings Macshine Corporation.)
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positioned to face this row of numbers, and the lamp circuit is so
designed that, when the maximum force or displacement is sensed at
the supports, the lamp fires and illuminates one number in particular.
This number corresponds to the light spot at that rotor end. If the
numbers are located around the rotor end, the circuit fires the lamp
with a suitable built-up time delay so that the light side will bz
illuminated when it reaches the lamp. Some lamps illuminate the
entire end of the rotor without reference to any number in particular.
In this case, the heavy spot is usually at the number opposite the sensor
(or pedestal). The required position of the lamp for locating the high
spot in a given balancing procedure is stated in the operating manual
for this equipment.
Velocity sensors are particularly good for triggering strobe lamps.
They operate with a moving coil in a magnetic field, which produces an
alternating voltage proportional to velocity. This voltage can easily be
integrated electrically to give displacements corresponding to the vibration amplitude. The maximum amplitude corresponds to the point of
zero velocity in the motion cycle. This point (i.e,, the plus-to-minus
voltage change) Is much better for triggering the strobe lamp than the
peak voltage, which is susceptible to considerable error in locating the
exact value of the peak. For these reasons velocity sensors and a
strobe lamp make an excellent combination.
Field Balancing with a Strobe Light. Essentially the same procedure as the above Is used to balance a rotor in the field. The same
equipment is required: vibration sensor, analyzer, and strobe light.
However, the angular relation between the locations of the sensor and
the strobe flash must be known in advance, or there is no way of determining the significance of the number being Illuminated on the rotating
shaft.
Assuming that the required angular relationship is known, balancing can be performed by any of the strobe techniques. If this angular
relationship is not available, a procedure such as that described below
[11 can be used.
Single-Disk-Rotor Balancing with a Strobe Light. This pro.
cedure [11 is suitable for balancing rigid rotors (e.g., fan rotors) in the
field. Before balancing it is necessary either to install the rotor in a
balancing machine or to use some device at or near the unbalanced disk
to measure the motion of the rotor. This device can be a hand-held
shaft-riding probe, a probe applied to a bearing or pedestal housing, an
in-place displacement or velocity sensor, or an accelerometer. This
sensor should be equipped with a filter to read only synchronous output
and a strobe light whose angular relationship to the probe position is
known (see page 196).
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The balancing procedure is as follows:
1, Note the direction of rotor rotation and mark the rotor circumference at some suitable location with numbers 1 through 12.
2. Select a suitable balancing speed where the vibrations are discernible but not excessive. Run the unbalanced rotor at this speed.
3. Read the vibration sensor output and record the magnstudc of
the vibration in some consistent system of units (millimeters, volts,
etc.). This is the magnitude of the vector OA in Fig. 4.4.
4. Using the strobe light, identify the circumferential location on
the rotor corresponding to the maximum rotor amplitude.* This is the
orientation of vector OA in Fig. 4.4.
5. Plot the magnitude and orientation of the original unbalance
vector OA in Fig, 4.4,
6, Select a suitable balance weight of known magnitude (see
pages 203 and 204) and add this to the rotor at a suitable radius about
90* from the original unbalance location.
7. Run the rotor at the same balancing speed, Measure the new
vibration level and the new orientation of the maximum displacement.
8, Plot the new unbalance vector (original plus trial weight) as

OB on Fig. 4.4.
9. Join points A and B. Find the magnitude of OA from the trial
weight magnitude as follows:
'

*

Original unbalance OA - 2B
AS

.

(trial weight, oz-in.).

Check to see that the orientation of the trial weight lies at about 90*
ahead of the original unbalance vector on the diagram,
10. Insert a correction weight in the balance plane at 1800 to the
original unbalance vector of magnitude equal to the original unbalance.
The following sample balance calculation will illustrate the above procedure: A single-disk overhung rotor gives an instrument reading of 5
units when run at 400 rpm. The orientation of the original unbalance is
at 3 o'clock. A trial balance weight 1 - 2.0 oz is added to the disk at
radius 10.0 in,, at 6 o'clock, about 90* ahead of the original unbalance.
The new rotor unbalance condition is then measured at the same speed
as before. The new unbalnue reading is 12.0 units, oriented at 5
o'clock. The vector diagram representing these conditions is shown in
Fig. 4.4. The length of the trial weight vector is 5.56 in., or 11.2 units
*For a rotor system with low damping that operates away from the rotor critical speeds,
the angular locItlon of maximum amplitude corresponds to the unbalance location,
Heavily damped rotor systems mzj be difficult to balance because of the phase lag that
can develop between the maximum force and the maximum rotor amplitude.
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3 O'CLOCK
'ORIGINAL
A

" O'CLOCK
5 UNITS

0.

UNBALANCE VECTOR

\02.
20 OZIN,
11.12 UNITS
BALANCE WEIGHT VECTOR
12 UNITS
421M60 OZIN_

20.0
11.12

I UNIT UNBALANCE-

- 1,90

OZIN.

PLUS BALANCE
ORIGINAL
WEIGHT VICTOR

B1

UNITS OF UNBALANCE
SCALEM 1 UNIT - 0,5 IN.
Fig. 4.4. Balance vector dilagam for the stroboscoplc method

of unbalance (1 unit - 0.5 in.). Therefore, this corresponds to 20.0
oz-in,, that is,

1 unit of unbalance

11.12 - 1.80 oz-in,

-

Thus
Original unbalance - 5 x 1,80 - 9.00 oz-in.

and
Original plus trial unbalance - 12 x 1.80 - 21.60 oz-in.
To balance this rotor roquires installing a balance weight equal in magnitude and opposite in direction to the original unbalance OA. The
required balance correction Is 9.00 oz-in. oriented at 9 o'clock on the
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strobe clock (i.e., 180* from OA, which is 87.5° further ahead of the
trial-weight AB vector location). Using the same balance correction
radius of 10.0 in. gives a correction weight of 0.9 oz at a radius of 10.0
in., at-9 o'clock.
Sources of Error. Errors in estimating correction weight details
may occur in any of the following:
1. Original unbalance magnitude. This is read from a dial. The
needle position fluctuates, and the instrument may be inaccurately callbrated, O
2. Original unbalance angle. This is read from a clock face, the
calibration of which is often quite rough. The location involved may
also fluctuate because of Imprecise drive speed control. This is a major
source of error in most balancing operations.
3. Trial weight. Magnitude known imprecisely. Radius meatsured
inaccurately, Angular location does not matter, as the vector diagram
must clos3.
4. Original plus trial weight. Same problems as in items I and 2.
5. Correction weight Installation. Same problems as in items 2
and 3.
Figure 4.5a shows the effect of cumulative plus and minus variations
on the factors listed above. Assume that the above steps involved the
following percent errors:
Original unbalance magnitude, %
+ 10.0 (9.9 oz-in.,

r

5.5 units)

Original unbalance orientation,
+10
degrees
Original plus trial weight magnitude, % + 10.0 (23.76 oz-in.,
13.2 units)
Original plus trial weight orientation,
-10
degrees
The original unbalance is read as 5.5 units at 1000 (actually, it is 5.0
units at 90). Installation errors plus misreading of the (trial weight
and original unbalance) vector gives 13.2 units at 58" (actually, 12 units
at 68). Trial balance is deduced as 10.35 units at 810 (actually, 11,1
units at 92°). Hence the original unbalance is deduced as (5.5/10.35)
x 20 - 10.628 oz in.
The correction weight of (10.628/10) - 1,063 oz is installed at
200" (additional 10' error). The new residual unbalance (Fig. 4.5b) is
an unbalance vector of 2.20 units at 250". This unbalance has resulted
from errors both in measurement and in the installation of weights.
Further small errors could result from the values used for the trial
weight and trial radius.
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POSITIVE MAGNITUDE AND ANGLE ERROR
. IN ORIGINAL UNBALANCE READINGS

0a
,

•;

.

,

6,5 UNITST~(.1 100)

,
TRIAL(-6.,8%
BALANCE,
FRROR),• 0.35 UNITS
Sic (--11.96% ERROR)

POSr) Vi MAGNITUDE
AND NEGAIiVE ANGLE
-ia.
ERROR IN TRIAL WEIGHT
PLUS ORIGINAL
UNBALANCE READINGS

3
NT
13.2 UNITS
(+

9

(a( Error effect on balance vector diagram

"5.9

RESIDUAL
UNBALANCE
22 UNITS

NITS..00

UNITS'

205.0

(b) Regldual unbalance
from error effect

Fl1, 4.5. Effect of cumulative plus and minus errors on the balance vector diagram

The new residual unbalance could be corrected further by repeat-

ing the above procedure. The error percentages used are realistic
values based on practical experience. Practical effects resulting from
rotor assembly procedures and from various components have been discussed by Staedelbauer [2) with reference to fan and blowei balancing.
The influence of errors on balancing procedures has been discussed by Tonneson [3], Iwatsubo et al. [41, and others. The residual
unbalance found by the procedure described above shows why it is Usu-

ally necessary to make several balance moves before arriving at a
smooth operating condition.
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Size of Trial Weight.
Wilcox (51 has proposed that for a rotor of weight W lb with a
disk unbalance vibration amplitude of r in., a suitable trial unbalance
magnitude U, can be obtained from the expression

d'

r

W
g

16g'

where w Is in radians per second. Thus
U, - 16 Wr oz-in.,
and the trial weight at balance radius rT Is therefore
WT -

rT

16 W -r oz.

-

rT

Jackson [6) has given a procedure based on the criterion of onetenth of the rotating force transmitted to the adjacent bearing; that is,
10'I
I~. 2
L g±

U,

2

+

(, + a).1

Assuming a to be of the same order of magnitude as r gives
0c-1.6 • •w2r oz-in.
The trial weight is

I

WT - 1.6 W

,

z.

2
rT

g

For a 20-lb rotor being balanced at 400 rpm with a disk whirl radius of
0.002 in., and a balance hole radius rT - 3.0 in., the relative values of
the trial weights are as follows:
Wilcox
U, - 16 Wr - (16) (20) (0.002) - 0.64 oz-in.
WJak- Ia~kon

0.64/3 - 0.213 oz
-

0
20 1 400 1(00.002)
1.6 31.6
-0.201

W, - 0.291/3

0.097 oz.
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The Wilcox method leads to larger trial weights than does the Jackson
method, though both procedures lead to trial weights of similar magnitude.
Slngle-Plane Balancing. Circle Method. No Phase Measurement.
A rigid rotor whose unbalance is known to lie in a single plane can
be balanced by the procedure given below. The graphical construction
Is shown In Fig, 4.6.
1. Run the rotor at a balanoing speed (i.e., 200 to 400 rpm)
sufficient to obtain a reasonable readout signal. Record the magnitude
of the transmitted unbalance force at some adjacent location-for
example, at a bearing cap near the unbalance plane.
2. To a suitable scale plot the unbalance force magnitude as a circle of radius OA (see Fig. 4.6).
3. Add a trial weight at position 1 on the disk. Run the rotor up
to the same balancing speed and record the new transmitted force magnitude at the same readout location.
4. Using the same force scale, select any point on the circle OA
as the center and draw a circle of radius A 1BI to represent the new
unbalance force vector.
5. Move the trial weight 900 away from position 1 to position 2.
Run the rotor up to the same balance speed. Record the new transmitted force at the same readout location,
6. Using the same force scale, select a point A, on the circle OA
that is 90* from point A,. Draw a circle of radius A2B 2 to represent
the new unbalance vector.
7. Move the trial weight 900 away from position 2 to position 3
Run the rotor at the same balance speed. Record the new transmitted
force at the same readout location.
8. Using the same force scale, select a point A3 on the circle OA
that is 900 from A2 and A1, Draw a circle of radius A3B 3 to represent
the new unbalance vector.
9, Move the trial weight from position 3 to position 4, 900 from
position 3. Repeat the procedure described above. Draw the radius
A 48 4 to the same scale, to represent the new unbalance vector.
10. It is seen that circles A1 BI, A 2B 2, A 3B3, and A4B4 intersect at
a common point D. This point allows the correction-weight vector OD
to be calibrated.
The original unbalance vector (OA1 , OA 2, OA 3, OA 4, equal) is defined
in magnitude by its length In relation to OD. The required correction
weight is therefore equal in magnitude to OA, and its orientation is
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OA

Residual unbalance vectors:

OA1

0A2

Trial plus original unbalance:

AjD

A2 D

Trial unbalance vector:

OD

0A3
A3 D

Fig. 4.6. Diagram of the circle method

defined by the angle between the trial weight vector OD and the
selected unbalance vector OA. In relation on the trial weight in the
first test, this is the angle DOA 1. This procedure can be used
effectively when the rotor unbalance lies in a single plane and a rigidbody, low-speed balance is required (e.g., a single shaft carrying a disklike rotor). This method can also be used to obtain a two-plane balance
in an iterative manner, although if the interaction between the balance
planes Is strong, the process may not converge. Barrett et al. (7] have
recently demonstrated the effective application of this method for
modal balancing of a flexible rotor through two critical speeds.

I!

The numerical example of Table 4.1 Illustrates the above pro-

cedure, An accelerometer placed at the left bearing of an overhung
disk rotor (Fig, 4.7) gave a reading of 1.13 units in the original unbalance condition, This is shown as circle OA in Fig. 4.8. A trial weight

of0.03 12 oz is added to the rotor disk. The rotor is spun up to speed,

and the accelerometer then reads 1.7 units. The trial weight is then
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Table 4,1, Balancing of a rigid rotor with an overhung disk*
, Accelerometer
reading

Ts

Trial
(oz) weight

Angular
iocation of
trial weight

1

1.13

-

None

2
3
4
5

1.70
1.85
0.95
0.65

0.0312
0.0312
0.0312
0.0312

330*
60*
150
2400

*After Wilcrx [5] (1l967 Pltlian ýt Sons Ltd., Load.n; u~e, by purr id;u.),
All tests were conducted at 12.0 rpm, The trial weight was inserted in the
overhung disk at 3,0-In, radius in each test,
RIGHT
BEARiNG

LEFT
BEARING

ACCELEROMETER
LOCATION
Fig. 4.7, Rigid rotor with overhung disk

Scale. 1 unit

-

B2

I Inch

1,86 In,

wo

FIGURE DATUM

In 0,95 n,

\

S"••

83-

D~~
A4

J

B1

03I
30

_

Fig. 4.8. Construction for numorical
example of circle method
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moved 90°, and the procedure is repeated. The accelerometer reads
1.85 units. The weight is again moved 900, and the reading is 0.95
units. A final reading of 0.65 units is obtained with the trial weight at
the fourth 900 location.
The circle construction shows that the original unbalance of 1.13
is located at 2340 Sunits
from the first trial weight position, or 204° from
the figure datum shown.
In practice the balance correction seq',ence would be as follows:

1

1. Run the rotor at 1250 rpm. Measure the transmitted unbalance force of 1.13 units at the left pedestal.
2. Add 0.0312 oz at location 3300 (arbitrarily selected from any
chosen datum) at 3.0-in, radius on disk. Read the vibration level of 1.7
units.
3. Remove 0.0312 oz to location 60', Read transmitted force of
1.85 units.
4. Remove 0.0312 oz to location 150', Read transmitted force of
0.95 units.
5. Remove 0,0312 oz to location 240'. Read transmitted force of

0.65 units.
6. Draw circle OA representing original unbalance to scale (i.e.,
1.13 units is drawn as circle of 1.13-in. radius).
7. Mark locations of 330%, 600, 150%, and 2400 on circlc OA,
"8. With center at each angular location point in turn, draw scale
circles of radii 1.7 in, (330) 1.85 in. (600), 0.95 in. (1509), and 0.65
in. (2400). Note that all circles very nearly intersect at point D.
9. The measured length of vector OD is 0.80 in.
10, The magnitude of the original rotor unbalance U is given by
OA1
(trial weight, oz)
U -OAD
11.3 (0,0312) - 0.04407 oz.
0.80
11. The angular location of the required correction weight is given
by the direction of vector OD, which is +2040 from the figure datum.
12. The required correction weight is therefore 0,04407 oz at 3.0in. radius, at an angle of + 2040 from the datum.
It is shown later in this section that a similar test by Wilcox (5] gave a
correction weight C - 0.0442 oz, at 0,- 206" using a different construction than that described above,
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This example demonstrates the effectiveness of the circle method
using a bearing-mountod accelerometer for the single-plane balancing of
rigid rotors.
Field Balancing Procedure: Simple Applications
Described below is an industrial procedure for balancing rotors in
situ. The rotor discussed here is a rigid rigid rotor, but the method can
be used for field balancing flexible rotors 4s well. The basic equipment
includes a pickup (optical or magnetic), a strobe flash lamp, and a
vibration-measuring device that contains some type of synchronous
filter (e.g., a wattmeter circuit). A set of suitable balance correction
weights is also needed.
The equipment installation procedure is as follows:
1. The pickup is installed so that the photocell is aligned normal
to the rotating surface of the rotor. A special rigid mounting bracket is
usually fabricated to clamp the pickup to the bearing pedestal or to the
structural frame of the machine being balanced. It is desirable that the
pickup should read in the direction of maximum vibration, which is frequently the horizontal direction.
2. The rotor circumference is calibrated into 12 equal divisions
(hour markings) numbered in sequence on the surface.
3. The measurement circuit shown in Fig. 4.9 is set up. Signals
from the strobe are received by the vibration analyzer, filtered, and
displayed on the amplitude meter.

SEISMIC
TRANSDUCER

AMPLIFIER

DISPLAY
SCALE

SIGNAL
FILTER

TIMING

I,

CIRCUIT

Fig, 4.9, Field-balancing equipment circuit

t
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In the simplest kind of field balancing, there is no phase-anglemeasuring equipment. Phase angles between the calibration zero mark
on the rotor circumference and the angular location of the rotor maximum amplitude are determined' by the strobe flash, which is arranged
to fire when the "heavy" side of the rotor passes a certain angular location, as shown in Fig. 4.10. The flash illuminates the angular location
corresponding to the unbalance location. A correctior -weight is then
added to the rotor at 180* from the heavy side, In a plane Close to the
end being balanced.
'

STROBE UNIT

A

SPO

..

...

READOUT UNIT

I

./

"

TRANSDUCER

SEISMIC

ROAIN

%%

The balancing sequence is as follows:
1. First trial run. Bring the rotor up to the balancing speed, which
may be considerably below the operating speed (e,g., 400 rpm for an
S
1800-rpm rotor). With the equipment functioning as described above,
observe either the amplitude of the rotor journal with a displacement
sensor or the amplitude of a transducer voltage (e.g., accelerometer) on
the bearing cap. Also observe the phase angle of the maximum vibration amplitude, as described earlier.
2. Stop the rotor and add a trial weight of known magnitude in the
balance plane adjacent to the rotor end being observed, 900 from the
heavy side of the rotor. For low-speed balancing, a lump of clay can be
used us a triai balance we~ight If desired.
3. Second trial rwui. Run the rotor at the same balance speed and
observe the new magnitude and location of the heavy side of the rotor.
4. Calculate the magnitude and orientation of the required correction weight using the construction shown in Fig. 4.4. Insert this
correction weight.
5. Repeat the procedure until further balance runs make no discernible difference in the balance quality.

.'

.

.

.
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6. Repeat the procedure near the other end of the rotor until that
end is also satasfactorily balanced,
7. Check the first balance. If this has been disturbed by the
second balance, it should be trim balanced until the quality is again
satisfactory,
8., Trim balance the second end of the rotor In a similai manner.

.

The balancing sequence should converge In relatively. few balancing runs because in most instances adjustments at one end cause only
secondary unbalance effects at the other end., The above procedure is
usually effective for small rotors. It can also be used for large rotors at
low balancing speeds (250 to 400 rpm). For large rotors, balancing
weights are used instead of clay and the process requires more formal
methods to achieve rapid convergence,

An interesking example of the above procedure is given by Blake
[1], who describes In detail the balancing of an induced-draft boiler fan,
shown' diagrammatically in Fig. 4,11. With'the pickup rigidly attached
to the outer bearing B and reading in the hrizontal direction, the fan
was given a first trial run at 1175 rpm, and the shaft vibrations were
"measured near the bearing. A trial balance weight was then added at
blade 24, When rotor was run again, it wus observed that the strobe
light flashed at the 3 o'clock position (blade 6). The" rotor 'was then
reoriented until the strobe indedk Was brought into the same phase position as it was when the light flashed, After placing a trial weight at this
same location, the rotor was run. again. Under such circumstances, Iif
the trial-weight placement is correct, the index illumination position
A

A! 13' 0

'FT.INDEX
MARK,
ROTATING
MA

24 BLADES$
ROIATING

ON

FIg, 4.11. Ind'lced-drafl boiler fan
showing
balance pianos A' and B,
Arter Blake
[I,
(1967,
Gulf
Publishing Co,; used by permission)
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will remain as bef"re and the amplitude will change-or the index position will change by 1800 regardless of any amplitude change. This indi.
Scates that the plane.. ofunbalance lhas ýbeen identified. What remains
then is amplitude reduction by the.addition of suitable balonve weights
in this -plane.
The history of this balance is shown in Table 4.2. In run I the
bearing amplitudes were 17 mils at A and 17 mils at B. The addition of
2.0 oz. in plane, A' and 2.0 oz ,in plane B' increased the, bearing vibration amplitudes to 18 mils at A And 23 mills at B, with no change, In
phase angle, In the third run, the 4.0-oz balancing weights were all
concentrated in plane B' at 12 o'clock (180' from the previous position
because the unbalance plane was then known). This gave 13 mils at
bearing A and 13 mils at bearing B, with a'modest change in phase
angle at both ends of the rotor. Vector representations of these
shown
changes are
S"•:.The
vector
of in
17 Fig,
mils 4.12.
at 7:30 o'clock .was changed into a vector of
13 mils at 6:30 o'clock; a vector of 9.5 mils at 3:00 o'clock was required
to achieve this. If this argument is purIsued, a vector of 17 mils at 1:30
o'clock would annul the rotor unbalance vector. The magnitude of the
balance weight required is therefore (17.0/9.5)(4.0) oz, and the
required orientation is counterclockwise 45" from the 3:00 o'clock position where It was previously added,
The results of this change are shown as run 4. A trial weight of
(17.0/9-5)(4.0) • 8.0 oz was added at 4:30 o'clock (blade 9), This
resulted in 5.0 mils at bearing A and 5.0 mils at bearing B, both at 6:00
o'clock. The vector diagram for this suggests that the balance weight
should be increased in the ratio (17.0/14.0) to 11.0 oz and that the balance location be rotated counterclockwise by an additional blade (to
blade 8, 4:00 o'clock), This adjuatment was successful and resulted In
small residual amplitudes, The weight was then welded into position
before further trinm balancing was performed with smaller balance
weights.
Blake [1 mentions that after welding it frequently occurs that the
residual unbalance vector changes in magnitude and orientation, that is,
the unbalance is increased and its orientation is different from that in
Table 4.2; compare run 5 (before welding) with run 6 (after welding).
As shown in Fig, 4,12, the unbalance after welding becomes 7.0 mils at
3:00 o'clock. Based on prior experience, a weight of 4.0 oz is added at
blade 17 (8:00 o'clock). This reduces the amplitude to 3.0 mils at
12:30 o'clock (run 7) which is subsequently reduced to 0.4 mil. at bearIng A 4nd 0.7 mil at bearing B after run 8. This final acUustment was
made by reorienting the 7-mil balancing vector ahead by two blades (to
blade 19) to make the two 7.mil vwctors in run 7 cancel each other.
IL

i7777--
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Table 4.2 Details of balancing procedure for an induced-draft boiler
"Trialweight amount
"Land
location
.R

,..
, ...

au

Angle.. ..
... Blade

Af

. : ' , ........
'2

..

.

3

'24 .

......

--

Vibration amplitude at beaelnl
and phise clock
Anul
..S.....
Blade

Miis
PPr.:

B,"
S'A*,•
a,

^ A

"
.. 2 "' "- "24 ....
4
'12

Phase
IClock

'1 "
.

... Milo
PP

Phase
clock

B

7:30 .
17
" . ... 231
8:30.
13

7:30

,:30
1

18

13

.

7.30 .

. ..

8,30

Now
increase
trial weight In the
ratio 17/9.S
trial weight
counterclockwise
S•blades
or 1.5 and,
hIt' because anile $ Is about 415, move

4

8

9

5" 6:o0-

5

6:00

Now increase trial weight In the ratio 17/14 and, becauise angle S Is about 15', move

.

trial weight coutarclokwiae by one blade,
Al
8
2,5
6:00
1.5
Now weld the 1I-oz weight at B', blade 8, and start a new problem.

5:00

6.5
3:00.
7
3:00
Note: From runs I and 5: if blade 8 is the proper correction position for index
7130 and pickup at 9, then this position is 2.5 h clockwise from pickup, when strobe
flashes, so now place 4 oz at blade 17.
7
.
4
17
1.2
12:30
3
Now use same trial woight and rotate through oagle S, 30 clockwiae,

6

-

4

-

0,04

19

12:00

0,7

12:30

4

7:00

Now weld an and make final check.
*From Blake [1) (01967, HydrocarbonProcessim,used by permission), See Fig. 4,11 for a
schematic of the balancing,
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Fig. 4.12, Details or graphical solution to ran-balancing case history described by Blak~e
(1]

(01967, Gul' Pubfishing Co.; used by permission)
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The procedure described -above is simple and relatively
straightforward to apply. Its shortcomings are the difficulty of
achieving a rapid and effective balance by operating, on a single plane at
a time and the tendency of the rotor to experience several vibration
modes simultaneously. 'The latter is especially true in the case of
overhung rotors. Other factors that may cause difficulties in achieving
a satisfactory balance are rotor flexibility, any looseness of the impeller
on the shaft, and occasional problems of looseness or excessive
flexibility of the unit on its foundation. These effects can introduce
other unexpected system modes with occasional nonlinear effects.
Obvious safeguards are to design stiff rotors that operate as far below
their bending critical speeds as possible, operating in a massive, solidly
mounted
stiff rotor In rolling-elementrbearings carrying
rThe foundation
balancing ofand
the casing.
an unbalanced overhung disk discussed previously and shown in Fig.
4.13 is also described In detail -by Wilcox [51. The measuring
equipment consisted of two high-impedance coils, an integrating circuit
(to convert velocity measurements into displacements), and a
stroboscope to illuminate the angular location of the unbalance In the
rotor, A procedure for estimating the size of the required correction
weights has been described on pages 203 and 204. Details of the test
sequence are listed in Table 4.3.
During the balancing process all amplitude measurements were
made at the overhung disk, with the correction weights added In the
plane of the overhung disk. The procedure is as follows:
1. The unbalanced rotor was run at 1250 rpm. An unbalance
amplitude of 2.7 mils was observed at a phase angle of 240* at the disk.
2. The rotor was stopped, and a trial weight of 0.25 oz was added
at an angle of 330, in the end disk at a radius of 3.0 In.
-

VIBRATION PICK-UP
RIGHT BEARING

DRIVE
MOTOR'• , •,

LEFT BEARING

DISK
/DISK

hUNIFORM
ROTOR

UNBALANCED
DS

FIa. 4.13. Rigid rotor In rolling-element bearings with unbalanced overhung disk, After
Wilcox [5]. (01967, Pitman & Sons Ltd.; used by permission)
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Table 4.3 - Balancing tests with stroboscopic phase measurement for a
rigid rotor with unbalanced overhung disk*
Test

-

Disk vibration

number

Amplitude
"0(in,

1
2
3
4

0.00270
0,00426
0.00030
0,00004

Details of test

Phase
position
(do&)
240
195
150

'After Wilcox [5S (0 1967 Pitman & Sons Ltd., Londonz

were run at 1250 rpm.

Initial test
0.25 oz added at 3300
0,25 oz removed
0.218 oz added at 2401
0.024 oz added at 1500
used by permission), All tests

3. The new unbalance condition resulted in a disk amplitude of
4.26 mils at 195'.
4. The initial unbalance condition and the calibration condition are
shown in the vector diagram of Fig. 4.14. Initial unbalance OA - 2.7
in. Calibration unbalance OR - 4.26 in, The effect of the calibration
weight alone is the vector, AB - 3,1 in., which acts at 94* to the
original unbalance vector OA.
5. The required balance correction weight can be determined is
follows:
Magnitude - (0.25)(2.7/3.1) - 0.218 oz.

Orientation: 94" counterclockwise from the vector AB, i.e., at 330
-

94 - 236o.

6. A balance weight of 0.218 oz at 240'. This resulted in a rotor
vibration of 0.3 mil at 150°,
Minor additional corrections reduced this amplitude to 0.040 mil at
1250 rpm. These balancing moves listed in Table 4.3 are shown
vectorially in Fig. 4.14,
A second balancing procedure that requires only displacement
amplitude measurements Is also describfc by Wilcox (5], No phase
angles are measured. The same rotor with the same initial unbalance
reading (2.7 mils at 2400) was balanced at 1250 rpm by use of this
second procedure, as described In Table 4.4. The effect of a calibration
weight placed in four angular locations equally spaced 90' apart around
the circumference of the disk is determined. Using the four vibration
readings with the original unbalance reading makes it possible to

I,'

.2<'J
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M0
0,3 In.
INITIA
UNBALANCE
2.1 In,
A

-

A

..

940

INITIAL +
CALIBRATION
4,26 In,

MEASURED

LENGTH

3,1 In,

Fig. 4,14, Vector diagram for balancing a rigid
rotor, with subsequent trim balance, After
Wilcox [5). (01967, Pitman & Sons Ld,; used
by permission)

Table 4.4 - Balancing of a rigid rotor with an overhung disk using only
amplitude measurements
Test
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Vibrational
amplitude
(in,)
0.00270
0.00113
0.00170
0.00185
0.00095
0.00065
0.00005

Details of test
Initial test
0.172 oz added at 240"
0.0312 oz added at 330*
0.0312 oz transferred from 3300 to 600
0.0312 oz transferred from 60* to 150I
0.0312 oz transferred from 150° to 240°
0.0312 oz removed,
0.0442 oz added at 210"

*After Wilcox [51 ( 1967, Pitman & Sons Ltd., London; used by permission), All tests

were run at 1250 rpm, and all balance welits were added at a 3.in. radius.
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construct an amplitude vector diagram (similar to the force vector
diagram described previously) that will allow the original unbalance in
the disk to be determined. The construction shown in Fig. 4.15 was
readily achieved by trial and error. This procedure was applied after an
initial balancing adjustment had been made (not a necessary port of the
in which a correction weight of 0.172 oz was applied at
240 , as indicated by run 2 in Table 4.4. Improvement was substantial.
The following trim adjustments 'were then made with a calibration
weight Of 0.0312 oz, applied at 330,' 60", 1500 and 240*. The magnitude of the required correction weight from Fig. 4.15 is
-

(calibration weight) (length
(length of
of 02)
24)
"-(0.0312)'-11)

0.0442 oz.

Fig, 4,15.

Rigid-rotor balancing by the four.circle
Arter Wilcox (5). (01967, Pitman & Sons
Ltd.; used by permission)

6,method.

The orientation of the required correction weight is found by
observing that, when the calibration weight is added at 2400 (test 6) the
amplitude has its minimum value. When the trial weight is added at
600 (test 4) the amplitude is maximum. With the vector 24 as a referonce, the above correction must be applied at (270-56) - 216' CCW
from vector 24, as indicated in Fig. 4.16.
Wilcox [51 indicates that with the above vector solution a correction weight of 0.0442 oz was added at 2100 (the next convenient hole).
Test 7 showed a substantial improvement in the balance of the rotor.
The results obtained with the above amplitude method and with the
phase method described previously above are almost identical (see
Fig, 4.17).
Two-Plane Field-Balanclnu Procedures
The procedures described previously are best suited to rigid rotors
with thin simple disks. Longer rigid rotors require more complex two-

S.
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POSITION VICTOR

T9ST 44

2'

Fig. 4.16, 'Construction for determining -the
Angular location of correction weights

?CORRNECTION WMIGHT.
VECTION
C

oil1
0%
0.04ot02

Ou

Initial umbalenct

01 --balsnce weights-first method
method
- balance wihs-second

Fig. 4,17. Comparison or two rotor-bulancing methods. Afl',,r W)Icox
(01967, Pitman & Son$, Ltd.; used by permission)

I

[5),

plane balancing procedures. Two-plane rigid-rotor balancing procedures
must deal with the following problems:
1. Plane separation: Unbalance effects are usually measured near
the bearings. Correction weights are usually installed In planes located
away from the bearings, often about 10% of the rotor length Inboard of
the bearings. The influence of the correction plane locations must be
considered when determining the required correction weights.
2. Simultaneous two -plane balancing: Unbalance corrections
applied in one plane will disturb the balance In the other balance plane.
A procedure 'that includes this interaction must be used to minimize
the trial and error involved.
Gross unbalance effects are usually removed during low-speed shop
balancing, Two-plane balancing of a rigid rotor In the field is com~manly a trirn-balancing operation, In which the remaining small unbalance effects are removed, Built-up rotors often require trim balancing
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after having been shipped to their destination. Large jet engines are
trim balanced in engine test cells using two end planes (first compressor
stage and last turbine stage).
The equipment needed for balancing a rigid rotor in two planes is
shown in Fig. 4.18. This is the same as that used for the single-plane
balance, except that an additional sensor and its circuitry are installed at
the second bearing. The extended instrumentation network is shown in
Fig. 4.19. The end of the rotor adjacent to the strobe lamp again has a
"clockface" of numbers painted on It, and the strobe flash again occurs
as the maximum force Is transmitted to either pedestal during rotation.
The theory of two-plane balancing is given in the next section. An
application of this procedure to the overhung rotor example discussed
by Wilcox [51 is given on pages 223 through 228.
4
TRANSDUCER
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TRANSDUCER
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Fig, 4,18, Rigid rotor In foundations with instrumentation for balancii•g
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Rigid-Rotor Influence Coefficient Balancing: Theory
Consider the overhung rigid rotor shown In Figs. 4.20 and 4.21
which operates with unbalance forces F, P acting at the two rotating
disks. The rotor is supported in two inboard bearings which experience
reaction forces R and S as a result of the rotating unbalance forces.
The unbalance forces acting on the disks are defined by the relations:
Unbalance force F -Wa
Unbalance force P -

- 2

-

U Ui

W2 a-p2 . .2
U2
g U2;' U
g

W14 1

W~2
2a2,

WI, W2 are the disk weight, and at, a2 are the c4g. eccentriciIn
respectively.
ties,which

nP

wt
R
1
Di
Bearing

•,

Bearing
is

Fig. 4,20, Geometry of overhung two.disk rotor

In inboard bearings

The vector equilibrium equationn for the bearing reactions R, S
are:
ill

F + 312' P-AR -0

where El, aN1 , c2, and i22 are the vector influence coefficients relating the unbalance forces to the bearing reactions. Replacing each of
these quantities by its complex form gives:

'

i'
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(aft + ia11)(F' + IF') + (Qf2 + ia12)(P' + I)

-

(all + /all)(F' + IF') + (a12 + iah2 )(P' + i')-

WR +

iR')

(S' + is').

Expanding the equating real aad imaginary parts separately gives:

F'

R~

~2
a~1 ahf

FP

R'

-all

P'

S

P'

S'

a0 t1 1 2 a 2
al a(l

2'I -all

tUj2

aft U12

a~

U121

or

owAe
(B

- (H i.

The influence coefficients are each found by placing a trial balance
weight B (oz in.) in each arid disk (correction plane) in turn. This
gives an unbalance force
H,, r

-

-

1,2.

g

Placing T1 in the firta disk the vector equations for equilibrium at the
bearings become:

ii (+
U21

'fl) + ZiUF

Wl

0

a~ + TI) + F922P

Sl

0.

Subtracting the original unbalance from the first of these equations
gives:
i.e.,
RI

R!-

-

l(•S-CT

1)

_R

•(

-

al + ial,.

Similarly

Zi

"

Si - S

T',

- SI e '(Cs1 -

alc4 + 101

T7T

- _ ei cs"Csr1 )

Cr)
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If the trial unbalance Is then placed in the second disk the vector equations are:
all' P + al'i , 0 + TO2)-12.
F + a22

a2'

(

--2)

-§2

The influence coefficients are:

1'2

-

R2

R

SX

I (C(

R

R-C)

)
Rt

2

M(X42 + 1012

T-2

e1(SC2

%~t2-4 2)

S2S82

"- N-

T2

T2

-a12 + iah2.

The real and imaginary terms in the influence coefficient matrix are
therefore given by:
RR

a/l - all Cos Cl m"-"

cos (CA, -C'Crl)

- ' COS

(CA - 4n),

all - all sin 6• - Al- sin (CA, - Cr,) - -L sin (Cjt - C7,1);

TR

!)

*R -

S,
ft2 - a2 COS 3
a2

- a

02CC

sinCnin2 -

T

COS (Cs, - CT2) -

T2

L

sin (CsC-••

2)

-

"

cos
OS

(

T

),

--

"-2sin (Cj -

CF2))

T2.T
a12
in ( a22
2

st

)

&in. (CS'.
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Each of the above 8 terms appears twice in the influence coefficient
matrix. When these expressions are evaluated from the trial weight
test data, the influence coefficients are obtained. ,,The influence
coefficient matrix [A I is formed from these results.' Matrix [AUJ is then
inverted to evaluato the magnitude of the original unbalance vector [G)
from the operation:

{G)-

[A]-'{H),

where H it the vector of the bearing force components resulting from
the rotor unbalance (without trial weight effects).
The required correction weights and angles are 'obtained from the
real and imaginary parts of IF) and {PJ from the [0) vector as follows:

The required correction weights C1 and C2 are then found from the
expressions

PF-

.I(j)2 + (P?)2,

to be
C1 - U, M(g1/ 2 )F1 oz in.,

C2

U2 - (/tw 2)P1 oz in.,

Wc,- -

11rt

WC2 - U2/r

2

where r, and r2 are the radlY of the correction planes in disk 1 and disk
2, respectively. The correction weight orientation angles C, and C2 are
found from the expressions

-

• Il , ,•.

* ,~'• •h1.i-.

-

*1F-
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arctan

(FI/FI)

j.. iarctan (Pi/I)
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+ 1800
+ 180.

Note that the magnitude of C, and Ut are identical, likewise C2 and
U2. 'The unbalance is corrected (cancelled) -in each case by placing both
correction weights at 180' from the determined angular location of the
original unbalances.
Two-Plant Balance of Doubly-Ov'erhung Rotor
Wilcox [5) has given details of the balancing of the doublyoverhung laboratory rotor shown in Fig. 4.21, which will now be used
to demonstrate the theory of the preceding section. The two correction
planes are located in the overhung end disks, and these planes are
assumed to contain the rotor residual unbalance (6Gb Vibration readings were taken on the bearing housings. The test results are summarized below, together with tho unbalance correutions which Wilcox
obtained using two methods, and which he found to be effective on
trial.
a

(a) 20 3Woroor

(a)Wilcox

rotor

B
earing

iiB

C
Owing

8

napidfreds
oo
Fi.42.Wlo
unbalance
Wb

forces and

reactions
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Condition

Boating

Original unbalance

R

0.85

OriginAl plus
,trial, plape I
Original plus
trial, plant 2
Balance Corrections

R 22.20
S
R
S
Left disk C1
Right disk C2

0.90
0.90
1.70
0.09 oz
0.235 oz

ýMagnitude','mum

ýAngle, des.
U
.75
350O
150'
30
191
65

W-riting Wilcox's data in term.9 ,of the, notation from the previous sec.tion on theory of influence coefficient balancing, gives original unbal-

Ai- 0.85, Cn
Tl 0.25, CT,

135

n22,R 1 -5
S1 -0.90, 4s, - 350"
R

300

T 2 0.25,, 4T23OO;

R2in0.90, CR 1 .-

150*

1.70, CS
2 -30".

`32

Substituting these values into the expressions given pre~,4ously for the
real and imaginary parts of the influence coefficients givesahll -Co CRI

cos (CR,

-

C7.1)

-

-L sn (CRz-CI

0.25 cos (7'.01-0.25 cos (135*.3001~
al

-2.93839,
al sin CR,

0.25
-7.10252.

si

Q

0.25

-C)-RsiQR

-

C7,1)

25
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In a similar mahnnr,
a[2 -

0.16606,m a12 -0.92002

.. i- 0.31404," al- -0.70634

Sir-2,00000,

ý

-

333590.

The influence coefficient matrix may now' be formed. This is done as.
shown 'be)ow. The original unbvleA©e vector Is also "frmed, and the
product-of these 'two terms gives the real and Imaginary components of
the unbalance vectors (F) and [P), viz.,

-.2.93839 -7.10252

0.16646

7Y"025 -2193839 -0.92002

'0.31404

S-0.70634

'

o0.92002--0.60104
0.16646
0.60104
'.'110!00

0.70634" -200000 -3.33590.

0.31404

3.33590 -2.000r00

-0.05196
-0.02199 0,12262,

0.00000

0.02325

-0.12262 -0.05196 -0.02325 -0.02199

"-0.01337 0.02288 -0.13690

t
Ff

0.22441

-0.02288 -0,01337 -0122441 -0.136901

Pj

-0.60104
0.60104
1.0000°0
0,00000

0,0o28
0A0193
--0.1150
-0.2187

It now remains to obtain F and P In polar form, and the correction
weights and angles, These are:
F - F1o'c' - 0.08503 eIO13'1 1;

P

-

PieICP - 0.24727 e(

F, - 0.08503 oz , C,

P-0.24727 o1-C

2

S- 62.3 .
These results agree with those reported by Wilcox in the proceeding
table. Note that the results appear In the same units as the trial weights
if the correction weights are to be inserted at the same iocations (plane,
ratdiu) as the trial weights. Care Is also needed in Interpreting phase
angle results, as the tangent values repeat every 180'.

Two-Plane Turbine Balaucing with the Influence
Coefficient Method
Jackson [6] has given details of how a turbine rotor (Fig. 4.22)
was balanced in two planes using a programmed hand calculator. The
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Fig. 4.22. Schematic of steam-turbine rotor for sample hand calculation of balance,
After Jackson 161 (01972, The Vibration Institute,; used by permission)

turbine rotor operated at 11,000 rpm, which was above its second critiCAIl speed. The bearing span was 98 in., and the rotor weight was 5200
lb. Details of the vibration readings obtained at either end of the rotor
during balancing art given in Table 4.5.S
Table 4.5 Two-plane balancing of turbine rotor
Vibration measured

Amplitude (10-3 in.)
Governor end

Exhaust end

2.6

1.5

2.6

1.0

1.1
0.8

0.6
0.6

0,36

0.4

0.11

0.0035

Initial peak bearingcap relative vibration

Vertical
Horizontal
Final peak bearingcap relative vibration

Vertical
Horizontal
Initial absolute bearingcap vibration
Final absolute bearingcap vibration

Shaft-to-bearing relative displacements were measured with horizontal and vertical proximity probes. Bearing-cap vibrations were

'W Yi'.

Liý

'
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measured, with aseismic velocity senior. The governor-end phase
reference. wai, obtained by observing the orientation Qf the clockface for
the governor-end balance plane with a stroboscope.' The 20 b~alancecorrection holes were numbered for. singular reference.-in .the counter-

clockwise direction of rotation. The exhaust-end phase reference was

taken from the 16-hole ballance row,
The 12 o'clock, position was the reference marker at both ends on
the vector 'cloc-kfac6.-'Displacement probes were mounted close to
either bearing cap at +45* and at -4So to the vertical.
Calculation details are shown In Figs. 4.23 and 4.24. All results
were calculated with a programmable hand calculator. A satisfactory
rotor balance was achieved Inthe manner described.
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Frig. 4.23. Details or rigid-rotor balance by hand calculator, From Jackson [6]. (01972,
The Vibration Institute-, used by permission)
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Fig. 4.24. Vector calculations for two-plane balancing. From Jackson [6].
(@1972, The Vibration Institute; used by permission)
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4.4 Balancing Standards for Rigid Rotors

:A number of documents outlining criteria for balancing rigid rotors
have been. developed to provide guidance on acceptable levels of re.sidualunbalance, Examples of such documented criteria for various
classes of matchihes are the following: .
I. ISO Document 1940-1973(E) [18. Thi is the busic balance crlteia document for 'rigid'-rotor 'balancing.'" It' supersedes all previous
requirements for rigid-rotor balancing. It contains comprehensive
charts of residual unbalance levels for rotor acceptance and gives defini"tionsof important balancing terms, based on wide industrial experience,
2. MIL-STD-167, 1954 91., An early balance criteria document
for balancing. Contains charts and formulas for acceptance criteria for
rigid rotors in terms of rotor weights and operating speeds.

3. National Electrical Manufacturers Association balance. criteria,
1956 110-12). Specifies required quality for balancing of armatures.
Also gives guidance on balancing technology and standards related to
tho electrical Industry.
4. American Gear Manufacturers Association balance criteria [131.
Specifies quality criteria for balancing gears, shafts, and couplings.
GOvcs guidance on balancing technology and standards related to the
gear industry.
5. American Petroleum Institute balance criteria [141. Statement
of rigid-rotor balancing requirements and procedures. Simple formulas
for salance criteria,
Othv criteria are given by Rathbone [151 and Yates (161 in guidance
papors with balance quality charts (see Figs. 4.25 and 4.26, respectively). Vibration tolerance criteria are gIven by Reiher and Meister
[171: Figure 4.27 h a vibration tolerance that developed by Feldman
ISO Document 1940-1973 (K)
Required quality of balance is defined as the amount of acceptable
residual unbalance for smooth rotor operation, Balance quality is specifled in ISO 1940 181 in terms of a range of balance quality grades, G.
Table 1 in ISO 1940 is used to specify a quality gr~kde for any rigid-rotor
application. It classifies similar equipment types into specific

'1
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Fis, 4.25. Machinery vibrailon-tolarance chart constructed by
Rathbone 1151
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Fla, 4,26, Machinery vibration-tolerance chart constructed by Yates (161
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number grades; for instance, grade 0 25 groups together the following

:"•"/:•machine
types:
Antennas,

rotating

Gas ttrbines
S

....

tuam
turbines

...

Aircr.ft eagie,

" .......•Coup

A ircraft e ngin e,
presso
"com
r
Aircraft engine, turbine
Electric motor armatures
Centrifuges, rigid
Compressor, centrifugal
Compressor, turbine
Compressor, reciprocating
Compressor
wheels
lanSi
Crankspin
flexible

Crankshafta rigid.

Cutoff wheels
Cutters
Fans and blowers, two-plane
Fan wheels, single-plane
Gotrs
Grinders, general, precision
Gyro rotors
Magnetic memory drums
Missiles, space vehicles
Propellers, helicopters, aircraft
Paddle wheels
Pulleys, sheaves
Rolls, flexible
Rolls, rigid
Rotating optics
Satellites
Spindles, machine
Shafts, high speed > 10,000 rpm
Shafts, medium speed 1000-10,000 rpm
Shafts, low speed < 1000 rpm
Torque converters
Turbine wheels
Turbinas (steam, gas, hydraulic), high speed > 10,000 rpm
Turbines (steam, gas, hydraulic), medium speed 1000-10,000
rpm

,

-

.,

-k

-.,-

• .•,,,-

-

,

.

.

~
.

.

.

..
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Turbines (steam, gas, hydraulic)o low < 1000 rpm
Universal joint shafts
Wheels, automotive, aircraft landing
Gene~r#1 machine and toot parts
high speeO, 10,000 rpm (bobbins, etc.)
medium speed, 1000-10,000 rpm (rotary brushes, clutches,
flywheels, lextile flyers, cutters, size reductiion equipment,
air classifier, household motorized appliances, etc.)
low speed, < 1000 rpm (brake drumns, propellei, (ship), pump
refiner, pulverizer, telephoto machine, instrument
components, recording drives, etc,)
Marine main turbines
Rigid generator rotors
Turbocompressor rotors
Machine tool drives
Mediuzn...ize electrical armature rotors
Small electrical armatures
Pump rotors.
The classification is broad, and it should be used with oare, since there
are exceptions and borderline rotors thht do not fit this grouping, It
should also be remembered that it Is thbe dynamnict of the rotor system
(rotor, bearings, pedestal) that determine th~e overall response to unbalanice, For all rigid rotors in any grado, the specific balance requirement
for that grade should provide smooth operation. Tlhe grstde number
represents the product of
aow - {rotot c~g. eccentricity, mm){(speed, rkd/9,) mm/s.
Thus a pump~ rotor that weighs 40 lb und o~perates at 2000 rpm should
be balanced to 1.5 nmia/s, or
aw-2.S to a 2000,
-ms 25
0.1 in./s.
m.55 25.4
Thei residual e.g. eccentriolty is therefore a - 0.0005 in, From ISO
194.0 Chart 2, at, speed 2000 rpm quality grade 2.5 gives it e~g.
ac'rentticity a -0.0005 in~., which agrees exactly with the above.
The source ot thi numerical date from which the criteria charts of
ISO 1940 were construuted in a rotor balance survey made by Muster
and Flores f19,201. Responses were obtained from manufacturers
represunthig a veyy wide variety of machinery, as listed below 1191.
These rotor types were also divided Into the following rotor weight
classes,

*
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less than 0.1 lb
0.1-0.3 lb
0.3-1 lb
1-3 lb
3-10 lb,

235

100-390 lb
300.-490C lb
1IMO-300Cb
3000-10,060 lb
IG,000-30,000 lb.

A statistical survey of the levels of acceptable unbalance reported
by various manufacturers was 'made for ea^.h rotor class. The mean
result for 6ach instance became the' leel of acceptability for the specifled operating speed. The chart shown in 'ig. 4.28 wes plotted from
this data. This figure shows values of accept~b~e residual unbalance
(in. lb/rotor Ib) plotted against speed of rotation. For each class of
machinery, at each speed level, the mean reported acceptable iesidual
unbalance level was taken as the grade level, where awe (in millimeters
per second) was the grade number, as defined above.
The data obtained in the Muster end Flores survey, and the
manner in which the results have been formalized,' now constitute the
basis of rigid-rotor balance oriteria. These data can also te used, as
"specified in ISO Document 1940-1973(E) (81, as balaitce criteria for
flexible-rotor balancing, where no other valuei are available. The need
for overall, comprehensive, and validated rigid-rotor balancing criteria
has been met with the deveLpi•ient of ISO Document 1940-1973(E)
MIL-STD-167 (1954)
The military standard document, AfMeankal Vibrations qf Shipboard
Equipment [9),ris based. oxuthe foliowing throe formulas for maximum

permissible residual unbalanue:
Speed range, N (rpm)

Maximum residusl unbalance

0 to 15

U< 0.25 W

150 to 10

U e%

Above O00n

U<

0
N1

4W

where N is the speed of rotation in rpm, U is the mitximum permissible
residual uribalance in the rotor In oz. iW'., and W is the rotor welght in
pounds. Thus, for example, the maximum permissible unbalance for a
shipboard generator weighing 220 lb and operatiug at 2400 rpm is found
as follows:
A
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2400

O.,$07 074n.

MiL*-STD 16'? is a V1ibraton. stan~uda documknt. Besides residuot
unbikfioe formhulax, It includes the staid4ird: for accptable shipboard,
Mac lniIterý VI&ratio, vos(PIS. 4.29), Inl usipboard (and other)
michlnery,ý re~ld'ij unbalsoCe It not the ozb source ofvbration:
*~ire are many other potentit! sourcos, ,,,This fact Is recomnImed by' the
vibration tolemace oiwtu (PIS. 4.29), lIn which the maximum vibration
icriterOn cwritspondus to' a maximum'ped-to-peak displatemeont level
6qual o1 timq0$ ý'the rotor~ c.g. eccentricity.
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MIL-STD..167 191, After Feldman (116.
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An informative review of MIL-STD-167 has been given by Feldman 1181, who discussed the selection of unbalance tolerances for rigid
rotors in terms of the overall vibration problem of shipboard equipment. Although balancing a rotor can do much to reduce the Vibration
of rotating machinery, other factors, such as structural resonances of
the equipment support system, will also influence the transmitted force
(and hence the. transmitted noise level). Other sources of excitation
occur from the windings of electrical machinery, from fluid flow effects
(e.g., cavitation flow vibration) in pumps, and In forced-draft fans,.
Each factor also influences the overall vibration level. Feldman [181
hu used other published work by Rathbone [151, Yates [16], and
Federn 1211 to develop guidance charts for the overall vibration levels

p

in shipboard machinery.

"NEMA Vibration Criterla
Vibration criteria are available in National Electrical Manufact'irers Association (NEMA) standards documen*t [10-121. These criteria
do not apply to maximum residual unbalance values. They are specified in terms of maximum permissible vibration levels. The standards
for ac and dc motors (10,111 give tables for recommended peak.to-peak
vibration displacement amplitudes, measured at the bearing housing.
Permissible vibration levels are specified in terms of unit frame diameter (see Table 4.6). The drive-turbine standards 1121 give charts of
recommended peak-to-peak amplitude criteria for shaft vibration amplitudes, meamured close to the bearing housing. The acceptaMe level of
vibration Is related to the speed and weight of the turbine, as shown in
Tahle 4.7.
Table 4.6. NEMA Acceptable limits of vibration for
electric motors
SFrame diameter series Peak-to-peak displacement en
bearing housing (in.)
180, 200, 210, and 220 0.001
250, 280, and 320
0.0015
360, 400, 440, and 500 0.002
Note: In general, larger frame sizes are associated with motors of
hisher power. ratlhl and/or Iowter operating spoed.

(1
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Table 4.7, NEMA Acceptable limits of vibration
for turbines
ad

e

r

<4000
4001 to 6000

Peak-to-peak displacement on
shaft at bearing support (in.)
0.0030
0.0025

>6000

0.0020

Note: Where it is not possible to measure the displacement or
the shaft directly, the peak-to-peak displacement shall not
exceed 50% or the above values,

Noither values
criteriaprovide
wore chosen
for rigid-rotor
balancing
operations.
a gien
whether
for deciding
soeguidance
The criteria
motor or turbine unit has an acceptable level of residual unbalance,
based on the observed vibration levels. A disadvantage of the supportvibration test is that the structural dynamic properties of the rotorsupport system are involved in the given criteria values and also in the
measured vibration amplitudes. Measurements taken on the bearing
caps do nnt provide any rreasure of unbalance, per so. It appears desirable to incorporate the rotor balance criteria of ISO Document 19401973(E) into the NEMA standards to guide electrical rotor balancing,
as unbalance is often a major source of observed vibrations. Eiectrical
equipment is specifically included in 'IO 1940-1973(E) in several rotor
categories. Muster and Flores (19,20] mentioned in their review of the
NEMA standard for the balance of motors [101 that the displacement
measuroments qnioted were obtained with each unit soft-mounted on a
resilient suspension system. For such arrangements the ratio of operat1rng speed to natural frequency lay in the range of approximately 5- 1.
Other Vibration Criteria
Rathbone (151 and "fates [161 have alio published charts of proposed vibration criterit for mac(hinery, based on observations of many
rotating michine systetns. Charts given by these authors are shown in
Figs. 4.24 and 4.25. Other dtta for human perception of vibration were
developed by Reiher and Meister [171 and by Crandell [221. These data
are shown, together with certain limits from the Rathbone and the
Yates curves, in Fig, 4.26, Fuither discuscion of the above critoria and
0,'harts can be found in Ref. I8.
Several other industrialc criteria are used for vibration level assess"ment, such as the American Petroleum Ihstitute (API) criteria [141 and
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the American Gear Manufacturers Association (AGMA) balinfcC criteria [131. These criteria are relatively simple and are conflnt d to limited types of rigid rotors. Both sets are covered by the rotor categories
included in ISO Document 1940-1973(E). In general, though specific
industry standards may accommodate the vibration requirements for the
rotating machinery of an industry, the guidance provided for rotor
balancing Is often minimal and may not reflect the requirements of
modern rotating equipment. ISO Document 1940-1973 is preferred iVA
such instances because of its broad data base and comprehensive guidelines.
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CHAPTER 5
FLEXIBLE-ROTOR DYNAMICS

rý
e
Nomenclature
A
a
a,,
[RI
Bx, By

SE

•,G

•b,
C
D
({F}
9
ggravitational
."IT,

SJp

•JT
SK
S[K]

K,
KS
K, Ky
K__--, B.,-L
L
M
M
[M]
SM,
Sn

cross-sectional area
eccentricity of disk c.g. from shaft axis
major axis radius of whirl ellipse
damping matrix
components of bearing radial damping
minor axis radius of whirl ellipse
radial clearance of bearing
bearing diameter
modulus of elasticity
unbalance force vector
shear modulus
acceleration
of area of shaft cross section
moment
second
discrete translator inertia at location n
polar inertia per unit length
transverse inertia per unit length
bearing radial stiffness
stiffness matrix
K/EKI 3
shaft radial stiffness
components of bearing radial stiffness
dimensionless stiffness and damping coefficients
bearing axial length
shaft length
local bending moment
mass of disk
mass matrix
discrete local mass
number of bearing location
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R
r
U
Ux, U',

whirl radius vector, R - X + 1Y
modal amplitude
unbalance, Wa
components of local unbalance

w.
(X)
x, y

specific weight
rotor displacement vector
rotor coordinate displacements
axial coordinate along rotor
"rosnsection shape factor
nt
flexibility coefficknts
p ce
angle betweon x-axis and major axis of ellipse

V

z
8i,

9,S8/BI,,
•

local shear force'

where
B. -corresponding
2Moji, wo.- toKIM
coordinate
slopes
displacements x, y
1/4di
r

IEI

X2hJ(((

p

(,)
Zgj

x{[(l + (ax)) 4]I2- (AX)2)1/2
+ (a8))4]12 + (eS,)2)1/2
whirl frequency
distance between, disks on rotor
rotating coordinates In shaft
mass density (w/g)
phase angle vector
angle between unbalance force and major axis
rotational frequency

K'1 + 10BU
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CHAPTER 5
FLEXIBLE-ROTOR DYNAMICS
5.1 -Concepts and Classificatlons of Flexible Rotors
A flexible rotor Is defined as being any rotor that cannot be effectively balanced throughout Its speed range by placing suitable correction
weights, in two separate plants along its length. The operating speed
range of such rotors Includes or closely approaches at, least one critical
speed In which transverse bending is a significant cause of the
corresponding rotor-system mode shape at that critical speed, The

modern concept that distinguishes a flexible rotor from a rigid rotor lies

L

In the nature of the balancing process required to make a given rotor
operate satisfactorily throughout Its speed range.
The classification of the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) is given in Table 1,2 for flexible-rotor types. Class 2 rotors
are divided into a variety of -qubclasses to relate them more readily to
s*ecific industrial applications. All class 3 rotors are classified as flexible, meaning that they must be corrected in more than two planes by
some flexible rotor balancing technique. Note that Table 1.2 is rotorbased rather than system-based, and should be used for guidance only.
A good estimate of the dynamic properties of a machlne can be
obtained from a computer calculation of the system, but an absolute
definition can be obtained only by testing under operating conditions.
Class 2 rotors are those that cannot be considered rigid but can be
"balanced for smooth operation with a low-speed balancing machine ILe.,
by rigid-rotor, two-plane techniqu~es. There are two subcategories of
class 2 rotors:
1.. Rotors whose axial distribution of unbalance is known, classes
2A through 2E.
2. Rotors whose axial distribution of unbalance Is not known,
classes 2F through 2H.
The axial distribution of unbalance is known in the sense that for
balancing purposes the unbalance can be considered as concentrated in
specific planes-for example, in the disk of the class 2A grinding-wheel
rotor. By balancing in one (or preferably two) planes at the disk, the
rotor can be balanced for practical operation, The same is true for the
grinding wheel and pulley in the class 2B example. In formulating a
balancing strategy, the axial unbalance distribution can be likewise surmised for the remaining machine categories 2C through 2E.
It is more difficult to surmise the axial distribution of unbalance
for the 5-stage centrifugal pump rotor, class 2F. Even when the Impellers appear identical, neither the magnitude of the unbalance nor Its

.:

•li•,~

~'

1 k,.,

"
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spatial orientation is known. Similar remarks apply to class 20 and
class 2H rotors. The class 2H steam-turbine rotor shown is an integral
forging, which may carry several thousand attached blades whose
weights are measured and are statistically distributed around each stage
to minimize the overall unbalance, The bladeY.'weight unbalance vector
for each stage is therefore statistical and varies from case to case. The
overall rotor puibalance comprises shaft unbalance and the unbalance
contributions from each of the blade stages. Low-speed beaancitig is
possible because of the geometry of the rotors shown; in general their
mode shapes involve both substantial rigid-body motion (which can be
removed by two-plane balancing) and a limited amount of flexure,
The effect of bearings on the dynamics of flexible rotors is shown
in FIg. 5.1. Stiffening the bearings will raise the critical speeds; usually
only the lowest critical speed is of interest in this class of rotors. MakIng the bearings more flexible lowers the critical speeds of the rotor
system and increases the rigid-body component of the lowest modes,
These effects can be seen in a critical speod chart, Fig. 5,2. Thus,
where only the lowest mode of the rotor system is of practical interest,
a two-plane balance will often be adequate, The dynamic properties of
all rotor systems should be calculated before construction to ensure that
the most suitable modes and critical speed location are selected to make
the balancing operation most effective.
Class 3 rotors are fully flexible rotors requiring high-speed balancing; a large generator rotor is a typical example, During operation a
large 3600-rpm generator rotor may encounter critical speeds in the
region of 700 through 2300 rpm, and its operation may also be influenced by higher critical speed effects occurring around 4200 rpm,
Operation between the second and third critical speeds requires more
complex balancing procedures than the relatively simple two-plane technique discussed previously. The reasons for this complexity and
methods for balancing cloma 3 rotors are discussed in Chapter 6.
Class 4 rotors carry flexible attachments such as blades. They can
be prebalanced by a technique related to their basic rotor class and then
trim balanced, if needed, by a suitable flexible-rotor technique, Class 5

rotors are essentially class 3 rotors that ate balanced to provide smooth
opcration at a single speed only. This speed is commonly the operating
speed, but to achieve smooth operation it may be be necessary to balance out a flexible critical speed within the operating range. An exam,
pie of a class S rotor Is a 400-Hz motor that has a critical speed of about
17,600 rpm (Table 1,3). Response amplitudes at the bearings before
and after three-plane balancing are shown in Fig, 5.3. This rotor was
balanced while operating near its first (bending) critical speed, to provide smooth operation at its design speed.

""
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Mode 3

Mode 2

Mode 1

-

F__

(a) Rigid rotor In flnexibe bearing•

(b) Stiflrotor In flexible bearings (mlnor bending In first two modes)
-

- .,

,,.

•.

(c) Flexible rotor in flexible bearlngs (substantlil
bendinl In firat two modes)

(d) Flexible rotor In r1gid bearings (no rigld.body modes)
Fig. 51, Influence of brving stiffness on flexible rotor modes
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-

10.-(b) Response curves before
and after balancing

,0

Fig, 5,.

.

.......

0

(a) Class 5 rotor
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.-.

T---

E_.

10
15
ROTOR SPEED (rpm x

20

25

10"3)

Class 5, 400-Hz motor and response curves

The ISO rotor classification in Table 1.2 can be used to assign the
type of balancing that will probably be required. A rotor-response study
will usually be made during the rotor design process to define the
dynamic characteristics of the machine system more exactly and to
optimize these characteristics for low sensitivity to unbalance
throughout the operating-speed range.
The following examples demonstrate the application of these principles:
Example 1
A 400-lb armature rotor Is required to drive a shipboard fan unit at
2500 rpm. After balancing, the maximum whirl amplitude at either
bearing is to be 0.002 in. peak-to-peak. The lowest critical speed of the
rotor in its bearings is calculated to be 3500 rpm.
The rotor was two-plane balanced to 0,5 oz-in. in both correction
planes in a low-speed balancing machine, When installed, it operated
satisfactorily at all speeds within its range.

For a second application, the same fan unit was required to operate

at speeds up to 3350 rpm. The armature was first low-speed balanced
in its two end pianos to 0,1 oz-in, On installation in the fan unit, it
again met the required whirl amplitude criterion of 0.002 in, peak-topeak at all speeds within the extended speed range. The armature
mode shape consisted mainly of bearing displacements and some small
flexing of the rotor at the higher operating speed (see Fig. 5.4).
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FAN
COPINBEARING

I:

ARMATUREI

(a)
Rotor assembly

(b) Mode sh"p

j
*

Fig. 5.A. Armature and ran rotor with whirl-mode shape
~in flrit mode

This armattire Is evidently a class 2 flexible rotor. As shown in
Fig. 5.5., ISO Document 1940-1973(E), the rotor quality class Is G6.3,
and it can have a residual c.g. accentricity of 10`1 in (6.4 oz-1n.) at
2500 rpm, 'and 0.6 x 10-3 in (4.0 oz-in.) fot operation at 3350 rpm.
Both balance criteria exceed the balance conditions indicated above.
Although the rotor exhibited some small flexural displacements at the
higher operating speed, It was still possiblu to achieve sztisfactory
operation by balancing in Iwo correction planes..
Example 2
An 800-lb centrifugal gas-compressor rotor operates at 10,500 rpm.
It was observed to pass through a first critical speed at 7720 rpm. The
maximum aliowable journal whirl amplitude was 0.001-in, peak-to-peak
when passing through the critical speed arnd at the operating speed.
It
was round that a satisfactory balance could be achieved In two
ways: (a) by bailancintg In three planes using data taken at 7500 and
10,000 rpm, (b) by rigid-body bclancing all rotor components, and
finally trim batloncing in two end planes at about 7000 rpm.
Th~is rt'~or Is actually a class 3 flexible rotor that requires flexible
or multiplane balancing for smooth operation. The first method prored eiulubalancn
iecely weffects plae beon
miesthod rmove ilross lo-pe
vmesthodoes
requis
lw-pedredsaanii
rcdual direclan,
werfectsthae byon
pln.The trimn balance made near the critical speed In two planes,
whnthe amplitudes of the flexible whirl mode shape can be measured
on compensated for, directly confirms its class 3classification. A class
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Fig. 5,5, Acceptable residual unbah'nce Moe v iosu, rotor grades,
(From ISO Standard 1940-1973 (E) used by petrrc.sgor. 'rom ISO.)
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2 rotor can be balanced in a rigid-rotor balancing, machine,' whereas a
class 3 rotor requires more sophisticated balancing techniques (see
Chapter 6). An effort should be made dVring design to make eyaecy
,
rotor a class 2 rotor, This will simplify the Inltlit kalarcin'g process by
allowing a two-plane balance in a low-speed maci•ine.. It will also make
subequent field balancing easier by requiring corrections ihi two plaes,
o0nly, For rotors that clearly belong In cl(ss 7', this fact shoelld bj recognized early in the design process.
'.
modern tendency is to provide rotor mtdcpkn balance, planes
along with easy-access ports through the machine easing, Field balancing of such rotors is much simpler, and,:The need to remove the eotor
from its casing for balancing is less likely to arise.

,
.

5.2 Dynamic Properties of Fiexlble-Rotoi Gystems
Flexible-rotor systems have critical speeds and chaiacteristic mode
shapes in the same manner as described for rigid-rotor systems.
Flexible-rotor mode shapes tend to 6a more complex, though the
underlying modal principles are identical in both cases. The important
dynamic properties of flexible-rotor systems are given in Table 5,1.
The interrelations among these factors are indicated in Fig. 5.6.
The matrix equation of motion ior any rotor-bearing-foundation
"systemacted on by any force vector can he wrltten as

[M]+ [111Il + [K X)x -{}
"where
•.•;[B]
I•,[K]
(;
•'

for the systemn
mass matrix
-- damping
itreain[Mi
trattrix
-stiffness matrix
{x}, {i}, 1i}
harmonic displacement, velocity,
and acceleration vectors, r'espectively
(F)
force vector,
The above interrelationship arises through the system dynamic equation
as follows:
Undamped critical spved
[M]

(i)

+ [KI (x)-

0.

The undamped critical speed equation arises from the omission of
damping and forcing terms in the system equation. The roots o of this

----------------------

.4

,,
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expression give the undamped natural frequencies w,,,, 1 4, 2, ... of
the rotor system. The vector fi,) give the corresponding mode shape.
Da~mped critical weed

II)+ [B]ii + [KJ (z) -0.'
When the dam~ping force terms are retained, the damped roots
(AI~ ~ i: Iv contain both damping (ag).and frequency (iVg) termis
for each mode solution for the damped response (1) to initial time
boundary conditions may be obtained for a Specific time interval.
Forced response amplitude

[M] (14 + [B] (i1 +4(K] (z) -(Fet)).'

I
(

The damped system response to specified forcing irqputq incl'udinS synchronous forcing from unbalance Is obtained by solving !he c 'orplete
system matrix equation. For unbalance forcing thui solution is obtained
at specified rotational speed values.
Transmiterdforce
(Fe) - 1D1] (is) + [KI (x.),
(nith bearnng),

The force transmitted at any beating location n can be determlýed using

the force matrix equation, Both real (F. in-phase) and imAginiary (&I

quadrature) force components are obtained and combined to give the
magnitude and phase of the transmitted-force responses,

F. [(F1) 1 + (F1)I"12,
and
-arctan

-N.

Stability threshold speed
[N] (OR(w)) + II(B ) {(11'()) + I(KG)! (xw))

-0.

Solving the modified system equation for its lowest root, where both
damping and stiffness are functions of the nonsynrhronous whirl frequency so,gives the stability threshold speed ca at which the rotor will
begin unstable whirling with frequency t'.
The matrix equations presented above can be solved for constant
coefficient values, though In practice the damping mattrix and the

---
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* stiffness matrix may' Vary with frequency,, amplitude of' vibration, and
other, factora'. In prIcular, the' bearing coefficients may 'var) nonlinearly with -amplitude, and freciuency, The matrix equation can be
solved point by point with constant coefficients over specified ra~gies of
speedt for, mplitude,"or, ;ratural 'requency vafilas.ý Where the coeffi
cients are nenlinear, special technliques involving tm.-te inteain
'iir6 required [1-31.
Szemrl' methods, are avAilable for 'the dynamic, analymis. of rotor systems. The' M71klestad-Ptohl iterative, methodl has ,been exte'asively
by Lund' (4~-61 and' others for, critical speeds, unbalance
response, 4knd stability analysil,. Matrix analysis of rotor systems has
been'dev'eloped by Morton [7,81, RuhI and Booker 19i, and Thomas
1101. Matrix rotor-anelysis tichniques have ne~t been widely used,
probably becswse of the highly developed state of thm iterative method
and because of the Inconvenience of the large coefficient matrices,
which are commcaly asymmetrical due to differing bearing coefficients
in the coordinate directions,
5.3 Simple System Models Used for Rotor-System Analysis
Considerable Insight into, system response can be obtained with
relatively simple analytical models. Such models are based on prior
knowledge (ar assumption) of the system response modes, For examnpie,' the lowest critical speed and unbalance response of' a flexible rotor
in rigid bearings (Fig. 5la) can easily be estimated by representing the
rotor as a point mass on a massless beam, supported as shown in Fig.
5.7b, If the correct proportion of the rotor mass required at inidspan
for this case is not known in advance, a greater number (two or three)
of masses can be used, as in Fig. 5.7c, and an influence coeffcient
matrix technique can be used (see below) to avoid matrix inversion
problems when solving for the lowest root. Rotor-- bearing systems
may be analyzod in a similar manner. Several examples of rotor system
analysis using simple models will now be given.
Symmetrical Single-Masus Rotor to Undamped Bearings
The system shown in Fig. 5.8 is symmetrical about midspan, and
the bearings have identical properties in the x- and y-directions. Shaft
stiffness K, Is identical In all transverse directions. The equations of
motion for the disk c.g. are:
1 il + KI(xi - X2) - ±maw, Cos wt
2
2
AfyY+ K,(y - y 2) - MaW2 sin wt.
22
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E,I,w,A

L
(a) Uniform rotor in rigid
bearings
W--wAL/2

E,l

fl

E,l
0 z

L
(b) Representation of rotor for
first mode analysis
wAL/3 wAL/3 wAL/3

I

(c) Representation of rotor for
first three mode analysis
•

FIB. 5,7, Point-mass and massiess-beam representations or rotor

'E

I
g

M = W0
x

Y~z

, X X1
Ra

yy
Fig, 5.8. SIngle-disk, flexible rotor in undamped flexible bearings,
E - Elastic axis of shaft at disk, 6 - c.g. of disk
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Bearing force equilibrium gives:

FK
- Cx

iXl

KIx

2);

X2- - £+

KI

X1

K
1

F• -K2y

2-

KI(y - y 2);

Y2- KI+

Y.

Combining the above expressions Sives:.

+MR, + KoRI -Ma

2e,

where
R-

X1 + 1yI

R 2 - X2 + IY2

K

KIK2
K1 + K 2 '

For harmonic motions,
R- - rsle",

R 2 = r 2e*".

Substituting leads to the c.g. whirl radius response solutions,
iMao2

K1
122 -

K0__Mo

2

2

2

In dimensionless form,

22K

r[l
2

I

KI "2
KK
-

-

-

K, + K 2 Ko - I MW2

1

aKI + K2 I

.

t journal
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The transmitted force is
K-2x 2, F, - K2y 2, i.e., F - K 2R 2

S-

- Maw2

K, X 2
2
K'1 +K 2 Ko - jAa2
I

-K

2-M aw2

1

2

In dimensionless form,
21 F' I Ma

(€I ca

I

I

r2 r-

(wlW),

I

Example; A 400-lb single-disk rotor has a bending stiffness of I0O
lb/in. It is supported in identical end bearings, each having a stiffness
of 3 X 105 lb/In. If the disk has a c.g. eccentricity of 0.00S in., find the
journal response and the transmitted force (a) at 3000 rpm and (b) up
to a speed of 10,000 rpm.
Solve the problem ini dimensionless form. The stiffness Ko is
(10') (6 )(l0')) - 0.857 I0s lb/in.
K, K 2
' (7X 10')
, K2
Kgl+
The system critical speed is

w•-

"I [2r
.....
400 (386.4)2(0.857) (101)

IV- 9.55w. - 3836.0 rpm,
The c.,. whirl radius at 3000 rpm is
.
0

N

3000

"3886

3886

11

-0.596

469rds
-406.9
rad/s,

*

~ ~

Pn- rn....
E

.....

.
....

.. .

*
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r0.596

1.475

-

11

-0.596

ar - (0.005) (1,475) - 0,00738 in.

r-

r2 KI +K2

1-

2

K•I
K1 + K2 , ,

0.2107

(1.475)

r 2 - r2a - (0.2107) (0.005) - 0.00105 in,
Bearing transmitted force is
2.475

F1•.-1-

1

2

2M aw2

1

2

7

F-L (M aW2)P*
-

200

)

.41-j (0.005)

13000)2
(2.475) - 632.2 lb.

Transmitted force per bearing - 316.1 lb
The undamped response curve for c.g. whirl radius, journal whirl
radius, and bearing transmitted force is shown In Fig. 5.9.
Symmetrical TwoeMaus Rotor in Undanmped Hearings
Warner and Thoman [11I gave the rotor c.g. equations for the case
shown in Fig. 5.10 in the following form:
Mat0 2 cos Wt

12 MI + I (xI - fx 2) "

2

a

2

I~i
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(b) Dimensionless transmitted force vs whirl frequency ratio
FiS. 5,9. Variation of amplitude and transmitted force with
rotor speed for single-mass rotor In undamped bearings
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SM

k

2

4-

L

2

tdoiesyiwrm proportion s

(a)

\j

'hMS(U2

iMOw2
x

X2

'TrK

________

K2

f~rK2

T

(b) Firot whirl-mode shape agid enbalonce ¢•lcltation
½MiW2

(c) Second whirl-mode shape and unbalance excli.tion
Fil. G.0. Two-mavs, flexible rotor lt undamped flexible buarinis

and
SM"I + -l(yj -

y 2) -1 MaW2 sin w,

in which M Is the mass of each rotor disk, f is the distance between the

disks, and a is the disk influence coefficient defined by:
First mode: (xI - x 2) -

a

(yP - Y2) -

,aya.

+ F&ahb
+ Fbyuoi
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Second mode: x1 - (x 2 "

Y1 -02 "

-

yao,-

Fbta.b
FbYhb.

Introdioniol the conventions
Mode

$"i
allows

First
Second

a

I

a,, + ab
a., - aab

the above expressions to be written as
x,-

Cx 2 -

x

and
1 - 0Y2 - Fa-

The bearing force balance is
(V1-

x 2) " K2x 2,

X"

( + aK 2)x 2

and
,-

(+

y2-+y -

/) 2)Y2 /K

Solving gives the whirl radius at tlho Journal as

and at the disk cg.,,
Sr,

S::

"=x, + iy,

ml

(•~~+ a•K2) (aia) (d~)

erei71)":L11K?, [1 -- (W/W)2]<-1(o)2(/l'
,
where
1,2 _ (2/Ma) and i - ,PI. In dimensionless form these equa,tions can be written as
( ¢a/ W ) 2
r• - r2 .•
"

,

~~~~a aK2 UI-(l,)l

••Io)

Sand
r,
,,,•'

~

(f + aK2) (oW/Wo)2
•o/o.2
~~a
a K2[1
o1 ••
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The bearing transmitted force is
F - K 2r 2

-

K2 [

-H-l1)i (/I

2{_[ IIIl

2(

-'

and the dimensionless transmitted force is
F_-

2F

Maw
I -i

-"

wn

aK24I

Whirl Modes of Uniform Rotor In Undamped Flexible Bearings
The rotor modes for the system shown in Fig. 5.11 can be
represented by the general modal equation

r - A cos Xz + B sin hz + C cosh Xx + D sinh z,
where r is the whirl radius, A, B, C, and D are constants of integration, and A is (pA w 2/ E) 1/4.
LL

K
A

E,I,A,w

K

(a) Uniform cylindrical rotor In
flexible and bearings

(b)

Mode I

(d) Mode 2

(d) Modo 3

Fig, 5.11,

(a) Unil'orm rotor in undamped
- (d) Mode shapes

flexible bearings, (b)

i"
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The integration constants can be determined from the boundary condltions, which are:

""For

Z -,

and

2r

.d- 0

(zero end moment)

7dz 2

and
S
Ky
For z

-

-

El

dx3

(for'•e
W-m equilibrium);

L,
2r

-0d0

(zero end moment)

dz2
and

"-Ky- E, 1

(force equilibrium).

Subsdtnting gives
-A + C - 0,
2KA -- B + D -0,
-A (cos XL + cosh XL) -B

sin .L + D sinh AL - 0,

B[f(cos \L +* cosh .L) - 2K 2 sin XL + (sin XL -- sinh XL)

"+2K cos XL]
-D[K(cos XL + cosh WL) + 2K' sinh XL 4- (sin XL .- sini

L)

+ 79 uosh XL] - 0,

where
K

KL

I

is the dimensionless stiffness. Simplifying gives the frequency eqution
(cos UL cosh XL - 1) - 2K(cos XL sinh xL - sin XL cosh .L)
-

2KV sin XL sinh XL - 0.

This expression reduces to the well-known frequency equations
corresponding to the limiting cases K oo (pinned-pinned) and K - 0
(free-free).

t
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The mode shapes depend on the dimrnesionloss stiffness K, which
is frequency dependent through the X-terrn. The normalized modal
displacements JI for the i th mode are givon by
1J,
- cos Xjxj + cosh h.xj - 2K sinh •,x, + ai(sin k.xf + sinh X•.x),
'where
(cos XL - cosh X.L + 2K"sinh .L),

(sinALL-sinhAL),

,

-

Typical mode shapes are shown in Fig. 5.11.
Whirl Modes of a Rotor with Overhung Couplings In Undamped
Flexible Hearlngs
Consider the rotor system shown in Fig. 5.12a, which consists of a
flexible three-mass rotor, such as an auxiliary drive turbine in a
compressor train with overhung couplings. The rotor operates in flexible undamped bearings with isotropic radial stiffness properties.
The system equivalent dynamical model is given an assumed displacement such that R, > R 2 > ... > R 5 and 01 >02> ... > 05.
The Ki coefficients are the bending elastic coefficients; the K12
coefficients are the slope elastic coefficients for the shaft sections.
Neglecting the slope elasticity simplifies the model and the equations of
motion. The equations of motion for this case are
MIR, + KIR, - KIR 2 - 0,
-

KIR, + (K1 + K?. + K 3)R 2

K 3R3

-

0,

M 3Rk3 - K 3 R 2 + (K3 + K 4)R3 - K 4R4 -0,
-

K4 RA + 'K4 + Ks + K 6 )R 4 - K6R 5

and
AfRs

K6R 4 + K6R. - O.

-

0,
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,1

R3

+ 81

R4

02

+06j
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6R
3

894
K 41

(ýM

12 K2
2 I
(a) Equivalent

8

K42

___

KL i

dynamical model

a~g. I
KI
e~g. 3

!~~

2

•

K3

e.g. 5'

~ -,v

cg,

R2

(b) Displaced system-slope effects neglected

1

K5 (X4-.x5 )
cg

,g 3 .

-K 5 1X4-x 61

-K(xI-X 2)
W

-K 3 (x2-x 3 )

.K~x4

-K 2x,
(c) Free body diagrams-slope effects neglected

"Fig,5,12,

Equivalent dynamical model, displaced system, and free-body

diagrams: rotor with overhung couplings and undamped flexible bearings

U!
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Assuming harmonic motions, substituting into the equations, and
arranging in matrix form gives
(KI-Mi ?

-K

0

o

2

3

(K3+K4-M3w )

0

- K4

0

0

P2

0

-K 4

0

r3

0

( 94+K 5+K d)
-K6
(K6-Myq*2)
-K 6

0

0

0

0

0

-K 3

(K[+K4+K 2)

-Kj

where Rj

0o

-

,++)

'
,1

4

01
o0

ri e"', the r1 are constants, and I - 1 through 5.

-

The resulting amplitude matrix expression is

[K- MW2! IF} - (0).
For the specific case in which
K 1 - K 3 - K 44- K 6 - 1,
K 2 - K 5 - 2,

M

1

M3

-M
-

5

- 1,

2,

substitution gives
0

0

rl

0

0

r2

(2-2&)) -1

0

r3 -0.

(I -W2)

-1

0

-1

4

-1

0

-1

0

0

0

2

- 1
0

0

4
-1

-1
(1-w

r4
2

)

r5

The matrix expression can be reduced by expanding rows 2 and 4 and
solving for the amplitudes of r 2 and r 4:
-ri + 4r2 - r3 - 0,
-r

3

+ 4r4 - r-

0,
,1,
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r2 - 0,25 (r, + r3),
4r

0).25 (r 3 + rs).

"Substituting these expressions Into the matrix for ri and r 4 gives
(3-

I+>0

4M

1

..-

-1

(6-8r3)

o

-1

0

-1

r

',

'0,

(3 ".4 ) i rs

The nontrivial 'solution requires that the determinant of the coefficient
matrix be equal to zero. Thus
(3-l)(2W4
3,2 .+ 1) 0.
The solutions for w2 are
' ,2,3

-

0.5, 0,75, 1.0.

Expanding the amplitude matrix gives
Sr3 - (3

--

rs - [(6 -

4w 2)r 1 ,

8g)) (3 - 52) - lIrl.

If r, is unity, then corresponding values of r3 and rs for the first three
modes are found as follows:
Mode 1
rI 1
r3

1

r5

1
r7,

Mode 2
1

Mode 3
1

0
-1

:'

-1
1

(114)(r, + r3),

r4 - (1/4)(r

3

+ r5 ),

and

4r Thethre
•;

s -

1/2,

r? - 1/4,
rar -how
1/4,
g 5.

r?
ri

0,

The three mode shapes are shown in Fig. 5.13.
"AY
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1.015.
Ad

A
SAj

'4o?0.5

(a) First mode
At
0,S

2

A3

A4

As

0-1.0o
(b) Second mode

c4 -

0,7S
A5

A1

0

A4

2

A3
(W) Third mode w?

1.0

Fig, 5,13, Mode shapes for rotor with overhung couplings In

undamped flexible bearings

Uniform Shaft In Rigid Bearings with Overhang
The riSht-hend bearing in Fig. 5.14 represents a loading discontinuity that cannot be accommodated within a single equation of
motion, There are thus two domains of integration for this system, for
which the general modal equations are
- A cos Xx1 + B sin kzl + C cosh Azi + D sinh ?,zI
for 0 < z I< L Iand
r2 - E cos ),z2 + F sin XZ2 + G cosh ),z2 + H sinh Xz2

fur 0 < Z2 < L2. In these equations A, B, ... , G, H are constants of
integration, to be determined according to the following boundary conditions:
For zl - 0,
rl

--

,

"d-

- 0

(zero moment);
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r• E,i,A,w

•

(a)
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E,IoA,W

Rotor proportions

(b) Rotor deflection shape

in first mode
Fig. S,14, Uniform shaft In rigid bearings with overhang

For z 1 - LI,
1 ,,-o,
• 1I -

For

(equal slope);

Z2 -0,

d2r.
dZ?

r2 - O,

-

dz

(equal moment);

For Z2 - L 2 ,
d2 r2

f; '

0

d3 r 2
d! 2 - 0

(zero moment);
(zero shear force).

Substitution and elimination gives the frequency equation
(cosh XLI sin XLi - sinh XL1 cos XLI)(cosh XL2 sin XL2
-

sinh XL 2 cos Ž,L2)- 2 sinh XL, sin .LI

x (1 + cosh XL 2 cos XL2) - 0,
This expression was obtained and solved by Dunkerley [121, who gave
the following eigenvalue results for the lowest whirl mode,
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Ratio L1/L 2

XLI'

1,00

1.506

0.75
0,50
0,33
0.25
0.20
0.00

1,902
2.507
2.905
3,009
3.044
3.080

Dunkerley gave no results for the system normal mode shapes, but
these are readily obtained by applying appropriate boundary conditions
to the general solution, Eqs. (5.1). Writing .J/I and j1(2) as the normalized modal forms across L 1 and L 2 for the I th mode, and a P)' and a1(2)
as the integration-constant ratios defined previously gives the following:
For 0< x, < L 1,
JI(I)

-

sin

Axi - aI) sinh Ax,

and
(I)

(sin ALl),
(sinh hL I ),'

-

For 0 < x 2 < L 2,
j

cos Xxi - cosh AX, + cos AL 2 + cosh AL
sinh L2

-(2)-

2

sinh X,
n

+ at2) sin Ax1 + sin ,L2 sinh Xxi.
sinh AL 2

(2).

[sin AL2 + (cos AL 2 + cosh X L 2) (cosh XL 2/sinh XL2)],
[cosr AL2 - (sin AL2 /sinh A L 2)cosh AL 2 ]i

5.4 Dynamic Properties of Rotors In Real Bearings
The practical deficiency in the analyses given in the previous section lies in the representation of the bearing dynamic properties. The
rotor models, though they may appear simple, will often be adequate to
represent the contribution of rotor flexure to the system modes. For
instance, an analysis using a single-disk rotor system may provide use-

-

-t
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ful data on the lowest system mode; but it cannot provide data on the
second system whirl mode, i.e., only one disk. Neither dan the
assumption of isotropic bearings provide information on elliptical orbit
whirling. An important principle of practical rotor-dynamics analysis is
to obtain the desired information with the simplest system model.
Several efforts have been made to correlate results obtained from
the rotor models described in the preceding section with practical test
results. This is desirable because to the extent that reliable calculations
can be made, the need for prototype testing of actual rotors can be
minimized or even eliminated. Such, a capability also represents an
important diagnostic tool for troubleshooting. System modeling may
begin with the rotor configurations described previously,* but a more
sophisticated bearing representation Is usually needed to determine the
performance of real systems. The concept of bearing dynamic properS
ties dates back to Stodola [131, but the first significant contributions
were made by Hagg [141, Hagg and Sankey [151, Raimondi and Boyd
[161, and Sterniicht [171, The Appendix gives a review of important
aspects of the theory of bearing dynamic properties, with a selection of
results from the open literature.
For the linear analysis of rotors in bearings, a major aspect is the
representation of bearing dynamic forces in terms of stiffness and

damping coefficients. For fluid-film bearings, the following linear
representation is widely used:
F,- KX X+ K.0YY+ B, X -4-H
BY
and
F,P- I4, X + Ky, Y + By, i + B,, V
For rolling-element bearings, no cross-coupling exists and the bearing
linear force relations become
S-

FX + B.X

and
S-

KyX + By

where F,, Fy are the bearing dynamic force components occurring
about the journal position of static equilibrium; K,, ... Kyy, B. ... Byy
are the bearing dynamic coefficients; X, Y are the journal dynamic displacements, and X, Y are the journal dynamic velocities. The appendix
*More complex rotor models mliy be used in computer studies.
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gives details of the derivation of such coefficients for fluid-film bearings. References [181 and (191 give data suitable for use with rollingelement bearings. Typical charts for several types of fluid-film bearings
are given in the Appendix.
The study of rotor motions with the bearing dynamic coefficient
approach has allowed the development of efficient computer programs
for use in the analysis and design of rotor systems. Although this
approach continues to be the basic analytical procedure
used in Industry
today, there are certain instances where it is inadequate: rotor opera.
tion at a high bearing eccentricity ratio, prediction of post-threshold
speed, and all strong nonlinear conditions. In such instances accurate
analysis requires that the instantaneous forces (bearing, gas seal, blade,
etc.) acting on the rotor be Incorporated into a time-step integration
procedure. A general purpose computer program for performing this
type of nonlinear analysis has been developed by OGberson [2).
Details of several linear rotor-and-bearing unbalance-response analyses are given in the remainder of this chapter. These studies demonstrate the analysis technique and include typical results that can be
achieved through the use of such calculations. Good comparison work
between predicted and measured results is rare in the open literature,
but that which exists demonstrates that computer rotor-dynamics
analysis can be both valid and accurate when properly applied. Several
studies of the damped response of rotors will now be discussed.
Unbalance Vibrations of a Single-Maui Rotor
In Fluid-Film Bearings
The rotor-and-bearing system considered (141 is shown in Fig.
5.15. It consists of a flexible shaft of stiffness K. (lb/in.) carrying a
rigid mass section with a c.g. eccentricity a (in.) from the shaft elastic
axis. Both bearings have a radial stiffness K (lb/in.) and radial damping B (lb s/In.). The bearing properties are assumed to be identical in
both the x- and y-directions. The whirl orbits are therefore circular.
Charts of the bearing stiffness and damping properties vs Sommerfeld
number S - I(MN/p)(R/C)'2 are included for bearing L/D ratios of
1P.0 and 2.0. Stiffness coefficients in both horizontal and vertical directions are liven. Only a single curve for damping coefficients is given.
For this system the equations of motion are:
M11 + 2K,(X, - X 2) - MaW2 cos Wt,

MY! + 2K,(v,

-

Y2)

-

MaW2 sin Wt,
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M2 4 ±wt

KB

•'

K,B

X,Y ,
Fig. 5,15, SIngle-mass rotor In fluid-fil)m bearings, alrer Hags [141

K(

-

X2) - KxXI + BJXi,

K.(YI - y2) - K,Y2 + By Y2.

S•

With the stated assumptions Kx - Ky - K and Bx
B, - B. the
whirl orbit is circular and the above expressions when combined give
2
MAt + 2K%(Rt - A2) - Mae eoIf
and
where

K.(RI - R 2)

KR2 + BR2,

Iinl
-/T,

R,-X" + I,

-,

2.

For harmonic motions,

X,, - xe l", Y, - y, e.
and

~~R, -

;i

e.

Substituting gives
2K.K - (K + (K
K.)M
+ K,) ++

lo)B(2K.- Ma)') rr] -

e2
aW2 .
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Writing
2K.
M

K
K

B

B

r2

" B, "2M,.

gives

r1

_

r2

a

1-r

r2

r

)+I2Cr

(I+
2

2

[1-K(r /l-r

2

)J+I2Cr'

_
_2

""a l-•

[1 - k(r2/1 - r2 ) + 12Cr'

These are the normalized vector forms of r,and r 2. The respective
modulus and phase angle for each are given by
12
"+
k)2 +

a

2
U1(r1)2 + (2Cr)
2 + (2C2
r2 1 R
arca

arctan
-

(I + TC) 2 +

(2C•r)

2

and

r2e arctan

2
((- kr,1) + (2Cr)2

where

K22

,,

T .

r2

1
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Hag& 114) gives
+_,'12Bw
ll
-- 112
]2 K[1
-F
I
Kl
•
I • .I K

which on substituting for the dimensionless quantities will be found to
correspond with the first expression (for Irt/al) given above. In
discrete form the expression for the journal whirl radius is

4L

1/2

2

2_

a

_

_

12K1

w'I w2J+

The following numerical calculation for a turbine-rotor system is
given by Hagg 114):
Rotor weight W - 20,000 Ib
Rotor mass M - 621.118 lb s2/ft.
Shaft stiffness K, - 2.07 X 106 lb/in.
Bearing type - 120* partial arc
Bearing length L - 10.0 in.
Bearing diameter D - 10.0 in.
Bearing area A - 100 in.2
2
Bearing unit load p - 100 lb/in.
2
Lubricant viscosity 14 - 3.5 X 106 Ib s/in.

Y.

Sommertfld numnber S -

- 6.5

Bearing operation variable (4S) - 26
Horizontp' bearing dimensionless stiffness CKH
1/W - 5.0
Vertical earing dimensionless stiffness CKy/ W - 6.4
Bearing di r',nsionless damping CwB/ W - 10.5
System stiffness ratio K - K/Ks - 4.0
B
- 6.0.
System damping ratio - 8w/2K
The dimensionless c.g. response amplitude Jr2 /a I of this system is
compared in Fig. 5.16 with that of an undamped system and also with
the unclamped rigid-bearing case. It is evident that the peak amplitude
response is less than that of either undamped system and that system

The
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'0.9

1.0

ILo

1.8

Fig, 5,16, Unbalance response or a simple massive rotor In
fluid-film bearings, (After He"g (141.)

damping increases the critical response frequency toward the rigidbearing critical frequency.
This response could be converted into half-amplitude whirl data
Ir2l If a value of the unbalance eccentricIty a were given. The rotor of
this example would most likely be a class 2 rotor, and it would fit into
Quality Grade G 2,5. From Fig. 5.5 at 1950 rpm (200 rls) a residual
balance of 0.16 oz-in./100 lb would be required for a satisfactory balance. This corresponds to a total unbalance of
U - 0.16 x 200 - 32 oz-in,
The c.g. eccentricity corresponding to this unbalance is

U

32.0

W

20,000 x 16

100 x 10-6 in. - 100

Iin.

- a.

The corresponding c.g, half-amplitude at the critical response peak is
ri

and

a

- 9.0,

L0.955.
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Thus
JrIJ - (9.0)(100 x 10-6) - 0.9 X 10- in.
The c.g. peak-to-peak unbalance vibration amplitude for this case at
resonance is therefore 1,8 X 10-3 in. under steady-state conditions.
It Is of interest to extend Hagg's result to obtain the journal whirl
amplitude, which Is given by
S- (I +
+
11/2

(Il+KTrj) +(2

ar.

r2

0.912

a

10,371 (I + 4

and
2-

0
10.37

1037
r2

402

(4)2

x 10,37)2 + (2 x 6)2

-

0.939,

0,939 (100 x 10-6) - 0,0939 x 10-1 in,

The journal peak-to-peak unbalance vibration amplitude is therefure
0.188 x I0-3 In, under steady-state conditions. For the bearings
described (radial clearance 0.008 in.), this is well within acceptance
requirementsl
As a rule of thumb, for eccentricity ratios less than 0.5,
a whirl radius one-tenth of the radial clearance is acctptable, In the
above case this corresponds to a whirl radius of 0.008 in., which would
result from an unbalance of 1362 oz-in.
Single-Mass Flexible Rotor In Fluid-Film Bearings: The Influence of
Different Bearing Types on Uabulance Response

,*

A more extensive study of the influence of bearing properties on
the response of a single-mass rotor was made by Lund and Sternlicht
120]. The bearings were represented by eight dynamic coefficients for
which values had been obtained using (then) newly developed digital
computer programs, Curves of the dimensionless transmitted force vs
speed ratio are presented for various bearing operating eccentricity
ratios, for tho case of a plain cylindrical bearing with LID ratios of 1.0
and 0,5. A typical result Is shown in Fig. 5.17. These results show the
influence of bearing operating eccentricity on the transmitted force.
They show that transmitted force increases and then decreases as the
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rotor passes through the system critical speed, and that this increase is
less when the rotor operates at low eccentricity than when the operating
eccentricity ratio is high. This occurs because the available stiffness
effect is lower at lower eccentricity, and there is also more squeeze-film
effect. More precisely, the parameter
K

-2

is higher, and, as shown previously, this factor determines the rotor
whirl amplitude and hence the bearing transmitted force throughout the
critical speed range, The results are applicable to any rotor in plain
cylindrical bearings with the given LID ratio, in terms of the stated
dimensionless parameters.
Data on the influence of two other bearing types--four-axial
groove bearings and elliptical bearings-are given in a more
comprehensive report by Lund and Sternlicht [211. The same general
force vs response pattern is again shown. Bearing geometry is
prescribed, and the results are restricted to the bearing proportions
given. Data on the dynamic properties of all bearing types used in this
study are tabulated, and details are given of the theory from which
these data were obtained.
Two-Mass Flexible Rotor In Fluid-Film Bearings: Design Charts for
Response and Transmitted Force
Warner and Thoman [111 extended the work of Lund and Stern:icht to the case of a flexible rotor in 1500 partial arc bearings. An
eight-coefficient bearing model was again used. The rotor carrie, two
disks, each with a mass of (1/2)M a distance fCL apart, where L is the
rotor span between bearings and j here is a coefficient < 1.0. The system has midspan symmetry; see Fig. 5.18.
Two disks are used in this example. By using the principle of
mode separation, either the translatory whirl mode or the conical whirl
mode can be obtained from the analytical formulation simply by selecting the appropriate value of the coefficient C. For a symmetrical first
mode C - 1. For the second mode, the rotor inertia gives C - V-7M.
For the first mode, the shaft bending deflection between the disk
and the bearing due to force F is given by
(XI - X) - Faxact

+ Fa,,&,

and
(Yr - Y) - Fy.taa "4"
Fbvab,
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K

B

K

•

unbalance

eIn-phase

L

I-

iAntphase unbalance
FIg 5.18, Symmetrical, two-mass rotor In damped flexible beirlngs

as

M~~~aab

-

F., - F6, -

- F,(a.. +

(X- -

,

Clb),

(YI - Y)- Fy (a.o+ 0i°•).

Fay - Fby - FY,

For the second mode the expressions are

Yj - ý Y- Fy=a0 - Fbyaob,
that is, as previously shown,
X1 -/fX

YI

- F,(ia.= - ab)

- fy"- Fy(aa,

ab=.

With use of the conventions

Mode

I,

First

1

aaa + acb

Second

C

a

-
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the following expressions are obtained for both modes:
7X
X- JX - F,,a
and
Yj -

Y- F~a.

The equations of motion can now be formed by recognizing that
MXi - - F1 + Maw 2 cos wt
and

;

(5.1)
Mk 1 - - Fv + Maw 2 sin wt.

Hence,
caMX1

-

(XI - ,X) + Maw2 coS

(t,

(5.2)
aMYj - (Y, - eX) + MaW2 sin wt.
The force balance at the bearings in the first mode is
x

-

fx) - K 1,x1 + K, Y +

BR,,Xk+ B,

and

(r- t Y) - g,,x + Ky, Y + Byj, + B,,y
(Y

!a

Similarly for the second mode moments,
1;CL -(Kg•X

+K.

Y + BJA +B,

k)L - fh (XI - gX)
a

and
FeL -(Ky x + Ky, Y+ B• + Byk)L S~a

,•:•

(Y -

rY).

With the convention given above, the equations for both modes
can be written as

~-L(x,
- •X)

~

- K,,X + Kv,Y+ sBj + B0 '

'

a

•~Y
p:#

5;!

and
and"

(5.3)

- Y
)) K)•,, X + K,, Y + By

+ Byy k,.

,

V
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It is now necessary to eliminate XI, Y, from the above equations
by substituting
X-" xew,

X, - x, ell",

•Ir

C`
yI lert,

Y

V•

Y

-

into Eq. (5.2) and by solving for x1 , yl. This gives
fx + a
ex + a
i•
1 - (W/W") 2
1 - aMo 2

I

•!

and

where w,2

-

(5.4)

fy~ - Id
1-(!.2

jx - la
~~1-ao2

1/aM, Substituting Eqs. (5.4) into Eq. (5.3) gives

ex

a 2

-

Kx + Kgy + icuB,,x + ,•wy (5.5)

and
a

-' )
I (o1y

-I wIB.)Iw2

f-

-

y,
xx + Kyyy + IwBy,,,x + IwB~yyy

KwxKY

on canceling the eý`. Multiplying through by C/ W and writing
K

c~ 2
-

Wa

(W/W")2a

1 - (o/W,)

2

Wa 1 - (&/oW.) 2

'

allows Eq. (5.5) to be written in terms of dimensionlsss stiffness and
damping ratios, as follows:

K+++Iw
S+ h

k,+ IW1,
I4,,

+ K+ w

where
W '
C-Kxy
W 'W

W 9
_

1xi

I

j
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•,Ky
7-

W'W
CKY
K-
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CoWBY '

W

W-a

Selected results by Warner and Thoman from this analysis for the
dimensionless transmitted force and whirl radius are given in Fig. 5.19.
"The paper gives results for bearing eccentricity ratios between 0.01 and
0.95, and for a range of rotor-stiffness parameter a valuts. The bearings for which these results apply are 150° partial journal bearings
The elegant formulation used by Warner and Thoman for this
problem allows a great deal of valuable information to be presented in a
relatively few charts. The charts apply for any value of LID, and the
only bearing parameters in the analysis are load W, radial clearance C,
and operating eccentricity (q), which can be obtained from a table of
Sommerfeld number vs eccentricity ratio given in the paper 1111.
Furthermore, the entire range of rotor stiffness has been included with
the rotor parameter a. The simple set of response curves describes the
rotor response and transmitted force to both in-phase and out-of-phase
unbalance. The main limitation is the symmetry of the system.
As the analysis model includes the complete set of eight dynamic
coefficients, the rotor-whirl orbits are elliptical. The charts therefore
contain data for the major ellipse amplitude radius and for the
corresponding major forco radius.
Validity of Results from Simple Rotor-System Models
The studies by Lund and Sternlicht [20] and Warner and Thoman
[111 relate to discrete-mass rotors. The results obtained should be
accurate where the shaft is relatively massless (MAhart < Md I/10) and
where the rotor mass is concentrated in the disk, as in centrifugal
compressor rotors and low-pressure turbine rotors. The results would
also be accurate in cases where the rigid-bearing critical speed were
known, so that an effective shaft stiffness and effective rotor inertia
could be chosen, i.e., for a single-mass rotor,
"Ks- MW2,
where M is the total rotor mass (lb s2/in.) and w. is the rigid-bearing
critical speed. For a two-mass rotor,
f

K, - (1/2)MW 2,
and
I

L..

-Mý2L2

where CL is the effective distance between the rotor disks.
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rchosen,

The above studies give useful design information on the influence
of the bearings on rotor behavior in the first and second whirl modes,
The influence of the bearings on rotor response in the higher modes
cannot be determined because of the nature of the rotor models
Such modes may exert an important influence on the
effectiveness of the balancing process. Bishop and Parkinson (22]
describe a procedure whereby the effects of higher modes can be considered during modal balancing. Moore and Dodd (23] discuss higher
mode effectn In relation to a pump rotor-balance problem. Rieger and
Badgley (24] encountered troublesome effects from higher modes in
computer balancing a gas-turbine rotor. These studies are discussed in
Chapter 6, and the undcrlyin,, modal theory is developed In Section 5.6,
Rieger [25] examined the influence of higher modes through use
of the rotor model shown in Fig, 5.20. This rotor has a continuous distribution of mass and elastic properties akong Its length. The shaft is
supported in identical fluid-film bearings at Its ends, The bearings have
direct and cross-coupled stiffness and damping properties in both the xand y-directions (Fig, 5,21). The unbalance force rotates in synchronism with the shaft, causing it to whirl about Its stationary equilibrium
position. Shaft motions are opposed at the journals by the bearing
forces, Any externally impressed journal motion gives rise to fluid-film

2U

V(0)

I,

Fig, 5.20, Uniform rotor In damped flexible bearings
y
Fig. 5.21. Bearing stiffness and

damping m odel

N.

Kx

XBV
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forces that oppose motion, both in the direction of the displacement
and at right angles to it. The maximum and minimum values of the
whirl amplitude and the transmitted force were calculated, Selected
results for the maximumn whirl amplitude and the maximum transmitted force obtained in this study are shown in Figs. 5.22 through 5.27.
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Fig. 5.25, Rotor amplitude at
unbalance vs speed ratioaxially asymmetrical unbalance
1251 (01971, ASME, used by
permission)
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Fig. 5.27. Maximum transmitted force vs speed
unbalance
ratio-axially
asymmetrical
(01971, ASME; used by permission)

(251

5.5 Experimental Verification of Unbalance Response Theory
The analyses described in Sections 5.3 and 5.4 derive from the
Jeffcott [261 theory of whirling, which claims that a synchronous whirl
develops about the. axis of static equilibrium, as the shaft deflects to
reestablish equilibrium under the action of rotating centrifugal unbalance. Downham 127] appears to have been the first to test this theory
in a comprehensive manner, although Jeffcott's paper describes an
experiment in support of his theory. Robertson [28,291 also describes
certain supporting experiments. While there appehrs to be no doubt
concerning the validity of the theory,' there is remarkably little pub'Development of the Jeffcott theory followed a discussion or certain experiments by Kerr
[301.
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lished work in which practical rotor experiments have been compared
with a predicted unbalance response. In such an experiment the rotor
would first be carefully balanced to a high degree of precision; controlled unbalances would then be systematically inserted to test the systern response. In a recent survey of industrial practice, Rieger [31]
found that most users considered correlation between observed critical
speeds (usually the lowest).and critical speed values predicted by their
unbalance response program to be sufficient validation of an unbalance
response program.
Several experiments that demonstrate the validity of the
synchronous unbalance theory of rotor whirling will now be discussed.
Unbalance Response of a Three-Mass Rotor in Tilting-Pad Bearings
An extensive series of tests (321 was made on the rotor system
shown in Fig. 5.28, covering both the unbalance response and the
balancing of this rotor system.
41.0-

6.0

PLANE

ROTOR WEIGHT: 88 LB
END DISKS: 18 LB EACH
CENTER DISK: 36 LB
DRIVE: ELECTRIC MOTOR AT END
SPEED RANGE: 24,000 RPM
FLUID VISCOSITY: 0.65 cSt (771F)
0.51 cSt(1301F)

12.5

PLANE

BEARINGS: FOUR-SHOE TILTING PAD
L/D RATIO: 1,0
CLEARANCE RATIO: 3 x 10 IN./IN,
(MACHINED CLEARANCE)
PAD ARC LENGTH: 901
PIVOT POSITION: 440
FROM LEADING EDGE
GEOMETRIC PRELOAD: 0.5

Fig. 5.28. Three-mass rotor mounted in fluid-film, four-tilting-pad
bearings 1321 (01965, ASME; used by permission)

f

S?

The rotor was tested as a one-, two-, and three-mass body
mounted in fluid-film, four-tilting-pad bearings. The system was
clamped to a massive, rigid foundation. Controlled unbalance weights
were inserted into a precision-balanced rotor during each test, as discussed previously. The rotor was driven by a high-frequency (400-Hz)
motor, and the speed-control system was designed to allow precise
operation anywhere within the range 0 to 24,000 rpm.

'1
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The system was so designed that with the three-mass rotor a strong
bending critical speed would occur at about 12,000 rpm. This was the
free-free bending mode of the rotor, which is to be anticipated from the
disposition of the concentrated masses, and from the locations of the
bearings, which are situated where the nodes of this free-free mode
occur (Fig. 5,29). Thus at the bending critical speed the three-masa
rotor will whirl in a mode where no motion occurs at the bearings, and
hence no damping forces are generated,' The purpose of this design
was to impose a severe test on the balancing theory. If the rotor could
be balanced for smooth operation at its bending critical speed, with
negligible external damping (i.e., theoretically infinite whirl amplitudes)
and with overhangs, then the theory would have been fully tested.

FIS. 5.29. Free-free bending mode of three-mass rotor

This balancing test, however, does not provide a complete test of
unbalance response theory since fluid-film bearing effects are not
included and there is no significant source of system damping with
which predicted damped resonant response amplitudes might be verified. Tests were performed on one- and two-mass versions of this rotor
to accommodate this requirement (see insets, Figs. 5,30 and 5.31).
These figures show the extent of correlation achieved in the
Lund-Orcutt study [32] and subsequently by Thomas and Rieger [10],
*Since the bearings have a finite length, some damping might result from the angular
(slope) motions of the shaft, The tilting pads track the shaft and are mounted on
spherical buttons of minimal angular resistance. With low pad inertia, both lateral and
angular damping should be very small.
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who used the Lund-Orcutt study as a test case for verification of their
dynamic stiffness matrix unbalance response program.
When Figs. 5.30 and 5.31 are compared, the following conclusions
can be drawn, at least for this study of unbalance response predictions
vs experiment:
1. For small-to-moderate rotor amplitudes the linear theory is
validated by the experimental results.
2, Correlation between results is generally very close, being
closest where damping is smaller,
3, Discrepancies between response amplitude results are greatest
above the critical speed and where the bearing forces strongly influence
the motion.

Vj
POSITIONS
END

t

I!I

I

k 0.1 I
THEORETICAL RESULTS

-

EXPERIMENTAL DATA
,,,

,*
0.C

a

*

COUPLING END

•a FREE END

12
16
SPEED, RPM I10

20

2,

Fig. 5.30. Unbalance response of one-disk rotor, end posltions
1321 (S1965, ASMF; used by permission)
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(a) Heavy-end-bearing position

-

-

EXPERIMENTA
DEATAN

SPIED (RPM- 011

Wh Light-end-bea ring position
Fig. 5.31, Unbalance response of two-disk
rotor. with weights in line (321 (01965,
ASME; used by permission)
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4. These discrepancies most probably indicate that further
questions remain concerning the accuracy of the stiffness and damping
coefficients used. The extent to which the observed amplitude differences could be resolved by the inclusion of nonlinear effects is not
known.

5.6 Modal Theory of Rotor Motions
All linear structural motions can be described in terms of normal
modes of vibration. The normal modes of a structure are the fundamental vibration forms which the structure will assume when disturbed
from rest. Thorough discussions of the general theory of linear structural vibration have been presented by Rayleigh (331, Timoshenko [341,
and Meirovitch [351, The theory has been applied to shaft motions by
Bishop and co-workers in a series of papers [36-391. The purpose of
this section i6 to describe the technique of modal analysis applied to
rotor dynamics. Because a flexible rotor mounted in elastic bearings
with damping constitutes a structural system, it follows that the dynamIcs of such a system can be examined by means of the normal mode
theory. This powerful method is of fundamental importance in the
analysis of rotating elastic systems. It also forms the basis of the modal
balancing method, to be described in the next chapter,
Consider the prismatic elastic rotor shown in Fig. 5,32. In the
absence of gravity deflections thL shaft rotates at speed fl and whirls
about the axis OZ under the influence of residual unbalance. Both the
rotor mass and the rotor elastic properties are distributed along the
ilength of the rotor. An elemental slice taken from the rotor length is
shown in Fig. 5.33, The displacement o? this slice during the rotation
can be resolved into two components at right angles projected on to the

Fig, 5.32, Cylindrical elastic rotor
with general distributed unbalance

(I.,
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M

M

ds";"¢

da
x

Fil, 5.33, Elemental slice of rotor lenlgth

planes XZ and YZ. As the shaft steadily rotates, the projected timedependent components of the rotary motion will appear as vibrations on
either plane, though the magnitude of the whirl radius itself does not
vary-that is,
- X + IY,
R - r
X-W x etw(
(x - r cos w~t),
Y M'y el`ll

R2- x 2 +

0Y - r sin wt),
2

and
r2 - x 2 + y

2

r -

(X2 + Y2)1/2,

Now suppose that a second pair of axes OX' OY' is Introduced to
describe the harmonic motion of the shaft, and rotating in synchronism
with it, about axis OZat speed W; that is, the plane OX'Y rotates about
OZ as shown in Fig, 5,33, In terms of these new axes the location of
the elastic axis of the elemental slice can be expressed as
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R - elas - Q(+ hq)elaol,

-
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Cos •

The projections of the whirl radius on to the rotating planes are constant in time since there is no relative rotation between the axes OX'
and OY' and the shaft. With this concept it is now possible to study
the shaft motions as two simultaneous vibrations with a phase differonce of 90°, each of which can be considered as a component vibration
of the overall steyrotation vector.
The equations of free motion for the cylindrical slice AA' in Fig,
5.33 can now be obtained. The slice is in equilibrium with the end
S
moments and end forces shown, No axial force exists, and, for the
present, no damping (external or internal) will be considered. The
forces and moments can also be resolved into fluctuating components
in the XZ and YZ planes, and the equations of motion are

I
f

pA dz •
•

V

-

V+X

and
+ aV~

PA dzj1-Y

uyj

From the Bernoulli-Euler beam theory, we have

o El •x

VM

X• a'"'x
ax

Sa,

Oz

az

"

"822•
ar~8zJ

a,

2F

zJ
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"Writing the local whirl radius as R - X + IY and combining these
equations give
a2

j1R

OR -0.

For harmonic motions of this shaft section, the solution is
R - r(z) ei",
where r is a function of coordinate z only. The equation of harmonic
motion is then

"•~T ~El d-eJ

-

pAw 2 r -, 0.

If the slice Is uniform in cross section along its length, El is constant. The equation of motion becomes

l
E!
dz4
The solution to this equation is
r - A cos \z + B sin Az + C cosh Xz + D sinh Az,
where A, B, C, D are constants of integration to be determined from
the boundary conditions of a given case. The following examples
demonstrate that, when these coefficients are known, the mode shape
at any speed can be determined.
Uniform Cylindrical Rotor in Rigid 6nd Bearings
Consider the system shown in Figs. 5.34a with the following boundary conditionsFor z - 0,
dr

-

M-- El Air-o.
For z - L,
r0
M--

Ei M2r

.d ,,Z

-d

.2
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(a) Uniform cylindrical rotor In rigid bearings

f

"f(b) Mode

AEl\
2 l)V,Hz
2(,L/\

2r. L)(PA/

H

I

-

~

2n

(c) Mode 2

2,n L

pA

(d) Mode 3
Fig. 5,34. Uniform cylindrical rotor in rigid end
bearings with mode shapes and critical speeds

Substituting gives
0- A + C,
0 --

A+4 C,

0-A cos XL + 8 sin hL + C cosh XL + D sinh XL,
0 --

A cos XL - B sin XL + Ccosh hL + D sinhhL,

from which It follows that A - C - 0, and for nontrivial values of XL
the characteristic equation for this system is
sin XL - 0.
This expression is satisfied when KL - n (n -0,
1, 2 .).
The
critical speeds of this systemn can be found from

!'

'V
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I

-XL

•,nir

1/

LAW

1

rad/s),

that is,
-

I±-

n2

S~1.

or
60

El

2~

At such speeds the mode shape is given by
L

Corresponding mode shapes and critical speeds are shown in Fig. 5.34
for this case, This example demonstrates that the normal modes for a
rotor In rigid end bearings are composed of half sine waves, as
expressed by the normal mode equation given above.

Uniform Cylindrical Rotor with Negligible Beating Restraint
The boundary conditions for the system shown In Fig. 5.35 are as
follows:
For z " 0,

M -- El d22r _0

dz
V - - El "dz2 - 0.

For z "-L

V - - El dr
ft 0O
3

dz

1-

EI

-O
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0

Z

(a) Uniform cylindrical rotor with neglig.ible bearing restraint
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The frequency equation is
cos•XL cosh XL - 1 - 0,
which Is satisfied when XL - 0.0, 4.730, 7.853, 10,996,
imately when
X•.L =2n +1

(n

... ,

or approx-

)

The normal modes for this case ere given by
r - A (cos Xz - cosh Xz) + C(sin Xz + sinh Xz).
The mode shapes shown in Fig, 5,35 were determined by evaluatIng the ratio A/C from either of the two above expressions for a given
value of XL and then substituting into the normal mode equation for
this case. Finally, It is important to note that the lowest root XL - 0
has a special significance in this case, that of a rigid-body whirl mode.
The corresponding mode shape is found by observing that, on substituting this root into the equation of motion, we obtain
4
- X z - 0.
dz
Integrating and substituting the above boundary conditions give
r - E + Fz,
which corresponds to a rigid-body whirl motion where E and F are
integration constants, This feature has practical significance for rotors
in very flexible bearings.
Uniform Cylindrical Rotor In Flexible End Bearings
This rotor operates in end bearings of identical stiffness K in all
radial directions. As shown in Fig. 5,36a, the boundary conditions are
as follows:
For x - 0,
MN d2r0
2
dz
S - Kro - 0,
-F d3rO

El d--

Kro - 0;
dz3'
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E,IQ,A

R

(a) Uniform cylindrical rotor In flexible bearings

1

<(,L)

2vr

L2

2T)

L2d

I , 'I Hz

1(b) Mode I

2

,

""
(d) Mode 3
Fig, 5,36, Uniform cylindrical rotor in flexible end
bearings, and mode shapes and critical speedq for
rotor

For x

-L,

M
M

'•.,',,,

AA
•,•'-

2
-EI-dz
El dr "0,

S-

ArL

F11

KrL

0,

- + K r ,- 0.

From the general solution

rr-

kr

A cos z + B sin Xz + C cosh Xz + D sinh Xz,

pA,

-I

Hz
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and

4

4 ,.

-O..

SEl'

P.,

where A, B, C, and D are integration constants and other terms are as
defined previously. Differentiating and substituting give the frequency
determinant:
[cos XL - cosh hL + 2K sinh XL]

[sin XL - sinh .L]

[- sin AL - sinh XL + K(cos XL

[cos AL - cosh hL

+ cosh AL)
+ 2R (cosh XL - K• sinh AL)]

-

0,

+ K (sin hL + sinh WL)]

in which
E1A
This expression reduces to
(cos AL cosh XL - 1) - 2K(cos UL sinh ,L - sin XL cosh XL)
- 2K

2

sin XL sinh XL

-

0.

The influence of the bearing-shaft stiffness ratio K on the first
three eigenvalues of this expression is shown in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2. Variation of eigenvalues with stiffness ratio

0 (Free-free)
0.1
1.0
10
- (Pinned-pinned)

Mode 1

Mode 2

0
0.200
1.815
3.037
3.14159

0
0.600
4.694
6.178
6.28318

Mode 3
4.731
4.951
7.855
9.320
9.42477

K- bearing stiffness
shaft stiffness

Mode shapes for the uniform rotor in flexible bearings are found by
substituting the expressions for C and D in the general solution. This
gives
r - A (cos Xz + cosh Xz - 2K sinh Az) - B(sin Xz + sinh Xz)
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Sr

and
J "

B
-

-

cos Alz + cosh kjz - 2K sinh Xlz -

--

(sin kiz + sinh Xz).

From Eq. (5.6),
B . cos XL - cosh hL + 2K sin AL sinb UL
A
sin XL - sinh XL
Z

The normalized mode shapes JI for any system with a specified value of
TK can be found by evaluating B/A for successive eigenvalues and then
plotting values of the modal equation, For K - 1, the following values
apply.

hr

Mode

(WL)

(B/A)

1
2

1.815
4,694

-1.192
+2.946

3

7.855

-1.001

The corresponding mode shapes are shown in Fig. 5.36.
5.7 Computer Analysis of Rotor-Bearing Systems
Nature of Analysis
In this section certain general results are developed tiiough which
the response of real rotors acting in real fluid-film bearings can be calculated. No new principle is involved, merely an efficient application
of previous concepts using the Mykiestad-Prohl recurrence formula.
Very complex rotor systems are now routinely solved by this procedure,
which forms the basis of most modern unbalance response computer
programs.
The following types of rotor-response problem can be solved with
"existing programs:
1. General multimass, multibaring rotor, circular orbits, flexible
damped pedestals, discrete foundation.
2. Same as item 1, except bearing properties in different coordinate directions are included. Elliptical orbits are obtained.
3. Same as item 2, with bearings set in a continuously flexible
foundation, Known as a 'multi-level' problem.
The first type of analysis for a general rotor with circular whirl orbits
will next be discussed.
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Analysis Procedure
The following analysis is for the whirl amplitudes of a generalized
unbalanced rotor in fluid-film bearings. The analysis takes into account
the anisotropic stiffness and damping characteristics of the bearings
causing the rotor whirl orbit to be elliptical. Furthermore, the gyroscopic moments of the rotor disks are included. The original analysis
was given by Lund and Orcutt [32] in 1967, together with experimental
verification as noted previously.
The rotor motion is defined in terms of the coordinate system
shown in Fig. 5.37. The origin of the X and Y axes at any axial location coincides with the static deflection of the rotor, corrected at any
given speed for the eccentricity of the journals in the bearings. Thus
the rotor amplitudes are X and Y, the corresponding slope components
are 9 and 0, arid the bending moment and the shear force in the rotor
are denoted by M and V, respectively. These have harmonically varying components M. and My, and V, and Vy in the coordinate directions.
DISK MASS
AND INERTIA
PROPERTIES, M, IP, IT

REBIDUAL UNBALANCE
DISTRIBUTION

Y

COEFFICI•JTSec"-•-•'•=
•

B61
K.!IV0
a.

PYKg,

PEDESTAL
MASS

PED~ESTAL
COEFFICIENTS

K,
i,,y K y BS

,M..)

B,,, (K,,,,,,,)

Fig. 5.37, Generalized rotor-bearing model

The rotor is represented as a series of mass-inertia stations, connected by cylindrical shafts of uniform cross section. Each station is
assigned a mass m, a transverse mass moment of inertia IT,, a polar
mass moment of inertia ip,, a bearing reaction, and an unbalance force.
These unbalance forces are included by introducing two mutually per.
pendicular rotating axes in the rotor, denoted as the f-axis and the qaxis. The instantaneous angle between the f -axis and the x-axis is w t,
where w is the angular speed of the rotor and t denotes time. The
rotor unbalance can then be defined by its components Ut and Up, and
the corresponding forces, measured in the X- Y system, become

Wq2U_-WU,

COS (Wt) - WUn

sin (it)

and
2 U - wU sin (wt) +
1W
wu2U,, cos (wt).

I

•

K/
#",'
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Considering the nth rotor station as shown in Fig. 5,37, a force balance
and a moment balance yield

i•

m "T• "d• v, -Y.' + . U,. - K... X. - Bx• •- . Xv. Y ,•.•td'
d2X

V

7P1 w+

Vy."

dX
ddO

y

-

x

pn d+ x

IT

K#, Y.--

B,

dY
=
di'

'Mx,,

and

(5.7)

d2r,,

do,,'

'A0

dl

Mr

The rotor is caused to vibrate by the unbalance forces at frequency w.
Since the vibration is harmonic, the amplitude, the slope, the bending
moment, the shear force, and the unbalance can be expressed in com.
plex notation:
X -el"t,

02
,

0-

M-'

U
"Ue""2
,

-

elVl',

-

iow2 Uei""

where U - Ut + /U,, 7 - x, +
and so on, and only the real parts
apply.
Similar definitions hold for the y.components, Further define
-x,,

and analogously for Z,, Zy,, and Zyy.

With these definitions, and

dropping the bar notation, Eqs. (5.7) become

VX, V X1• + (WmH - zXX") XM - Z"VM ym + •U1,
-(5.9)

S- X, +. Go

.- ),T0

,+

L , .io

1P

,
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and
-

I.

Mym,- 1w2 1PR S - W2 IT,

1,.

These equations express the change in shear force and bending moment
across a rotor station,
The nth station is connected with the (n + l)th station by a shaft
section of length /,, with a cross-sectional area A, a cross-sectional
moment of inertia I,, and a cross-section shape factor a,, for shear
deformation. The shaft material has a mass density pD, Young's
modulus E, and shear modulus G,. Then, as shown in this section, it
is possible to express x,,+,, 001+, Mx,,+ 1, and V,,,.,l. as linear combinations of x,, 0., Mi,', and Vs,,' (the relationships for the y-components
are analagous). The equations are given as Eqs. (5,19) in this section.
The coefficients in the equations are functions of the shaft properties
and the speed of the rotor. For simplicity, it is assumed that unbalance, rotatory inertia, and gyroscopic moments in the shaft can be
ignored and that these effects instead are included at the rotor stations.
Equations (5.9) together with Eqs. (5.19) are a set of recurrence
relationships from which the rotor amplitudes can be computed. If the
rotor is assumed to have free ends, the bending moments and shear
forces at the ends are zero:
M1-

l-

V,1-

V1 - 0

-

MXQ
'.

Vxq'

Vyq'

0,
0

where station q is the last rotor station. If xj, Yl, 01, and *1 are
selected as unknowns, repeated application of Eqs. (5.9) and (5.19)
leads to:
X1

1

+Ncn2:}
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and
X1
M'

dis

y

-1d)

ds

+

0,

V•'

d3s

-0,

d4s

0

where {€,} is a 2 x 4 matrix and (d) is a 4 X 4 matrix. The matrix elements cj and du are complex. They are found by performing a total

of rive rotor calculations, In the first calculation, set x, - 1 and
Yt- O - -01- O.- 0, whereby c.11, c,,2, dt,, d 21 , d 31 , and d 4 l are

obtained. Next, set Yi - 1 and x, - 01 -0 - U,, - 0 and determine
the second columns of the matrices. In this way, all the coefficients are
obtained. Solving Eqs. (5.9) for xt, Yl, 01, and 01 allows computing xn
and y, from Eq. (5.8) for all the rotor stations. Noting that, for x,,
Xn - Xen + LXV,,

x, - x, eIW1 - xe,, cos (wt) - x,,, sin
and similarly for yn, the semiaxes and the orientation of the elliptical
whirl orbit are calculated from

, + X2+

an,,-

+ -- 12[(x., + x,

b

XsnYCn -

y'2, + y2~)

-

y2

-

y'

xenYin

a,

....,

2t

y ,,)
,,y+,, + x.2(x[x

X2+

3

y 2 yY

+ 4(x,,ycn + XSnySn)2]/211/2
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and
2

X"

"

Y1

"

where a, is the major semiaxis, b, the minor semiaxis, yn the angle
from the x-axis to the major semiaxis in the direction of rotor rotation,
and 0, is the angle between the minor semiaxis and the y-axis in the
direction of rotation, Thus y, and 0, represent the Iocal phase angle.
The definition of the phase angle is such that, if the x, y-coordinate
system is rotated Into the a,, b, system (i.e,, x' is along the major
semlaxis), then the rotor motion can be expressed as
xn-

a,, cos (Wt + 's)

and
yI'- b. sin ((,)t +

)

If the value for the minor semiaxis is negative, the rotor processes
backward.
For those bearing types where Z. - Zyy and Zv
-- Z.0, it is
seen from Eqs, (5.9) that

-

y

..ix,

In this instance, the whirl orbit is circular, and the outlined calculation
procedure can be considerably simplified. This condition applies to the
four-shoe tilting-pad bearings used by Lund and Orcutt in tests of this
analysis.
Now consider a uniform shaft section. Relationships are
established for the amplitude, slope, bending moment, and shear force
at one end of the section in terms of the corresponding quantities at the
other end.
Including shear deformation, the rotation 0 of a shaft element
becomes
V + ex
a GA
az
and similarly for the y-component, where G is the modulus of shear
and a is a cross-sectional shape factor (a
0.75 for a circular cross
section). The bending equation is given by
Mx-

El

8z

•

I'
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and similarly for the y-component. When the shaft is subjected to
unbalance forces per unit length of w2uq and waiy, a force balance
yields
pA'f

+ ,*u.,

- - -

and analogously for the y-direction. Finally, If the shaft has a
transverse mass moment of Inertia JT per unit length and a polar mass
moment of inertia Jp, a moment balance gives

JT•- + WJP •

p:

M

and
-.-_

JT

'

--

JP

If the shaft section is assumed to have constant cross-sectional properties, 0, 40, M, and V can be eliminated from the equations. In this way
the equations governing the shaft motion become
g

Z4_, P

Iap•-ax8.
-

*J2 ug,+

8

aG 804

JT 82uI ._J+ 8u*•
SG,•
at2 -..---

Maz2t

aG 813

El 8'2uI
aGA
OZ2

(5.14)

and
E184

E-4-p LTa'y + pA A~L+ -St4 6'y w° --'r-20 (ol 83X

-pI

21U +

1

JTI~
82"
aGA

0t2

8U

,x2Y

(4Jp 1

c.GA b:t ]

aGA 01

Since the analysis is restricted to forced vibrations with a frequency
equal to the angular speed of the shaft w, the following expressions
x - .i e"'•'

*1,

and

j
y

e
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can be used for the coordinate displacements at any shaft cross-section,
and similarly for the slope, the bending moment, and the shear force.
Only the real part applies. Furthermore, setting
Ux .-

U el

results in u, - - i u e"l'. Thus Eqs. (5.14) can be written
+ l: -

,E

-2pA +V

AT, I

aG
(5.15)

P dz2

aG

1

2

QG

+

E

+

1Wdz12

-I-

_____

p1dz2
G

LT
i-* cG

IE

aGA
a

r - -

2

WIJu+
o (Je-

+
I2j
WUI+_

aGAdz

.1,)

I

(5,16)
oiE dTu
-

exGa
GA
j
GA dz2l
Although these equations can be solved, the resulting solution is
impractical. Instead, it will be assumed that the shaft section is free of
unbalance forces (u - 0) and that the effect of rotatory inertia and
gyroscopic moment can be neglected (JT - Jp - 0). If these effects
are significant, they can be accounted for with good accuracy by lumping them at the ends of the shaft section (i.e., at the rotor stations). It
should be noted that, even though it is simple to keep the rotatory inertia terms in the foregoing equations, this is not permissible without also
including the gyroscopic moments since they are of the same magnitude,
With these assumptions, Eqs. (5.15) and (5.16) become identical
and it i, necessary to consider only the first equation, The definitions

"X4 [ E1
as previously, and
82"

El
2a GA

£i

(5,17)
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are introduced, If we drop the bar notation and set u - Jr
Eq. (5,15) becomes
4X - 0,
4-x+ 2 8 2.
dZ4

-

Jp - 0,

2dz

The characteristic equation has the roots ±X and ± L, where

((a5)2)

\Ih[++ ( 8kX)411/2

.nce
i'i:,and

X1(I÷+(8k)4]1/2 + (gk)21/'

X2-

i::

Hance the general solution can be written
•

~x - C, cosh(hlz) + C2 sinh(Xlz) + C3 cos0,2z') + C4 sin(1,2Z), (5,18)
where C, to C4 are constants to be determined from the boundary conditions, Combining Eqs. (5.10) through (5.13) and setting u -JT

SJp

0 gives

1

IX

2
dx

M, (k

2

dM,

dz'

o - (xt- 4?)

:•

El

dz

Substitution from Eq. (5.18) allows Mx, V., and 9 to be found. Next,
the four constants can be evaluated by setting, at z - 0,

X- x.,t

0 - 0,o
, M,, = M H' VX V1111

At the other end of the shaft section, we set, at z X

X+.+,

0 - on+i,

MX - M,1+,

V, -
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Thus the desired relationships become
Xn.+l -"alnx + Ina3,8n + k 2na4,M,,' + k 3,a 7n V,,',
njk2nas5nxm + a2flO, + kkna6nMxn' + k 2,a 4 n Vg,,',

M+ti
a-pnd

"

a4nXn + "Thkas.0.+ a2Msx.' + lna3, V.,

and

(5.,49)

Vx,n+l " IAa 3 ,x,

+ -yjt1a4,9,+ "•.k2,asnM,| + aim Vx"',

where

a,, - (X cosh /# + x4cos p2)/(X4 + 4LI),
a2, - (Xj cosh p, + h? coS 9 2)/(\? + ),
a3, - (h, sinh PI + X2 sin 02)/(X? + X?),
a 4 m - 2(cosh Al - cos / 2)/(X? + 0)12,

a.j -- 6(X2 sinh #I - X1 sin 92)/(X? + Xj)X21I,
2 l.,,
a 6, - (Xj sinh p, + X? sin P2)/(X? + \l)X

a 7,,

- 6(X. sinh P

-

X sin P2)/(X? +

ki.-4
k 2,,

E1

k 3. -691
- •.n,
X1
-t"

i2

P2#2

u pA4..

X21.,

4 13,
))x
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It should be noted that kl,, k 2m, and k3, are the static influence
coefficients, neglecting shear deformation. Furthermore, for sufficiently low speeds and a sufficient number of mass stations, the shear
effect can be ignored and X - 0, Then, the coefficients a,, to a7,
become equal to I and the shaft mass can be lumped with good approximation at the ends of the shaft section, setting I, - 0 in the foregoing equations. In many practical cases, this will be sufficiently accurate.
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CHAPTER 6
FLEXIBLE-ROTOR BALANCING
Nomenclature
"a

a
ars
a,b,c
A
A
B
"Bi, Be
D
E
F
g
SI
I
K
Ka, Kb
L
m (z)
SMp

N
N
P
q
r
r
rp
T
u (z)

mass eccentricity of local shaft c.g.
modal coefficient
influence coefficient
sections of shaft span
cross section area
matrix of influence coefficients
number of bearings along the length of a rotor
internal, external damping coefficients
unbalance mass vector
modulus of elasticity
concentrated force
state vector for transfer matrix
second moment of area of shaft cross-section
modal equation
correction plane number
stiffness of end bearings
length between bearings
axial distribution of mass along shaft
discrete unbalance mass
number of critical speeds within the operating speed range
rotor speed, rpm
bearing force
load per unit length
whirl radius at given shaft location, - x + iy
correction weight radius
unbalance eccentricity from local shaft centerline
trial unbalance weight
distributed unbalance - p A (z) a (z)
residual unbalance in rotor
local unbalance at pth location

IU,
"U
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V
V
W
w
w
W
W
x, y
y1 (z)
z
a (W)

vibration amplitude (peak-to-peak)
vector of forced response measured at rotor supports
lateral deflection of shaft
rotor radial displacement
unbalance vector
balance weight
calibration weight
coordinate amplitudes of shaft deflection
modal displacement coefficients
axial coordinate along shaft
complex correction mass distribution

5 U(z-zp)

Dirac delta function

modal determinant
shaft transverse displacement in rotating coordinates
axial location factor for correction plane locations of class 2 rotor
),
velocity damping ratios corresponding to Bi, B.
"n
rotating coordinates of shaft center displacement during whirl
9
frequency function - w/w,
p
mass density of shaft - w/g
phase angle
0
SW(z) modal functions representing shaft transverse displacements
to
speed of rotation (influence coefficient method)
frequency of j th mode
fl
speed of rotation (modal method)

ii
___ ___
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CHAPTER 6
FLEXIBLE-ROTOR BALANCING
6.1 Preliminary Considerations
Flexible rotors represent a special topic in balancing practice
because of additional considerations raised by rotor flexure. Many flexible rotors are large and may rotate at high speeds; therefore, they can
experience significant bending deformations along their length caused
by interactions between the rotor residual unbalance and the rotor whirl
modes. Bending deformations are usually largest in the vicinity of'
some flexural critical speed of the rotor system. Rotor deformations
are speed-dependent in both magnitude and shape, and maximum
modal amplitudes occur at resonant speeds. A given rotor may have
several critical speeds within its operating range, and significant vibrations may occur at any of these speeds unless the rotor is adequately
balanced.
"Tobalance a flexible rotor requires cancelling the effects of its residual unbalance on all modes likely to cause rotor vibrations, Procedures that can be used to achieve multiplane corrections are described
in this chapter. To select a suitable balancing procedure it is first
necessary to know whether the rotor can be balanced adequately by the
addition of correction weights in two correction planes, I.e., as a class I
rigid rotor. For an unproven rotor type, a two-plane balance should
first be attempted, in a low-speed balancer. If the rotor remains unacceptably out of balance at its operating speed after two-plane correction
at low speed, the totor is classified as a class 3 flexible rotor. If the
residual unbalance is acceptable for operation, the rotor needs no
further correction and is classified as a class 2 quasi-flexible rotor. This
category includes
remain
in
isatisfactory
balancerotors
a-'ter that
beingexperience
corrected some
as rigidbending
rotors, but
Other
special
types of flexible rotors-for example, impellers with long flexible
blades and high-constant-speed armatures-can also be balanced in two
correction planes for satisfactory operation with low transmitted-force
Slevels. These rotors are respectively class 4 and class 5 flexible rotors.
Class 3 flexible rotors require multiplane balancing to operate
smoothly. They commonly have one or more critical speeds within
their operating range, with uncorrected mode shapes that may involve
substantial bending of the rotor. Excitation of these modes by the rotor

!•I

*
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residual unbalance may lead to noticeable (or even dangerous)
transmitted vibrations, unless the rotor is balanced by some effective
multiplane balancing procedure. The rotor must be balanced in such a
manner that correction weights added in the balance will effectively
cancel all rotor unbalance effects within the operating range.
Commonly used methods for multiplane balancing of flexible
rotors are
1, Various iterative modal methods (Lindsay, others)
2. Modal averaging method (Moore, Bishop)
3. Comprehensive modal method (Kellenberger, Federn)
4. Influence coefficient method (Goodman, others).
Each method is described in this chapter. Also included is a discussion
of experiences, from the published literature, associated with the use of
each method. Each method has the following qualifications:
1. It is a general balancing procedure, i.e., capable of balancing
any flexible rotor,
2. It has been verified in practice on real rotors.
3. It is supported by significant published literature.

There is at present some controversy concerning the various methods
used in multiplane balancing. It centers around the need to remove the
rigid-body modes before multiplane balancing. This leads to the larger
question as to the "best" balancing method. Present Information suggests that there is no simple answer to this question. The practical
answer must always consider the availebility of the requisite operator
skills, the availability of suitable instrumentation, and the number of
repetitions needed to balance the rotor to a degree that is suited to the
application involved, in addition to considering which multiplane algorithm should be used.
Factors Affecting Flexible-Rotor Balance
This section discusses various questions that must be decided
before attempting to balance a flexible rotor. Many of these questions
can be answered from previous experience with related equipment or
with similar types of equipment. Some are related to facility scheduling
demands.
Type of rotor. Rotor size, speed, and previous operational characteristics determine the type of balance facility required. A small rotor
may be shop-balanced in its casing; a large rotor will require special
supports to simulate field conditions in the spin pit. Rotor type also
determines the planes available for balancing.
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Class qf rotor. All rotors are now readily classified for balancing,
according to ISO procedures [1]. The prescribed rotor classes in [lI
give guidance based on experience and indicate the type of balance &enerally needed. This helps to decide on the facilities required, the
number of planes, the number , Salance speeds, and so on.
Balancing facility. Small flexible rotors are balanced either in their
casings or in a balancing machine. Medium or large flexible rotors are
prebalanced in a balance facility (machine or spin pit) and/or at the
site. Low-speed balancing may also be prescribed as part of the probalancing preparation.
Onsite balancing, Onsite balancing is usually a final trim-balance
operation. If there are severe unbalance problems, such as after initial
construction or repair, shop balancing in a machine or in a facility may
be required..
Correction method. A variety of proven flexible-rotor balancing
methods are in use. The method used depends on rotor size, speed,
number of planes, plane accessibility, field requirements (such as easy
trim balancing and rotor handling facilities), access to a computer and
personal preferences.
Low-speed balancing. Comprehensive modal balancing requires a
low-speed balance; pure modal balancing does not, nor does the modal
averaging method or the influence coefficient method. The decision
whether or not to balance at low speed depends on the dynamics of the
rotor system. The closer the system resembles a flexible rotor In rigid
bearings at its operating speed, the less significant is the low-speed
balance requirement for smooth operation.
Correction planes. The number of correction planes required
depends on the balancing method selected, Pure modal balancing and
influence coefficient balancing usually require N + 1 planes, where N
is the number of critical speeds in the operating range. The extra plane
is for residual unbalance effects from critical speeds outside the operating range. The comprehensive modal method requires at least N + 2
planes for N flexural critical speeds and two additional planes for lowspeed balancing. Additional planes may be required for any significant
critical speeds beyond the operating range,
Correction speeds. Balance corrections are usually defined near
each critical speed and also at the operating speed. This helps in deciding how many measurements must be taken in relation to the balancing
method being used.
locations. Measurement
locations
are can
primarily
determinedMeasurement
by rotor accessibility,
Certain generator
rotors
be balanced
using only pedestal-mounted accelerometers. Centrifugal compressors
may require shaft-displacement sensors (rigid casing) plus one or more

'S
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midspan probes, depending on the number of critical speeds influencing
the rotor operating range.
Instrumentation, Many types of instruments may be used in balancing: accelerometers, proximity sensors, velocity probes, tracking filters,
spectrum plotters, tape recorders, etc. Good diagnostic instruments
such as accurate signal filters and phase meters assist the balancing procedure. It is also necessary to know whether the shaft will be stable in
its bearings. Tape-stored balance data from similar machines or from
previous balance runs provide helpful guidance.
Trial runs. The number of trial runs must be minimized consistent
with balance accuracy and production demands. Ultimately, flexiblerotor methods will seek an optimum balance quality with a minimum of
efficient data-taking and data-processing effort.
Preliminary analysis, For new rotors, calculated estimates of
damped critical speeds, damped mode shapes (with plots), and stability
threshold speed should be regarded as mandatory basic information
before balancing. Unbalance response data give additional guidance,
and any likely instability problems should be anticipated in advance,
rathet than being discovered on the test stand. For repaired or rebalanced rotors, these data, together with a log of previous balancing
experiences on present and similar rotors, should be available for reference, preferably in computer files.
Balance quality. Guidelines for setting acceptable balance quality
criteria are now available for all rotor classes from ISO documents 1940
and 5343 [1,2]. Balance quality and acceptable operating vibration levels should conform to these standards and should be agreed to before
rotor balancing, as a basis for machine acceptance.
6.2 Modal Balancing
Modal Properties of Rotors
Modal balancing is a process by which the principal modal
responses of a rotor in bearings are corrected in succession, to remove
any undesirably large rotor whirl amplitudes. As the rotor modes are
orthogonal, any mode that is removed by balancing cannot cause vibrations at any other speed, provided it is not reintroduced (reexcited) by
the balance-coirrection weights of some other mode, This general procedure is demonstrated in the examples that follow.
Consider a uniform cylindrical rotor in rigid end bearings, with the
normal modes shown in Fig. 6.1. For convenience assume that these
modes occur in the same radial plane. Only the mode shapes and the
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Unbalance qj Win,

"(a) Rotor and first modal

(b) Normal modes

component of unbalance

|!
,•

WHIL.

WHIRL

AMPLITUDE•

AMPLITUDE

Nei

(c) Amplitude buildup in region
or first critical speed

l

*

i

t

SPEED

SPEEDONc

(d) Decreased amplitudes after
addition of correction weight

Fig. 6.1. Unbalance effects on first mode or rotor

location of the correction planes are Important. Let the modal distribution of unbalance in the first mode be as shown in Fig. 6.1 i. This distribution will cause rotor whirl amplitudes to build up in the first mode
as the first critical speed is approached, as shown in Fig. 6. 1c.
It Is evident that the addition of a balance weight of suitable magnitude at rotor midspan, oriented 180* from the direction of the unbalance force, is capable of eliminating the rotor midspan whirl amplitude,
It should also cause near-zero amplitudes to develop elsewhere on the
rotor, as shown in Fig. 6.1d.
If the rotor midspan deflection in mode 1 under the uniform
unbalance q, oz in./in, shown is wl, the required balance load is found
by setting
5q,.L4

for the unbalance deflection at rotor midspan, and

I".,
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W,-

4 8I

for the correction-weight effect on the deflection at rnkdspan. Then for

zero midspan deflection,
0,

WI-- W

and thus

5
F, - iq,L.

Next, let the modal distribution of unbalance in the second mode be as
shown in Fig. 6.2. This distribution will excite the second mode, and
the required correction force for zero deflection at the quarter-span
points can be found by setting
5q 2(L/2) 4
384E1
for the original unbalance deflection and
0

w -

F2(L/2)P

48BEl

for the balance-force deflection, Thus, for zero quarter-span deflection
under this load,
F2 -

5

167

q 2 L.

WHIRL
AMPUTUDI

ROTOR 8101M
Fig, 6,2. Modal unbalance and Its effects on the second mode or rotor

Similar conditioni apply for the third mode: for the unbalance distribution shown in Fg. 6.3, the third-mode shape will be excited and

I
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qAMW""

SMOOI
f

ROMIOOPUD
Fig, 6.3, Modal unbalance effects on the third mode of rotor

the required balance force for zero deflection at the one-sixth-span

VP points Is
F3 -74

q3L.

The modal method of balancing is to select a distribution of the
required correction weights such that individual modes will be
suppressed by these corrections and not be reintroduced by similar
effects from other modes, For the example this can be accomplished as
shown in Fig, 6,4.* First, mode, 1 is removed by applying the F,
correction at midspan. This leaves only small residual first-mode displacements along the rotor, as noted above. Next, mode 2 is removed
by applying F2 as a couple at the two quarter-span points to oppose the
unbalance distribution of the second mode, This does not reintroduce
mode I since there is no resultant force; the two Fh values, being equal
and opposite, cancel each other out. Only minor residual deflections
then remain from the difference between the uniform residual unbalance and the point loads that balance the shaft in those modes,
Mode 3 must be balanced in a slightly different manner, If F3 is
set to counteract the residual unbalance shown over each one-third of
the total span, the third mode will be suppressed In the manner
described for modes I and 2, However, mode I would be reintroduced
with a +F3 , -F 3, +F 3 arrangement, due to resultant of +F 3. Mode 2

would not be reintroduced because of the symmetry of the balance coupie. The force summation for mode 3 is
q - q3 A + qjL + F 3- F , + F3- 0,
*The Influence of the axial location of the correction plaries on the correction mass values
Is discussed later in•i'i~i
this aection.

i
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(a) First mode correction
Z
at r L/2

(b) Second mode corrections
at- L14, z - 3L/4

4

Ž"?"

•

(c) Third mode corrections

atz-L/6, z-L/2, z

5L/6
Fig, 64, Modal balancing th•ory of balance-weight distribution

but, considering the radial force balance,
F 3 - F3 + F3 - +
Thus there is a residual radial force that
force can be removed by making F3 balancing forces F3 at the mldspan and
points. Then we have
L q3• 33-L + q3- L + F3 -

F3 - 2F

3

F 3.

could excite mode 1. This
q 3L/4 and by placing two
two at the one-sixth-span
2F3 + F3 - 0

+ F3 - 0.

As shown in Fig. 6.5, the balance thus obtained for mode 3 is effective,
but not perfect.
In practice it is desirable to minimize the number of balance planes
used. Thus, for the example presented, it would be preferable to use
only three correction planes (excluding for the present any other factors, such as lack of suitable access to the rotor, that may preclude the
use of a specific location) to correct the first three modes of the rotor.
Furthermore, it is usually preferable to locate certain correction planes
fairly close to the ends of the rotor-but usually not at a bearing location since the least effect is achieved where modal amplitudes are
small.
Many and-bearing rotors are of the "generator" type shown in Fig.
6.5, with correction planes at the ends of the large-diameter section, It
is informative to reconsider the above discussion of modal balancing in
terms of such a rotor. The objective is to obtain a modal balance of the
generator rotor with a minimum number of correction planes. Consider first a rotor with rigid bearings and principal modes as showni in
Fig. 6.5.

:
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(a)
enertorrotor inrigid bearings with three
correction planes

SZ

Z 7 Z

•

(h,)Balance weight, In midspan plane balances
the lowest mode
PPa

(c) Balance weights in end planes balance second
mode without disturbing first mode

Pu

zr,-o

2Pu

6

P•

'

9"

Np

(d) Balance weights in end and mid-planes
balance third mode without disturbing first
and second modea

ZN-O' XM-O
FIg, 6.5. Modal balance of the first three mdoes of generator rotor

I

The procedure is the same as that described previously, The
second mode has the condition that the sum of the radial forces must
equal zero, ZF 2 - 0, so that the first mode will not be reexcited. The
third mode has the conditions .F3 - 0 and ZM3 - 0, so that neither
the first nor the second mode is reexcited. The magnitude of the balance weights must be chosen to achieve the above conditions. In practice it is necessary to know the magnitude and the form of the mode
shapes. This is best done by directly measuring the rotor amplitudes,
where possible, Another procedure is to make a computer calculation
of the mode shapes, with spot checks on the machine to verify the relative proportions.
To demonstrate how the correction weights must be adjusted in
accordance with the plane location, assume that the modal loops are
half-sine waves and that the end balance planes coincide with the onesixth-span points along the rotor length (Fig. 6.6). The balance weights
will have their maximum effect at the crests of the loops and zero effect
at the nodes. Thus, moving the F 2 weight from L/4 to L16 reduces its

effectiveness from 1L0 to 0,866, that is, from sin(rr/2) to sin(',i/3).

Thus, as the weight is moved from L/4 to L/6, its size must be
increased by the inverse of this proportion to achieve the same effect as
F2 at L14.,,
The influence of bearing flexibility is shown in Fig, 6,7. For
demonstration purposes, sine-wave modes have been assumed, together
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(a) beneral location of balance planes for
first three modes

i+,-+-"---.•
t•-'l
L

l+-

7

(W)Most effective location of balance
weights for third-mode correction

(b) Most effective location of balance
weights for socond-mode correction

*z

Tr

1-1+
L

L

T

A

I

B

r

W23 " --

w2 In second mode

F -" 73 F2 for same effect at reduced
F++

L.4ý

amplitude, •23, Larger balance
weight needed at location A than
location B,

Fig, 6.6, Balance weight adjustment to compensate for reduced effectiveness,

....................
.
lmeaing

Ilaxibi.

(a) First mode with midplane
balance weight

(b) Second mode with endplane
balance weights

S.5T.1

,

,T

(c) Third mode with endplane and

midplalne balance weights
Fig, 6.7, Flexible rotor in flexible bearings: balance at first, second, and third
modes at ends and at midplane
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with bearing flexibllities equal to rotor flexibility at maximum defiection. The mode shapes will then be as shown, Note that the third
mode has nodes close (0.21L and 0.79L) to the crests of the secondmode loops (0.25L and 0,75L). Unless a five-plane balance is
required, it is necessary to define end balance planes close to the bearings, where both the second and third modes show significant modal
amplitudes, simultaneously (in space), The first mode remains unaffected.
"The adjusted magnitudes of the balance weights are then as fol-

lows:
Mode 1: Unaffected; Fr as found originally.

Mode 2: At modal crests, amplitudes -

0,5 + 1,0

-

1.5. At

"0,05L, modal amplitude - 0.95 + 0.3 - 1,2 and
SF1

•.

U'

S2

-

1, -

- 1.25F
1..2

2,

that is, F2' must be 25% greater than the corresponding F 2 for a rigidbearing rotor that, is balanced at the quarter-span points, The F 2
weights must again conform to the conditions ZF2 - 0 to avoid reexciting the first mode.
Mode 3: Balance weights near ends, 0,05L and 0,95L, and at
midspan. Proportions +F 3, -2F 3, +F 3. The F 3 weights must again
conform to the force condition ZF 3 - 0 and to the moment condition
' M3 - 0 about the node of mode 2.
As a final example, consider a two-bearing generator with a heavy
overhung coupling shaft (Fig. 6.8). The modes are found (by
measurement in a spin pit or by calculation) to be those shown. A
three-plane balance is desired.
"Thefirst step is to select the balance-plane locations, To facilitate
field balancing, these planes will be located in the generator end planes
and in the coupling (no generator midplane correction), It will first be
shown how a rough first mode may result from an inappropriate
distribution of correction weights between the modes; how this
condition can be improved will next be shown,
First, mode I is balanced with weights In planes
u
and 2, Thase
can have any desired relative proportioning, but usually equal in-phase
weights would be chosen, as shown. Next, mode 2 is balanced with
equal and opposite weights in the generator end planes. Finally, an
attempt is made to balance mode 3 In the generator end planes and at
the coupling, so that ZF 3 - 0 and EM 3 - 0, The latter conditions
determine the magnitude of the correction weights (see Fig, 6.8). The
weight distribution shown will balance mode 3, but it will also reexcile
mode 1. 'rhis is because a resultant force

A
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BALANCEPIANII
I
$NAMING

BALANCE

P.ANE 2
PLANE 3
2
SEAMINN

iii

FIl, 6.8, Modal bWlence leaving a rough first mode
In generator rotor

c3 F3b

c

3

acts on the first loop of mode 1 (Fig, 6.8a) and a force +F 3 acts at the
coupling on the second loop of mode 1. These forces tend to develop
mode I amplitudes even though they are equal and opposite,
To avoid such a situation, an alternative balancing procedure can
be used, Mode 1 is balanced as shown in Fig, 6.9, using plane 1 and
plane 3, Next, mode 2 is balanced in planes I and 2, so that XF 2 - 0,
that is F21 - F22.
Mode 3 is next balanced in planes 1 and 3 only, with both corrections acting in the same direction, For the modal amplitudes shown, of
approximately equal magnitude, this is sufficient to balance mode 3,
The effect on mode 2 Is to introduce additional correction forces to
counteract the mode 2 amplitudes, This additional balance effect
should be considered in establishing the mode 2 correction weights.
The effect on mode I is to Introduce two opposing forces that will cancel each other if the condition
WilF 31 - W13F33
is satisfied, Wtl being the amplitude in mode I at plane 1 and w13 the
amplitude at plane 3 in mode 1,
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""ALANCE

PLANE I
BEARING 1

WWl3

BALANCE
PLANE 3

BALANCE
PLANE 2
BEARING 2

W1

Fig. 6.9. Modal balance to ininimize re-excitation of the
first mode by effective distribution of" weights in the third
mode

This example shows that any procedure for balancing flexible
rotors becomes more difficult to use when the balancing planes are restricted to practical locations and also when the rotor has flexible bearings and adjacent rotor spans or shaft overhangs. Some knowledge of
the rotor modes is always required in advance; it can be acquired in
practice either by direct measurement (though this is inconvenient and
time consuming and requires good speed control and tracking filters),
by computer calculation with adequate knowledge of the relevant bearing dynamic properties, from previous experience with similar rotor
systems, or, ideally, by all of these methods.
Theory of Modal Balancing

$

i$

1•

The theory of modal balancing has been discussed by Bishop and
co-workers [3-51 Federn [61, Miwa 171, and others. The discussion
that follows is based on the works of Bishop, Gladwell, and Parkinson.
The objective of the theory presented in this section is to provide a
theoretical basis for the normal mode analysis of shaft dynamics as a
preparation for the various modal balanci•.g methods described later,
It is shown in Chapter 5 that the synchronous whirling induced in
a section of a uniform circular shaft by mass unbalance can be
described in rotatfng coordinates by the equations

I
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El '.

•- Q+ a,)l2 - 2n =

*z 7Ap

Ap
and

qi-(,+a1)fi2+2nj--

t

A

8

SAp

az4

-I0•.
•B
Ap

Be q•_n7
Ap

, (+

nj,

Ap

where
,
a, a, 0I
-

rotating coordinates shown in Fig. 5.33
coordinates of mass unbalance from shaft axis
speed of rotation

El
Ap
B,,B.
z

flexural stiffhoeyi
mass per unit length
Internal and external damping coefficients
shaft axial coordinate.

'-

These expressions can be reduced to a single equation in terms of the
complex whirl radius by writing
a - a, + id,
Bj - 2vwoAp,
and
B. - 2MwAp,
where v and ;A are velocity damping ratios and w is the frequency of
shaft vibration. Substitution gives
+ 2[6, +_)w

+

+

C"-

(f

2 -_

-

fla.

Ap
To solve this equation, introduce the substitutions
r,

e'r,

-

and r - x + &. The motion of the shaft referred to nonrotating axei is
thus found to be
Y+ 26' +j)Aw

+ El Iv- 2h,,1) - 0 2 a e'n.
Ap

This equation may be solved by the normal mode method, This
method is well suited to shaft balancing analysis, as the shaft critical
speeds are discrete modes of the rotor and may be corrected in
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sequence. To proceed, we first express the mus eccentricity a in the
form of a model series:

a~)
-

(z) + a2 02(Z)+

-0a1

a'j 4t6jW,

..-

where the aj a- + ia] are complex coefficients and the .j (z) terms
are characteristic functions of the shaft. Next write the complex dis-

paement Cas the series
, - C(a)c
i

-

W 01(Z) + C2(t) 01(Z) +

Cj(t)

...

,

J-I

,.

W re
where the Cj - QR + ICJ are complex coefficients and the *Oj(z)
again the characteristic functions of the shaft. Recalling the property of
characteristic functions that
EAp

0),r(Z) =W] 01(Z)

and substituting this property and the above series into the C-equation
of motion gives the set of independent modal equations
•j + 2((,j + p.)wj + 1la.1j + (w4 - a' + 2I•tjoujfl)Cj - nWap,

S

where Yj and uj are the modal damping ratios and uj is the Jth natural
frequency of free undamped flexural vibration. Bishop and Gladwell
L[31
have commented that, because the coordinates Cj remain independent both with and without damping, the mode shapes with shaft damt ing are the same as those for the undamped modes, It should t e
noted, however, that different conditions may apply when damping is
imposed by the boundary conditions. The equations may then lie
decoupled only under certain circumstances: see Meirovitch [8] foe' a
discussion of this topic.
The solution of each separate modal equation consists of a complementary function plus a particular integral. If only the forced-response
case is considered, the solution for the jth mode is
a•jf2 e-'
ajfl 2
2

a 2 ) + 21

ajo1fl

(

1 2) 2 + 4(;tjwjfl)2pl2

and
8j

'•I
?!1

arctan I

n 2

,

I..
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In nonrotating coordinates, the above transforms to
2 e'tat

al

r- 2 )_ +

On t - 6')

a

2//IU

2
a 2)

"fl[((]-

+ 4(ojw

211
Wfl) /2

and
-Xj• +

jr

(s

with the appropriate components.
It remains to evaluate the a, modal unbalance terms in the above
result. To do this multiply the a(z) series by the kth characteristic
function:

a W) ok W

-

E

./-I

j qs W~:Ok(ZW.

Integrating over the shaft section gives
fL

az
W

*k(W

dz

0f

-

(z)

*A(Z)

dZ.

i-I

For j

d

k, the orthogonality principle gives
fL

and for j-

6j(Z)Ok(Z) dz

0

k,

o'(z) ,k(Z) dz -f 0 , W4.(z)
2d
Thus

f a(z)
aW

""
f

I

(z) dz

[#ý(Z)] 2 d

-•

-

Z.

L a(:) •s(z) di.
oa

Tables of results for aj for several unbalance distributions ara given by
Miwa (7].
The unbalance effects of any concentrated load (e.g., disk unbalance, correction weights) can also be resolved as a modal series, Fitst,
we write the pth discrete unbalance as
Up - M, a
and then
UP - u18(2 -zo),

, ,*1'
:
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where 8(z - z,) is the Dirac delta function, defined as follows:
8z s-zP)"
0,
(zPz,)
o,
(z-.z )

and
f L 8(z-

zp) dz

,
0

i, ing

zp E [(0,
z%

(0,,I

The modal components of such discrete forces are found by writ.Mpoj - M,o

aj 0j(z) - U0 8(z - z,).

Multiplying through by the qth modal function 0, (z) and intograting
over the length of the shaft section gives

u
Mp

f

,L(z) 8(z- z,
fI

([,P(z))P dz

u,

MZ

The aj value is the ith component of the pth discrete unbalance.
Similar relations will apply for any other discrete force applied to the
shaft.
Bishop and Oladwell [31 state that the two objectives of rigid-rotor
low-speed balancing are, first, "to ensure that the center of mass of the
rotor lies on the centerline of the bearings so that no net force is
applied to the shaft due to centtlfugal action." This condition requires
that

fL
, Apa(z)f1 dz -O,
2

where a () is the vector distribution of unbalance along the rotor. If
"this condition is to be met, correction masses can be added, and the
first balance condition becomes
fo1
2
fo A pa(z)0
W
dzt++ EMprn 2 - 0,
whmre M, is the mass and r. is the radius of the pth balance correction.
For two-plane balancing, p - 2.
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The second purpose of low-speed balancing is to ensure "that the
rotating shaft does not transmit to Its bearings a rotating couple-due to
centrifugal action." For a balanced rotor this requires that
fL
fo "Ap(z)a2Wzdz - 0.
If balance corrections are required, the couple balance condition Is
f0L

0

pa(z)

2 zdz

2

+ L M, rP(zk)fl'zk -O .
P"j

It should be noted that the unbalance distribution a (z) along the rotor
will be changed to a(z) when unbalances Up act on the rotor. Likewise, each modal component will then have an unbalance acting on that
mode:

(-j W

W
ij (z) - aj()

Bishop and Gladwell [31 have shown that, if the balanced mass distribution is written as the complex vector a(z), the new modal series
for the rotor unbalance is

a(Z)

-

aj + MIrlJ(,) +

pZ OJ(2) 0jU),

where aj and rb, r 2 are complex quantities as mentioned previously.
This modification of the unbalance distribution will affect the rotor
response in all modes because of the addition of low-speed corrections,
The previous balance conditions can now be written as
i-I

SAjaj(z)

- 0,

where

Aj~J

6,jWdz,

arnd

j aj
,(z) -0,
J-,I

IA

where

-j f

j (O)Wdz.
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The quantities Aj and Bj can be evaluated for each rotor system. For a
pinned-pinned shaft, the characteristic equation is

OJWz

i

sin Jl

•

L
and thus

0

.AJ= 2L
*

"

i,
{L2

Li

Substituting gives the balance conditions

- o,- I-A')(z)"Q+' I a-s +
and

(odd modes)

l

1''
8jaj(z) - -Lag + " ,,+

a6

+ ...

(even modes),

Bishop and Gladwell (3] have commented that, where a rotor is
balanced as a rigid body though it is experiencing flexure, the above
result shows that some residual modal unbalance may still exist, even
In the rigid-body modes, This unbalance may also be felt in the higher
fexural modes where its effect may be quite substantial, unless some
*appropriate
form of flexible-rotor balancing is subsequently applied to
these modes, Thl, point is illustrated i6 Fig. 6,10.
The conditions for modal balancing of flexible rotors can now be
discussed using the above developments as an introduction.

',

Method of Bishop, Gladwell, and Parkinson
The following modal procedure was first developed by Bishop and
Gladwell [3]. Additional aspects have since been developed by Bishop,
Gladwell, and Parkinson [4, 5, 9-111. The literature on modal balancing has been discussed by Bishop and Parkinson [12], Parkinson [13],
and Rleger [14]. The modal procedure specified by these authors is as
follows:.
I, Locate the plane of the shaft radial deflection in the first whirl
mode, slightly below the first critical speed, This can be done either by
using x, y displacment sensors to measure shaft motions, by pedestal
transducers, or by any suitable method of Identifying the angular position of the shaft runout,
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..CORRECTION PLANES-.

A,_

3

(a) Rotor In rigid end bearings

.•

Axi

(b) Mass axis and flexural axis or given
uncorrected rotor

-

MAUI AXIS

(c) Mass axis after low-speed balancing

. XW.

(d) Deformation at speed approaching
first flexural critic

(e) Deformation at speed approaching
third flexural critical speed

--

Fig, 6,10. Influence of rigid-rotor corrections on flexural modes,
After Bishop and Oladwell [3]. Used by permission,

2. Add calibrating weights to the shaft in the plane of maximum
shaft runout to determine the magnitude of the first-mode unbalance,
These weights should be so located that they cancel the effect of the
original first-mode unbalance, They should be placed close to the maximum modal amplitude location to minimize the size of the calibration
weight required.
3. Add correction masses that cancel the first-mode unbalance,
The conditions for achieving this are given later in this section, Since
the correction masses should not excite other modes, they should be
inserted at shaft axial locations where the amplittdes of other modes
are small or zero (eg., at the nodes of other modes), The first mode
has been completely balanced when the unbalance distribution lies on
the shaft flexural centerlin- for this mode and no forces are transmitted
to the supports,
4, 'The second mode is next balanced by the same procedure, The
angular position of the plane of" maximum runout in the second mode
is determined by running the rotor close to (but below) the second critical speed. Second-mode correction plane locations are selected so that
the required balance conditions may be satisfied with minimal excitation
of other shaft modes.

L

..i..
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5. Second-mode calibration is then undertaken with a pair of callbration masses, subject to certain modal conditions mentioned below.
The calibration masses are installed. 180' apart around the circunmfer.
ence of the shaft, in two correction planes a specified distance apart.
Both calibration weights are positioned so that their effect is to reduce
the modal unbalance and shaft runout. The size of each calibration
mass is again influenced by the amount of modal participation occurring
at the prescribed calibration location.
6. Second-mode correction masses are added to cancel the
second-mode unbalance. These corrections are added in two planes, at
axial positions that are most effective in canceling the second mode.
The second mode has been completely balanced when its modal unbalance component lies on the shaft flexural centerline, when no forces
are transmitted to the bearings, and when no adjacent mode has been
excited by the second-mode corrections.
7. The third mode is then balanced in the same manner. The
plane of maximum runout is determined for the third mode. Correction planes are selected Into which balance masses can be inserted
effectively for the third mode, and which are least likely to excite shaft
response in the other modes.
8. The third mode is calibrated with three masses Inserted in the
selected correction planes. The relative proportions of these masses are
given later in this section. Each mass is inserted in the correction
planes at 1800 to its neighbors and at 1800 to the angular position of
maximum runout.
9. Balance corrections are added to cancel the effects of thirdmode unbalance in the selected correction planes. The third mode has
been completely balanced when its unbalance lies on the shaft flexural
axis for this mode, when no forces are transmitted to the bearings, and
when no adjacent mode has been excited by the chosen disposition of
correction masses.
10. The fourth and higher modes now remain to be balanced by
the same procedure.
Analytically, the conditions for balancing a rotor In the above modal
sequence are outlined below.
First mode
Force equilibrium is given by
aj + -

mZo,

1(i)-0

1
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where a, is the first-mode unbalance, mi is the first-mode correction
mass, and 0 1 (z) is the first-mode participation factor. For the first
mode of the simply supported shaft shown in Fig. 6.11, 01(z) - 1 at
z - L/2. In practice a, is unknown and is found by trial and error
using the calibration-weight procedure. The quantity 4*(z) is also unknown; it can be estimated from experience or calculated, To minimize
ml, it is desirable to maximize 0t(Z).
The first-mode balance correction is therefore
marl-

at ,i

)

at 180* from the maximum runout amplitude.
ar

Al)- ý112

L

sin

Fig, 6,11, Vialues of characteristic functions it the
first th~ree modes

Now m1 rl is placed at the node of the second mode, where
- 0. The second mode will then be unaffected by this firstmode correction.
a 20 2(Z)

I' •I
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Second mode
The force equilibrium condition is
m2r

a2 + 7

+
0(Z2)
kZ

m3r

02(Z3)

0,
0O

where a 2 is the second-mode unbalance, m2 and m3 are the secondmode correction masses, and 02(Z 2 ) and 02(z3) are the second-mode
participation factors. The condition for the first mode not to be
affected by second-mode balance is

m20 1(Z2) + m34 1(z)) - 0,
and the second-mode corrections are found from

,(Z2)
I1

*1(Z3)

0 2(Z2)

0/ 2 (Z3 ) m 2r

lImirl "

which gives

o)
a

{

Mr ApZ 012(Z3))
20

M21

1

3

4 2 being the determinant of the 0/(z) matrix,
The condition for no singularities to exist in the correction mass
values is
S U(z2) 0I(z3)

A2 - 102(Z2) 02(Z3)

Third mode
The force equilibrium condition is
a3+

r0

+

r

+ m6 r

where the symbols correspond to those given previously.
The condition for the first mode not to be affected by third-mode
balance is
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m401i(

4)

+ ms501(zs) + m601(2 6) - 0,

the condition for the second mode not to be affected by third-mode
balance is
m40 2(Z4) + ms5 2(z5) + m60 2( 6 ) - 0,
and the condition for no singularities to exist in the balance details
selected Is
* (:4) *,(Zs)

43-

*0(z.)

2(z4) €,2(Zs) 02(Z6) # 0.
03(Z4)

, 3(ZS) 03(Z6)

The th•rd-mode corrections are found in the manner described:
m4

m15r
m6r

-01(Z5)
a3 APZ

0 2(z 6) + 02(z5 )

0 1 (z4 ) 102(6)

-

02(94)

1(z6)
IW(6)

0s(z4 ) 02(zS) + 0 2 (Z4) 0l(ZS)

Fourth and higher modes can be balanced by applying the procedures
demonstrated above,
Bishop and co-workers, notably Parkinson, have extended this procedure to deal with many additional aspects of flexible-rotor balancing
(see, for example, Refs, 10, i1, 15, and 16). The modal balancing procedure has been applied to Industrial practice by L. S. Moore and E. G.
Dodd [181. At present, the analytical procedures described above do
not form the basis of any balancing algorithm or technique in use,
though with a dedicated m!nicomputer it should be possible to use the
analytical procedures of Bishop et al. to balance industrial rotors.* The
steps given therefore serve mainly to validate the mechanics of the proposed modal balancing process and to provide a set of basic guidelines
for practical rotor balancing (which Moore has utilized). As Bishop et
al. have indicated, certain practical questions still remain concerning
definition of the precise location of each modal unbalance, since meas-

urement errors always exert a strong influence on the quality of the balance obtained,t Knowledge of the shaft modes, and of the influence of
'Kendis (171 has programmed these procedures and has Investigated their use on typical
ndustrial rotors via computer studies,
Identiflnation or maximum runout locations is now at minor problem when modern
Instrumentation (sensors, tracking 1niters, dilital readout) is used.
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damping on these modes, is usually needed for selecting the correction
planes, for selecting the 0(z) values, and for evaluating the Z Integral.
Time-efficlent trial-weight procedures and modal data acquisition procedures are also needed for any production balancing method. Weighttraversing methods and multiprobe observations of modes are now too
inefficient for modern flexible-rotor balancing.
The section that follows describes the practical procedures for

modal balancing developed by L. S. Moore.
Practical Modal Balancing
The application of modal balancing to large Industrial rotors has
been described by Moore and Dodd [18,191 and by Moore [20,21].
The procedures developed by these authors depend on modal principles
and are quite simple in application. The methods described here have
been applied to rotors with overhangs and couplings, supported near
their ends in bearings with both stiffness and damping properties. Such
rotors may be class 2 or class 3 flexible rotors, The modes encountered
during operation with such rotors will be similar to those shown ini Fig.
6,12,

Fig. 6,12, Class 2 or clam 3 rotcrs in
bearings: typical mode shapes cons~lting
of both rlgid.body and flexural effects

...

t wMow
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I
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It is important to recognize that the modes shown in Fig. 6.12
apply with mhior variations to all two-bearing rotors. The effectiveness
of the modal methods described by Moore and Dodd depends on an
understanding of these modes and on the positioning of correction
welghtb for maximum effectiveness at locations where other modes
have nodes, or may be counterbalanced out.
Simple Procedure for Flexible-Rotor Balancing. Consider first
the modal balancing of the single-disk flexible-shaft rotor shown in Fig,
6.13. For simplicity, let the bearings be radially rigid. This rotor can
be balanced in its 'owest flexural mode, Fig, 6,13b, using' either
accelerometers mounted on the bearing pedestals or proximity sensors
that observe shaft motions (e,g,, near the disk), The balancing procedure is as follows:
1. Run the rotor up to some speed below but close to the first
critical speed at which safe, measurable vibration amplitudes occur,
Record the vibration amplitude w0 and Its phase angle 00.
DISPLACEMENT SENSOR
O

(a) Fh1nxible single disk
rotor

TIMING MARK

EFFECT OF DISK UNBALANCE FORCES
ROTOR IN FIRST MODE

-'ON

(b) First flexural mode
BALANCE CORRECTION MUST
SATISFY MAGNITUDE AND
ORIENTATION REQUIREMENTS

A
40

ORIOINAL
UNBALANCE

/

rTRIAL
CORRECTION

(c) Phase rererence
Fig. 6,13, Practical modal balancing procedure for flexible sinile-dIsk rotor
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2. Stop the rotor and insert a small known weight W (oz) in the
disk at a given radius r (in.) such that Wr - T (oz-in.). This will provide a known calibrating unbalance.
3. Rerun the rotor with its calibrating unbalance at the same
speed, and measure the vibration amplitude w, and phase angle 4(Arelative to the same datum.
4, Plot both unbalance vectors to some convenient scale as shown
in Fig. 6.13c. Here OA represents the original unbalance and OB
represents the original unbalance plus the correction weight. The vector AB then represents the effect of the calibrating unbalance in ampiitude and phase at the chosen scale.
5. Calibrate the original unbalance vector by the ratio
U-AA
T oz-in.
AB
6. The orientation of the trial weight AB to the original unbalance
OA is angle OAB.
7. The magnitude of the required balance-correction weight is
therefore
OA
"C--U-:•
AB T oz-in.
8. The angular position of the required correction weight is at
- 180 + 00

-e

"*

(deg)

to the phase reference datum i.e., at t- 180 - angle OAH degrees
ahead of its present location, as shown in Fig, 6.13,
The rotor in this example could therefore be balanced by the installa"tion of a correction weight of C oz-in. at an angle OAB degrees ahead
of the calibration weight location.
Industrial Rotor Without Modal Coupling. Next consider the
balancing of the symmetrical rotor shown in Fig. 6.14 in its lowest flexural mode. For shop balancing zhe rotor should be mounted in bearings and pedestals that simulate onsite conditions as much as possible.
Where balancing is performed at the site, no support problem arises,
but if the balance is performed in a shop facility, the type of bearing
supports described in Section 3,5 should be provided. The required
steps are as follows.
1. Run the rotor at some convenient speed near its first critical
speed to magnify the vibrations in this mode. Record the synchronous
vibration amplitude w0 and relative phase angle €0, as described previously. Assume for now that identical readings are obtained at either
pedestal.
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W

S

1'

MOD SHAPE

Gi .I(s

flexural mode
Correction of first

W

A
r
7

0

w

1b) Correction of second flexural node

Fig. 6.14, Correction of flexural modes for symmetrical roto./

2. Add a single calibrating weight W oz at a radius r in a correction plane near the rotor inidspan. Again record the rotor synchronous
vibration amplitude wl and phase angle 01.
3. Plot the original unbnlance, vector wI' - OA and the originalplus-calibration unbalance vector wJ - OB to a convenient scale as
shown in Fig. 6.14. The effect of the calibration weight is the vector

AB- T.
4. Determine the first-mode balance correction weight,

C-

A Woz,

AB

5. Determine the required angular adjustment of the first-mode
correction: 01' ,- angle OAB degrees circumforentially forward from
the location of the calibration weight.
On inserting the required correction weight C at the calibration radius r
at midspan, the rotor will be balanced in its first flexural mode.
Approximately the same correction would be determined from transducer measurements at either pedestal. Some small residual vibration

t

t
L•:
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would remain after balancing, primarily from the second mode and possibly from higher modes also. The second mode is now balanced by
rurning the rotor sufficiently close to its second flexural critical speed.
Vibration and phase readings are taken at both pedestals. Again, if
these readings are assumed to be symmetrical, the second-mode correction is obtained as follows:
cap. 1. Measure the vibration amplitude wj and phase 03 on a bearing
2. Insert a pair of calibration weights Win planes located near thc
ends of the rotor but on opposite sides to form an unbalance calibration
couple.
3. Rerun the rotor near its second critical speed and again measure the vibration amplitude w? and phase 0?.
4. Plot the original unbalance as vector OA and the original-plui,calibration unbalance as vector OB in Fig. 6.14 to a convenient scal.3.
The calibration couple effect is then the vector AB - T2 ,
5. The required correction weights are then

SCO•

W oz.
AB

6. The required orientation for this second mode is .02 - arngle
OAB degrees circumferentially forward from each calibration-we.ght
location.

*
.

('r

On inserting these correction weights at the required radius r and
angle 0, the rotor will be balanced in its second flexural mode.
The third mode for this symmetrical rotor can be balanced in a
similar manner, with a combination of three correction weights in three
planes, To avoid reintroducing the first mcde may require use o'i. the
following relative third.-mode correction-weight proportions: C3 (plane
1, 09): 2C 3 (plane 2, 1800): C3 (plane 3, 0o) (see Fig. 6.13).
The example demonstrates the balance procedure for a symm'ietrical rotor in which the unbalance modal interactions are negligible, Procedures for cases where the modes are coupled are discussed in the following section.
Industrial Rotor with Modal Coupling Near the First Cinltical
Speed. Moore [201 has observed that "it invariably becomes apparent
that the rotor is distorting in two modes simultaneously" durirg any
flexible-rotor balancing operation. Moore and Dodd [181 hawvi proposed a series of operations for dealing with such conditions. Vibration
readings must now be taken at both bearings as follows:
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L. Run the rotor close to the first critical speed., Record the vibratObn amplitude ond phase reference at both bearings,'
2. ins6rt a calibratin, weight In the rotor midplarie,
3. Rerun the rotor at tha $*me speed and again record the vibra.
tion ampliitude and phase it both bearings.
4, Draw the original unbalance vibration vectors OA and OB to
some convenient scale, as in Fig. 6.15.
5. Draw thi -rlginel-plus-calibrition unbalance vectors OA, and
011 to the same scale, The effects of the calibration weight are the
vectors AA. and BB.
1
6C Join AB and A418. Bisect AA, in T and B~l in T,. Join kT'l.
Join OT.
7. It Is now presumed that OT is the unbalance vector in the first
mode, The required correction is

C,1M TTI
O" -,Woz.
atCIW

W

Z

angle 077T degrees,

-

C, lags the vector OT in the confiauration shown, The first mode Is
then corrected by installing a weight C, in the rotor ntidplane at angle
OfI.

8, The second mode is corrected by installing a pair of weights,
each with a magnitude of
C2 OA W
OB
_OB

AA2

AA2

337,

A

\T

6,15, Balancing consttuctlon for a mixad-mode
conlition near the first critical speed [191 (0 C, A. Parsons

SFig,

Co,, 1970-, used with permission)

Al

TI

/
131

*If the orbits are elliptical, record the major-axis amplitude and orientation using an
oscilloscope,

.

.

.
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at angle
2- angle OAA 2

angle OBB2

"tothe plane of the calibrating unbalance (see Fig. 6. 15).
Step 8 is not Included in the procedure given by Moore [20], It can,
however, be used to suppress strong effects from the 0econd mode
which occasionally arise at the first-mode balancing speed, to enable the
rotor to safely approach the second mode after first-mode effects have
been corrected. With the "otor at a speed close to the second critical
speed, the second mode can be corrected as described below. The
given construction allows the second-mode correction to be determined
when there is a mixed-mode condition between the second and third
modes at the balancing speed.

t7

1. Record the original unbalance magnitude and phase at both

bearings.
2. Insert a

pair of ft-nown calibrating weights near the ends of the
rotor, 180" apart circumferentlally.
"3. Run the rotor at the same balance speed and again measure the
original-plus-calibration unbalances and phase angles,
"4. Plot the original unbalance vectors as OA and OR in Fig. 6,16.
Plot the original-plus-callbration unbalance vectors as OA 2 and OB 2 and
identify the calibration unbalance vectors as AA2 and BR2.
5, Divide AD at T so that TA/T8 - AA 2/BB 2.
6. The required second-mode correction weights are each

SC-

A Woz.

AA 2

2

AA

Fig. 6,16. Balancing construction for a mixed-mode
condtion near the second critical spped 1191 (D C. A.
Parsons Co., 1970; used by permission)

T
0

- I'.-.......
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*"
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7. The required circumferential angle through which the correction weights must be moved is
angle TAA 2 - angle TBB 2 .
With these correction weights in the rotor end planes, the rotor will be
balanced in its second mode.
Balancing for @Mixed-Mode Condition Remote from Either Critleal Speed. Consider the case of a rotor that is balanced in its first
mode but remains unbalanced in the second and third modes. Further,
assume that at full speed the rotor is running well below either its
second or third critical speed. Under this condition there might well be
a significant contribution from both higher modes. The measured vectors of vibration must first be split into modal components where the
asymmetry of the modes is not known, Each component is then
corrected independently.
For balancing purposes it can be assumed that the effect of calibrating weights added mostly for the second mode represents the asymmetry of the second mode and that the effect of such weights added
mostly for the third mode represents mainly third-mode asymmetry,
Thus it is necessary to split the observed original vibration vectors into
second- and third-mode (or out-of-phase and in-phase) components of
the same proportions as those deduced from the calibrating weights.
The way this is done is shown in Fig. 6.17, taken from Ref. [191.
42 -

A
33

"I/
........
........
U ,

A0

\,/./'I /~
Fig.

6,17.

Balanvinll consturotion

ror a mixed-mode

condtion remote rrom either critical speed [19J
Parsons Co., 1970.; •sed by permission)

.'
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1. Let the vectors OA and OB represent the original unbalance.
2. Let the vectors OA 2 and OB2 represent the vibration measured
when a calibration pair of weights is added to the rotor, mostly to affect
the second mode.
3. Then the vectors AA 2 and BB2 represent the effect of the call.
brating weights for the second mode.
4. Let the vectors OA 3 and OB3 represent the vibration when the
calibrating weights for the second mode are removed and replaced by a
three-weight calibrating configuration that will have the greatest effect
on the third mode.
5, Then the vectors AA 3 and BB3 represent the effect of the calibrating weights for the third mode.
6, Divide AD at T so that TA/TB - AA2/BB 2 and call this m.
Let AA31BB 3 - n.
7, Construction: Draw TO and lines parallel to it through A and
B. Produce AO to meet the parallel line through B in D, Divide DB
in B' so that B'D/BB' - n/m. Join B'O and produce it to meet the
parallel line through A in A'. Then the original vectors OA, OB are
equivalent to an out-of-phase component OA', OB' plus an in-phase
component A'A, BRB. It can further be shown that OA'lOB' - m and
A'A/B'B - n, Therefore the out-of-phase component can be corrected
by adjusting the calibrating weights for the third mode,
8. Second-mode correction: Increase the calibrating weights for
the second mode in the ratio OA'/AA 2 and move them circumferentially through the angle labeled 02,
9, Third-mode correction: Increase the calibrating weights for the
third mode in the ratio of A'A/AA 3 and move them circumferentially
through the angle labeled
,3.

Note that in both cases the proportions among the individual weights in
each configuration must be maintained. As it happens, in the example
illustrated, the correction for the second mode would have to be placed
clockwise from the calibrating position, and the correction for the third
mode would have to be placed counterclockwise from the calibrating
position, always regarding the rotor from one end throughout,
Example of Rotor Balance Corrected In the Second and Third
Modes. Moore and Dodd [18] describe an application of the procedures discussed above to an actual boiler-feed pump rotor that had
coupled (mixed-mode) unbalance in its second and third modes. This
unbalance distribution was preventing smooth operation of the pump
between its first and second critical speeds: see Fig. 6.18, The shapes
of the first three modes are shown in Fig. 6.19. The best available
balancing planes for the second mode are at 25 in. and 70 in. from
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Fig, 6,18, Unbalance-response representation for rotor balanced in the
first mode with residual unbalance in the second and third modes
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FI, 6,19, Modes and correction planes for food
pump turbine rotor
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bearing A, respectively, and for the third mode at 10 in., 44 in., and 90
in. from bearing A. All weights were added at the same radius in each
balance plane.
A construction for determining balance weights for the second and
third modes is given in Fig. 6.17 as follows:
1, Let OA be the original unbalance vector at pedestal A, and OB
the original unbalance vector at pedestal B.
2, Add a set of calibrating weights for the second mode. Let the
ratio of effects at the pedestals be
effect on reading A effect on reading B
3. Add a set of calibrating weights for the third mode. Let the
ratio of effects at the pedestals be

effect on readina at Aeffect on reading at B
4. Find the components of OA and OB in the second and third
modes' as follows:
a. ,oin AB, Divide in T so that A T/TB - n,
b, Join OT. Draw lines parallel to OT through A and through B,
Produce AO to meet parallel line through B in 0,
c. Divide DB in B'so that DB'/B'B - n/m.
d. Join B'O and produce it to meet the parallel line through A in
A'.,e. Let B'B - Y Then DB' - ny/m, OA' - MOB', and

A'A - MB'D - ny, Hence A'A/B'B - nyly

••

n.

f. As OA + A'A - OA and OB'-+ B- OB, the vibration readings OA, OB consist of the out-of-phase components OA' OB' where
0,4' - MOB', plus the in-phase components AA, B'A, where A'A nB'B.
The above construction can now be applied to the boiler-feed rotor as
follows:
1. Let OA and OB be the original unbalance vectors at bearings A
and B, respectively.
2. Let OA2, OB2 be the original-plus-calibrating weight effect for
tile second mode, Then AA 2 , BB 2 are the effects of the second-mode
calibrating weights,
3. Let OA 2 , 0B 2 be the original-plus-calibrating weight effect for
the third mode. Then AA3 , B8 3 are the effects of the third-mode callbrating weights.

,
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4, Calibration for the second mode
effect on end A . M
affect on end B

2,30
1.175

1.96.

5, Calibration for the third mode
effect on end A
effect on end

1.1
06.525

6, Join AB, Divide at T so that A TI/TB - m.
7. Join OT. Draw lines parallel to it through A and B,
8. Produce AO to meet parallel lines through B to D.
9. Divide BD in B' so that B'D/BB - n/m - 1,145.
10. Join B'D and produce this to meet he parallel line drawn
through A at A'.
11. The required correction weights can now be obtained as
OA, OB - OA', O'

+ A'A, BB,
where OA, OB are the original readings, OA', Ok' are the out-of-phase
components, and A'A, B'D are the in-phase componnts, Thus, for the

second mode,
OA'

OR'

ZA2

W-3

2.38

(02 - 63 )

and for the third mode,
AA'

-'

---

BB'

" 2.50

(03-

1501,-

12, To make the second-mode correction add (5 x 2.38) - 11.9
oz-in. in correction plane B, both 63' clockwise from the position of
the second-mode calibrating weights,
13, To make the third-mode correction add 4 x 2,5 - 10 oz-in, in
correction plane C, 5 x 2.5 - 12.5 oz-in, in correction plane D, and
6 x 2.5 - 15 oz-in. in correction plane E, all 150° counterclockwise
from the positions of the third-mode calibrating weights.
Moore [211 gives no details about the final balance state achieved with
the above construction, He has, however, given a mathematical procedure [211 for the determination of the ratios m and n, It is stated
that the advantage of this modal technique lies in the time saved in
balancing large rotors, However, any time spent calibrating the rotor
for the influence of the traverse weight and in defining the mode
shapes must also be included in the assessment of balancing efficiency,
Runup and rundown time in such cases can be substantial, The taking
of trial weight readings can be a costly aspect of any balance procedure.
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Comprehensive Modal Balancing, Federn [6] began the development of modal balancing procedures for flexible rotors in which, the
rigid-body modes were corrected first in a low-speed balancing machine,
followed by balancing of the higher modesm in a systematic modal
manner, Kellenberger [221 described the application of this procedure
to generator rotors and subsequently [231 compared the modal N-plane
balancing procedure with the comprehensive (N + 2)-plane balancing
method, Miwa 124-27] developed refined theories for comprehensive
modal balancing and demonstrated the effectiveness of this method
with a six-disk rotor mounted on supports with transverse flexibility,
Giers [281 compared comprehensive modal balancing with modal
balancing.
Consider, a cylindrical rotor that operates in linear elastic bearings
located near its ends, The rotor bending stiffness is linear and isotropic. The influences of viscous and hysteretic damping are considered to
be negligible, and the rotor gyroscopic effect is negligible. Rotor
stiffness El(z) and mass distribution pA (z) may vary along the rotor

Slength.

(

•i

The rotor distributed unbalance is represented by the expression
uo(z)
W-

p ()

a (),

where pA (z) Is the distribution of rotor mass per unit length and a (z)
is the mass
axis eccentricity. The discrete unbalances acting on the
rotor are written as
UO - U,,•(Z - zO),

(

where Up is the vector unbalance at location z, and 8 is the Dirac delta
function. The total axial unbalance distribution is therefore
u(z) - uo(z) + UP8(Z - zO).
The balance conditions for a rigid rotor require that force equilibrium
and moment equilibrium must each equal zero, In terms of the above

equations this gives

L u(z)

dz -fL uo(z) dz +

I

U,8(z

zO) -0

and
fL u(z)zdz-f 0 uo(z)zdz +

Up8(z -

--0.
,

P

For a flexible rotor it is also necessary to ensure that the rotor
deflections under the influence of the unbalance distribution are zero in

iA*
`14

1,
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addition to satisfying the above rigid-rotor conditions. To develop the
required conditions, first express the unbalance distribution as
u(r)

+

-UO(z)

O(Z

and
uo(x)

-

I

Ul,(z

-Z,).

Also express the mass axis eccentricity ais the series
a (z)

-ao(z)

aj 0j (r),

+

and the rotor elastic axis deflection vector as the series
r (s)

-j

rOt
W *(z).

If these forms for a (z) and r(z) are used the modal unbalance cornponents aj and the shaft modal response components rj can be
evaluated, As already shown, the complex rotor response
r (z) - X(z) + dy (z)
Is governed by the equation of motion In nonrotating coordinates,
F+ UPa + A)-wi + El rIv

-

12v'oolr - 0 2a el"

Ap
For present purposes the damping terms P and IAcan be omitted. To
obtain a modal solution to this equation, the rotor defiection r(z) and
the unbalance distribution a Uz) are expressed in series form:
r Z10-PIW e*(Z) + 0`2(W 02 (Z) +

r(1) 0j (Z)
ri.

and
a (z)

-

a, 0 1(z) + a2 02(z) +

..-

aj Oj (z),

where the coefficienits rj Wt and aj are complex quantities and the
0j (Z) are charactoristio functions of the rotor, We again recall that, for
shafts with distributed mass and stiffness,
El ~~V~
J~()
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Substituting the above series and the characteristic function condition
into the equation of motion gives the infinite set of modal equations:
YJ+ WIrj - fl 2aj elot'
In each case the solution for the forced motion is
0 2 a/ e1 n'
where
ay -

fo

Z

€,(z) iz
(u2z)

f oL(z) dz.

It is evident that the shaft displacements r (r) depend on a (z), and
hence we may write
S,!

r(z)

Aj(o) aj Oj(z), with A,(w)

-L

Consider now the equations of force equilibrium and moment
equilibrium for a flexible rotor in two bearings:

"PA + P8 " a 2 e11 t foL [pA (z) r(z) + u(z)] dz
and
P8 L "- 0 2 e't

[pA (z) r(z) + u(z)]z dz.

If the unbalance distribution is written as
i"

u(z) - pA (z) a (z) - pA (z) ao(z) + J- 1.as4• (z)I
pA( ) ao(.z) +

pA (z) aj 0j(Z),

the shaft centrifugal force mayJ-1now be written as

pA W) r~z
W

pA~zW
-

I.

Aj W) a1 O1 (ZW

Aj (w) pA(z) aq qij(z)
F-I

j-FF
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Aj(a,) Uj Oj(W),
J-I

where
uj (z) - pA () a,1(z)
Substituting into the equations of equilibrium gives

[

P.4 + PS~-n ein# fL

-n2

A(W) ujik01zW + UWd
A(W) + IIuj Oj (z)+

elfit fLAj

uo(z)I di,

as
u(z) - uo(2) + I Uj Oj(W
J-I

Hence

P• + Pa-fl 2 e1i'

dz + , u]

B,(W) U fj(z)

and

PR L

[II Bj(w) Uj f

~2 e''
n

0 W~zz dz

+

upz

where
Bj,()

-

Aj (to) + 1 - Cu]

J2
-

ni

The conditions for flexible-rotor balance can be deduced from these
equations. It is required to make
PA +PB-O and PsL -O.
These conditions will evidently be achieved when
f 0L u(z) dz

- 0

foL u(z)z dz

Ir,

0
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and

Lf
u(z)Oj(z)dz-0 for j-

1, 2, ...

o.
0,

In terms of the distributed unbalance and the discrete unbalances
u(z) - Uo(z) +

Uk,

the balance conditions become

joL uo(z) dz 4-1: u - 0,

'

k

L
fOLUO(Z)z
dz +J'

Uk.,/k - O,

and

Sfo Uo(Z) O(z) d+

Uk O,
•j(z) - 0,

k - i, 2,

k

It can now be seen that if p modes are balanced using (p + 2)
correction planes, the above expressions will form (p + 2) equations in
(p + 2) unknowns; that is, the balance conditions become
fL uo(z) dz + P+2
-

+k

fo

k

fo

Uo(z)z dz + 6UkZ

fo

Lp+2
o(Z)
4j() dz +A

0,

0,

and
U. oj(z,) - 0,

or

S

-1

1

1

..

-U

f0 uo(z)•d0

rI
•.(zI)

02(ZI)

•I(z2

2 (Z2)

f°Lo(z)u()dd

"

1 (Z,+2

U3

fo uo(z) €•(z) dz

...

,2(Zp+2)

•U4

0 L Uo(z) 02(Z)

dz
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These expressions were given by Miwa (241, Similar relations have
been presented by Kellenberger [221. Sample calculations developed to
demonstrate the above procedure now follow.
Example 1: UntWorm flexible rotor in simply supported end bearings,
For the rotor shown in Fig. 6.20, uniforri unbalance distribution
u(z) - UIL - constant, uniform flexible rotor El(z) - El, pA (i) zpA - constant, and
A

o1 (z) - sin J-ffu
uW- U/L

Fig, 6,20, Uniform'rotor In rigid end bearings
with distributed unbalance, After Miwa [7]1
Used by permission.
U1

U2

al - OZL

U2

%2 O, L

tz3 O-TCAL

The requirement is to balance the first mode (J - 1), and this requires
k - p + 2 correction planes. The integrals of the forcing vector
become

Juo(z) dz fL 0~ dz

f

Lu

-) dz - U,

~-fL-z
dz
L

fo uo (z) 0 1(z) dz -f

0

-

UL

~in4Ldz

(~)

For correction planes k - 1, 2, 3 at z1 - 0.25L, z 2 - 0.5L, and z3 0.75L, sin (srzk/L) - 0.707, 1.000, 0.707, and the balance equations
become

0,25

0.5 0.75

0.707 1.0 0.707

U2 - -U

0.5

U3

2/ 1
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"which gives U1 - -0.6203 U, U2 - 0.2406 U, and U3 - -0.6203 U.
This agrees with the result for the balance corrections given by Miwa
[241, who has also plotted the corrections as functions of axial location.

"Example2: Un(form rotor inflexible end bearings
The rotor shown in Fig. 6.21 is to be balanced in its first mode.
Correction planes are located at z, - 0, z3 - 0.5L, and z2 - L. The
end bearings have identical stiffness properties k, and the flexural
stiff'ness of the rotor is K - 48E1/L 3 (first mode). This indicates that
only s!,mmetrical modes need to be considered in balancing this rotor.
The characteristic equation is therefore
Ii(z)

a, +bjsin(o L

I

s) - moml
PAWt,-

k ...

-nt

MODE OF
FIRE§rST

S'

SYSTEM
IMOTOR

Fig. 6,21. Uniform rotor in flexible bearings with distributed
unbalance. Example from Miwa et al, (261, UWed by permission.

To balance the first mode, I - 1, and the mode shape can be obtained
from the deflection diagram, i.e., a, - k, bl - 48El/L 3, and a - bl/al.
Normalizing this expression gives
'@l(z)

1 -- .--- ~ sin4

WL

LJ

The balance conditions can now be formed. For a uniform radial distribution of unbalance along the rotor, uo(z) - UIL - constant, and
fL uo(z) dz - U,

a,
hL

SfL Uo(z)zdz - 0.5 UL,
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and

Uf

Thdeeblnden eatof

IJ

1

ssathbearinsifor
are

and U3/U--0.18.

,

0

0L

(_) 1
.L

W

e

1,

sraia.Tuthabv

1*

It is noted that the balance corrections are

Thdurequiredrbauanee corrections carn than be

-0.18,ne and/

-0pie.64

Example 3: Un(form rotor in flexible end bearings with nonuniform unbalance distribution
Figure 6.22 shows a rotor of uniform stiffness K - 48E1/L and
mass distribution Ap; it is supported in end bearings of stiffness ka and
kh. The rotor is to be balanced for smooth operation at its first critical
speed, using three correction planes symmetrically situated about the
midspan.
The number of correction planes k - p + 2 - 3 meets the stated
requirements for comprehensive modal balancing. The unbalance distribution varies linearly along the rotor length, that is,

u(Z) - u1 + u 2
Let the shape of the first mode be described by the characteristic equation
z
,'z.
-1Z
sin
C
+
B-L
+
A
(z)
Oj

L

11

Let U1, U2, U3 be unbalance corrections applied in the three correction
planes at z, - CL, z2 -

i

L' and z3 - (I - C)L, respectively, C being a

chosen fraction of the rotor length.
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Miwa [271 has given a general
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22,2
L3

K

Fig, 6.22, Uniform rotor in flexible beerings with linearly varying unbalance,
After Miwa (27]. Used by permission.

solution for this problem in terms of measured forces UL and UR at the
rotor supports. If UL and UR are measured close to the first critical
speed, the required balance corrections will be
Ul'UL(

U2

-ULP

and
U3-

j3

UR

2

+ URI3,

(~]UL

+ U'R

11-J1

where
(2/w) - sin .C
I8"-1
- sin vrC

It is again noted that the required balance corrections are independent

of the relative stiffness a of the rotor and the bearings. Furthermore,
the balance corrections are independent of the relative bearing
stiffnesses. The corrections are dependent on the location of the
correction planes along the rotor.
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Miwa (27] has commented that, where t - 0 (i.e. for correction
planes at the ends of the rotor), the ratio J = 0.64. He also notes that,
when • - 0,22, the central' correction U2 becomes zero. Two-plane
balancing with C- 0.22 and C- 0.78 is therefore optimal for this
balancing case, Figure 6.23 shows a chart developed by Miwa [271 for
determining the correction ratio as a function of balance-plane location •.
Cantral
Correction
Unbalance
Static
S=Initial
Ii
-

t

Balance Plane
'

Location

I

p
0.4
WRight\
Wla~lance

0[

0 .I

Fig, 6,23, Variation of balance weight ratio
with location or correction planes along rotor,
After Mlwa 1271. Used by permlision.

,

O

Example 4: Alternator rotor in undampedflexible bearings
Kellenberger [221 has described the balancing of an alternator
rotor supported in flexible bearings (with zero damping). This machine
runs above its second critical speed, and there are therefore at least two
modes requiting balance corrections. The minimum number of correction planes by the comprehensive modal method is therefore p k + 2 - 4. It is further assumed that this rotor has previously been
balanced as a rigid body in two planes. If the origin of the coordinates
is set at the left bearing, the chosen correction planes are at zi - 0,
Z2- 2535 mm, z3 - 4935 mm, and z4 - 7440 mm - L, as shown in
Fig. 6.24a.
The mode shapes for thiE rotor were calculated with a computer
and are shown in Fig, 6.24(b) and (c). Calculated modal amplitudes at
the correction planes for both modes were used for the characteristic
function values 4j(zk) in the third and fourth balance equations.
Terms in the forcing vector were obtained by setting

Ju0 (Z)dz -

uo(z)z dz - 0

for the first and second terms because the rotor had been previously
balanced as a rigid body. The third term is arbitrarily set equal to

Ir,
II

,I

F
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C02
iA

jcril

CpI

M4
rA21mm
""mm
(a)

Correction pla4ne Ocetlofn

(W) Second mode

J

Fig. 6,24, Alternator rotor In flexible bearlngs:
first and second mode shapes

10041, where 4'1 remains to be calibrated from first-mode measurements (presumably by trial-weight runs). The fourth term Is also set
equal to zero, as the first-mode balance correction must not influence
the second mode. The balance equations for both modes are given in
Table 6.1.
Table 6.1, Balance equation terms*
Ul

U2

1
0
3.426
11.225

1
0.341
18.734

UUUbalance

12.241

UJI

1
0.663
18.569
-12,457

'From Ref. 22; used by permission.

iiI

U4

Mode I

1
1
3.418

0
0
-1004,
0

-11.453

Mode 2

balance
0
0
0

-10042

.. ...
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The solutions for the unbalance corrections are as shown in Table 6.2.

Table 6.2. Unbalance corrections for Alternator Rotor
Unbalance
correction
U1
U2

U3
U4

Mode I
Absolute
Normalized

Mode 2
Absolute
Normalized

+3.2640,
-3.26401
-3.3030,
+3.30301

+1.821 ;2
-5.718,02

+1.000
-3.140

+5.77902

+3.174

-1.88202

-1.034

+1.000
-1.000
-1,012
+0.012

*From Rr. 22, usd by permission.

The balancing procedure requires the first measurements near but
below the first critical speed. The actual magnitudes of the first-mode
corrections are found by a procedure similar to the trial-weight methods
previously described. The remaining unbalance corrections are then
obtained from the ratios given in Table 6.2. When the first mode has
been corrected, the procedure Is repeated to balance the second, third,
and fourth modes.
Discussion of Modal Metbods
The three modal methods described on the preceding pages are the
most widely used modal balancing procedures in current practice, and
they merit some further comment. Two questions are consistently
raised about these methods: What are the differences between them,
and which method gives the best results?
The modal balancing method of Bishop, Gladwell, and Parkinson
is basically a set of instructions given together with a matrix equation
that can be solved or satisfied for the modal correction weight values as
desired. As far as is known, the balance matrix equation given by these
authors has never been implemented as an analytical procedure for
determining balance weights and locations, though It appears possible to
do this if desired. Publications on the modal method have been mainly
concerned with the definition of procedures based on rigorous principles for the balancing of flexible rotors. These publications have examined a wide range of balancing problems (flexible supports, anisotropic
supports, dissimilar shaft stiffnesses, etc.) with this in mind and have
been less concerned with the practical details of flexible-rotor balancing.
The modal balancing principles defined by Bishop et al. have been
applied in practice by Moore, specifically for the correction of medium
to large, two-bearing, electrical equipment rotors. Moore has had good

† † † † †† † ††...,...,,,..
† †
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success for more than 20 years, using the modal guidelines described by
Bishop and the practical vector techniques for unbalance determination
that he devised and perfected over several decades, Moore does not
mention having made any use ofthe matrix equations of Bishop and
Oladwell,, though he appears to have satisfied these criteria mode by
mode with his diagram approach.
The methods of Bishop and of Moore both, nominally use N
planes, where N is the number of modes to be balanced. Bishop and
Parkinson [5) have discussed methods for reducing effects from modes
that lie beyond the operating speed, and Moore [201 has described practical techniques for dealing with such modes. Although Parkinson (15]

has analyzed the influence of massive flexible supports on modal

*•

*

I

balancing, the influence of bearing damping appears not to have been
included in any modal analysis. Shaft damping has been included,: and
this does not invalidate the modal approach. The possible effects of
modes coupled by damping In the bearings on the attaintable balance
should be examined because the quality of balance may indeed be
affected by such damping,
In contrast to the other balancing procedures described in this
chapter, it appears that there have been few experimental investigations
of the modal method. While there is ample evidence that the method
is consistently successful in practice, questions concerning its effectiveness are inevitable, especially in comparison with such methods as the
comprehensive modal method and the influence coefficient method,
both of which have been extensively tested. There seems to be little
doubt that claims advanced for the modal method are weakened by the
lack of a series of experimental studies that could test the effectiveness
and the efficiency of the method. Such tests appear to be particularly
needed, since studies by Giers [281 have pronounced the comprehensive modal method to be superior: see Chapter 7.
The comprehensive modal method has been studied by Federn,
Kellenberger, Miwa, and Giers. The most notable difference between
this method and the modal method of Bishop and Moore is the requirement that the rigid-body modes be balanced before proceeding to the
flexible modes. Claims that this leads to a balance of superior quality
have been made by Miwa et aL. [261 because of the removal of an 117
term in the dynamic magnifier equation; by Kellenberger [23] because
of the satisfaction of the three balance equations; and by Giers [28]
based on comparisons of comprehensive modal test results with modal
*Moore [201 describes how the correction weights are typically distributed along the
length of a generator in practico. The principle, however, is valid and It used widely in
fleld balancing.

V.i
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results obtained by Moore's method. These tests are discussed In
Chapter 7.
On examining the shaft equations of motion written In the most
general terms, It appears that one must work with the true modes, and
not with pseudomodes such as the rigid-body components of class 2
rotor rigid/flexible modes. If this is so, it could be expected that a
sIngle-plane balance of a clasp 2 rotor would give at least equivalent balance quality as a low-speed plus a high-mpeed balance of such a rotor

(see Fig. 6.25)., It also appears that all significant "rigid-body" effects
are taken Into account In the modal method because it deals with real
modes at all times. Bishop argues convincingly that it is meaningless to
balance rigid modes In a, rotor that experiences only highly flexible
modes. Kellenberger and Federn reply that It is frequently necessary to
balance at low speed in order to be able to run up to higher speeds,
This appears to be a clear case for the removal of gross unbalance
rather than a need to remove modes. Therefore the rigid-mode argument does not appear to support the comprehensive modal method,

Wc)Modea and corrections
In low speed balancing
machine.

(a) First mode showing
( orrection moash

(d) First mode with distribution of low speed
correction and first
mode correction,

(b) Residual rotor defiection near first critical
speed.

(0) Corrected first mode
near critical speed,

Modal method:

N-plae corrections

Comprehensive Model Method.
(N+2)..pIlne corrections.

Fig. 6,25. Rotor In flcxlblo bearings with uniform unbalance: eftoctiveness of
corrections by the modal method (left) and tile comprehensive modal method
(right)
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Miwa',s elegant series of papers with their experimental confirmation clearly demonstrate the effectiveness of the comprehensive modal
method. Kellenberger's paper,, 1221 Isr also interesting in the sense that
he selects four planes to balance the first two flexible modes, after having balanced the rigid modes (i.e., gross unbalance h'-i first been effectively removed). Even if shop procedures do frequently result in rotors
that are slightly bowed or have slightly eccentric disks requiring twoplane removal of gross unbalance, it is still not clear why four planes
are needed to achieve what the modal method could presumably
achieve with two planes, and without gross unbalance correction.
Moore does not discuss this situation. The fact that modal practice
commonly distributes the correction weights along the length of the
rotor is irrelevant, Adherance to the principles of the method should
ensure balance even if only two planes were used.
Another point that should be mentioned is the plane of unbalance
Kelienberger refers to; in practice it must be found and calibrated. This
in turn appears to require a trial-weight procedure, and, as the generator rotor used in the example is similar to Moore's rotors, it must possess the same transmitted-force vector properties. Therefore constructions similar to those developed by Moore are needed to balance such
rotors, or else some type of influence coefficient method must be used.
This brings the entire procedure into question: could not the same
result be achieved with gross unbalance correction, followed by
Moore's procedure or by a simple influence coefficient calculation? It
would be useful to have the authors of comprehensive modal balancing
explain how these aspects are dealt with in practice.
There appears to be no meaningful answer to the question as to
which method is "best." Best balance commonly means three things:
convenience in operation, high quality throughout the speed range, and
minimum time and minimum operations. A summary of experience
with the N modal method and with the N+2 modal method is given
below:
Modal method
Sound in principle
Entensively tested in practice
Simple to apply (vector constructions)
Rated inferior in tests by competitor
Efficiency not known
Lacking in independent experimental verification
Not yet adapted to computers
Experience restricted to turbine-generator industry

. .
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Comprehensive modal mefhod
Less rigorous theoretical foundation
Extensively tested in practice
Found competent in tests by 'several Investigators
.Calculations inoie complex,
More operating steps,
.Eficiency not known
Rated superior in tests by proponents,
Well adapted to computers
Experience extends to all high-speed-machine industries
Further comments on modal balancing methods are given in Section
6,5.
6.3 Influence Coefficient Methods
The influence coefficient method is a formalized correction procedure whereby
1. Trial weights are inserted at selected locations along a rotor In a
specified sequence of locations and speeds.
2. Rotor amplitudes and phase angles are read at convenient locations along the rotor at selected speeds where large amplitude vibrations
may occur.
3. Required balance corrections are determined from the amplitude and phase data, using a computer program.
4. Balance weights are installed In the rotor correction planes.
The process may be repeated until the rotor runs smoothly.
This method requires no advance knowledge of the system dynamic
response characteristics, though such infornmation may be helpful in
selecting the most effective balance-plane and readout locations for a
given system. The influence coefficient method has been applied with
equal effectiveness to class 1, 2, and 3 rotors with the properties listed
below.
Unbalance
Distributed
Concentrated
Bent rotor (geometric or thermal)
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"Bearings

*

Rigid
Flexible undamped (support springs, roiling element)
Flexible, damped (fluid film, rolling element with
backup squeeze film damper)
No-bearing effects (free-free modes)
Aligned bearings, poorly aligned bearings, and catenary-string
rotor sets (e.g., turbine-generator)
"Symmetrical and nonsymmetricl bearing properties
Foundation
Rigid
Discrete flexible, with and without mass effects
Continuously flexible (rotor in flexible outer casing-e.g.,
jet engine)
Damped flexible foundation
Axisymmetrical and asymmetrical foundation

*

The influence coefficient method is not a modal balancing procedure per se, but in view of the modal nature of rotor unbalance
response, it is evident that a similar overall effect is being achieved to
balance the rotor. The emphasis here is on procedure and formalized
convenience rather than on physical understanding of the mode shapes.
Because of the size of the matrix calculations in most instances, it Is
desirable to use a computer program or a dedicated minicomputer when
applying the influence coefficient method. The use of a computer program is now essential for balancing all but the simplest rotors, because
of the complexity of the mode shapes which arise due to bearing
stiffness and damping, support asymmetry, and multiple and concentric
shaft and foundation effects.
The earliest theoretical studies on the influence coefficient method
appear to have been made by Goodman (29] and Lund [301. Brief
comments on this method have also been made by Thearle [31], Groebel (321, Den Hartog [331, and others.

"Basic Steps of the Influence Coefficient Method
Let the flexible rotor in undamped bearings shown in Fig. 6.26
have p planes along the axial length of the rotor where measurements
of whirl radius and phase angle (referred to some angular datum on the
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-

K

Fig, 6,26, Flexible rotor In undamped bearings with
Identical stiffnesses In coordindte directions

rotor) may be taken. Al3o assume that there are q prescribed correction planes in which balance weights can be added and oriented as
required. The influence coefficient balancing sequence is as follows:
1. Run the rotor up to some suitable initial balancing speed ci.
Measure rotor whirl amplitudes and phase angles at each of the p
measuring planes for this speed. Record the acquired data for subsequent processing.
2, Place a trial weight of known magnitude and radius in correction plane I at a phase angle equal to zero.
3. Again run the rotor at speed wI1 and take measurements of
whirl amplitude and phase angle in the p measuring planes, Record the
data.
4. Remove the trial weight from plane 1 and place it In correction
plane 2 at phase angle zero.
5. Run the rotor at speed wi, measure the whirl amplitude and
phase angle, and record the data.
6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 for the remaining correction planes.
7. Compute the coefficients:
whirl amplitudel
[ whirl amplitude
with unbalance) - 1without unbalance)
0
r3 "- ~
trial unbalance weight
Swý -. W'0'

Nttto
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Note that both the w, (and w°,) and the a,, are complex:
- (a,,)R + i(a,,),
a(w/,).;
a,,

wr, - (wr,r)R +

(i

-

8. Form the influence coefficient matrix [A] that relates the original rotor whirl amplitudes tw°) (a p-row vector) to the original "discre(a q-column vector), which unbalance is assumed
tized" unbalance W1)0)
to be concentrated in q correction planes, as follows:

.

two) - [AI(UO).
9. Determine the original discretized rotor unbalance (UW) by
preinultiplying the original whirl-amplitude vector by the inverse of the
[A] matrix:

{U°) - [A-11w 0).

10. Determine the required correction weights and phase angles
from the negative of the original discretized unbalance;

The U terms are also complex,

4

UoA,

i- 1S,

(UP)R + I(U°)1,

and hence

I!,

IuP I -

.V(UO)4 -+( Ur

tan 4, -

2;

(U°IR'

Theory of the Influence Coefficient Method

1'

Consider the elastic rotor in damped flexible bearings shown in
Fig. 6.27. The rotor system is axisymmetrical arid may include any
practical variation of its axial geometry. At speed, it experiences circular synchronous whirling under the influence of residual unbalance and
mode distortion. The influence coefficient procedure requires only that
the whirl amplitude and phase angles be accessible to measurement at
the specified loc.tions. In essence, the method is a formalized procedure for determining the influence coefficients au((u), which are
speed dependent and relate the rotor whirl amplitudes w to the unknown rotor unbalances U, by the matrix expression

-

..--.-"

-,"
.
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.
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4Y

I

7.

Vk

Vb

Fig, 6,27, Elastic rotor in bearings with Identical damping
and stiffnesses in coordinate direntions

WA
0

N11 a42

al,, UI

w~o

"ah aB'2 ... aj, U2

w•0

4,

a,',

a,,

U,

Thi. expression is equivalent to modeling the unknown rotor unbalance
distribution by a set of equivalent unbalance forces in the q correction
p.anes. If the rotor unbalance is concentrated In the correction planes,
the balancing procedure is to first run the unbalanced rotor at speed W,
and at this speed to measure the maximum rotor whirl amplitudes we
and phase angles q$0 at p locations along the rotor due to this original
unbalance, This gives
where

wwee} - [A (wl)(Uo} - [ajjI(Uo),
w - w (cos4 + I sin 4)-

as shown in Fig. 6.28.

w, + Iw,,
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Fig. 6.28, System or fAxed (xy) and
rotating (f,,i) coordinatvi
#

eX4
÷1 I
~~~W

(W1,

Next insert a trial weight T in correction plane I and rerun the
rotor at speed w. Again read w and 0, which correspond to

W.•
I

al.

2....1

U

(measured) (unknowns) (unknown) (known)
1
Subtracting the trial weight response {w
) from the original response

(w9} gives
W) 1o I
Wjk

WJO

-

lla

ail aJ2

...

a

,U+

-U2

4

U2
(4

U2

from which we obtain
-,

all

•-

T

W1 I -

T

o

W10

T

&

i1
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The trial weight T is then removed from correction plane 1 and is
inserted Into the remaining (q -, 1) correction planes as required, to
acquire additional data. Successively rerunning the rotor at W, and
measuring w and h for each trial gives, in genmral,

1i 0
a~ T
This procedure must be repeated q - (n/2) times (n-even), and q
(n+l)/2 times (n-odd), where n Is the number of modes to be balanced. This results in the following set of simultaneous equations
which are then solved to obtain the rotor residual unbalance, referred
to the correction planes:
-

WA
al

W'I
I;

a1 0J 2
a4 2

aJ3
a3

.....

a

.....

al

U1
U2

a.'2

a.3

...

a1l

UP

a12

a13

.....

al.

.....

aA,

,

.

WPa,',
WA 2

all
ai

Wa2

WP

h

a, I .

a~~a
2

al1

WA3

W03t

Wna.,

a12,

all

2

a,'2

a1?3

.... a2
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a

.....
...

al
4A,

a.13

...

a,,_j

<p

U

{w) - [AI{U),
where [Al is a square matrix of coefficients as defined above, Inverting
[Al gives
U) - [A]-I(w).
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Once the effective unbalance vector U has been determined, the
placement in the correction planes of n weights equal in magnitude but
opposite in sense to (U) has the effect of canceling the original unbalance of the rotor.
Verification of the Influence Coefficient Method

I

I

In 1934, the application of aninfluence coefficient method was
described by Thearle [311 with reference to the balancing of a tworotor, three-bearing turbine generator. Between 1940 and 1955, Groebel (321 used practical influence coefficient methods to balance large
generator rotors mode by mode. Den Hartog [331 has commented on
the influence coefficient principle (for two-plane correction) in his
book. It appears that influence coefficient methods were used effectively for several decades before development of the computer.
An analytical study of the effectiveness of influence coefficient
balancing was made by Rieger [341, who examined three practical
rotor-bearing systems: (a) rigid rotor in gas bearings, (b) a supercritical,
flexible, three-disk overhung rotor in fluid-film bearings, and (c) a
supercritical, flexible rotor with one disk overhung in three fluid-film
bearings. Rieger studied the effect of measurement errors and of
correction-weight Instillation errors on the resulting balance, as well as
the relative balance improvement obtained with two, three, and four
correction planes. The number of bearing supports involved was shown
to exert no direct influence on the quality of balance attainable. Bearing misalignment may affect the critical speed location and shaft bendIng stresses, but it has no effect on the quality of balance attained
unless the whirl ellipses are excessively elongated or the ellipse axes are
oriented at different angles by the misalignment.
The effectiveness of the influence coefficient method was
evaluated by Tessarzik et al. [351 with a flexible three-disk rotor operating through its lowest bending critical speed. Tessarzik calculated the
balance weights by a computerized influence coefficient procedure.
The flexible rotor-bearing system used was designed to contribute
negligible damping to the rotor whirl mode at the bending critical
speed, Under such circumstances, large resonant amplitudes could be
expected unless the balancing procedure was effective. After the balance corrections were made, maximum peak-to-peak critical whirl
amplitudes of 1.6 X 10-1 in. were measured. Tessarzik and Badgley
[361 also developed a least-squares influence coefficient procedure
along the lines proposed by Goodman [37] to obtain a best-fit balance
for a rotor operating over a speed range containing several critical
speeds.
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Other experimental studies using a least-squares approach,
discribed by Lund and Tonnesen 1381, further verified the effectiveness of this method. Another interesting least-squares development
has been reported by Little (39], who used a linear programming technique to optimize the balance of rotors operating through several bendIng critical speeds. Baler and Mack 140] describe the balancing of long
helicopter drive shafts through six critical speeds, to speeds beyc .d
7000 rpm. They report having achieved smooth shaft operation .y
developing their own influence coefficient balancing, after having tried
modal methods and other flexible-rotor balancing techniques.
The influence coefficient method has the advantage of simplicity
in application and is readily adapted to computer-aided balancing.
These features make It suitable for balancing a wide range of complex
turbomachinery (helicopter shafts, multispool aircraft engines, ultracentrifuses, etc.) and for computerized unbalance weight calculations. Its
effectiveness is not influenced by the presence of damping in the system, or by vibratory motions of the locations at which readings are
taken. Initially bent rotors can be balanced as readily as straight rotors,
and no assumptions concerning perfect balancing conditions are
involved to detract from the quality of balance attained. It shares certain disadvantages with the other balancing methods: the number of
readings required to acquire the input data can become large, and must
be minimized. The accuracy with which these amplitude and phase
readings must be made requires care in the data-taking. This has been
simplified by recent equipment developments. Existing computer programs for this method assume circular whirl orbits. Where elliptical
orbits occur (e.g., from certain fluid-film bearing conditions or from
some dissimilar pedestal stiffness condition), the dissimilar amplitudes
can be averaged to achieve an average balance, or a technique similar to
that proposed by Parkinson [1 can be used. Changes in bearing
operating eccentricity induced by load changes will not affect the balance of the rotor or its operation unless the mode shape is substantially
changed. Such effects are independent of the method, as are the
effects of drive torque fluctuations, bearing stiffness changes, system
nonlinear influences, and parametric resonances.
The major experiments that have been conducted on the influence
coefficient method are described In Chapter 7.
Least-Squares Optimization of Correction Welhts
Goodman 1371 developed a theoretical balancing procedure that
uses a least-squares technique to minimize the rms residual whirl
amplitudes at selected locations along the rotor. This procedure allows

1L
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optimum balance corrections to be obtained. The least-squares procan also be used as
Scedure
a data-conditioning tool where large
numbers of readings are utilized (time-monitoring) or a rectangular
matrix array must be adapted before being inverted in the influencecoefficient program.
Consider a rotor that has q correction planes and on which m
vibration readings (m > q) have been obtained for K different speed
conditions, at I different locations; then m - P1. The leant-squares
balancing procedure finds the optimum size and angular orientation of
the required q balance weights by minimizing the sum of the squares of
the m vibration readings. The initial unbalance data w0 and the trial
weight unbalance data w, at the m measuring locations are first
obtained. Influence coefficients au are then calculated by the procedure described previously. However, the previous case is for m - q,
in which the requited values of the correction weights were computed
directly by matrix inversion. This reduces the whirl amplitudes to zero
at q locations at the selected speeds and generally reduces the amplitude whirl rotor throughout the speed range (see Fig. 6.29). At speeds
other than the balancing speeds, a small residual unbalance el remains
such that at the r th location and speed

oo

011

WHIRL
AMPLITUDE
INCORRECTION
PLANE

- w,,

- wN,

N2

SPI-ED
N

..............
'Fig. 6,29,

rypical result or influence coofmcient balance at
correction plane: correction or the first and second modes and
overall decrease in rotor whirl amplitude

The response amplitudes w,, and w.0, the influence coefficients a,,
and the unbalances UI,
are complex quantities. Dividing this expression
Into its real and imaginary components gives
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This leads to 2N linear equations of the form
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The unknowns In these equations are the components of the balance
weights Ur and Ui required to minimize the rotor response. These
terms can be found lasing standard equation-solving routines when the
above procedure is programmed.
Goodman [371 has described the first iteration that is performed
with this procedure, followed by a weighted least-squares procedure to
be applied in several successive iterations. This will minimize the residual unbalance remaining aft.,r each iteration until a satisfactory final
balance is achieved. The final set of balance weights and orientations
can be obtained automatically by continuing the iterations until a
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prespecified balance criterion is achieved. See Refs. 41 through 44 for
more on computerized balancing.
Linear Programming Optimization of Influence Coefficient Method
-The influence coefficient method involves the solution of the
matrix equation
(w) - [A]VU),
(6.0
where (w) is a column vector of observed displacements, [A] is the
matrix of influence coefficients and (U) is an unknown column vector
of the effective rotor unbalance related to the corrections planes, to be
determined from trial-weight tests. Little and Pilkey [451 have sought
an optimum solution to this problem through the use of linear programming techniques, as follows. Let it be required to minimize the
above matrix expression, and to determine values for the unbalance
column vector (U) - {U1,U 2, ,,,, Un}T (T - transpose) subject to this
minimum condition. Suppose the number of observations is less than
the number of unbalances wa sought (i.e., m < q); then Eq. (6.1)
becomes a system constraint, which is expressed as
Ws - [C](U).
I'

(6,2)

Equation 6.2 is called the system constraint equation, It represents the
response of the rotor at a particular speed and axial location, where C is
a row vector representing suitable combinations of Influence coeffi-'
cients. Equation (6.2) can be taken to represent what in linear terminology is known as the objective function. If ws Is chosen at a particular
axial location-such as at a bearing, where large deflections would produce large forces-or at a particular speed-for example, at a high
speed that cannot be successfully negotiated with the unt dance
rotor-then maximization of Ws leads to the Identification and subsequent removal of a potentially troublesome unbalance distribution

related to that particular mode.
The size of the unbalance moments in this procedure l controlled
through constraints of the type
Up 4 Up 4 U1,

p - l,2,..,n,

(6.3)

where UL, Upv are lower and upper bounds chosen for the parameter
U,,. In terms of linear programming, this inequality constraint Is converted to the equality form of Eq, (6.2), which is thereby increased in
its permissible size. In practice, with most major linear programming

I.

,•
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software systems this conversion is fully automatic and is simple to
apply in practice with standard routines.
In applying a linear programming formulation to a rotor, the vectors MU), Mw) are considered to contain the components of the unbalance moments and observed deflections. If there are q correction
planes, and m observations, (U) and (w) are 2q- and 2m-dimensional
column vectors and [A] Is 2q x 2n. Since the unbalance moment components may be negative, a change in variables is required to satisfy Eq.
(6.2). This adjustment is accommodated automatically in most major
linear programming systems.
For a given rotor in supports, the influence coefficients aij can be
obtained either experimentally or theoretically. If the objective function is taken at a speed or location that cannot be dealt with experimentally, then it is necessary to compute the influence coefficients for the
objective function theoretically. This is normally done with a rotorresponse computer program. Where possible it is also desirable to verify the accuracy of the rotor-system model at speeds that can be
observed experimentally.
The linear programming formulation requires the maximization of
the objective function, Eq. (6.2). It is also desirable to maximize the
response amplitude ws at a given speed and location, given by
(6.3)
IWSI - (wit + w~y)d 2.
In this form Iwsl is a linear but inconvenient function of the response
components and therefore of the unbalance components. The use of
Eq. (6.3) as an objective function requires that the problem be undertaken in a quadratic programming form. This is not as desirable as
linear programming from the standpoint of available computer software.
However, it is also possible to maximize the linear combination
Iws + ws I of the x and y componenIs of the objective-function
response, It 3hould be noted that the set of unbalance components
thus identified might not, in all cases, correspond to the set that produces the maximum objective-function response, although the
corresponding response should be large. Thus, Instead of identifying
the unbalance that satisfies all observations and is potentially most
harmful to objectivte-function response, one obtains an unbalance distribution that is simply potentially Iarge, This formulation, which maximizen the linear combination of the objective-function response components instead of the actual magnitude or the response, produces
excelent results while allowing for a linear programming solution,
Using linear and quadratic programming, Little and Pilkey 145] have
computed several sets of unbalance moments with virtually identical
results,

.~i
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As an example, consider the rotor system shown in Fig. 6.30. The
rotor consists of an aluminum shaft 180 in. long, 3.0 in. in diameter,
and with a maximum speed of 6000 rpm. It operates in damped flexible bearings both with identical isotropic stiffnesses K -5000 lb/in.,
and with damping B - 3.0 lb s/in. The mode shapes at the three critical
speeds within the operating range are shown in Fig. 6.31. Details of the
assumed initial unbalance distribution are given in Table 6.3.
/ ....

~
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Fig, 6,30. Model of uniform short on two end supports,
From Little and Pilkey 145]. Used by permission,
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Fig. 6.31. Critical speeds and made shapes for Little and
Pilkey rotor 145j. Used by permission,
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Table 6.3. Arbitrary initial unbalance
distribution for rotor In Fig. 6.30*
Rotor

x-Component

.-Component

oz,.in,

mN m

oz-in.

mN m

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

0.56
0.84
0.47
0,74
-0.20
0.46
0.37
-0.58
-0,14

4.0
5.9
3.3
5.2
-1.4
3.3
2,6
-4,1
-0.99

0.74
0.37
0,74
0.46
0,28
-0,59
-0,44
-0.25
0,50

5.2
2.6
5.2
3.3
2.0
-4.2
-3,1
-1,8
3.5

10

0.58

4,1

0.26

1.8

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

0.24
-0.42
0.46
0.10
0.68
0.27
0.66
-0.23
-0.52
0.49
0.42
-0.18
-0.36
0.18
-0.30

1,7
-3,0
3.3
0.8
4,8
1.9
4.7
-1.6
-3.7
3.5
3.0
-1.3
-2.5
1.3
-2.1

0.46
-0.29
-0,44
-0.29
0.27
0,41
.- 0.52
0,36
0,09
0,31
-0.77
0.69
-0.96
0.25
-0.50

3.3
-2.1
-3.1
-2.1
1.9
2.9
-3.7
2.5
0.6
2.2
-5.4
4.9
-6.8
1,8
-3,5

station

*A'er Little and Pilkey [451

Modal response curves corresponding to the initial unbalance condition are shown in Fig, 6.32; examples of rotor amplitude response
curves are given in Fig. 6.33. Eight balance planes were chosen along
the length of the rotor, Data from seven sets of observations at
selected rotor stations and speeds were used in conjunction with the
selected balance planes, A standard linear programming code was used
to satisfy this optimization problem. The results are shown in Tables
6.4 and 6,5. In each instance the original response amplitudes were
potentially high and an amplitude reduction of about 99 percent was
achieved by linear programming optimization of the balance correction
vector. Thus the optimization method has been shown to work satisfactorily, and the required number of steps and balance planes required
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Table 6.4. Comparison of balance weight disatibutions used'
Rotor
station

Linear programmingt

Direct inversion'

x-Component

x-Component

5
7
11
12

oz-in.
-2.11
0.24
-1.20
3.00

mN rn
-14.90
1.70
-8,48
21.2

13
16
19

-1.93
-2.89
3.00

21

-2.04

y.-Component
oz-in. mN m
-1,33
0.81
-1,50
2.14

-9.39
5.7
-10.6
15A1

-13.6
-20,4
21.2

-0.87
-0.31
-0.03

-4,7
-2.2
-0.2

-14,4

0,41

2.9

oz-in,
-2.03
0.22
-2.45
7.23

mN m

y-Component
oz-1n. mN m

-14.3
1,6
-17.3
51.1

-1,49
1.04
-3,44
6.71

-10.5
7,35
-24.3
47.4

-6.32

-44.6

-3.79

-26.8

-

-

-

-0,17

-1.2

-0.19

-1.3

0.46

-0.04

'After Little and Pilkey [451 (0 1976, ASME, used by permission).
t
Seven observations, oight planes,

*Seven observations, seven planes,

Table 6.5. Comparison of unbalanced and balanced response of
rotor shown in Fig. 6.30*
Rotor
station

Speed
(rpm)

Initial unbalanced
response
(mils)
(mm)

13
7
19
5
11
12
21
16

600
2400
2400
4800
4800
4800
4800
6000

654
109
91.6
56.1
75.5
82.4
52.0
23.9

16.4
2.73
2.29
1.40
1.89
2.06
1.30
0,598

Balanced
response
(mils)
(jsm)
5.37
2.52
2.28
1.14
0.33
0.56
1.08
0.29

134
63.0
57.0
28.5
83
14
27.0
7.3t

*From Little and Pilkey 1451. Seven observations, eight planes.
tObjectlive function, no observation.

Percent
reduction
99.2
97.6
97.4
98,0
99.5
99.1
98.1
98.8

-

3.3

-0.3
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to achieve this amplitude reduction has been demonstrated. A comparison between the linear programming approach and the influence
coefficient method is shown in Table 6,6. The results obtained with
both methods are comparable through three critical speeds. At the end
of the speed range (i.e., 6000 rpm) the 1!near programming amplitude
is significantly smaller than the influence coefficient result for the
example and procedures applied.
Table 6.6. Comparison of rotor response obtained by different balancing techniques*

Rotor
station
13
7
19
5
11
12
21
16

Speed
(rpm)
600
2400
2400
4800
4800
4800
4800
6000

Initial
Unbalanced
Response
mils
mm
654
16A4
109
2.73
91.6
2.29
56.•
1.40
75.5
1.89
82,4
2.06
52,0
1.30
23.9
0,598

Balanced response
Linear programming t Direct inversion*
mils
5.37
2.52
2.28
1,14
0.33
0.56
1.08
0.29"1

mm
134
63.0
57,0
28.5
8.3
14
27.0
7.3

mils
5.37
0.45
0.16
0.87
0.72
0.58
0.63
5.90§

Am
134
11
4,0
22
18
14
16
148

*After Little and Pllkey [451 (0 1976, ASME; used by permission), Rotor from Fig.
6.30.
tEight observations, seven planes,
*Seven observations, seven planes.
r"N oobservation, objective function.
No observation, no balance plane.

Difficulties experienced by Little and Pilkey [451 in applying this
method are described in their paper. A relatively la. number
i
of balance planes has been used in the example, and frdN"a practical standpoint the volume of data reduction and time involved might not be
justified, except in special applications. However, in emerging versions
of the influence coefficient method such data-taking is performed
automatically. A comparison calculation using, say, three or four balance planes to remove the effects of two bending critical speeds (e.g.,
of the rotors analyzed by Kendig [171) would provide an indication of
the accuracy of the method under more usual circumstances.
Discussion of the Influence Coefficient Method
Successful applications of the influence coefficient technique
appear to include a wider range of rotating machinery types than those

.........
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reported for other flexible-rotor balancing methods, although there are

k;

substantially fewer publications on influence coefficient balancing than
on the other methods. Known applications 'include a high-speed
(24,000 rpm) pump simulator; a long helicopter drive shaft (28 ft, six
critical speeds); certain ultracentrifuge applications; and several small
steam turbines and small aircraft gas-turbine applications. Notable
features reported in these applications are summarized below.

Convenience of Application. The method is simple to apply but
usually requires the acquisition of a large amount of data: 2N sets of
amplitude and phase-angle data are required for tht exact-point-speed
version of this method and preferably several more than 2N sets for the
least-squares version. The data acquisition is fairly straightforward, but
the amount of data required may become very large in cases where the
operating speed range involves many critical speeds (e.g., helicopter'
drive shafts). Some automated form of data taking and recording on
tape or minicomputer is needed, preferably arranged in a form suitable
for direct use as input for the balance weight and angle calculations that
follow. Such equipment is available, and with such an arrangement,
this method provides a rapid and efficient balancing procedure.
Accuracy of Balance Attainable. The factors that limit the
present form of the Influence coefficient method are (a) the precision
to which measurements of amplitude and phase can be taken, (b) the
repeatability of the readings taken during a balance operation, and (c)
the assumption of a circular rotor whirl orbit.
To remove the first two shortcomings involves the use of a precision electronic data-sampling system capable of reading and storing
amplitude and phase data at all readout locations simultaneously, coupled with a programmed statistical technique for evaluating the sampled
amplitude, phase, and speed data. Experience shows that these input
data may vary substantially, even over a short time period. The variaion comes mainly from speed fluctuations, and is especially serious in
the vicinity of a critical speed. With precise speed control each reading
can be electronically sampled many times over a fairly short time period
(1000 revolutions, 1000 readings). The statistically analyzed results
may then be used to compute the required balance weights and angles
to give a refined statistical balance. An indication of the accuracies
attainable in practice with present methods is shown in the results of
Bishop et al., Hundal and Harker [461, and Church and Plunkett [47].
The effect of errors in measurement and in balance-weight installatior,
on the quality of balance obtained has been studied by Rieger [341.
The third shortcoming mentioned occurs when the whirl orbit is
elliptical because of the asymmetrical stiffness properties of the bearings
or their supports. To date, no analytical balancing techniques that
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account for such elliptical whirling have been published. Anisotropic
rotor Stiffness effects on the rotor orbit can be accounted for by splitting the rotor unbalance, U°, deflections wj, and -influence coefficients
, ay into components corresponding to the principal stiffness directions
ofthe rotor:
q;

,

vaj,

Hill + I
-

J W- sj + ITj

ajk + Ipjk;

ajky - 8sj + laJk.

The resulting influence coefficient matrix is then
St

a11

all

" pji

II

T

S1

2P

$S

alq

erq

HO

...piq

BIQ

Vj0

Elj

ai,

i'

oi..1 O8U.
. .pi 8q
.

.

eEi ." ai q

,
qM

H0

8pi

apq

4

'

..

...

UPI

OPI "';

OPl

ajp

I

3pi

.

.

..

fPq

J

To obtain the above expression requires that trial weights be added in
both principal directions in each of the n balancing planes. In general,
two correction weights must be added in each balancing plane,
corresponding to the Hl' and Vf unbalances, It may be possible in
some correction planes to insert a single correction weight whose magnitude and angular orientation are determined by the vector addition of
0 unbalance vectors.
the HO and V
6.4 Othee Flexible-Rotor Balancing Procedures and Experiences
Many other methods for balancing flexible rotors have been proposed, and several are discussed In this section. In general, the
"methods described have not received the widespread acceptance
accorded the methods of Sections 6,2 and 6.3, usually due to some lack

of generality in the proposed approach.

F+
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Church and Plunkett (47] applied the mobility, method to the
balancing of a simple, uniform, flexible rotor. This method depends on
the known relationship between a point force F applied at location k on
a uniform shaft in rigid supports, and the transverse deflection of the
shaft at location .!
2LV
sin (nirc/L) sin (ni'z/L)
-

n 4 I,

Ap•

4 2

w 2L

-

2

Fk

where L is shaft length, Ap is the mass per unit length, n is the mode
number, c is the location of Fk, and z is the location of rj. Evidently, rj
depends on the location of Fk as well as its value. Also, for several
forces applied simultaneously,
0 - ajjF, + a 2jF

2

+ a 3jF 3 , etc.

Letting each force correspond to an unknown rotating unbalance gives a
specific relation at each speed between the whirl radius rj and the
effective distribution of unbalance at the measurement locations.
The method was tested experimentally with a long, uniform, flexible shaft in end ball bearings with critical speeds at 500, 2000, and 4500
rpm. Maximum shaft speed was 2000 rpm. Measurement locations
were at O.4L and 0.7L. Correction planes were at 0.2L, 0.5L, and 0.9L,
to balance first-, second-, and third-mode effects. "Mobility" values
a - r/F were calculated for the test rotor using the above expression.
Simultaneous equations relating measured displacement to unknown
unbalance were then formed:
0i i

r1

2AyL

't2

Ix13

U1

r2

Ca2
a 22 a23
1

U2 .

r3

a31

U3

a

32

a331

These expressions relate whirl amplitude at locations J- 1, 2, 3 to
unbalance at locations k - 1, 2, 3. The shaft balancing procedure was
as follows:
1. Shaft runout was measured at each location j by hand rotation
in 300 steps. Runout size and orientation were measured,
2. The shaft was then rotated at three selected speeds, in turn.
The whirl maximum amplitude and its orientation were determined at
each capacitance displacement sensor location.

., . ...
. .. ...
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Since considerable difficulty was experienced in confirming the camobilityt values, the shaft was shaken with a vibrator. The critical
speeds were measured at 550, 2000, and 4180 rpm. Resonant frequencles were about 15 percent below calculated values. Nodes did not
occur precisely at the ideal locations (e.g., second mode 0.49L, third
mode 0.353L, and 0.676L). The effective unbalance at each measurement location was calculated, and correction masses were added to balance the shaft. The shaft was tested through the speed range after
balancing. It continued to show amplitudes on the order of 60 x 10in. at the first and second critical speeds. Church and Plunkett concluded that the method represented a practical procedure for flexible
rotors and that it Is not feasible to balance a shaft for operation at high
speeds when the data taking must be performed near the required
operating speeds, Recent practice has now overcome this rastriction,
using other methods.
The procedure described is an influence coefficient method that is
without the trial-weight steps, which has been optimized using modal
concepts. Such a procedure should be very efficient, but the test results showed that excessive amplitudes remained. Since other studies
have shown that the influence coefficient method is workable, the
problem appears to reside in the influence (mobility) coefficients themselves. With small very flexible rotors, high-precision measurement is
essential and very precise speed control is needed, The control over
these factors may have been insufficient in the test described 1471.
Similar problems were reported by Voorhees et al. [481 in model tests
on long, flexible, helicopter drive shafts. The substitution of calculation procedures for tests to determine the influence coefficients is potentially a time-saving alternative, but it remains to be seen whether
calculation can give sufficiently accurate influence coefficients in practice.
Hundal and Harker 1461 developed a modal procedure for balancing flexible rotors having an arbitrary distribution of mass and stiffness

*

*

along their length, with or without lumped masses, and without rotor

I

damping or gyroscopic effects. The unbalance distribution Is not known
initially and is also assumed to be arbitrary. The unbalance "function"
Is determined by calculating a limited number of natural frequencies
and normal modes, which are subsequently calibrated using measured
dynamic amplitudes at selected axial locations, at suitable speeds.
Much of the work described is similar to the analysis of Gladwell and
Bishop (41, of which these authors appear to have been unaware. Hundal and Harker begin with the basic dynamic equation of' shaft dynam,2
~ ics:
d' E()
] "r 2m(z)r,
d ;r.
.
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where the symbols have their previous meaning, Rigid bearings are
next assumed, and a solution is sought for the boundary conditions
r(O) - r"(o)

r(L) - r"(L) - 0.

-

The expression for the complex unbalance whirl radius r(z) - x(:) +
&y(z) is again used to specify the shaft whirl radius in terms of modal
coefficients Y (z) and shaft characteristic functions oj(z):
r(Z)-

Y, (00i(Z),
J-I

The transfer matrix approach is next introduced as a procedure for coupling the critical frequencies and characteristic functions (modal
equations) of the rotor:

)-

',IT

where

and ig,), (gq) are state vectors of the transfer matrix IT, 1, which can
be solved for critical frequencies t and mode shapes ,(z) of the rotor
in the usual manner (see Ref. 49).
To define the rotor balance conditions, the rotor eccentricity is
expressed as a modal series:
a(z)
W -

i-t

. a .0j(z),

and the orthogonality relations

foLL M(Z) Oj Wz Ok Wz dz-

0
Mj

Q(I$k)

fOL El(Z) 1J W

f0

(d

k)

(-

k)

(Q-k)

and
kk(Z) dz

K(j

are used to define the generalized mass Mj and the generalized stiffness KP,

S'

S.
,•
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The coefficients in the rotor amplitude equation are then obtained
by writing
(Z) 2Wzdz 0)Mi
f~mz~rz~0j W dz qI9M

or

L

j

.W
. - fa m(z) r(z)

*.(0

) dW
,

where M corresponds to Z, in the modal analysis of Bishop and
Gladwell 14]. The principle of virtual work is then used to find that the
,jth modal amplitude is given by
2

Consideration is then given to expressing the modal components of any
concentrated unbalance (eccentric disk, correction mass) as a modal
series. A concentrated correction P at z - c is thereby expressed as
PC

Wm,

Hundal and Harker 1461 state that, in order for the rotor to be balanced
in the jth mode, the Jth component of the unbalance must vanish.
Writing the unbalance as
M W) r(Z)- M~rW

aj 0)(ZW

means that, for a rotor with inherent unbalance, a correction P must be
located at a point z - c such that

aj Oj(z) + bj Oj(j)

-0

that is, aj - -bj, Substituting allows the balance equation for the jth
mode to be written as
P•M (c) j(C)

2-f
W(z)a(W j W A

a,

This determines that a single correction P applied at any point along
the rotor other than at a node will cancel the component of distributed
unbalance associated with any selected normal mode, The optimum
location of the correction plane Is such that the least amount of correctlon Is required, This requires that re(c) Oj(c) be maximum in the
above expression (that is, at a local maximum in the characteristic
function for the mode),
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Balancing may be undertaken in several modes simultaneously.
The component of unbalance in the j th mode is

and therefore, for the rotor to be. balanced in the Ath mode as a result
of the combined effect of corrections Pk (k - , 2, ... , 0),
the sum of
the balance equations should vanish, or
M

,(cM )(C

*) +

aj j

-

0

and
Pk M(c) ej(cd ) - -aj.
Therefore, selecting the number of modes k to be balanced and assigning values results in a set of simultaneous equations of the form

[rn4{(P) -

-

(aj),

which can be developed and solved for the required values of the Pj.
Hundal and Harker specify the following rotor-balancing procedure:
1. Determine the required critical speeds and mod6s of the rotor,
2, Measure dynamic deflections at speed close to each critical
speed.
3. Determine each modal unbalance aj(z),
4. Evaluate the Integrals for M/ and Oj(z).
5, Select the most suitable correction planes zk.
6, Calculate the required modal coefficients at the correction
planes.
7, Formulate the simultaneous equations required to balance the
rotor and solve for the required corrections P).
Note that the determinant I mqI must not vanish. Also, the number of
torrection planes must equal the number of modes to be balanced.
Numerically, a well-defined solution for P will exist when the elements
on the main diagonal of the matrix are the dominant elements of the
matrix. This emphasizes that the balancing planeu should be located
(a) at the maxima of the successive mode shapes, and (b) at the mixima of the mass-distribution curve of the rotor.
Hundal and Harker 1461 conducted experiments on a model rotor
of general shape to verify the above analysis, The first three natural
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frequencies were computed by the matrix method and confirmed by a
vibration test. The dynamic response of the rotor wu measured by
sweeping the length of the rotor at given speeds with a special amplitude transducer head. Balancing was carried out in the first and second
modes, and a 4:1 reduction in amplitude was obtained. An important
observation made by the authors Is that no trial weights are required.
Their subsequint comment that successive approximations are needed
does not appear valid (as far as the balance obtained is concerned),
though it may be correct in the sense that a closed-form exact solution
can be achieved without iteration,
This method closely resembles the Bishop and Oladwell method in
its analytical approach and in the final balance equations. The balancing
experiment, though simple, demonstrates the effectiveness of the
modal balancing method using a computer approach.
Findlay (501 made a useful review of the modal balancing method
with special reference to the analysis and experiments of Hundal and
Harker [461. Findlay first reviewed the modal approach and its asumptions, and then discussed the practical limitations of modal methods. It
Is noted that the rotor must be run close to each normal mode when
obtaining modal data in order to achieve the accuracy requilred for
effective balancing calculations. Also, In practice, residual unbalhc
makes mode-by-mode balanc!ng essential in almost every case. Several
questions are left unanswered by Hundal and Harker: How should the
balance planes be selected? Which combination of correction weights
and angles will optimize the balance? How to deal with the problem of
two critical speeds close together? Details of the number of balance
runs and measurements required to obtain suitable balance data were
omitted. Findlay has not commented on questions of satlsfng the
orthogonality conditions for a rotor in flexible damped (real) bearings,
though this is covered by implication in the Hundal-Harker analysis.
He commented in general terms on several other balancing procedures,
such as the influence coefficient method, and briefly compared these
with the modal balancing method. Findlay's conclusion was that pure
modal balancing Is not a generally applicable balancing technique
because of serious practical difficulties involved In acquiring useful
rotor response data and because the method described relies on calculated normal modes and frequencies. Subsequent experience has
demonstrated that, while these comments may perhaps apply to "pure"
modal balancing, such methods as modal averaging have Ind-ed proved
effective In practice.
Den Hartog (331 discussed the requirements for shaft balancing
and reduced his results to the following theorem:
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A rotor cvnslsting ?f a straight weightless ýhaf with
cN
oncentrated
masses along Its elngth,. supported in B bearingsalong Its length, and having
an arbitraryunbalance distribution along the shqfl but not restricted to the
locations qf the concentratedmasses can be perfectfr balancv4 at all speeds
by placing appropriatesmall correction masses In (N - B) different planes
along the length af the sha)•.
By perfect balance Den Hartog means that, "The bearings have no
motion at rotational frequency, and feel no force at rotational fre-.
quency." He claims that nearly perfect balances can be obtained at all
speeds by balancing in N - B planes, where N now means the number
of rigid-bearing rotor critical speeds in the range from zero to four
times the maximum service speed of the machine. The objective of the
balancing process Is to achieve the following conditions:
a. Cause the shaft deflection to be zero at all concentrated masses
and at all intermediate bearings; these conditions can be expressed as
(N- B - 2) equations.
2. Cause the sum of all centrifugal forces acting on the shaft to be
zero (one equation).
3. Cause the sum of all the moments of the centrifugal forces to
be zero about some fixed point (one equation).
When this is achieved, the deflection at the disks is zero and their centrifugal forces are zero, and Lhe only remaining forces are due to small
unbalances and the correction masses themselves. Since the rotor then
has no significant centrifugal force, no force is transmitted to any bearing. Whether the bearings are rigid or flexible then becomes irrelevant
because no force Is transmitted. The basic requirement is to force
nodes to occur at the disks and at the bearings. The above is expressed
by the balance equations
Z .kmkak - 0

(one equation),

Z akmkak - 0 ((N - B - 2) equations).
Den Hartog next demonstrates this procedure with four numerical
examples: (a) uniform shaft in two rigid end bearings, (b) three-span
shaft in rigid bearings, (c) two-span rotor in rigid bearings, and (d)
two-span rotor with midspan hinge. These examples are all for uniform
beam rotors for which the influence coefficients are easily obtained; the
rotors are mounted in rigid bearings. The requirement that all rigidbearing whirl modes should lie within the range of four times the
operating speed is based on practical considerations.
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For practical purposes the procedure for Den Hartog's method is
as follows:
I. Determine the required number of correction planes based on
the rules given above.
2. Select suitable locations for the correction planes.
3. Determine the influence functions for the proposed correction
planes. The rotor is to be tested for these functions throughout the
operating speed range, using the trial-weight method. At each balance
speed, an influence function is required for each correction plane with a
trial weight in the other correction planes.
4. Set up the required (N - B) balance equations.
5. Solve the balance equations for the required correction masses.

\

Theory and examples are given to demonstrate this method, which is
quite general in applicatiorn. The balance conditions are vector equations in the general case. The method appears to prescribe reasonable
balance conditions and gives clear guidelInes for required correction
planes and balance speeds. In general, the requirement to run through
the speed range to determine the influence functions would seldom be
possible initially: a mode-by-mode procedure would be required until
an approximate balance was achieved. Then the full-speed-range balance could be undertaken, checked, and repeated where necessary.
This procedure should give excellent results.
Tang and Trumpler [511 described a balancing procedure for rotors
with shrunk-on disks in which tha angular orientation of the disks on
the shaft would be arranged to reduce or eliminate the rotor residual
unbalance effect. A "disk sensitivity" criterion Is described for determining which disk locations would exert the greatest balancing effect on
rotor performance. The bearing transmitted force is used to assess the
quality of balance attained, and, as described previously, this involves
rigid-rotor equilibrium and modal equilibrium considerations. A nurnerlcal example of the proposed proc~edure is presented. Calibrated rotor mode shapes, obtained both before and after balancing by the disk
reorientation theory, are shown. The calculated transmitted force at the
overhung bearing is reduced from 3024.6 lb (unbalanced) to 24.6 lb
(balanced). It is the authors' recommendation that built-up rotors
should be assembled qfter the optimum orientation of disk unbalances
has been determined by calculation, aN opposed to the current procedure of assembling the disks in it random sequence, followed by assemrbly balancing. However, assembly eccentricity, warping misorientation, misalignment, high-temperature operation, etc., would still require
trim balancing after rotor assembly. ft appears that this procedure
remains to be tested on an actual rotor. Also, overspeed testing of all

high-speed rotors Is now accepted practice, and with a rotor set up In a
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spin pit, the balance operations are readily undertaken. A possible
compromise is to assemble blade-carrying rotors in the usual manner
and to distribute the blade masses around the uircumference so that any
differences in blade masses are used to optimize the rotor balance. It
appears that the Tang-Trumpler procedure will satisfy the condition
m(z) r(z) - 0.
It may also be possible to satisfy the second rigid-body condition

Zm(z) r(z)zk - 0,
but with evidently greater inconvenience. This condition could require
require axial disk movement, which clearly is less possible for most turbomachines. Further, this condition must be satisfied with (at least)
the first modal condition

Sm (z)W()

(z)-0

if the Tang-Trumpler procedure is to apply to a flexible rotor. Thus
the proposed procedure becomes more difficult to implement in practical flexible rotors.
Lindsay 1521 has described certain practical balancing procedures
used in the turbine-generator industry. A vibration reduction of up to
75 percent in one balance "move" is claimed. The method relies on
reasonably circular journal whirl orbits and assumes that vibration
responses are independent from span to span In a unit. These procedures rely on extensive previous experience with similar size units in
similar bearings. Also, the size ranges of the various influence
coefficients that relate rotor response to correction weights must be well
understood. The steps involved are
1. Vibration vectors at both ends of the rotor are separated into
modal components.
2. Location of the "high spot" for each mode is determined.
3. Location of the phase angle of the high spit is determined for
each mode. This is done by observing a high-spot traverse of 180*
through the speed range for each mode.
4. Calculation by computer of the amount of the required correction for each mode.
The shaft vibration vectors can be divided into modal components by a
• graphical method, related to the construction given by Moore 1201 but
Swithout any trial-weight procedure. Lindsay 1521 indicates that if the
three-loop mode is to be corrected, its components are separated from

1
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the single-loop components bv an analysis of relative journal displacements at the respective critical speeds. Details are given of how the
dynamic high-spot phase angle can be found for each mode. A reference bolt in the turbine coupling is used as a phase datum. This
method requires no trial-weight runs, and accurate placement of the
correction weight in the first trial iequires an understanding of the
high-spot traverse mechanics associated with the relevant critical speed.
Details of a sample balance for a 200-MW unit are g; .'en, including the
use of the "balance shot calculator" used by Lindsay. It is stated that
more than one hundred rotors have been balanced In this manner, with
good (50 to 75 percent) vibration reductions achieved in most instances
in one balance move.
LeGrow 1531 has discussed multiplane balancing of flexible rotors
and has described a matrix method for the direct solution of the equations of motion, in which the disk unbalance is the unknown. Reliable

solutions by this procedure depend on accurate measurement of" the

*
*

I

whirl amplitude and especially the phase angle. The direct method has
the practical advantage of not requiing many costly trial runs to
establish a matrix of influence coefficients. In this procedure the rotor
influence coefficients are obtained by calculation, not by trial-weight
tests. The resulting coefficients were verified by a critical speed test on
a model rotor. The observed critical and calculated critical speeds were
3200 and 312) rpm, respectively (2.4 percent accuracy based on frequency or 5.8 percent accuracy in the coefficients themselves).
Unbalance-response data were taken at 2800 rpm, and the balance
weights were calculated. The balance corrections obtained were found
to be insufficiently precise to balance the rotor, and a trial-weight procedure was used to obtain an average amplitude reduction of 8:1. Subsequent experience with medium-size generator rotors appears to have
been more encouraging: amplitude reductions of between 9:1 and 43:1
have been observed at various locations using the direct method.
Kushul' and Shlyakhtin [54] have given a detailed review of modal
balancing theory, together with descriptions of certain modal balancing
techniques used in the Soviet Union. The theory and procedures apply
to complex multidiuk rotors with both concentrated and distributed
mass-elastic properties. Two or more radially rigid bearings are
included. The authors give a number of theorems for balancing flexible
rotors and discuss the determination of balancing planes for the most
effective suppression of certain modes for four given rotor
configurations. Three numerical examples are given to demonstrate
practical applications. Although complicated, the mathematical procedures are described in sufficient detail to make this a valuable paper.
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The influence of gyroscopic and rotatory Inertia on the balancing
process is recognized as a defect in the theory that affects the critical
frequency and the associated mode shapes on which the balancing
theorems depend. The methods presented are further restricted to
rigid-bearins concepts. The authors comment on the procedure given
by Den ulartog in this regard-perfect balance requires raro journal
motion-and they express reservations about the degree to which this
condition can be met with a continuous mass-electric rotor for which
only the lower modes are corrected. Furthermore, they have observed
slow convergence of the modal series, which again suggests to them
that the higher modes will in general require some degree of corfection.
They again concur with Den Hartog's recommendation that rotors
should be corrected for all modes below four (or five) times their
lowest rigid-bearing critical speed. The influence of damping Is omitted, and the modal forms are plane curves. These assumptions are
necessary to make the analysis tractable. No correlation with experimental or test results is mentioned.
The modal theory developed by Kushul' and Shlyakhtin results in
the following theorem for flexible-rotor balancing:
In order to remove vibrations to the k-order under any angular rate qf
rotation with the use of n balance weights distributedin the given rotor sections, without causing vibrations of order 1, 2, ... , (k-i), (k+ I),.... . n,
the balance weights must first of all be placed In axial plane k and Inclined
at a specified angle. Secondty, n static moments Ukj of mass Mkj (Q- 1, 2,
... n) for the balance weights must be determined from the system of
equations:
, Mk Ok (zj) + ak

0

and
J-I

n. The first equation is
n...
...
, (k - 1), (k + 1),
identical with the modal balance condition expressed by Bishop and
where s - 1, 2,

Gladwell (4]. The second equation Is the condition for suppressing the

higher modes. Kushul' and Shlyakhtln [54] comment on this procedure u follows:
In this manner, for each order of vibrations a strictly determined
relationship of static moments M• is established- they do not depend
on the distribution of Inbalance Wie of the rotor, bu: are determined
by its calculated diasram (mode shape) and the selection of places or
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distribution of the balance weights alone. Tne proportion of MkI,
Mk2, ...
M, can be calculated In advance for each mode. Their
knowledge simplifies the process of rotor balancing, By keeping these

ratios fixed it is sufficient to vary only one parameter, independent or
the number of balance weights, to completely eliminate the k hermonic, as long as Its plane of action is known,

The requisite theory for these operations is Included in the paper.
"Higherorders than n remain unbalanced.
Kushul' and Shlyakhtin discuss several other topics, using the
theoretical developments as a basis for the explanations, in a general
attempt to formulate guidelines. For example, they consider the most
effective location of the correction planes, together with certain practical factors that influence plane selection (e.g. maximum error tolerance).
The authors next present a 'neoretical treatment for the balancing
of multibearing rotors, stating tLat, irrespective of the number of bearitigs, k balance planes are able to correct the k lowest modes of a rotor.
Again, k is to be selected so that the kth mode is four to five times
greater than the lowest critical frequency of the system. A "combined"
method of balancing Is described in which (n - k) additional corrections planes are used (n > k) to correct through the nth mode.
In this manner, the lower modes are to be completely ,tippressed
and the higher mode effects are reduced. Mathematically, convergence
of the modal series to zero is hastened. A sample application for a
rotor in b bearings with a single concentrated mass per span is given.
The authors also givi' a procedure for estimating the unbalance force at
the sth bearing from unbalance in a given plane for unbalance. The
reaction at the bearing distance zi from the origin is

P,(w) =

P,(o) 4

a, Va(OR

where

Sa, OL -

-0

The quantity

circular fiequency for which force Pj(w) is required
circular frequerncy for which bearing force P,(wo) is known
modal unbalance for the sth mode
characteristic equation value to left of the sth bearing
characteristic equation value to right of the sth bearing.
P,

is defined as

[

(toI•
(0j

p,

0.

o(k,z),

,',,4

. .
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with

critical
d
frequency for the sth mode,
Value of the modal function for argument Xz,
and p(- w/g). The teriiii E and I have their usual meaidng for a uniform rotor, The authors recommend the above formula for evaluating
the quality ol' balance.
Dimentberg [551 has discussed the theory of flexilIe-rotor balancing, a topic which is not covered in his book 1561 on rotor dnamics,
This paper is a review of balancing papers that .includes selected results,
The stated intention is to describe most of the recent developments.,
The basic criterion for balance is that the bearing reaction forces shtll
be reduced to negligible proportions, This question resolves itself into
(a) determining the axial locations where the correction weights are to
be placed, (b) how many axial planes are required, arid (c) measuring
the effect of the rotor residual unbalance on response magnitude and
phase with the rotor revolving.
Several charts are presented for the effect of balance weights at
various locations on a two-bearing rotor. Brief discussions of several
methods with applications from Soviet authors are given, The paper by
Den Hartog 1331 is briefly discussed,
In addition to the balancing of deformed shafts and other rotating
components that have not yet been fully studied, Dimentberg Indicates
several important problems:
-

1, The balancing of rotors carrying large disks subjected to angular
precession of a velocity different from the velocity of the rotor,
2. Methods for correcting unbalances induced by differences in
the elastic properties of both the rotor and the bearings 'n two mutually
perpendicular directions and induced by the torsion of a long shaft subjected to constant torque (turbogcnerator rotors).
3. Temperature effects atid complex conditions in bearings.
4, Methods for balancing rotars of varying masses in process
machinery,
5. Developments in automatic balancing of flexible rotors.
Dimentberg discusses 1'ie work of Hubner [571 in some detail. He
makes no reference to the influence coefficient method as an important
recent development. (Both poners may have been in press at the same
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time.) He makes no reference to any application of computers to
balancing.
Several other Interesting papers by Czechoslovakian and Russian
authors are discussed below. In general, the Russian papers appear to
be oriented mote toward theoretical procedures, whereas the
Czechoslovakian papers deal more with the practical aspects of the
problem.
Simek [581 proposed an early balancing method that uses two sets
of balanvn8g masses in several (four to six) balancing planes. Three
trial runs are needed to determine balancins masses. The first run is
made with the first set of three balancing masses chosen in such a way
that the balance of the rigid rotor would not be influenced. The third
run is made with the second set of three balancing masses. The test
results are used In the following equations:
V,

a2 00

D,

3
b2aOb2

D)

where {V} Is the forced-response vector measured at the rotor supports,
L81Is a matrix of influence coefficients to be determined, and ID) Is
the unbalance mass vector. The method has been used in practice and
is suitable for rotors whose operating speed does not exceed the first
critical speed by too great a margin, This paper was one of the first
publications to deal with flexible-rotor balancing and is a condensed
research report written in 1953 at the National Research Institute for
Machine Design, Prague, Czechoslovakia.
Fryml and Boruvka [591 have proposed a method for balancing
rigid and flexible rotors that have unequal shaft stiffnesses. This
method is suitable for an operating speed approaching the first critical
speed, In the case of a rotor with equal stifTnesses, at least three
balancing runs are necessary; In the case of unequal shaft stiffnesses, at
least five runs are necessary. This paper and that by Parkinson [161
appear to contain lhe only methods spec.iflcally proposed for such
shafts. A paper by Julis and Boruvka [601 describes a procedure for the
optimal placement of balancing planes (two planes are considered In the
example). The Influence of the balance plane locations on the response
curves Is shown for different cases. In each case the rotor was balanced
for its operating speed. The second part of the paper discusses the
effect of unbalance distribution on response curves.
Julls 1611 has discussed the problems of balancing a rotor that
operates in several bearings. The paper covers both rigid and flexible
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rotors, First, a theoretical discussion of a rotor mounted in three supports suggests that the balancing of such rotors may be very difficult,
and then a balancing method for these rotors Is described. After lowspeed balancing, a set of three balancing masses is used to eliminate the
deflection due to the internal moment. The balancing masses should be
chosen in such a way that the resulting static and dynamic effect of the
set of balancing masses equals zero, The location of the necessary
three balancing planes should be based on the mode shape of the shaft
at speeds close to the critical speed.
Gusarov and Dimentberg [621 studied the dynamic effect of distributed and concentrated unbalance forces on the balancing of rotors,
including the problem of balancing flexible rotors with a limited
number of correction planes. The absence of dynamic reactions at the
supports and optimal reduction of bending stress is required, and the
influence of damping is considered,
Mikunis [631 has investigated the forced vibrations of a flexible
shaft mounted in two rigid supports. A constant cross-section and a
uniform mass distribution of the shaft are considered. The effect of
external damping is incorporated into the solution for forced vibrations
of the shaft.
Gusarov [64] has investigated the problem of eliminating the first
and second unbalance modes for speeds below the second critical speed.
The balancing is provided in two balancing planes by two correction
masses, It is assumed that the influence of higher modes on the lowspeed balance can be neglected. The question of the optimum locations
of the balancing masses is also discussed. A shaft of constant cross section without disks is considered, The paper indicates that, unless the
rigid-rotor modes have been previously removed, there may be
insufficient balancing planes available to significantly improve the rotor
balance condition.
Yanabe and Tomara [651 have presented an analytical study of
multiplane balancing for a general two-disk rotor with end bearings.
Their method makes the usual assumptions: bearing amplitudes are to
be reduced to zero by correct balancing-, damping is negligible- gyroscopic and rotatory inertia are negligible; and pedestal-foundation
resonances do not affect rotor operation. The method is a matrix solution for the amplitudes at both bearings and at the correction plane locations: that is,
[ay W] - W2ml] Wx}
where
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([au]- matrix of influence coefficients (6 x 6)
[Wl - system mass matrix (6 x 6)
t - rotor circular frequency
(U) - unbalance vector (6 x 1)
(x) - displacement amplitude vector, (6 x 1)
This expression is then inverted, and a solution for (x) is obtained:
{x} - [[aul]- w2[mi]]-I (U); (U)T {U,,Ud})
Next {x) is set equal to zero, and the above expression is partitioned to
solve for the four unknown balance corrections Ud} by substituting
measured values of the disk amplitudes, from which the disk unbalances (Ud) are determined. The required solution is

ay)

aU4

U

1

that Is,

(Un}

2
14a
- wj2 )J MUO,.
4u 1-1 [(aVa)

The method should be generally applicable for an N-disk rotor
with (N + 2) arbitrarily selected balancing planes, As presented, the
method requires that a matrix of Influence coefficients be calculated
from the rotor geometry to establish the balance conditions. The use
of a computer is required, and while the method works quite well for
the simple examples given, the analytical approach could lead to
numerical difficulty and error with rotors of complex geometry or with
multibearing rotors, The calculated rotor stiffness may be significantly
in error where disk shrink-fit construction contributes any stiffening to
a built-up shaft assembly.
The procedure is a discrete mass version of the (N + 2) modal
method in which the balance corrections are to be developed directly
from the whirl amplitudes, similar to the procedure described by Hundal and Harker [461. Two shaft measurement locations adjacent to the
bearings were used. Amplitude reductions of about 4:1 were observed
from the test results, and the resonant amplitudes appear to have been
eliminated in each instance. It remains to be seen whether repeated
application of such "direct" methods will lead to improved balance.
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Present indications are that residual amplitudes are high. Experiments
with modern instrumentatlon are needed to resolve this Important
question. Linday's [521 successes should provide strong encouragement for additional work with direct methods.
6.5 Comparison of Flexible-Rotor Balancing Methods
The basic requirements for all rotor balancing methods are
1. Functionalty. The method must work in a reliable, consistent,
and predictable manner.
2. adeny and economy. All aspects of the balancing process
must be undertaken in an efficient, cost-effective manner, with a
minimum number of intermediate steps.
3. Qualloo ofinal balancE. The method must be capable of bringing the rotor to a prescribed balance quality consistent with its function.
These basic requirements can be used as criteria to evaluate the v~rious
methods and procedures described In this chapter. In making this comparison, Information on each method was obtained primarily from the
available literature, though personal experience and discussions with
various authors have also contributed. It should also be recognized that
not all methods need be general techniques. The eventual criterion is
the extent to which a gIven method meets the above requirements in a
particular circumstance, which clearly may involve the facilities available to the balancing engineer as well as his skill and experience. The
comments presented here therefore attempt to compare the various
balancing methods on the basis of the above criteria,
N-Modal Method: Bishop, Glodwill, and Others
This method is a set of guidelines and criteria for N-modal balancing. No specific hardware or algorithm is associated with this method,
though Kendig [171 has programmed the results and computer-balanced
two rotors by the procedures described.
Functionality. The method works in that a capable engineer can
balance a given rotor by adhering to the guidelinzvs provided. Parkinson
et al. [661 have verified this method In the laooratory. Lindley and
Bishop (671 and Morton (681 have applied It to turbine-generator rotors.
Efficiency and economy. The required steps are concise and
efficient. The time needed to balance any rotor depends on operator
skill and the equipment available.
Quality of final balance. Not documented. Kendig found balance
quality comparable with that obtained by other methods in most
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instances. This method was generally superior to the (N + 2) modal
method and inferior to the Influence coefficient method. Miwa [25]
found the N-modal method to be inferior to the (N + 2) modal
method in a theoretical comparison.
Commena. The 'Bishop-Oladwell method will continue to be a
valid set of guidelines, which are now well accepted. The method is
generally applicable to hilh-speed rotating machinery. Baler and Mack
(40] found difficulty in applying thee principles to long slender shafts.
Published work suggests that the method becomes increasingly diffioult
to apply as the number of modes involved becomes more than three.
Practical N-Modal Method: Moore and Dodd
This method Is a set of empirical procedures based on N-modal
principles. The techniques Involved are simple and well documented,
Several vector constructions are available for specific balancing prob.
lems encountered In practice, The method has been proved on highspeed electrical equipment and turbine rotors.
Functionalioy. Moore has applied this method for 20 years to
medium and large flexible rotors. Glers has tested the method against
the (N + 2) comprehensive modal method. Kendig has tested the
method for two rotors. There Is ample evidence that the method works
well,
2.¢lncy and economy. No documented Information is available
on how long this method typically requires to give a balance of the
prescribed quality. Few trial runs seem necessary, but this could result
in less quality Improvement per operation. In practice the hand operations can easily be performed on a programmable calculator, The bal.
ance moves are time consuming, and a moderate level of operator skill
appears to be necesAqlyi
Qalit0y q/final balance.
quality may be Inferred
from the number of rotors (hundreds) that Moore has successfully bal.
anced for shipment, No additional documentation appears to be available on quality for this method, though Bishop (private communication, 1971) has commented that superior results were being achieved
with this method compared to other flexible rotor balancing procedures
then In use,
Commena. Data published by Moore and Dodd, Glen, and Kendig establish this method as a primary one for flexible-rotor balancing,
It requires a well-trained operator and apparently has not yet been computerizod in general usage.
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(N + 2) Comprehensive Modal Balancing: Federn and Others
This method is a set of procedures widely used under a variety of
names. Rotors are first low-speed balanced and then modal balanced.
The low-speed balance stop Is controversial but is practiced extensively.
Certain users have recently computerized this method.
FunctionaliO.p. The method has been widely applied, and its abilities
have been well documented by Federn,'. Oersi Kellenberger, Miwa
Kehdig, and others. Widespread use demonstrates'that It works well.
Effectiveness may depend on the class of rotor involved, and on the
quality of rotor manufacture.
Efficiency and economy. No information appears to, be available on
the efficiency of this method. The low-speed step requires additional
time.
QuaitO of ffinal balance. Acceptable quality may again be Inferred
from the number of rotors that have been balanced by this method.
This method also requires a trained operator.
Commenvx Most applications appear to proceed with a trial-weight
technique. Commonly, this is done in a balancing machine or balance
facility' where low-speed balancing can be undertaken. Kellenberger has
computerized the ,(N + 2) procedure, and he does not specify the use
of trial weights [221. If '(N + 2) balancing were to be computerized
and effectively converted to a direct procedure (no trial weights, just
mode shapes and rotor measurements), it would be far more timeefficient' than the other modal. methods.
Influence Coefficient Method: Goodman and Many Others
A specified sequence of measurements is made involving the origi.
nal unbalance condition and for trial-weight runs. Neither modal
knowledge nor precalculation is necessary, but such information is useful for guidance.
Functionality. A wide variety of different rotors has now been
docurnented as having been successfully balanced by this method. The
method has been extensively documented in the literature,
Efficiency and economy. Even though the method has been computerized, the trial-weight procedure is time-consuming; this reduces
efficiency. In use, the method may be comparatively costly because of
the equipment now available for data acquisition, signal conditioning,
and data reduction. Conversely, machine operating costs should be
lower because the resulting balance can easily be made superior by
repeated application: see Chapter 7.
Quality offinal balance. The high quality of the resulting balance Is
well documented (see Badgley, Tonnesen, and others). The influence
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of errors on balance quality has been thoroughly studied (see Chapter
7). This method probably has the most comprehensive documentation
of any balance procedure in use. The literature indicates that the
highest quality balances have been achieved by this method. No
decrease in effectiveness appears to occur as the higher modes are balanced (more planes are used).
Comments. The method is computerized and very effective. It
may be time consuming and is beat used with instrumentation which at
present Is somewhat costy, The method contains many features (eg.,
computerization) that should make it well adapted to the balancing
requirements of the future-for example, in jet engines, generators,
and production balancing.
Direct Methods: Hundal, LeGrow, Yanabe
Direct methods bypass the time-consuming trial-weight procedure
and solve the balance equations directly. Apart from the authors mentioned above, there do not appear to have been many attempts to
develop ihe direct method into a workable technique. Hundal and
Harker balanced their rotor using this method, but substantial amplitudes remained at both critical speeds. Yanabe et al. balanced their
two-disk rotor in four planes (the (N + 2) concept) and achieved
small, constant residual amplitudes throughout the speed range (no
resonant buildup was apparent). LeGrow has reported encouragingly
on the direct balancing of generators, but no recent develoments have
been published.
Functionallty. The method appears to work, but further development is needed. Problems may arise from poor speed control causing
amplitude fluctuations. Signal filtering should no longer be a problem
with modern electronics. There is no known information on whether
the direct method is viable with bearing probes or bearing accelerometers, No direct field balancing has been reported as yet.
FIftclency and economy, It a workable direct method in which the
trial-weight operations can be bypassed is developed, an important step
forward in efficient balancing and in economy in operation will be
achieved, Equipment costs should not be significantly reduoed over
those of existing methods, The same facility and operator costs will
apply.
Quallty o'final balance. This must be rated fair to good at present,
Judging from the few reports available.
Comments. Computer programs for calculating the rotor deflection
coefficient matrices are fully developed, and the accuracy reported by
LeGrow (to within 5.8 percent) could be much improved with more
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development and experience. The possibility of direct balancing using
inputs from the bearing pedestals merits further investigation.
Empirical Methods:' Lindsey, Howard, and Others
The "one-shot" method developed by Lindsey 1521 is, apparently
reliable and very efficient in most applications. The quality of final balance appears to be acceptable within the utilities 'industry, Similar
methods have been described by Howard [691 and by others. Thoue
methods have been developed through years of experience with similar
rotors,. A large backlog of related data now exists in certain Industries
and is available in computer memory for easy reference.
Funtilonaliry. The method worked well for Lindsey. LeGrow also
reported good success. Howard 1691 reported a similar successful
method.
Economy and elcllency. Simple equipment and a minimum of trial
run effort makes such methods very time-efficient. However, the
related empirical technology may involve years of slow development.
Quality of final balance. This Is apparently sufficiently acceptable
for the methods reported to be used as official practice with reputable
companies.
Comrments: Little data or reporting exist on such methods. They
are simple and efficient, and thus are highly desirable techniques.
Skilled personnel are usually needed to use the methods in a reliable

manner,
6.6 Criteria for FlexIble-Rotor Balancing
Sources of Balance Criteria Values
Flexible-rotor balancing criteria are in a formative stage. A variety
of criteria are used to evaluate the balance quality of flexible rot .:s,
These criteria are mostly industry-related standards based on accu iulated experience, However, it remains common practice to upeciff the
balancing of flexible rotors using rigid-rotor criteria values, as until
recently there was no criteria document devoted to flexible rotors,
Rocently, the International Organization for Standardization published
Draft Technical Document ISO/TC 108/SCI N16 (1976), "The
Mechanical Balancing of Flexible Rotots." Numerical criteria g!ven in
this document are based on Standard Document ISO 2372 1701 for
tolerable limits of balance criteria for flexible rotors in any mode,
Several numerical examples given in the text of this document describe
the application of these criteria to flexible rotors, An International
Standard Document on balance quality criteria for flexible rotors is
being developed.
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Section 4.4 of this monograph disusses the various categories and
quality grades for rigid rotors and describes how numerical balance quality criteria can be selected for specific rotors of a given rotor
&
class. Rigid-rotor balance criteria are now fully developed and have
been accepted internationally as the formal basis for rigid-rotor balancIn&. These criteria values have been shown to be reasonable and are
well within normal balancing practice. There criteria were obtained
from a broad statistical survey of balancing practice for a variety of
rigid-rotor types, conducted by Muster and Flores [711. This survey,
along with other related data, formed the basis for the rigid-rotor
balancing document ISO 1940-1973(0), which was discussed In Chapter

4-
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No similar survey appears to have been made on the balance qualIty of Industrial flexible rotors, probably because the need for generally
applicable balance criteria for flexible rotors has not been sufficiently
widespread until recently, except for certain key industries (e.g., turblne generators and centrifugal compressors). Furthermore, it was only
in the past decade or so that efficient techniques for general flexiblerotor balancing developed from an art Into a scienco.
The problem of establishing flexible-rotor balance criteria for use
by industry is complicated by such factors as the following:
1. Attention must be given to the class of flexible rotor which is
involved, when specifying the quality of balance required.
2. It may be a requirement to apply criteria for several flexible
modes of the rotor simultaneously.
3. Unresolved questions still exist concerning the need to balance
the rigid-body modes of class 3 flexible rotors.
4. Development of criteria Is still under consideration for cases
where several modes must be balanced.
To be acceptable for use In Industry, the flexible-rotor criteria must be
simple to use and of a reasonable standard such that a good rotor balance is obtained In all modes within the operating range. Moreover,
the criteria should be simply related to the measured unbalance readout
results, irrespective of the measuring technique (proximity probe,
accelerometer, etc.) and of readout location (pedestal, midplane on
casing, etc.), Flexible-rotor balance quality criteria that Incorporate
these considerations are given In the above-mentioned ISO draft technical report ISO/TC 108/SCI NI6,
Interim ISO Procedure for the Selection of Acceptance Criteria

iV,1

The following procedure has been developed by the ISO Balancing
Committee as an Interim measure to guide the selection of acceptance
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criteria for the residual unbalance level after the balancing of flexible
rotors (Class 2-5) in bearing supports:*
Step 1. Determine the class of the rotor in question (see Table 1.2
for guidance). Using the table from ISO 1940-1973(E) in Chapter 4,
establish the required machine balance quality grade,
Step 2. Determine the recommended residual unbalance from
Fig. 4 of ISO DR 1940. Find the applicable rigid-body unbalance criterion UR lb-in./lb for the maximum speed of operation (rpm) and
machine balar.e quality grade.
Step 3, Determine the balance quality criteria values, If low-speed
balancing is intended, select the maximum recommended unbalance U
(oz-in,) for low-speed balancing in two planes plus the residual
equivalent of the first-mode unbalance from

U1A

(

xbrotor weight

(0b) X

lb02 U oz-in.

If low-speed balancing is not intended, determine the recommended residual unbalance from the following formulas:
First mode: U1 -0.50 x recommended residual unbalance,
Second mode: U2 - 1.00 x recommended residual unbalance,
Third mode: U3 - 1,50 x recommended residual unbalance,
where the recommended residual unbalance is from ISO 1940-1973(E).
The following example illustrates the above procedure,
Determine the appropriate balance criteria for a medium steamturbine rotor weighing 22,000 lb and operating at 4400 i pm, From
design calculations the first three critical speeds occur at 2750, 5600,
and 11,700 rpm,
Step 1. According to Table 1, in ISO 1940-1973(E), the required
balance quality grade is 2.5.
Step 2. From Fig. 4 a of ISO 1940-1973(E), the rigid-body balance
quality criterion is
UR - 0.16 x 10-

lb-in_.
lb

Step 3. The balance quality criterion is found to be
U - (0.16 x 10-3) (22, 000) - 3,52 lb-in. - 56.32 oz-in,
*Clans I rotor acceputnce criteria are discussed in ISO 1940-1973(E). See Chapter 4,
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This criterion will be adequate if the rotor is to be balanced at low
speed. The criterion then represents the total permissible residual
unbalance at any speed.
For high-speed balancing, the recommended residual unbalance for
the first, second, and third modes is respectively
UI - 0.50(3.52) - 1.76 lb-in. (28.16 oz-in.),
U2 - 1.00(3.52) - 3.52 lb-in. (56.32 oz-in,),
and
U3 - 1.50(3.52) - 5.28 lb-in. (84,48 oz-in.).
These criteria apply in the case where no rigid-rotor balance is to
be undertaken. At the first critical speed a residual unbalance of 28.16
oz in, is the maximum acceptable value. AM the turbine operating
speed of 4400 rpm is 78.6 percent of its second critical speed, the full
second-mode unbalance limit of 56.32 oz in. is applicable. Since the
rotor operating speed is only 37.6 percent of its third critical speed, no
restrictions relating to the third-mode amplitudes apply in this case.
Balance Quality Criteria Based on Acceptable Vibration Limits
Guidelines are provided in ISO document ISO/TC 108/SCI N16
for evaluating the balance quality of rotating machinery based on the
rms value of the synchronous pedestal vibration velocity. Tablef 2 in
Appendix A of the document gives balance quality bands for various
rotor categories. A draft version of this table is given In Table 6.7.
The quality bands A, B, C, and D are related to the machine balance
condition as follows:
A: acceptable when the machine is new
B: commercially acceptable
C: in need of attention at the next overhaul
D: in need of immediate attention.
Three correction factors CI, C2, and C 3 are also listed in Table 6.7, to
permit correlation of vibration measurements made, in situ with those
obtained during shop balancing. The meaning of these factors are:
CI: measurement in a high-speed balancing machine where bearing conditions differ from service conditions
C2: shaft vibrations measured in or adjacent to the bearings of the
machine
C3: shaft vibrations measured at the location of maximum shaft
lateral deflection.
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Table 6.3. Balance criteria for flexible rotors
Rotor
Category

Ranges of effective pedestal vibration velocity
et once-per-rav frequency
mmISMI rms

Correction
Factor

SV,

A

CC.

D

.. l ty 1&Mn4

-'

Ic

Ii

A

!

tI

Small electric motors up to 20 W,
Superchargers.

A

5

0,63

C

0)

Turbines and generators on rigid and heavy
foundations,

1

4

0.63

4

3

3

$4l

20

iS
1

0.63

I

20

0.63
0.63

1

10

i.o CI

Large electric motors, turbines, and generators
on lightwelght foundations.
Smell jet engines.

I

0.63

0.63
O,6

Large electric motors.

A
IV

2

iD

Paper making machines
Mediutn Sle electric motors & generators,
20-100 HP on normal foundatlons.
Electric motors and generators up to
400 HP on special foundationa,
Pusund
a compressors.
$map, turbines.

Ill

0.63
'1,63

^
A•

"V
I

Ir_

Jet onnines larger then category IV.

,,-,

-

1L

10

The acceptable residual synchronous vibration for a given machine
is the product of the rms vibration velocity ,1 and the appropriate
correction factor as determined from Table 6.7. The quantity V1 can be
obtained from the measured peak-to-peak vibration amplitude a, as follows:

V- -

al

r

707
0

where N is the rotational speed of the rotor in rpm.
The following example demonstrates the use of this data for determination of vibration acceptability criteria.
Consider the steam-turbine unit described in the preceding example. The measured peak-to-peak vibration level of the rotor in a hardpedestal balancing machine is 0.5 x 10-3 in. at 2400 rpm and 0.25
x 1 3 in. at 4400 rpm. Comment on the balance quality of the rotor.
The steam-turbine unit under consideration is a claus 3 machine.

A correction factor of C1 - 0.63 should be used for the balancing
machine test measurements.
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The haid-support balancing machine test gives the following values
At 2400 rpm,
2

4;

30

-0.074

(0.25 X io-3)(214O0)

-1.128

mm/s.

-

0.0444 ln./s

At 4400 rpm,
Y1 - 0,074(0.125, k 1073) (4400)
The ~

-0.0407

in./s

i103 m.:2/'...11),3-076m

Temaximum acceptable vibration velocities by quality band are

vnusx - MCI

-

(2.8)0.63 -1.764 mm/s.

From the balancing machine measurements it Is evident that the
rotor falls in quality band B. The balance quality must be Improved for
a new mwohine application; that Is, the synchronous vibration velocity
must be reduced by 37 percent for the rotor to be acceptable as a quality grade A rotor (see listing on page 415).
As a further example, consider the same turbine after Installation.
The measured peak-to-peak vibration amplitude at the beitring caps is
5.6 x 10-3 In. at the operating speed of 4400 rpm. A correction factor
Of C2 - 5.0 should be used for measurements taken in or adjacent to
bearings. The machine vibration velocity at 4400 rpm Is

and the -maximm aceptale4ibralon eloitiesbyqaiyband are
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The rotor is functioning in quality grade C based on the field
measurements; it therefore requires attention at the next overhaul,
Influence of l~lexlbleRotor Type on Balance Quality
Much of the inherent difficulty in the selection of flexible-rotor
balancing criteria arises fromn the breadth of the problem itself. Such
criteria must be general enough to account for machine operation over
broad ranges of rotor speed and' flexibility. Many rotors of classes 2
through 5 behave as rigid rotors in their lower modes; that is, the system mode shape involves more bearing amplitudes than rotor bending
amplitudes because of the dynamic flexibility of the bearing and support system. For these lower modes rigid-rotor balancing criteria are
adequate. When such a rotor system experiences higher modes, the
rotor bending amplitude will be larger than in the lower modes and
rigid-rotor criteria will no longer suffice.
Class 3 rotors are characterized by modes in which significant
bending deflections predominate. Flexible-rotor balancing criteria are
required in order to provide a range of numerical values that will constitute a realistic, effective criterion for R11 the modes a given rotor will
experience during its operation. Until comprehensive criteria are
developed for such rotors, effective criteria can be developed (a) by
specifying rigid-rotor standards where the lower modes are known by
calculation or previous tests to be "rigid" modes, and by using the flexible rotor balancing guidelines presented in ISO/TC 108/SCI N16
(1976); and (b) by using the proposed criteria and procedures in the
same reference to check the rotor vibration levels for acceptability.
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FLEXIBLE-ROTOR BALANCING
Nomencelature
or (zj)

normalized amplitude of r th mode at z, location
modal function
'(
radial component of shaft displacement on r th mode
u'(:o)
maximum radial displacement In r th mode
Mr,
unbalance mass
eccentricity of unbalance mass from shaft axis
L
bearing axial length
D
bearing diameter
C
bearing radial clearance
14 In.
microinch,
N
number of modes to be balanced within range of
B
operating speeds
B
S
number of additional modes to be balanced; also used as a
weighting factor
W(z,w) unbalance vector, function of xand w
WR
Iz
axial position coordinate
41
angular velocity, rad/i
P
number of correction planes
,a
balancing coefficient
C
phase angle
V
balancing coefficient, (actual/ideal) correction
w,.
critical speed, rad/sac
.
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CHAPTER 7

PRACTICAL EXPERIMNTS WITH
FLEXIBLE-ROTOR BALANCING
7.1 Infrmation ourceson Rotor Balaulng
Tests and Experiments

Pracical rotor balancing Ischanging in response to new technology
and procedures developed In the put twenty years: minicomputers,
solid-state electronics, influence coefficient balancing procedures, modal
balancing procedure4 and the rapid evolution of highly flexible rotors.
New methods of balancing have been evolved In response to developments In rotating machinery: speed, size, weight, flexible supports, and
so on. New developments in instrumentation have made possible the
application of these now methods.

This chapter describes several important practical investilations
which were undertaken to evaluate the effectiveness of certain balancIng procedures. Listed below are the primary methods now used for
flexible-rotor balancing; all but modal averaging require the use of m
computer.

14.w

lMsam

.Gmak.I

Modal

W1ho,%Parkinson,
OGldwell, at aL

Enshnd

Universlty College

MWd aversift

Momr, Dodd (Bishop)

Basd

O.B.C. (England)

C.mprehenaivw
modal

ederm, Oiere
Kenno,
Kellnbjerp
Goodman, Lund,
RIesr, DBaoley

Pedmul Republic

Schenok Ttebel

of
swltzisrind
United Stai"
United StAet

Brown Dovend at Cie,
Geneal Slectric,
Mchannkcd Technology In*,

Influence
oelfient

In addition, there are several specialized Influence coefficient methods
used for rotors whose balancing properties are well known and which
can often be balanced by applying data from experience with similar
machines (size, rotor weight, speed, etc.). Several turbine manufacturers balance their rotors in this way, employing data stored In the computer for easy access and guidance.
The published information on rotor balancing and rotor test
experience deals with
o Verification of specific methods
0 Investigation of ,upects of methods for efficient balancing
* Investigation of method effectiveness under nonroutine circumstances.
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Few publications concerned with rotor balancing have discuused the
vary significant developments In electronics that have been Introduced,
especially recently. Few publications aside from patent documents
describe the range of mechanical and electrical innovations that have
been introduced over the pait~j thirty years to make modern balancingI
machlinies and -quipmtnent the sophisticated and efficient devices they

nOW ISe.
The sources of information on the rotor-balancing tests and experi-

ment~s reported In this'chaptet are summarized below.
Modal balancing.. This method was developed by Bishop and amsciates at University College, London,. England. Comprehensive listings

6f
thi
pblihedmehodhavebee
wok
o givn
bBihop
nd
Par

kinson U11, by Parkinson (21, and by Rieger 131. The work Itself Is published Maily in the Journal of Mechanical Engineer)"g Srence, the
ProceeingIs aWfhe Institiution of Mechanical Engineers, and the Proceeding.
Ofthe Royal S~ociety of London..' Publications date from 1959.
Modal aver'aging 'method.t This method is based on the modal
method -of Bishop, at aI. It was formalized by Moore. The early work
is referenced by Bishop and Parkinson D)1 and by Riager (3j, The Journalo In which It has been reported are the Trmnsaaltona of the Instthution

3

of Marin: Engineers, Parsons' Turbine Works Journal and the Proceedi*ngs
In~1fluence coefficins m~ethod. Initial work Is attributed to Goodman,
with Lund, Walger, and Badgley, at al. folilowing later. Experimental
verification has been reported by Tessarzik, Badglay, Anderson ind
Fleming, and Tonneson. A literature listing has been compiled by
Rieger 131. The work Itself has teen published inainly in the Trnsacdions of the American Society of Mechailcal Engineers from 1971 onward.
Comprehensive modal mrthod Initial work was done In 1956 by

Federn, who was followed by Glens 141 and Kolienberger 151. Little
published Information appears to be available beyond that reported by
Glens, Kellenberger, and Drechiler, as discussed In this chapter,
7.2 Laboratory Verification of Modal Balancing: Parkinson,
Jackson, and Bishop

Parkinson, Jackson, and Bishop 16,71 conducted several laboratory
experiments to validate the modal balancing method In the laboratory
before attempting large-scale verification and application in practice.
Fot, the small-u~ameter shafts studied, the Initial bend of the shaft wus
observed to exert an important effect oni the balancing process, and
therefore a preliminary study was made to evaluate the relative
significance of Initial bend and residual unbalance. This work Is

I,,
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reported in Ref. 6. The experimental invastigation of the validity and
some characteristics Of the modal balancing, method are discussed .in
e£f. 7.,
The rotors used in this study (Table 7.1) consisted of a number of
steel shafts, 0,625 in, and larger In diameter and ranging in length from
25, to 50 .in,; two stepped shafts were also used. , Each shaft was
-mounted in single-row self-aligning bearings, The shaft was driven,by a
double Hooke's joint coupling from a 2,5-hp dc motor in the speed
range 1200 through 2000. rpm.
Table 7.1. Details of shafts used in modal balancing verification tests"
Shaft
Idontikaiesot

t*Is
A
5
C
D
I

leaeds
Ql)
Appfollmaw .up(nert
upotspos h

lol pi) ds Shortie
Cr(
Uniformor
(S/l)ao
fiontinifolm
shat
lottosotionconditions

Unirxm
Unliorm
Uniformn
Uniform
.Uniform

26
31.6
39
20
20

0623
0464sS
0,625
0.621
0U26

1S6
94
512
t0
s0

.
Wlo

Lomih

ash Diamitstl
tw *1

ton

25.0
50,0
49,
0 P,
50s0

42

Clamped.'ru
Climped.pnnod
C|amped.lampiod
rlnlecdplnflbd
Finned.phind

28,2
$090
41.2
19,7
19,7

I17
100
11S
19
79

Plniwdnnedned

2531

102

(as D, but

+

,,ddidonal a 1)

p

Uniform

2l

44,0

0,625

104

.4.1

2,70,

4.1

Nonuniform

(unsymmstrlcal)

645

Vinnod.pinnod

-

-

$Ref. 7. 01961, institution of Mechanical EnSinters; used by perinkision.
tBesed on the assumption of Ideal supports,

The tost shafts carried small aluminum collarG attached by grub
screws, Balancing masses were added by inserting these into holes in
the collar. Typically, these correction masses were between 0,125 and
0,50 oz in weight, 0.25 or 0.50 in, in diameter, and up to 0,50 in, long.
Inductive pickups were used to measure the vertical component of
shaft displacement. Signals were transmitted to a radio-frequency oscillator operating at 2 MHz, The frequency-modulated signals were then
preamplifled and displayed on a two-channel oscilloscope, Displacement calibration was achieved with a 0,0001 in. dial indicator,

• , ], ,
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As the modal balancing method depends on a knowledge of the
characteristic functions (mode shapes) of the rotor to be balanced,
some prior knowledge of the characteristic functions of the shafts in
their bearings was obtained by exciting the nonrotating shafts. Excitation was provided by an electromagnet and a variable-frequency oscillatot. The form of each characteristic function was defined using nine
inductive pickups stationed along the shaft, with their traces displayed
on the oscilloscope. In this manner the r th modal shape of vibration
was determined in the normalized form

"where u' is the radial component of shaft displacement. Tests were carried out, for the first and second modes of vibration for shafts D, C, and
D. Figure 7.1 shows typical correlation achieved between these tests
and the corresponding theoretical predictions of the modal shapes.
With a shaft in the test rig, the lowest natural frequency was first
obtained In the nonrotating condition. The orientation of the plane
containing the first component of unbalance was then found by running
the shaft slightly above (or below) its first critical speed and identif/ying
the "heavy* (or "light") side. A correction mass was then placed in the
aluminum balance weight ring, directly opposite the unbalance. The
sh4ft waveform was displayed and monitored to observe any changes,
and the shaft was rotated at about the same speed as before, Observation of the waveform determined whether the correction weight was too
small or too large. The correction mass was adjusted so that a lowamplitude passage through the critical speed was possible, after a
number of sensitive adjustments. In addition, the variation of the
balancing mass mir, with distance along the shaft zi was also investigated. The resulting values of

Moro
..
,~

*

*

3.

I d

where obtained and compared with the stationary mode shapes, The
results are in agreement with the modal balancing theory. The 8econd
mode was balanced in a similar manner.
o Elastic unbalance (i.e., bent shaft) was also investigated in a series
of tests. Variation of distortion with speed and variation of angle with
speed were observed for the lowest two shaft modes. As both elastic
unbalance and residual unbalance exist in the shaft concurrently, the
"shaftwas first balanced as accurately as possible. Phase-vs.speed curves
were obtained from which the variation of the phase angle with the
speed of elastic unbalance was determined for a variety of conditions.
Typical phase-vsespeed curves are shown in Fig. 7.2.

I
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(a)First-mods shapes for sh~aft B
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(b Second-mode shapes for shaft B

04

()First-mode shapes for shaft C

(WFirst-mode shapes for shaft D

(d)Second-mode shapes for shaft C

MIseoand-mode shapes Tor shaft D

Fis. 7.1, Experimental mode shapes (solid curves) observed in tests by Parkinson, Jsokson, and Bishop 161
and shapes predicted from theory (broken curves). The points in
plots a,o, e,and f refer to asecond series of tests and represent mordm~r1 (suitably normalized). (01%63. Mechanical Engineering Pub~lia~tons, Ltd; used by permission)
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Additional tests were carried out to determine the effects of inaccurate balancing (i.e,, overbalancing and underbalancing). Curves of
variation in phase angle and distortion as a function of speed were
obtalned for these conditions with elastic unbalance and residual unbalance, A comparison of these results with those predicted by the modal
theory is shown in Fig. 7.3.
4.0

-

3.52.40 Ir
3.0

....

...

..

.

"Y

~1.3r

2.

0.4

0-

0,6

0.S

1,0

1.2

1,4

is

1

.0

, Yr 063

Fig. 7.3, Experimentally observed amplitude near the
antinode shaft H in the vicinity of the first critical speed
and amplitude predicted from theory (curves). From
Parkinson et al. [7] (01963, Mechanical Ensineerins
Publications, Ltd; used by permission).

The following general comments are made by Parkinson et al. [71
on their results.
1, Experimental results indicate a need for a theory for balancing
shafts with an Initial bend. This theory Is given in Ref. 6.
2. There appears to be little doubt as to the validity of the modal
balancing process, The practical value of this process remains to be
determined. Such tests have subsequently been conducted by Lindley
and Bishop [8] and are discussed in Section 7.4,
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3. Preliminary industrial, tests indicate. ihmi 'the uso. of flUid-filuif

bearings and, measurement's made. on bearing p00400218, do riot m't.1
ally affect the usefulness of the modal baloncins method
The tests waeg conducted, with ,simple uindamnpO two-tairing
rotors. They offer encouraging results, -but m~ore ed.hauqt~ve teating: Is
reurd to definoe the limitations, If any,- of' this .itecb~iqu~I h
be added that the degree of ,conmplexity involved In carryilna out the
balancinS operations hUr not been discussed,. and many, pdditio'nOl .ac~.
tors remain to be investIgat4,:;e.g. the puimb'r of balancing 'pian.uoa
voquired for ($111 effectiveness; effect of errors In positioning the correction weights, etc.

.

7.3 Experiences In Balancing Rotors with Mixed N0445:1

Moorw and Doddj

~ . The model averaging method of, rotor -balazpcing Is'described with

details of practical examples 'in a paper by Moora 'and Dodd [101 and In
subsequent papers by Moore [11,1i21. The several te~likiu.*,of this
method arp described ia~Chapter 6. The method utilizes a knowledge
of the roter, modes obtained from experience, or calculation, or intuition to guide the balancing prucess. The paper by Moore auc Dodd
[101 describes the bmpic steps of' the b~alantuing pro~cess with. appliiallun
to a typical two-bearing flexible rotor operating under tho influe3nce of
its first three flexible modes. Mpgre and Dodd deectibe how they have
applied the modal balancing procedure proposed by Bishop, Oladwell,
and Porkinson In which the rotor modes are balanced out in turn ex
p they are fliicounbored Insuch a manner as to not reintroduce (re-excite)
th-3 lower modes by unsuitable positioning of the correction weights.
7'~he maiiA purpose of the paper by Moore and Dodd Is to discuss
the app~icstion of the modal method when mixed modes are present. It
mentions an Initial application to an unslotted rotor forging that gave
"ve~y prornising rebults." It was possible to run the rotor near the qTlst
critical speed, balsn.ý4 this mode out, then run near the second critical
speed and balance the second mode- without reintroducing the first
mode.
The limitations of this prc'cedure became apparent when balancing
of the complete rotor was attempted. After the first mode was balaniced, the rotor experienced strong vibrations when operated at full
speed. The second mode was beyond the optsrating speed, and It was
not possible to run at a suitable higher speed to balance it out. BalancIng wes attemptod at the operating speed, assuming that the rotor maode
shi.,ie was predeminantiy that of the second mode, though noit

..-
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resonant. Correction weights were added on opposite sides of the
rstar, near the estimated points of maximum deflection.
Moore and Dodd describe the balancing as follows:
If the corrections for the scoond mode ware adjusted to nullif the
vibration or one bearing, the vibration at thA other bearing iocreased.
The best compromise left uqual in-pham vibration. on the two pedeseals. It was first thought that as'the vibrations were In phase at the
two ends, they might have been caused by an error in the first mode,
which could have been Introduced 'by a mispropottioninlg of the
weights added for second mdode. The, probem turned out to be
much more complex. In fact, no progres was made until it wa

to mvcod and thfty modes
appmwcaud that she rotor was evapondlnm
[unbakw]sc

asiMuaneousbo,

even though It was running well below second

Critical*Va.ee

The remaining problem is one of mode separetion. Under the effect of
unbalance forces from the second and third modes, the bearing pede.
stals will receive simultaneously an out-of-phase component from the
second mode and an in-phase component from 4t4 third mode, These
two components can occur at any angle to one another. It is necessary
to resolve the resultant vectors back into their - iodal components.
Moore and Dodd have devised the vector diagram shown in Fig. 7.4 to
accomplish this modal separation. Their procedure is as follows:

.

Step 1. Let the ,vibration readings at pedestals A and B be
represenited by the vectors OA and O in Fig. 7.4.
Step 2. Add calibrating weights in the correction planes for the
second mode, Let their relationship be
rm (ratio)
effect on end A amplitudes
effect on end B amplitudes
Step 3. Add calibrating weights in the correction planes for the
third mode. Let their relationship be
efect on end A amplitudes,
i(ao
effect on end B amplitudes
Step 4. Join A and 8. Divide AB so that AC/CB on.
Step 5. Join 0 and C. Draw lines parallel to OC through A and BA
Step 6. Produce AO to meet the line parallel to OC through B at
point D.
Step 7. Divide DD so that DBR/I'D - n/m,
Step 8. Join DO. Produce this line to meet the line parallel to
OC through A at point A.
Step 9. Any line through 0 will meet the parallel lines through A
and B in A'and B' so that 00/O1' - m.
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Fll. 7,4. SlMultaissouu correctlon of eloond end third modes: example given by Moore
and Dodd 101 for a bollr-1feedpump rotor (01964, General EIoetric Company Ltd- used
by permiuson)
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Step 10, If

OA'+ A'A

OA

and

OB -OB'+ B'B
then the vectors OA' and OB' are the out-of-phae components of the
vibration readings OA and OB, in which OA' - m (O), and the vectors A'A and B'B are the in-phase components of the vibration readings OA and OB in which A'A - n (B'B).
Note that the out-of-phase components apply to the second-mode
unbalance, in which the pedestal forces are in the ratio m, and that the
in-phase components apply to the third-mode unbalance, in which the
pedestal forces are in the ratio n.
A detailed example that describes the application of the above construction to a 7900-hp boiler-feed pump rotor is reproduced in Fig. 7.4.
Moore and Dodd 1101 save a further construction for the case where
mixed-mode effects are present near the critical speed of one of the
modes involved. Under such conditions the phase angle of the vibration is subject to rapid changes with respect to the angular location of
the rotor In space, for the critical mode.

A graphical procedure for

mode separation in such balancing is also given. In this instance, as
with the previous case of modal separation, no finite solution to the
problem may be possible if the balancing planes are situated in unsuitable positions along the length of the rotor.
Moore and Dodd commented that the best drive connection is
through a double Hooke's joint and that when balancing near a critical
speed, fine speed control is required for accurate determination of
amplitude and phase angle, which may vary significantly with small
speed increments under such conditions. Seismic transducers should be
mounted to operate at frequencies away from their own resonances.
The authors comment in conclusion that the quality of balance achieved
both when running up and when at full speed is far higher than had
been previously considered possible. That good balance can be
achieved by the modal averaging method is supported by the balance
figures quoted by Moore and Dodd. It should be noted that the balance quality obtained in this case was achieved without correcting the
risid rotor modes,
7.4 Industrial Rotor Balancing by Modal Methods
Certain points raised by Moore and Dodd 1101 are discussed in
greater detail by Moore (121. This second paper begins with a discussion of the modal behavior of flexible rotors in flexible supports and
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the significance of risid-rotor modes in comparison with flexible-rotor
modes. Transducer signals are presented as vectors, and the properties
of the rotor modes are then discussed in terms of the related vector
diagram. from the pedestal signals. The problems of "mixed" modes
(two close modes, or two strong modal responses in the same signal)
are then reexamined, first using the vector-diagram approach and then
with the use of complex algebra. Application of these techniques to
flexible rotors with various unbalance conditions is discussed, for exampie, with regard to the need for the low-speed balancing of a high-speed
flexible rotor. it is the position of Moore, Bishop, and Parkinson that
low-speed balancing is unnecessary for class 3 flexible rotors that have
rigid (or quasi-rigid) modes only in a soft-pedestal balancing machine.
The opposite position is held by Federn, Kellenberser, and Giers, who
maintain that both the quality of the balance achieved and the efficiency of the balancing process are improved by an initial low-speed
balance operation. As discussed in Sections 7.7 and 7.8, attempts to
resolve this question have been made by Glers [41 and by Kendig [251.
Moore [12] addresses the need for low-speed balancing by first
mentioning that any unbalance-correction weight added to the rotor will
produce balancing and unbalancing effects, in relation to the rigid
modes and the flexible modes. He contends that
It Is likely therefore that an unbalanced rotor will have defects in
several modes, and the relationship between these defects will
depend not only on the model shapes but an the axial disposition of
the unbalances. As a balancing machine considers risid modes only,
some residual unbalance will remain In the flexural modes, This will
result In vibration when the rotor Is run to speed In its own bearinsa,

Moore shows how different distributions of unbalance may affect
.modes above the first mode. It is concluded that "a low speed balancing machine can have only limited use In the balancing of large flexible
rotors." This use appears to be restricted to rotors that operate well
below the first critical speed or well above the first and well below the
second critical speed. The success of this procedure would depend on a
variety of factors, such as degree of rotor axial symmetry, uniformity of
unbalance distribution, and magnitude of unbalance.
The degree to which a high-speed balancing machine can be used
to balance a flexible rotor was also reviewed by Moore (121,* who suggr.8sts that, despite the high-speed, variable-support flexibility (capabilities then available), no further balance computation capability is provided in commercially available high-speed balancing machines, and
".Se also Ref. 11 for a more detailed explanation of this procedure.
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practical modal techniques must be employed in the final stages of
balancing. Moore therefore concludes that a skilled operator is still
required to balance flexible rotors efficiently.
The remainder of Ref, 12 is a discussion of various techniques for
balancing flexible rotors, These techniques tre presented in terms of
vector diagrams for dealing with the following additional cases:
1. Balancing when there is a mixed-mode condition near. the first
critical xpeed, Typical application: generator rotor at low speed.
2, Balancing when there is a mixed-mode condition near the
second critical speed. Typical application: turbine-generator rotor
above the first critical speed.
3. Balancing for a mixed-mode condition remote from either critical speed. Typical application: gas-compressor rotor or large slip-ring
induction motor rotor near full speed,
4. Balancing for a mixed-mode condition with a limited choice of
balancing planes. Typical application: large turbine-generator rotor or
the semirigid rotor of large motor near full speed.
The situations in which these constructions are of use will be
readily apparent to the balancing engineer. A brief discussion of each
cue is given by Moore [121, who concludes that a flexible rotor that is
prebalanced In a low-ipeed balancing machine may still be unbalanced
in its flexural modes, possibly to a higher degree than before. The
Importance of employing some modal balancing techniques is
emphasized, to eliminate all relevant modes within the operating-speed
range.
The techniques described in this section have been applied by
Moore to a wide range of rotor., ranging from turbine-generator rotors
(i.e., class 3 rotors), whose response can be influenced by several
modes simnultancously, to induction motor and salient-pole alternator
rotors, which have previously been considered as rigid (i.e., class I or 2
rotors). Smooth operation without prebalancing at low speed is claimed
in all cases. This endorses the efficiency of the modal averaging
method and demonstrates its validation in practice,
Alternator Rotor Balancing Evaluatlan of Modal Averaging Method:
LUndley and Bishop
In a comprehensive paper on recent developments in the balancing
of large flexible rotors, Lindley and Bishop (81 describe the application
of modal methods during the balanciab of a 200-MW generator rotor,
with extensive supportive discussion on the dynamic properties of such
rotors. The paper also contains discurdions contributed by many
,1}•
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balancing experts, T'he principles of modal balancing are first reviewed,
i~e., procedures for sucesasie mode suppression without re-excitation.,
The authors recogniFe the value f, having mclde shapes available, from
computer results or From Of.0vious practipal experlence,,Jfor the modes
to be eliminated, In general, however, t• platno in which the rbsknse
occurs for each" Mode will be difterent because of the :Ore*dominantly
random distribution of residual unbalance in a rotoir. Th, total rotor
response at any given speed is the sum of the indivdual- modal
responses in the varlous directions..This Is the buas of modal b'lancIn$. As noted previously, preliminary tests on laboritory models by
Parkinson, Jackson, and Bishop [61, had indicated that the modal
balancing concepts would work in practice (see also Ref. 1)
Balancing tests were conducted on the 200-MW alternator rotor
shown in Fig. 7.5. The rotor was first balanced by customary procedures in an overspeed test pit, but without any low-speed balancing.
The drive was from a dc motor through a double Hooke's joint coupling, at speeds from 0 through 3000 rpm as required. A signal generator and a fioquency counter were used for preciaion speed measurement to wlthin 1.0 rpm, Seismic vibration transducers were attached to
the bearing pedestals to monitor vibrations in the horizontal direction.
A small phase-reference alternator was driven directly from the rotor in
conjunction with the transducers to measure the phase angle between
any required circumferential location on tho rotor and the pedental
vibration signal.
Two tests were made to determine whether the dynamic (modal)
behavior of a large rotor was consisten't with the predictions of elementary theory, The balanced 200-MW alternator rotor was first deliberately unbalanced by the addition of a 17,S-oz weight at 22.0-in.
radius, midspan between the main bearings, to introduce rotor amplitudes associated primarily with thW first mode. When the rotor was
running through the speed range at 1020 rpm, this 385-ox-in, unbalance
caused a 1.823 X 10'-in. amplitude peak at the left-hand bearing and a
0.8 X 10- -1n, amplitude peak at the right-hand Learing. The
Kennedy-Pancu polar response plots show that rotor response umplltudes at the two bearings are in phase at the critical speed- this suggests
that the first mode Is of ths customary half-sine-wave shape, as would
be expected. Another test was conducted to determine whether the
rotor rosponse was axisymmeric, by moving the unbalance mass circumferentially around the rotor and measuring at 898 rpin (90 percent
of the critical speed), Affirmative results were again reported for this
test, consistent with rotor dynamic theory.
For balancing, the 200-MW alternator rotor was run close enough
to the first critical speed for stable phase measurements to be taken
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PIS, 71, Alternator rotor or 200.mw generating set used In tests by Lindley anti i6ihop
18) (0193, Institution or Mechanical Engineers, used by permision)

where the first mode was strongly magnified. The rotor was then shut
down, and a calibritting weight was added near the midsapun. Measurements were repoated at the same speed
as before. The readings taken
'I
at the pedestals In both trials could
then be plotted ast vectors to
determine the magnitude and location of the correction weight needed
to balance the totor. Usually the two resulting correction vectors are

not lit Identical phase, und a compromise or average location Is therefore selected for the' addition of a single correction mass.* The
corrected rotor was then run through the first critical speed without
observing undue vibration of the pedestals. Details of results obtained
in this and other balancing runs are given In Table 7.2.
For second-mode balancing, Lindley and Bishop (81 discuss the
selection of at sultable balancing speed based on the size of the pedestal
vibrations. Thd second mode of this rotor system lies beyond the
*This Is the reason for the term modal iavemsle,, to diatlnsulrli It from the pure modal
method, which requires a computer for the selection or correction masses ror several
modes simultaneously.
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Table 7.2. Initial unbalance state of amplitudes*
Unbalance vibration

.1

,

amplitude, peak-to-peak

Bearing pedestal

(in. x 10")
Running
through first
critical speed

At
3000 rpm

15.0
7.5
14.0

2,2
1.9!
5.0

1.0

0.3

niaDriving
end
Opposite
ubaaneddriving
and
unbalanced
state
Homopolar

i

AtrDriving
SAfter
balancing
_

end
Opposite
driving end

0.7

Homopolar

0.75

0.8

0.2

<1

ORef. 8. Used by permislon,

operating speed (3000 rpm) but, unless balanced, it is of sufficient
strength to cause strong vibrations at tht operating speed. The operating speed was selected as the second-mode balancing speed, and pedeOtal vibration readings were taken with related phase angle data. A pair
of calibrating weights were then added to the rotor at the estimated
axial locations of the maximum second-mode amplitudes (but not
necessarily in phase circumferentially with this amplitude). The callbrftting couple was proportioned so as tc leave the first mode undisturbed, A vector diagram for this condition is shown in Fig. 7.6a.
Assuming at this stage that the second mode has an equal out-of-phase
effect at the two axial calibration locations, the required magnitude of
the second-mode correction couple is found from the oonstruction
shown in Fig. 7.6b. Like the first-mode correction, this construction is
approximate. A more precise correction might have been obtained at
this stage by using the corrections proposed by Moore and Dodd [11U,
The final balancing process follows the hot overapeed test for such
a rotor. Ideally this will consist of a repeat of the first- and secondmode correction procedures. If problems are to be encountered with a

Kotor, they will ubually occur with the basic correction. Trim balancing
is usually 0 straightforward repeat, especially if Moore's mixedc-mode,
separation-compensation procedures have been applied r~fter initial
diagnosis of tho veator diagrams. In the given case Moore's procedure
would compensate the first mode and a portion of the second mode at
the first critical speed; it would also completely compensate tL4 second
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PIS. 7,6. Vector diagrams for Vibration at the first and second speeds chosen by
Lindley and Bishop (8) to balance an alternator rotor (01963, Institution of
Mechanical Engineers,, used by permission)
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mode and a significant portion of the third mode at running speed,
without disturbing the first mode.
Details bf a second balancing test on the 200-MW alternator are
also given. For balancing the first mode at a speed just below the first
critical, a correction weight of 9.5 lb was added at midspan at 12,0-in.
radius (3344 oz-in.). Critical speed amplitudes at both bearings were
reduced to less than 1.5 X 10- In. peak to peak. The second mode was
balanced at 3000 rpm by placing two out-of-phase correction weights of
11.0 oz at 21,0-in, radius (231 oz-in.) on opposite sides of the rotor
near the quarter-points. This left a residual in-phase unbalance component of about 1,0 x 10-3 in. at either bearing, After the hot
overspeed test, the following additional corrections were required:

*

First mode: one weight (-13.0 oz) at 21.0 in. (-273.0 oz-in.).
Second mode: two weights (-3.0 oz) at 21.0 in, (-63.0 oz-in.) at
the quarter-points.
'The remaining in-phase component was corrected by adding weights to
the main half coupling.
These experiments led Lindley and Bishop to conclude that the
method can be used quite generally to balance flexible rotors. They
draw attention to the need for adequate provision of balancing planes
during the design of any flexible shaft. The same sentiment has been
echoed by Badgley and Rieger (131 on several occasions.
Several important comments were published with this paper. Morton 1141 questioned the use of pedestalml as transducer locations on
account of their own dynamic response. In one instance he had
observed a pedental to resonate in one instance at 52 Hz, He recommended monitoring shaft motions relative to ground. Morton further
suggested an influence coefficient procedure to replace the trial-anderror modal technique. In response, Lindley and Bishop stated that
they had concluded on considoration that an algebraic technique was
not as good as one Involving physical reasoning but that they had not
followed up seriously on this procedure. Consterdine (151 gave a brief
and Interesting review of flexible-rotor balancing techniques and their
development, and commented on the field balancing of large generator
rotors in which access to only a few correction planet is possible,
Attention is drawn to the work of Mikunis [16,171, who describes both
single-plane and two-end-plane correction procedures that are able to
reduce vibrations in the first three modes.

ft

Generator-Rotor Balancing by the Modal Averaging Method% Moore
Moore 191 has atudied the effects of differing rotor-support conditions (anisotropy) on the balancing of large flexible rotors. A large
itil
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generator rotor was examined during production balancing. It waa
found to possess a large unbalance near one end, which caused a large
response in the second mode of the system. The rotor was mounted in
its own bearings in an overspeed pit on pedestals and foundations that
closely resembled those to be used on site. Transducers were attached
to the bearing pedestals to measure vibrations in both horizontal and
vertical, directions.
Typical experimentally-determined mode shapes for the rotor In
flexible bearings are shown in Fig. 7.7. Horizontal and vertical vibrations of the rotor in Its first mode were balanced out at unstated speeds
by the "normal" modal balancing process, (i.e., no low-speed balancing
was undertaken). The growth of rotor amplitudes in the second mode
between 1400 and 2100 rpm is shown in Fig. 7.8. The second horizontal critical speed occurs at about 1550 rpm, whereas the second vertical
critical speed occurs at about 1950 rpm. The small loops at 1950 rpm
horizontally and 1550 rpm vertically indicate the degren of coupling
between motions in these two directions.
The two second mode shapes of the rotor are shown in Fig. 7.7.
By inference, the rotor modal shape is a plane curve. This is in agreement with other results (see, for example, Ref, 25) for such rotorsupport configurations. The rotor deflected shapes were determined by
a method of mass traversing, which permits measurement of the
response to a known mass acting at each of several different locations
along its length. When such measurements are taken close to the
second critical speeds, the second-mode components are dominant,
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Fig, 7.7. Experimentally determined second-mode shapes for generator rotor studied by Moore (9], showing relation to rotor body and
the choice of balan-lns planes for correcting second-mode horizontal
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Moore [12] refers to the process of modal separation by which the
influence of other modes is eliminated to obtain the second-mode
forms shown.
With the effects of tho first horizontal and vertical modes
remremoved, the rotor was then operated at 1300 rpm to begin balancing
the second horizontal mode. A pair of masses 1800 out of phase wore
added in the correction planes normally used for production balancing,
These planes are shown in Fig, 7.7 as "correction I." Subsequent
corrections were made at the other locations indicated. With these
masses added, the vibration of the bearing pedestals at the .econd horizontal critical speed was about 0.3 x 10- in., well within normal vibration limits for this class of rotor.
Rotor speed was then increased to 1800 rpm, and vibrations from
the second vertical mode wcre observed, The corresponding vectors
measured at the left and right pedstals are 5hown in Fig. 7.9 as CA and
OR. At the
second vertical critical speed the vibration responses were
1.2 x 10- 3 in. (pedestal A) and t.8 x 10-3 in, (pedestel B), Although
not explicitly stated by Moore (91, the vecturs OA and OB most likely
represent the pedestal vibratlon. resulting from the first balance correction at 1300 rpm, The additional vectors in Fig, 7.9 represent pedestal
motions observed at 1950 rpm after corrections 2 through 6 (see Fig.
7.7). Scaling tie v'.ctors indicates that the final balance gave amplitudes of 0.28 x 10-3 in. at pedestal B and 0,46 x 10-3 in. at pedestal A,
are both accaptable for a class 3 rotor.
Moore [91 discusses the effect of dissimilar pedestal stiffitesses in
tthe horizontal and vertical directions and mentions that, because of
differences in the corresponding mode shapes, the balance condition for
the second horizontal mode may not hold for the second vertical mode.
I,
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Differences in the mode shapes require somewhat different balance
weight distributions to eliminate both modes. The test results indicate
that rotor unbalance effects in the two modes were not exactly in phase.
This is shown in Fig. 7.9 by the change in the orientation of the
response vectors that occurred when corrections 4 and 5 were made.
Moore attributes this variation to the differences in the two se6ondmode shapes and also to other unbalances in the rotor. This last comment is supported by Moore's polar response charts, which show that'
responses are not exactly 900 apart, even though the pedestal
transducers were exactly 90* apart.
The findings of this experiment can be compared with tests by
Badgley, Tessarzik, and Fleming [181 in which support anisotropy was
also considered. Theoretical works by Parkinson [2) and by Badgley
and Rieger [131 also discuss changes in mode shapes wilh support flexibility and their effect on the quality and efficiency of the balance
obtained. The experiment demonstrated the effectiveness of the modal
balancing method with relatively few balance corrections applied in a
few balancing planes. It also demonstrated that, if balancing Is carried
out by considering the modes occurring Iti one principal stiffness plane,
it is still possible, because of differences in the support stiffnesses of
the two principal planes, for the rotor to be significantdy cut of balance
in the other principal stiffness plane, even though the modes are nominally related. Moore comments that bearings and supports used for
balancing should closely resemble thosb used on site. and the use of
special isotropic bearings for balancing is not recommended because dif"ferent unbalance responses may result from subsequent operation of
the rotor In real (i.e., anisotropic) bnaringpt.
7.5 Laboratory Verification of the Influence
Coefficient MI•ethod
Badgley and co-workers have conducted a comprehetisive series of
experiments to examine the validity and effectiver.ess of tho influence
coefficient method for balancing flexible rotors. The scope of these
experiments was as follows:
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1. Demonstration of the. capabil'ty, of the influence coefficient
method for balancing a flexible rotor with various unbalaný, combina.
tions through a strong bending critical speed without the aid of bearing
e~am p mgins
. 19 ,,
,
,,Dg1montrtonf "the least-squares influence coefficient pro'ceduroenad compariso' with the standatd *exact-polnt-spedd" influence

,

coefficient procedure

*

1201.

3, Applicatibn of the lnfluenv.6 coefficient method to the bae lancing
of rotgrs whose operi•ting-speed range corntains several critical speeds;,
and other advanced considerations (18).
These ,invcstigations are describ~d in' detail In this s~ctioii. The overall
a
result is a thorough verification of th.e influence coefficient method in a
wide variety of circumstances.
Flexible-Rotor Systera and Appavstus Used
The test rotor used in the investigation of the exhct-point-speed,
influence coefficient balancing method Is showAi in Fig. 7.10. This
rotor was designed in conjunction with studies Aeeported by Lund arnd
Orcutt (2[1. It was basically a solid, cylindrical steel shaft with an

i
FIg, 7,10. Aluminum sed disk for a two-mans rotor 1201
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overall length of 41 in. and a diameter of 2.5 in.ý` Ajt,togriýt41isk 6 irv.
irn diameter and 6 In. long was located at., thei onter ofi thj i•Aht.
Detachable steel disks 6 ihtlin diamett. abd $.in.Ilwor mounted.
on the ends of the rotor by means of heav', Int46femce fits .And lock
nuts that ciaenped them againet shouldlraon the,"Is~tA"The tatrl
weight of the rotor, exclusive of the detachaibe e•¶.1
ý1
os, w14 8o lb.
The center disk, not counting the inner Z.5-i4h.ri. 4iainet
section,
weighed approximately 36 Ib, and tho •n ddsks each Wýijgh' 18 lb.
The rotor was supported by two .fourtiltlng-pad, Journal. bearings"
whose centerlines were 12.5 in. On either side, of the rotor cA nter plane.,
Bearing design charactbristics included
Slenderness ratio (L/D), in.
1.0
Diameter, in.
2.5
Clearance ratio (CIR), in./in.
0.003 (based c, machined alerarite)
Pad arc length, degrees
80
Pivot position
0.55 of 2re, laegth- (40)
measurind ý1*tq the-.leading edge
Geometrical preload coefficient 0.5.
" .
The Journal bearings were lubricared by a lowvucowity'41ilcone fluid
(0.65 cSt at 77F and 0.51 cSt at 130°F), 1.0bracent at a conto1ed ternperature was pumped into the bearing io-ising to kee p.the bearings
submerged in the lubricant, 3earing ternpemtre., iise ,was held at 1OF
or less, as measured by thermocouples get -in the 4wo lower ,b.rinr
pads in each bearing, On either slde of the beAring housing there were
clearance seals and scavenging rings to faci!tate the. recirculation of
lubricant.
Geometrical preloading was upad W, jive improved bearing film
stiffness at high speeds with low steady-tgate loads. it was achieved by
moving the pads radially Inward so that the actual clearance at the -pivot
was less than the machined- clearance (based on pad ýudý -h4ft radii of
curvature). In this case, the clearance at the pivots was half the
machined clearance. The oivot, configuration wes a sphere seatld in an
Internal cylindrical surface machined intn the bavk surface of the pad,
The bearings were so oriented In' the houding that the steacdy-atate gravity load line bisected the pivot positions; .,hat is, the pivots were at 45V
from a vertical line drawn through the bearing center.
The shaft was positioned axially by meants of externally pressur.
ized, gas-lubricated thrust berrinp on either side of the center disk,
These bearings were rigidly mounted in housings machined from single
blocks of aluminum. The housings were keyed and bolted to a massive
structural steel base.
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The rotor was driven by an electric motor through a. crowned
spline coujling. Tha oouoling was designed to acc mmodate misalignýMents between the motor an r.otor axes, up to -0.036l in. without resritto thi slf.
0h Voo
as boltedý and keyed to the., same base
!surfceo that supported the :bearing' housing.. A variable-froquency
motbr-generator' met, supplied power to, the motor and provided for
variables-speed. operation within the- range of .3000 to 24,000 rpm. The
rotor system crtclspeed miap -is,'shown. in Fig.'' ~71, Rotor mnode
shape. corresponding to actual bearing stiffnets areo shown in Fig, 7.12.
During balancing, vertical rotor motions were measured In four

plan~es along the length of the rotor., The selection of the vertical planeI
*

in~stead' of the horizontal plane for' displacement measurements was

~arbitrary. At the time of this study, no rule was available for specify'ing

a priori the, required nuriber' of measurin~g stations along the axis of the
rotor for balancing by the exact point-speed influence coefficient
method. In fact, this topic. was one of the Items under study. TheA
computer program allows the substitution of data obtained at different
speeds for data obtair~ed at different rotor locations, provided that the
product of the number of measuring stations. and the rotational speeds
at which trial-wolght data are taken is equal to the number of balancing.
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used by Badsley at al. 1201

planes in which correction weights are to be added, For this test, four
measurement stations were used, The data from each station were
always recorded so that different combinations of speeds and measuring
stations could be selected, as desired, for computing the correction
weights.
Rotor displacements were measured with capacitance-type proximity sensors. Readout of rotor vibration amplitudes was obtained by
means of an analog meter in a tracking analyzer. The tracking analyzer
automatically filtered the incoming displacement signal to remove all
frequency components other than the first harmonic corresponding to
the rotational speed of the shaft. The tracking (frequency) signal for
the tracking analyzer was provided by a square-wave reference signal,
which was produced by an optical proximity sensor together with a narrow strip of reflective foil located on one-half the circumference of one
of the end masses of the rotor, The square-wave reference signal was
also used to relate a fixed angular position on the rotor to the angular
position at which maximum dynamic displacement occurred at each of
the four measurement stations. This angular relationship, (phase
angle) was measured using a phase meter. The probe and referencesignal sensor locations are shown in Fig. 7.13.
The data acquisition system described above is satisfactory for
flexible-rotor balancing. However, depending on the mechanical
characteristics of the rotor system, it may be important, and at the same
time difficult, to obtain amplitude data for all four probes at exactly the
I/
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RP.RENCE SIGNAL SENR LOCATION

PROKIMTY PROSE LOCATIONS

PI.AHOINr PANE LOCATIONS
Fig, 7.13, Locations of probe and teference-aisnal sensor
used by Dadliey atma. 1201

same speed if either the amplitude or the phase angle is highly sensitive
to small changes in the nominal value of the data-taking speed, as, for
example, near an undamped shaft critical speed, On the other hand,
particular rotor-drive controls, temperature effects, and damping may
make it difficult to hold the rotor speed constant long enough to take all
required readings. The requirement of nearly simultaneous readings
was met through the use of a seven-channel tape recorder, Five
phase-tied channels were used for the four displacement signals and the
referenbe signal, and two direct-reading channels were used for data
Identification (voice and rotational speed). By playing back the magnetic tape four times and switching from one displacement signal to the
"next,data were obtained at nearly identical rotational speeds,
Fundamental Verification of Method
The rotor was initially balanced in a low-speed balancing machine
so that a high-quality rigid-rotor balance was obtained. The disposition
of the rotor residual unbalance was not, known. The rotor was then
assembled in its bearings, and on attempting to pass through the third
critical speed at about 10,960 rpm in an exploratory run, journal orbits
of 0.010-in. diameter developed. In subsequent measuring runs, rotor
orbit amplitudes were deliberately restricted to diameters of less than
0.006 in.
The rotor was then balanced to annul the effects of the original
unbalance. Amplitudes and phase angles were measured at probe stations 1, 2, 3, and 4, located as shown in Figs. 7.14 through 7.17. The
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balancing speeds were 5000, 6006, and 10,960 rpm, tihe latter speed
~coincides with the rotor bending critical speed in its bearings. Balancing
at this speed waa not attemptod until after the second baian311g run
because of the large rotor amplitudes.
The changes in rotor amplitudes that resulted from the Insert!ior of
correction'weights In the balancing planes are given In Table 7.3. 'rhe
change. in phase anglo between the reference signal and the maximum
dynamic displacement of the rotor at given measurement locations are
shown In Figs. 7.14 and 7.15; rotor amplitudes at probe stations 1 and 2
after two consecutive balancing ru'ns are shown In Figs. 7..16 And 7,17.
The curves are ropresentative of the data curves 1hat were plotted
directly from each probe during testing. An acceptable balantce 1xisted
to about 10,000 rpai-that Is, to within 10 percent of the bending critical speed, as a result of low-speed balancing. The corresponding rigidbody critical speeds occurred at approximately 7000 and 7200 rpm.
Table 7.3, Balance Improvement for rotor with residual unbalance (191
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Once the effects of the actual initial unbalance In the rotor had
bern eliminated, further experiments -were carried out to study the
~effectiveness of the influence coefficient method under condiltions of
specific unbalance distributions:
1. Unbalanceg in line and in phase

2. Unbalance. in line and out of phase.
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In these tests the rotor wit intentionally unbalanced with unbalances Of
0.343 oz-in,, attached to the rotor at equal radii in four separate planes.
Unbalanes In line mad In phase. The unbalance configuration

*:

•

*.

*p

'

was such that it would tend to strongly excite the first critical speed.
The resulting changes In rotor amplitudes through three balancing trials
are shown in Table 7.4. Rotor-respoese dotails at probe stations I and
2 are shown in FPis. 7.18 and 7.19, respectively. The applied unbalance
condition wae substantially greater than'that existing in, the rotor after
the original low-speed balance mentioned above, and the rotor whirl
mode was essentially cylindrical in the speed range 5000 to 10,000 rpm.
Balancing was conducted at 6000 and 9000 rpm, and three correction
planes were umed: on both end disks and on one side of the center
disk. Substantial ampiitude reductions (up to 88 percent) were
achieved in the first two balancinj runs. After the third balancing run,
rotor amplitudes were of a similar order to those of the rotor in Its original unbalance condition. Further balancing was not pursued, and it
was concluded that at least three or four more balancio8 runs would
have been required to attain the level of balance necessary to' pass
through the third critilul spees with this particular rotor,
Unbalances In plae and out of phase. The tonbalances in both
end disks were rotated 180*, The overall unbalance configutation was
thon such that it, would tend to excite the third rotor mode very
strongly while canceling the unbalance effect on the first and second
modes. Rotor-reaponse details for this balance test are given In Table
7,5 and in Figs. 7,20 and 7.21 for probe stations I and 2, respectively,
The rapid increase In rotor whirl amplitudes with speed for the initial
unbalance condition is clearly evident in both fogures. Initial balancing
speeds were restricied to below 5000 rpm. The first balancing run
reduced rotor amplitudes by 94 percent, at 9000 rpm, The stcond and
third balancing runs resulted in only minor additional Improvement.
The rotor was again balanced until it operated in a manner comparable
to the original balanced condition,
These tests validate the influnoce coefficient method and demonstrate its effectivenoss in producing, for a specific rotor under laboratory conditions, whirl orbits of less than 0.002-in, diameter through and
including the critical speeds, The circumstances chosen wore unfavorable for smooth operation in each case, iLe., heavy test unbalances, no
inherent amplitude suppression by bearing damping, and a very strong
bending mode to be balanced before smooth operation could be
achieved. It is noteworthy that influence coefficient balancing achieved
smooth operation atspreclse the bending citical speed in each test, Few
tests of other flexible-rotor balancing bnethods have been conducted
with such rigor,
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Comparizon of Exact-Poriqt.SpWed and Least-Squareq
Influence Coefficient ýIalncin8
The least-squares procedure differs from the exact-point-speed

procedure in that it minimizes the sum of the squares of the rotor residual amplitudos for a nonsquare. matrix of influence coofflcients,
whereas the exact-point-speed method results directly in a Sqoare influonce coefficient matrix. In both procedures a square matrix of, influonce coefficients is required before the balance corrections can be calculated and the 'required correction weights are prescribed,.
The test conditions under which these two balancing methods were
compared are as follows:
1. Rotor with "corkscrew" distribution of unbalances imposed
2. Rotor with in-plane, in-phaso unbalances
3. Rotor with in-plane, out-of-phase unbalances.
The first test represents a severe test of the influence coefficient procedure, in which the exact-point-speed and the least-squares techniques
were evaluated and compared. Tests (2) and (3) are similar to the tests
reported on the preceding pages.
Rotor with "Corkscrew" Unbalance. Four different unbalance
masses were placed on the rotor, one in each disk end and one in either
face of the center disk; placed 900 apart, they progressed in corkscrew
fashion down the shaft. Initial rotor amplitudes for the speed range
3000 to 10,000 rpm are shown as curves A in Figs. 7.22 and 7.23 for
1
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Fig. 7.22. Vertical amplitudes at station I before and after three consecutive balancing runs by the exact-point-speed influence coefficient
method: rotor with corkscrew unbalance [20]
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probe locations I and 2. The rotor was then balhnced by the exactpoint-speed method, with results similar to those observed in the original rotor-balancing tests described earlier in this section. A very substantial decrease in amplitudes occurred after the first balancing run,
followed by more gradual Improvements during successive runs (Table
7.6). Trial data were taken at 9970, 10,670, and 10,830 rpm in order to
pass through the third critical speed. The total combined improvement
at 6000 and 9000 rpm (for comparison purposes) was 77.4 percent, i.e.,
somewhat less than in the tests described earlier.
Least-squares balancing wu tried next for the same corkscrewunbalance configuration. The results (see Figs. 7.24 and 7.25 and Table
7.7) differed from those obtained with the exact-point-speed procedure.
Amplitude reductions near the third critical speed were not as great as
those obtained with exact-point-speed balancing, but the overall reduction of amplitudes throughout the rotor speed range at most locations
was greater. As might be expected, the least-squares method is an
efficient compromise for overall balance improvements.
Rotor with in-plane, in-phase unbalance- lest-squares balanclug. Use of the least squares method (Figs. 7,26 and 7.27; Table 7.8)
led to a very rapid decrease In rotor amplitude. After two balancing
runs, rotor amplitudes had decreased by 94 percent and passage through
the third critical speed was possible, with maximum rotor orbit values
of 0.003 in. (0.0076 cm) at the critical speed, Successive trials with the
exact-point-speed method gave only slow improvements.
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Table 7.8. Rotor with in-plane, in-phase unbalance: results of least
squares procedure [201
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•Because 3000 ,Ain. was the maximum amplitude permitted in the test rig, the rotor was
not actually run up to 10,670 rpm until after the second balancins run.
Rotor with in-plane, out-of-phase unbalance- leat-squares
balancing. As shown in Figs, 7.28 and 7.29, and in Table 7.9, only two
trial balance runs were necessary for the rotor to pass smoothly through
the third critical speed. The first correction run reduced amplitudes by
almost 95 percent at 9000 rpm, These results are superior to those
obtained with the exact-point-speed procedure of comparable
conditions, in which three correction runs were needed.
Badgley and co-workers report two additional tests in which they
investigated the effect of replacing one end disk of the rotcr with an
aluminum disk and unbalancing only the two steel disks. The rotor
modes and excitation thereby lose their symmetry, and some bearing
damping occurs to affect the rotor response. The rotor tends to orbit in
a conical mode in the low range. Both exact-point-speed balancing and
least-squares balancing were attempted, and results of comparable
quality were achieved with both methods. No sharply defined resonant
peak was observed, and both methods resulted in rapid (two trial runs)
convergence to excellent balance quality,
The second of these tests dealt with the effects of the shaft being
out of round on instrument readings and hence on balance quality. The
end aluminum disk was machined 0.0022 in. out of round, which
showed up as a two-per-revolution probe signal at that location.
Badgley et al. report that the disk out-of-roundness was "ignored by the
computer," and (evidently) calculations were based on the mean orbit
radius. This corresponded to a heavy-disk unbalance (0.0011 in.),
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which the computer attempted to remove by selectinl a correction mass
with enough centrifugal force to bend the shaft back to the zero
position. The results suggest that the program was adversely affected
by the shaft being out of round.
The overall result of this test series is that the least-s juares
approach appears to give results comparable in quality to those obtained
by the exact-point-speed approach. In general, least-squares balancing
also leads to more broadly acceptable balance conditions throughout the
speed range with fewer balance iterations.
Balancing for Operation Through Several Bending Critical Speeds
Tesasrzik conducidd additional experiments to investigate the
influence of the following conditions [22]:
1. Operation through several critical speeds, bending and torsional
2. Rigid and flexible bearings
3. Bearings with significantly different stiffness properties in the
horizontal and vertical directions
4. Different balancing input data
5. Different initial unbalance configurations.
A special test rig was developed (Fig. 7.30) to permit observations
through the third and fourth critical speeds (ike., first and second
flexural modes) and of the first and second torsional modes. The critical speed map for the rotor is shown il Fig. 7.31. An unbalance
response chart for specified bearings and a specified unbalance distribution are shown in Fig. 7,32.
Rigid pedestals: In-plane, in-phase unbalance, seven displacement sensors. Trial-weight data were obtained at 3315 rpm to balance
o¢C
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out the strong amplitude buildup at about 4000 rpm associated with the
first bending critical speed. The result Is shown as curve A in Fig, 7.32t
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Flexible pedestals: In-plane, In-phase unbalance, four displacenment sensors. For this test, bearings were not changed, only the
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pedestal support flexibilities. The rotor was balanced with four vertical
sensors throughout the operating-speed range with one set of trial runs
per speed.
Flexible pedestals: In-plane alternating-phase unbalance, four
displacement sensors. Two additional trial-weight runs were required
to achieve smooth passage through the fourth critical speed. A final
correction run was made with data acquired at 4200, 9600, and 10,600
rpm.
The tests described above further demonstrate the effectiveness of
the influence coefficient method in balancing a lightly damped rotor in
flexible bearings throughout an operating-speed range that contains two
strong bonding critical speeds.
Experimentally Demonstrated Status of Influence Coefficient Method
The experimental results described above show themt the influence
coefficient method Is an effective procedure for baliancing flexible
rotors. It is not adversely influenced by the presence of one or several
bending critical speeds within the operating-speed range. It has been
shown to be capable of balancing rotors in damped, °ilexible bearings,
with bearing supports that are either rigid or flexible, and hence by
inference capable of balancing rotors whirling in elliptical orbits.
The experiments of Badgley and co-workers were conducted with
two rotors only, but with similar success. Documentation of field trials
is now needed to indicate the efficiency of the Influence coefficient
method when used by semiskilled technicians under diverse circumstances.
7.6 Laboratory Verification of the Influence Coefficient Method:
Lund and Tonnesen
Two experimental studies of influence coefficient balancing have
been made by Lund and Tonnesen [231 and by Tonnesen 1241. These
studies provided additional indepondent data on the effectiveness of
this method under carefully controlled experimental conditions.
The first of these studies investigated the application of the leastsquares procedure in two and three planes to a rotor whose speed range
involved a strong bending critical speed. The stated objectives of this
study were (a) to examine the validity and accuracy of the influence
coefficient method in determining balance correction weights and (b) to
investigate the influences of various types of sensing and analysis
instrumentation on the attainable accuracy.
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The second study extended the objectives (a) to perform balancing
simultaneously in up to five correction planes within a speed range containing three critical speeds and (b) to investigate the absolute
minimum level of residual vibration that is attainable by the influence
coefficient procedure.
In many respects these tests provide an independent viewpoint of'
many of the tests reported by Badgley and associates. A comparison of
the findings of both studies and a review of results are given at the end
of this section,

*

Experimental Apparatus and Instrumentation
The rotor used by Lund and Tonnesen (Fig. 7.33a) consisted of a
shaft with a nominal diameter of 2.0 in, and an overall length of 46.0
in., with a 25.7-in. span between bearings. The shaft carried an
integral central mass and two disks inboard of the bearings. Two additional disks were mounted outboard of the bearings, one at each end.
The total weight of the shaft was 75.3 lb.
The central mass contained two rows of correction planes around
its circumference, and each disk contained one correction plane, The
two bearings were externally pressurized air bearings, mounted on flexible supports consisting of eight radial spokes, These bearings were
found to be highly adaptable during testing and had low power consumption, The journal diameters were both 2.2 In., with similar bearing lengths and bearing radial clearances of 0.0011 in. Air was supplied
at 100 psia (6.9 X l05 Pa). The calculated radial stiffness of each bearing, including the flexible pedestal, was 0,508 X 108 lb/in., and the
damping was 9652 lb-s/in. With the bearings represented by their
theoretical stiffness values, the critical speeds of the rotor system were
8060, 11.220, and 12,130 rpm. The maximum speed of the test rig was
16,000 rpm.
The test rig is shown schematically in Fig. 7.33c, The rotor was
driven through a floating splined coupling. The transmission shaft was
driven by a timing belt with a step-up speed ratio of 4:1. The pedestal
supports were rigid and were mounted on a massive bedplate, Precise
motor spaed control was available. The rotor vibrations were measured
by five inductance probes and four velocity pickups. Probes at the
bearings measured relative displacements between the rotor and the
pedestal housing. Other probes measured absolute displacements.
Phase was measured with an electronic counter relative to a reference
signal generated by a pin located near the middle of the rotor, which
passed a magnetic pickup once per revolution.
"
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(a) Rotor assembly

(b View of Instrumentation
BRtG.

STATION NUMBERS. ORG.
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(c) Probe positions and rotor stations
Fig. 7.33. Experimental apparatus and Instrumentation used 6y
Lund and Tonnesen [231
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The electronic counter measured the time elapsed from the passage, at increasing amplitude, of the probe signal. The phase angle
4--that is, the angle by which the amplitude leads the reference in the
rotor in the direction of rotation-is defined as follows:
4, - 270- 6 (speed times measured time)
where 4, is in degrees, speed is in revolutions per minute, and the
measured time is in seconds. The relationship assumes that the magnetic pickup is In the same vertical position as the probes. From this
definition it follows that the angular locations of the unbalance weights
"and the trial weights are measured from the reference, fixed in the
rotor, in the direction of rotation.
As all phase-angle measurements and position angles have a common reference, they are absolute quantities. Actually, this is unnecessary for balancing tests where only relative measurements are required,
as in most conventional field balancing. It is, however, very convenient not to have to keep track of separate references for each
balancing plane; furthermore, it makes it possible to subtract out any
out-of-roundness of the rotor.
Test Program: Three Correction Planes, Single Critical Speed
The correction planes used by Lund and Tonnesen are numbered
7, 13, and 19 in Fig. 7.33c. Center plane 13 was not used. Trial-run
measurements were taken at 6000, 7800, 8700, and 10,200 rpm, as
required. The imposed unbalance distribution is shown in Table 7.10.
The trial weights were 1.1 gms and were located at a 49-mm radius.
Lund and Tonnesen discuss at some length the accuracy of all
measunments involved in the tests and calculations. The average
errors which occurred are given in Table 7.11.
The following conclusions can be drawn from these experiments:
1. The influence coefficient method has been demonstrated to be
capable of balancing a rotor through a speed range that contains a bending critical speed.
2, The quality of the balance obtained has been evaluated in terms
"f the sources of error inherent in the system. It is shown that. if the
errors in the amplitude and phase-angle measurements do not exceed 3
to 4 percent, a satisfactory balance can be obtained.
3. Commercially available instrumentation can be used to balance
a flexible rotor, provided it is carefully calibrated.
4. If sufficient measurements are taken, the influence coefficient
method can be used for simultaneous balancing in more than two
"correction planes.
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Table 7.11. Details of average errors likely to occur during
balancing [231
*

*

Speed
(rpm)
6000, 7800
8700, 10,200
6000, 7800
8700

Number of
planes
2
3
2
3

Average
error (%)
3.7
5.3
2.0
4.2

Averages ranges
of errors (%)
7.1
9.0
3.2
7.1

5. The assumption of linearity on which the influence coefflcint
method is based was found to be valid for the rotor-and-bearing system
tests.
Experiments to Determine Optimum Balancing Conditions

&

In a second series of experiments with the influence coefficient
method, Tonnesen (241 sought an optimum balance condition for
operation through three critical speeds of the rotor system. This
optimum condition consists of determining the accuracy to which the
test rotor could be balanced by use of a least-squares procedure with a
minimum number of balancing runs, using four correction planes.
Determination of the absolute minimum level of residual vibration for
the conditions used was another objective.
The rotor-support system was the same as that used by Lund and
Tonnesen (231 with minor modifications to the drive. Thorough details
are given of the rotor vibration measurement system and its settings,
which consisted of the original transducer system with additional
capacitance distance probes and piezoelectric accelerometers mounted
horizontally. Rotor motions were monitored continuously. In test runs
an active filter (48 dB/octave) was used to obtain only the synchronous
component. Corresponding amplitudes were measured with a digital
voltmeter, and phase-angle measurements were made with an electronic
counter used in the time-interval mode. All signals were time averaged
over 100 periods, For tests with six and seven balancing planes a lockin amplifier was used as a tracking filter. A photoelectric pickup was
used to phase-lock the amplifier to the test rotor, and the amplifier
outputs (amplitude and phase) were measured with digital voltmeters.
Experiments were conducted to determine the influence of
number of correction planes, number of balpnce speeds, etc., on the
quality of balance attainable. Influence coefficients were evaluated on
the basis of two trial-weight runs per plane using the same trial weight.
For each test run the deviation from the correct value is given for each
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weight in each plane. Total average deviations are also given. The
total average deviation for all tests was found to be 4.5 percent for the
capacitance probes and 7.3 percent for the inductance probes with the
same values of trial weight and phase angle.
Table 7.12 Shows the calculated absolute average error of the
system. Errors are given in percentages for the measurd amplitudes
and in degrees for the phase angles. Accuracy of the measuring
equipment was fairly standard:
0.1 percent for amplitude
measurements and 0.1I for phase angles.
Random distribution of unbalance was studied by placing
unbalances at random locations in six planes along the rotor length
(planes 4, 7, 11, 13, 15, and 19 in Fig. 7.34). Four planes were used
for inserting correction weights (planes 7, 11, 15, and 19). It was
required that the rotor be balanced to a minimum level of vibration
over the entire speed range by simultaneous balancing in these four
planes.
Curves A in Figs. 7.35 and 7.36 are plots of the synchronous
response of the rotor with its initial unbalance acting. In this condition,
it was just possible to operate through the entire speed range. The first
critical speed was at 7850 rpm, the second at 9300 rpm, and the third at
10,400 rpm; the other peaks were due to drive effects. The rotor was
then balanced to achieve a zero-rotor condition, and then the random
unbalances were inserted into the six "unbalancing" planes. In this
condition (curve A in Fig. 7.35) the rotor was so strongly unbalanced
that the first critical speed could not be passed. After balancing at
5000, 7000, and 7500 rpm, the rotor ran safely through its first,
second, and third critical speeds, with a whirl amplitude ofless than
half the bearing clearance (curve B in Fig. 7.35). The rotor was again
balanced at 7500, 9500, and 11,000 rpm in the same correction planes.
The results are shown as curves C in Figs, 7.35 and 7.36.
A second set of tests was undertaken by installing a disk in an end
plane so that the rotor nodes in the strong bending critical speed at
7650 rpm occurred within both journal bearings. This gives a zerodamping rotor configuration, Unbalance was randomly distributed in
seven planes. Four correction planes were again used, and four
transducers were used for amplitude measurements at the bearings and
at the overhangs. There was difficulty in passing through the bending
critical speed because of the low bearing damping. The rotor was
balanced both below and on passing through the critical speed and
subsequently at 7300, 9000, and 11,000 rpm. It could then be operated
smoothly throughout its entire operating-speed range.
Figurcs 7.37 and 7.38 show the amplitudes obtained after the first
ana second balancing operations. It is a testimony to the precision of
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the balance achieved that the rotor could be held at the very peak of
the first critical speed with minimal vibration, This condition was held
for more than 1 hr without any change in amplitude.
The tests conducted by Tonnesen indicate that the influence
coefficient method is perfectly capable of balancing a rotor through
three flexible critical speeds with two to five transducers in up to five
correction planes. The method was further found to be linear over
wide ranges (as required by the theory), and the overall accuracy in
determining the balance weights is 4.5 percent, for a measurement
accuracy of 1.5 percent. The quality of the balance achieved is rated as
ISO quality class 0.4 in terms of rigid-rotor residual unbalance levels. It
is concluded that the minimum amplitude Is a function of (a) number
of balance planes and their axial location, (b) the operating-speed
range, and (c) the number of measurement transducers and their axial
positions. Tonnesen [24] states that balancing with a single transducer
on or near a bearing is adequate for many applications, but, for
ultraprecision balancing, transducers placed outside the immediate area
of the bearings are mandatory.
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7.7 Comparison of Flexible-Rotor Balancing Methods:
Kendig Computer Study
A comprehensive study of the principal flexible-rotor balancing
methods in use ham been made by Keridig [251. This study was based
on extensive computer calculations for two different rotor-bearing systems: a medium-size steam-turbine rotor in undamped fluid-film bearings with planar and spatial unbalance distributions, the same rotor in
damped bearings, and a small high-speed gas-turbine rotor, Computer
programs were developed for each of the following balancing methods:
(a) the modal balancing method (Bishop), (b) the modal averaging
method (Moore), (c) the simultaneous modal method (Kellenberger),
(d) the comprehensive modal method (Federn), and (e) the exactpoint-speed influence coefficient method, A variety of balance-plane
combinations was tried. Details of the results obtained are discussed
below.
Steam-Turbine Rotor in Flexible Undamped Bearings:
Planar Unbalance
The rotor system model used in this study (Fig. 7.39) was based
on a medium-size steam-turbine unit operating in the speed range 0
through 12,000 rpm. The rotor weighs approximately 5000 lbf and
operates in two tilting-pad journal bearings, 6 in, in diameter and 3 in.
long, located close to the rotor ends. The dynamic stiffness properties
of the tilting-pad bearings were obtained from tables given in Lund
[26]. Bearing damping was neglected for this first comparison calculation, and no other system damping was included.
The rotor unbalance was taken as a planar set of mass distributions. In the absence of damping, the selected unbalance arrangement
can be expected to excite the rotor translatory whirl mode, the conical
mode, and the lowest flexural mode. Furthermore, in the absence of
damping and with in-plane, in-phase unbalance, the mode shapes can
be expected to appear as plane forms.
STATION 1
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1

9

1

20

23

StATION23

STATION
*EARING
HI•ARING

Fig. 7,39. Steam-turbine rotor model used by Kendig (2J]
(01975, J.R, Kendigl used by permission)
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The selected planar distribution of weights was such that the first
three flexural modes of vibration could be excited. The unbalance was
taken to be a set of three masses of 5, 5, and 2.5 oz-in, at angular locations of 0, 180°, and 0, respectively, at rotor stations 8, 16, and 22
(see Fig. 7.40). The uncorrected rotor unbalance response, shown in
Fig. 7.41, indicates the existence of three critical speeds, at 2300, 5500,
and 10,000 rpm. The character of these criticals can be seen from the
rotor deflection plots of Fig. 7.42. It is obvious that the prime factors
in effect at these speeds are the first, second, and third flexural modes,
respectively, with no apparent rigid-body effects.
Some general remarks about the balancing procedures are in order.
No assumption of knowledge of the residual unbalance was made. The
method of balancing-plane selection was to choose, for a given mode,
the plane or planes that would have the greatest effect on that mode
while minimizing effects on the other modes. The plane selection was
based on the deflection shapes resulting from the unbalance response
of the actual rotor. Similarly, all balancing operations were basecf on
actual rotor deflection shapes at the critical speeds rather than on any
characteristic deflection shapes derived from a solution of the eigenvalue problem. It was therefore assumed that the deflection at the critical speed corresponded to the characteristic mode at that speed.
During the actual modil balancing procedure, it was found that the
balancing of a given mode affedted the balance level achieved in the
lower modes. The related weight distribution was applied to trim the
lower modes, but this approach was found to produce results that
adversely affected the balance levels in other modes. The method of
correcting lower modes was thereafter combined with the usual weightdistribution calculations; thus, when a set of trial weights was determined for a given mode, sets of trial trim weights were also produced
for any lower modes. In this way all lower modes could be trimmed
without upsetting the higher modes, with very effective results.
In applying the N modal method of Bishop and Gladwell (27J, the
theoretical approach was used: a single mass was used to correct the
first mode, two were used for the second, and so on. Although in
actual use with industrial rotors this scheme might be altered to introduce multimass distributions in each mode to reduce the size of the
required correction masses, no description of such a scheme appears to
have been described in the subject literature. Similarly, in applying the
N and N + B methods of Kellenberger [51, discrete masses were used,
based the procedure on theoretical formulations found in the literature.
The N modal method of Bishop and Gladwell gave the amplitudevs-speed curve of Fig. ".43 when the first mode was removed. Removal of the second and third modes resulted in the amplitude-vs-speed
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STATION 25

(a) 2300 rpm
STATION 2
STATION I

(b) 500 rpm

STATION 25
STATION 1

S~(c)

10,000 rpm

STATION 1
Fig. 7.42. Rotor mode shapes at the three critical speeds
or 2300, 5500, and 10,000 rpm. Planar unbalance [25].
(01975, JR. Kendis; used by permission).
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curves of Figs. 7.44 and 7.45, respectively. Final balancing resulted in
the amplitude-vs-speed plots of Fig. 7.46. These diagrams provide
insight into the stepwise modal method.
Application of the simultaneous N mudal method of Kellenberger
necessitated, by definition, the use of three balance planes. The three
balancing distributi
one for each mode, resulted in the final balance
demonstrated in Fig. 7.47.
The influence coefficient method was also applied to correct the
original unbalance in the first three modes. The procedure used
required three balancing speeds and five correction planes, i.e., an (N
+ 2) correction. The resulting balance obtained is shown in Fig. 7.48.
Steam-Turbine Rotor In Flexible Undamped Bearings:
Spatial Unbalance
A second series of computer calculation3 was performed by Kendig
1251, as in the preceding series, for a steam-turbine rotor in flexible
undamped bearings (see Fig. 7.39), but a spatial unbalance weight diotribution was used. It consisted of 5.0-oz-in. weights at stations 17, 18,
and 19 at angular orientations of 0% 900, and 1800 (Fig. 7.49). The
weight distribution was selected for its ability to stimulate all three flexural vibration modes as well as to introduce a substantial asymmetrical rotor response. The original unbalance response of this rotor system, shown in Fig. 7.50, indicates that the critical speeds are still to be
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ROTOR SPRID

found at 2300, 5500, and 10O000O rpm. The corresponding deflection
shapes (Fig. 7.51) show that no apparent rigid-body effects were experias a 3flexible sysenced by the system, and 3o the rotor is functioning
- - ETANON
te.In applying the N modal method of Bishop and Gladwell [271, the
procedure was the same as that used In the preceding example. A
reduction of two orders of magnitude In the rotor unbalance condition
was realized by this method. The critical speed peak amplitudes shown
in Fig. 7.50 were all successfully suppressed. This demonstrates the
effectivenes of the N modal balancing method in the absence of damp-

ing, for the case of a complex spatial distribution of rotor unbalance.
Use of the simultaneous N modal method of Kellenberger resulted
In the amplitude-vs-speed plot of Fig. 7.52. Although an acceptable
balance level was attained, It was impossible to reduce both bearing
vibrations to levels below those attained in Fig. 7.52 (see Fig. 7.53). In
an effort to reduce these vibration levels, two additional weight distributions were added; the results are shown In the amplitude-vs-speed

A
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(b) 10,00 rpm

TAATION

Fig. 7.51. Rotor mnode shapes at the three critical speeds or
2300, 5500, and 10,000 rpm. Spatial unbalance (251
(01975, J.R. Kendig-, used by permiusion).
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plot of Fig. 7.54. In this particular Instance, it was decided to add two
additional balance planes to the existing three-plane distributions; the
objective was to provide two extra planes for two-plane trimming operations. The resulting five-plane weight distributions yielded the results
shown in Fig. 7.55.
The two-plane trimming operations were conducted to investigate
the possibilities of trimming the rotor response to more acceptable
levels. Two of these operations were conducted: one at low speed
(Fig. 7.55) and the other at 10,000 rpm (Fig. 7.56). Both trimming
operations improved the rotor response only slightly throughout the
operatinS-speed range.
Another application of the simultaneous N modal method was
made after the rotor had been balanced at low speed in two planes.
The weight distributions were then based on this rigid-body balanced
rotor. Application of the simultaneous N modal procedure gave acceptable balance levels, u shown in Fig, 7.56,
The balance level of the rotor, though improvable by a two-plane
balance, was of sufficiently low unbalance that It was considered to be
previously balanced at low speeds. With this assumption, an attempt
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was made to balance the rotor by the simultaneous N + B modal
method. This required, by definition (N - 3, B - 2), five balance
planes. Two distinct sets of five balance planes were used, one set
using two of the planes to coincide with the bearings, and the other
with the additional two planes distributed throughout the length of the
rotor. Both N + B modal approaches balanced the rotor, but did not
result in a significant improvement over the previous procedures.
Inflioence coefficient balancing was performed using both sets of
the five-plane combinations applied in the simultaneous N + B test.
The results are shown in Figs. 7.57 and 7.58. In both cases the influonce coefficient method gave lower amplitudes than were achieved by
any of the previous methods.
Steam-Turbine Rotor in Damped Flexible Bearings:
'Planar Unbalance
The rotor and unbalance distribution are the same as for the
undamped rotor with planar unbalance (see Fig. 7.41), the only difference being the introduction of bearing damping to account for -the
viscous effects of the fluid-film bearings. The bearing damping coefficients were calculated, as were the bearing stiffness coefficients, from
data presented in Ref. 28. In the first calculations each rotor residual unbalance was increased by two orders of magnitude, from 5 to
500 oz. in., to offset the effect of damping, and to increase thc rotor
response amplitudes. The results of this unbalance distribution are the
amplitude-vs-speed curves in Fig. 7,59.
The effect of damping in suppressing the critical speed peaks is
readily apparent when Fig. 7.59 is compared with Fig, 7.41. Also, the
rotor amplitudes in Fig. 7.59 are generally more thnn ten times greater,
because of the increased unbalance. Introduction of damping into the
bearings also results in the rotor deflections becoming "twisted" in
space, no longer exhibiting the planar i'esponse of the undamped system, shown in Fig. 7.60. The rotor deflection shapes are now those of
Fig. 7.61. The effects observed are in agreement with results obtained
by Last [291, who found that bearing damping produced rotor deflections that are helical. The deflection shapes shown in Figs. 7.60 and
7.61 also substantiate the statements of Meirovitch (301, cited previously, concerning the effecte of nonnogligible system damping.
Another way of presenting the information of Fig. 7.61 is to show
the rotor response as an Argand diagram, or a polar plot, as shown in
Fig. 7.64. This diagram and the Kennedy-Pancu method for rotor
dynamic analysis Is described by Bishop and Parkinson [1].
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STATION 25

(a)2300 rpm
STATION 25

STATION I
•-',

STATION I
(b)2700 rpm

'1

STATION 25

*I.
-A

I STATION

A,

Fig. 7.60, Rotor deflectlons at 2300, 2700, And 5500 rpm. Planar
unbalance (251 (01975, JR. Kendla-, used by permission).
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STATION 25

STATION 25

STATION 26

(a) 8000 rpm
(b 10,000 rpm

*

STATION I
(c)11,500 rpm

STATION 1

STATION 1
Fis, 7.61. Rotor deflections at 8000, 10,000, and 11,500 rpm, Planar
unbalance 125) (01975, J,R Kendig; used by permission),

From the amplitude-vs-speed diagram of Fig, 7.59, It can be
deduced that critical speeds occur at 2300, 2700, and approximately
11,500 rpm. The deflection shape at 11,500 rpm (Fig. 7.61c) shows
that this speed corresponds to a deflection primarily in the second
mode, Therefore, it can be concluded that the first and the second
modes are only two characteristics of importance in this case. It follows
that these modes are the only ones for which balancing is necessary in
this instance.
On the basis of these assumptions, the N modal method of Bishop
was applied, with the results shown in Fig. 7.62, Likewise
Gladwell
and
the simultaneous N modal method of Kellenberger was used, yielding
the amplitude-vs-speed diagram of Fig. 7,63. It was noticed in applying
these procedures that the methods both converged more slowly to an
acceptable balance level, and at the expense of worsening the firstmode balance. Both procedures were halted at the balance levels
demonstrated by Figs, 7.62 and 7.63, the results of which are
moderately successful.
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FiS. 7.62. Rotor amplitudes
obtained after balancing by the
N modal method 1251 (01975,
JR. Kendig; used by permis.
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The polar diagrams of Fig. 7.64, interpreted in the manner of
Bishop and Parkinson ~11J, indicate why the above methods failed to
achieve a better balance: the maximum phase-angle changes occur at
5500, and aild
10,000
speedsheof 2300,
t
approximately the undamped
bovemetods
Paklnon
[1],indiatewhy
adcritical
Bishp

rpm. With use of the undamped deflection shapes of these speeds to
balance the rotor at the corresponding speed, the N modal method of
aciv'
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inal reaponse of bearftns at stations 3
and 23 (251 (01975, JR, Kendis; used
by permission)
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Bishop and Gladwell was again applied, The results are shown in the
amplitude-vs-speed diagram of Fig. 7.65.
Steam-Turbine Rotor in Damped Flexible Berinn:
Spatial Unbalance
This series of balance comparisons was again based on a steamturbine rotor in damped flexible bearings, but the unbalance distribution was spatial (see Fig. 7.49). The response of the unbalanced rotor
(Fig. 7.66) indicated that critical speeds occurred at 2700 and 12,000
rpm. The corresponding deflection shapes are shown in Fig. 7.67. It is
apparent from these deflection diagrams that the higher speed
deflections are neither solely under the influence of the second mode
nor solely under the influence of the third mode, but rather some combination of the two modes. The deflection shapes of the rotor are not,
nor can they be approximated to be, planar in nature.
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Flg. 7.65. Rotor amplitudes
obtained after balancing by the
N modal method at undamped
critical speeds [251 (0197S,

1Ol-

J.R. Kendig; used by permis-
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(a) 2300 rpm
STATION
h

77O

n(b)

2700 rpm2

ITATIOiN
S

SAINI

(0) 9000 rpm

S~(d)

12,000 rpm

Figl. 7.67. Orsigina rotor deflections at 2300, 2700, 9000, and
12,000 rpm 1251 (01975, JR. Kendis, umd by parmismion)

Applying the N modal method and balancing In mldplane for the
first critical speed at 2700 rpm yielded the amplitude-vs-speed curves of
Fig. 7.69. The deflection shape corresponding to this critical speed afterL

first-mode removal is illustrated in Fig. 7.69a; it shows the residual
unbalance starting to take the form of the second and/or third modes.
The use of end planes to remove the second mode at a speed of 12,000
rpm yielded the deflection shapes shown in Fig. 7.69b and c, in which a
third-mode deflection form Is being assumed by the rotor, The N
method, applied at 27( 0 and 12,000 rpm, did not achieve especially low
rotor response amplitudes. The use of a third balancing speed, 6500
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rpm, war also tried to further usist in the removal of all three modes,
but a modest additional improvement only was observed.

The application of the modal 'averaging' technique of Moore and
Dodd Is illustrated in Figs. 7.70 through 7.72, which show the results of
four- and five-plane balancing at 2700 and 9000 rpm.
The results obtained with the influence coefficient technique are
illustrated In Figs. 7.73 through 7,78, for a variety of speeds, planes,
and numbers of planes. It can be seen that the most satisfactory results
were obtained with a two-speed balance in four balancing planes (Fig.
7.78).
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Fig. 7.68. Rotor amplitudee obtained after midplane balancins by the N modal method: first.
mode removal at 2700 rpm using station 14 1251
(61975, JR. Kendis; used by permislon)
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2$
STATION

at 2700 rpm after flrvtmode
(a)Deflection
removal

STATION
I

(b) Deflection at 2700 rpm after second-mode
removal at 12)000 rpm using stations I

San
4•

nd 25
STATIONI

Fil. 7.69, Rotor deflections after first- and second-mode removal 125] (01975,
J,R. Kendis; used by permission)
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Fig. 7.70, Rotor amplitudes
obtained after balancing by the
modal averaging method in four
planes (stations 1, 7, 16, .nd 233)
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Fit. 7,73. Rotor ampitudus obtained
after mldplane balancing by the influ.
Once coefficent method: first-mode
removal at 2300 rpm using station 14
1251 (01975, J.R. Kendlg; Used by Permission)
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Flg, 7.74. Rotor amplitudes obtained
After two-Plane (stations 7 and 16)
balanc~ing by the Influence coeffiient
method At 2700 rpm [25) (0197S, 3.R.

Kendig', used by permission)
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Fill. 7,75. Rotor amplitudes obtained
after two-plane (stations 1 and 23)
balancing by the Influence coeffcient
method at 9000 rpm 125) (0197S, A~f.
Kendig; used by permission)
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Fig. 7.78, Rotor amplitudes obtained after fourplant (stations 1, 7, 16, and 23) balanoinS by the
nfluence coefficient method at'2700 and 9000 rpm
[25J (Q1975, JR. Kendig, used by permission)

Gas-Turbine Rotor in Damped Flexible Beatings
Another series of computer calculations was performed by Kendlg
[251 using the small gas-turbine rotor shown in Fig. 7.79. The rotor is
supported on two gas-lubricated tilting-pad bearings mounted, In turn,
on flexible-bearing pedestals. The damping, though of a low level, Is
not neglig!ble, The boaring stiffness and damping coefficients were
obtained from the design data given by Rieger [33). The pedestal
stiffhneses were based on the design calculations of the rotor [321. The
rotor system was designed for a nominal operating speed of 66,000
rpm. It was assumed that unbalance forces of 1.0 oz-in. would act at
each of the three rotor disks (stations 3, 9, and 19) and all unbalancts
would act in phase at zero degrees from the reference. The selection of
this unbalance distribution was based on the fact that the rotor is a
built-up unit, with the disks being shrunk onto the rotor shaft. Because
of this mode of construction, the worst possible unbalance distribution
would result from all unbalances operating in the same plane and direction.
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A critical speed calculation was made of this rotor system. This
showed critical speeds occurring at 7052, 9593, and 24,946 rpm. The
undamped rotor deflection shapes shown in Fig. 7.80 Indicate that the
first two speeds are rigid-body criticals and the third speed is the first
flexural critical. Subsequent use of the unbalance distribution neglecting damping verified the critical speed results. Introducing the bearing
damping into the rotor system altered the deflection shapes to those
shown in Fig. 7.81. The basic mode shapes have been changed only
slightly from the undamped mode shapes.
Plotting the amplitude of the damped rotor response as a function
of speed gave the curves of Fig. 7.82, with critical speeds occurring at
7200, 10,400, and 25,450 rpm. The deflection shapes corresponding to
these critical speeds are shown in Fig. 7.83. Comparison with the
deflection shapes of Fig. 7.81 shows little difference between these two
sets of deflection shapes.

(a)First critical speed at
70S1,87 rpm

ISIATION 21

(b) Second critical speed
at 9592,82 rpm
00

STATION
I

STATIlON
21

(c) Third critical speed at 24,946 rpm

S•TATION
I

Fla. 7,80. Rotor deflections at the first, second, and third critical speeds
(without dampins) (251 (01975, J.R. Kendig; used by permission)
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(in)First critical speed at 7051,87 Fpm

I

•'STATION

(b) Second critical speed at 9592.8 rpm

i'

,$•,mSTATION

I

STAATION

I

W()Third critical speed at 24,946.6 rpm
Fig. 7.81. Original rotor deflections at the first, second, and third critical
speeds (with damping) 125] ( 1975, J.R, Kendig; used by permission)
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Fig. 7.82. Original response: gas-turbine rotor model
[25] (01975, JR. Kendig, used by permission)
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21

•';STATION

(a) 7200 rpm

STATIONI

Vi

(b) 10,400 rpm

STATIO
1

iSTATION

(c) 25,450 rpm

I,

Fig. 7.83. Original damped rotor deflections at 7200, 10,400, and
25,450 rpm (251 (01975, J.R. Kendig; used by permision)

The N modal method of Bishop and Gladweli was applied to balance this rotor, with one correction weight added at 7200 rpm, two at
10,250 rpm, and three at 25,450 rpm. It was soon found that the
rigid-body behavior at the two lower rotor-bearing critical speeds tLhibited successful balancing of the rotor system, and it was therefore
necessary to resort to a two-pland, low-speed balance. The data in
Table 7.13 indicate the effect of the two-plane balances. After the
low-speed balancing performed with the planes of the bearings, the N
modal method was again applied. This resulted in large whirl amplitudes at the third critical speed. An acceptable stepwise balance could
not be achieved in this manner.

L

a,
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Table 7.13. Gas-turbine rotor balancing results. Kendig [251
Condition or method

Ofignal mepons
Two-plans,
Stations I and 21
Low.speud two-plane,
Stations I and 21
N modal:
Flrst-modo removal
(station 10) at 7200
rpm alter low-speed
two-plane balancing

Realpne (Uln.)
7200 rpm
Seating
eaftng
at17
at S
23.7094

19,4391

10,250 rpm
Searing
Searing
.a17
at
70.41M
7

24.6123

25,450 rpm
Searing
Seating
at 5
at 17
90.2387

3.US162

6.29162

9,34174

3.76853 528.517

0,507159

1.52682

1.06859

1.59700

1,14066

1,84779

2.2471

2,8090

0.353475
0.841574
0.457521
4.10343
4.51295

0,470152
1,13166
0.579836
0.623429
0.641854

2.67149
0,453592
0.133233
1145311
12.6423

8.68777

43.0197
296.470
4.61221

44.892

36,021

87.4333
109.513
120.072
31.4838
9,88247

52,9232
62.8802
67.3487
31.4816
10,05S7

N 1 2 modal:

First-mode removal
afer low-speed twoplane balanoins
Seaond-mode removal
First-mode trim
Third-mode removal
Third-mode iteration

1,07980
0.453600
0,871080
4.00038
4,27890

The next method tried was the stepwise N + 2 modal method.
Acceptable amplitude reductions were achieved using this method, at
the two rigid body criticals. The third mode amplitudes were reduced
by successive trim corrections, as shown in Table 7.13. Further trim
balancing would probably have lead to further amplitude reductions.
Amplitude results from a two-plane balance at 500 rpm are
presented in Figs. 7.84 and 7.85. These charts show amplitude-vsspeed curves and the deflection shapes at the critical speeds, respectively. It is obvious that rotor amplitudes are reduced in region of the
rigid-body critical speeds, but that the amplitudes are increased at
higher speeds. Rotor mode shapes are shown in Fig. 7.85.
With the rotor balance condition of Fig. 7.83 as a basis, the modal
averaging technique of Moore and Dodd was next applied at the
25,450-rpm flexural critical. The results of this balancing correction are
shown lit Fig. 7.86.
Figures 7.87 through 7.95 show the results obtained by use of the
influence coefficient method in various combinations of balance planes
and speeds to cope with the system response of Fig. 7.82. It can be
seen from Figs. 7.87, 7.88, and 7.89 that, although the method requires
only throe balancing planes to provide a good two-speed balance, the
addition of a fourth balance plane yields substantially superior results.

r
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This extra correction plane further improves the balance level by
between one and two orders of magnitude as shown in Figs. 7.90 and
7.91, Adding two balance planes allows a four-speed balance to be performed: see Figs. 7.92 and 7.93. In this Instance the unbalance
response level has been reduced by two orders of magnitude below
those attained in Figs. 7.90 and 7.91.
The effects of low-speed prebalancing on results obtained with an
influence coefficient balance In seven planes and using four balance
speeds are shown in Figs. 7.92 and 7.93. These results can be compared directly with Figs. 7.94 and. 7.95, which show the response to a
similar Influence coefficient procedure without prior low-speed balancin.10
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Fig. 7,84. Rotor amplitudes obtained after a rigidbody two-plane balance uuing stations 5 and 17 at.4
500 rpm 1251 (01975, J.R. Kendig; used by permis-

sion)
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(a)7200 rpm
I
STATION

STATZON
~TAIO

I

s

20rm,

(b) 10,400 rpm

STAION 2

(c) 25,450 rpm

S$TATIONI

Fig. 7.85. Rotor deflections at 7200, 10,400, and 25,450 rpm [25]
(01975, J.R. Kendig; used by permission)
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Fig. .7.88, Rotor amplitudes obtained
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coemfolent balancint In four planes (sat.
tions 1, 2, IS, and 21) at 10,400 and
25,450 rpm [251 (0197S, J.R. Kendig,
used by permission)
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Fig. 7.92, Rotor amplitudes obtained after risidbody and subsequent Influence woeffclient balancing
In seven planes (stations 1, 2, 8, 11, 13, 16, and
21) tt 10,400, 23,450, 50,000, and 66,000 rpm [251
(01975, JR. Kendig- used by permilsson)
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Fig, 7,93. Rotor amplitudes obtained after rllud.
body and subsequent Influence coemlrient balancing
in seven planes (stations 1, 2, 8, 11, 13, 16, and
21) at 7200, 10,400, 25,450, and 66,000 rpm 1251
(01975, JR, Kendig; used by permission)
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Fig. 7.94. Rotor amplitudes obtained after innuence coemolent balancing in seven planes (stations
1, 2, 8, 11, 13, 16, and 21) at 10,400, 25,450,
50,000, and 66,000 rpm 1251 (01975, J.R. Kendig;
used by permisalon)
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Conclusion@ from the Kendis Balanciug Study

(

Kendig [251 has demonstrated a computer procedure that solves
for a system of complex trial weights for either the modal formulations
of Bishop and Oladwell or the modal formulations of, Federn and Kellenberger. Kendig also demonstrated a program that Solves for a system
of modal correction weights based on trial-weight responses; the program is based on the general modal graphical c9nstructions of Fig, 7.4
and is compatible with any modal balancingo technique. In addition,
Kendig demonstrated two programs that apply the modal averaging
technique of Mc!)re and Dodd to any rotor system, Including those with
asymmetrical bearing of rotor conditions. The results of this
computer-based study of various balancing techniques can be summarized as follows:
1. The assumption that the deflection shape of a rotor in the
vicinity of its critical speed is primarily a planar form is 'Valid for
undampod systems and for lightly damped systems.
2. The modal elimination process that forms the basis of the
modal balancing techniques has been demonstrated using computer
techniques. It hus been shown that the modal methods are most readily
applied to lightly damped rotor systems, i.e., on those rotors having
planar mode shapes.
3, Inclusion of dissimilar and cross-coupled bearing stiffness or
damping conditions the orthogonality between the principal modes of
vibro'•lon,
4. The presence of bearing damping may complicate the modal
balanclng procedures if the actual rotor deflection shapes are used in
the balancing operations.
5, The Mo.ore and Dodd modal averaging procedure is applicable
to both damped and undamped rotor-and-bearing systems,
6. If a rotor exhibits purely flexible behavior, the N modal and N
simultaneous methods are both applicable, and produce similar results,
The N + B simultaneous method was found to give less satisfactory
results.
7. If a rotor exhibits purely flexible behavior, the N modal and N
simultaneous methods are both applicable, and produce similar results,
but the N + B simultaneous method does not always yield satisfactory
results,;
8. Use of two-plane low- or high-speed trim balance on a balanced
flexible rotor gives negligible improvement in balance levels unless an
increase in unbalance levels can be tolerated at speeds other than that
for which the system is so trimmed,
9, The use of asymmetrical "corkscrew" unbalances has been
r: shown to complicate the modal balancing procedures by Introducing
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nonpianar rotor response and by forcing the rotor axis to distort In
space.
10. Flexible rotors that exhibit nonneglgbie rigid-body effects
cannot be balanced by pure flexural modal techniques, such as the N

modal or N simultaneous modal methods. These rotors must be ini-,
tially balanced as rigid bWdiks In two planes.
11. Additional flexible vibration modes may have to be considered
In balancing rotors that are damped or exhibit rigId-body. effects.
Higher flexible modes which influence the balance quality may be
obscured by damping effects or by rigid-body vibrations.
.12. The influence coefficient method has been shown to be
effective on undamped and damped flexible rotors and on damped
rotors exhibiting both rigid and flexural behavior. This method appears
to be the most effective, and most generally applicable, rotor-balancing
technique,
13, Compared to the Influence coefficient method, the modal
methods required more effort, time, and trimming in this study to
achieve a satisfactory balance, because of the requirement to apply the
modal method Iteratively: see Parkinson (21.
7.8. Experimental Comparison of Modal Balancing Procedures
Glars (43 made an experimental comparison of effectiveness
between the comprehensive modal balancing method of Federn and
Kellenberger and the modal averaging method of Moore, The essential
difference is that the comprehensive modal method requires that the
rigid-body modes be balanced out before flexible-rotor balancing,
whereas the modal avelaglnS method does not require the balancing of
such modes on the grounds that they do not exist In the response of
the actual flexible-rotor system,
The apparatus used for this comparison is shown In Fig, 7.96. The
rotor consists of a uniform steel shaft with a diameter of 1,968 In., a
73.228-in, span between bearing supports, and an overall length of
98.425 in. The shaft is mounted on rollers at either end, which serve
as bearing supports. The rollers and their axles are effectively rigid,
and the surfaces have slight spherical contours, The rotor supports are
mounted In a hard-support balancing machine-that Is, on pedestals
that are rigid in the vertical direction and have a calibrated stlffneus
exceeding 55,000 lb/In. In the horizontal direction. The rotor-andbearing system Is therefore a flexible rotor In rigid bearings; the modes
are shown in Fig. 7.97. Giers Indicates that the nodes of the modes did
not quite coincide with the bearing supports.
The rotor is driven by the standard drive motor of the balancing
machine, attached to the rotor by a lightweight universal drive shaft.
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Flo. 7,96. Flexible lest rotor used by Gisrs (41 on the balancing machine (01971 VDI.
Verilag GmbH,, used by permission)

Fig. 7,97. Modes or test rotor used by Girs[s41 (11971
VDI-Verlag GmbH,, used by permission)
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The rotor has five balancing rings, suitable for the insertion of correction weights, equally spaced along its length (Fig. 7.97). The forces
transmitted to the bearings because of rotor unbalance were sensed
through the instrumented pedestals of the balancing machine. These
measurements were displayed as vector points for either bearing by use
of the balancing machine vectormeter equipment (see Section 3.5 for
description),
The vibration response of the rotor in the original balance condition is shown in Fig, 7.98. A mass of 30 g was then added to plane 1 at
0' to unbalance the rotor.
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Fit, 7.98, Vibration velocity it the bearings, Initial condition
Giars (41 (01971 VDI-Verlza (4mbH, used by permission)

The comprehensive modal balancing method was used first, No
description of the procedure is given, except to indicate that this pro•,edure was accommodated directly by the balancing-machine circuitry,
presumably as part of the Schenck ABC dial-in procedure. The balanc.
ing machine indicated that a correction weight of 30 g at 180* was
required in plane 1 (i.e., opposite the unbalance weight and of equal
magnitude), No correction was required in any other plane. The
resulting rotor response is shown in Fig. 7,99. It is evident that the
prescribed correction has returned the rotor to the original unbalance
condition shown in Fig, 7.98,
The modal averaging method was then applied as follows: the rotor
was run close to the first critical speed at about 2100 rpm, where strong
vibrations were encountered. These vibrations were diminished by
placing a 5-g mass in plane 3 (angle not stated; presumably 1800).
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Pig, 7,99, Vibration velocity at the bearings, unbalance in plane
1, balanced by Federn's comprehensive modal method Oler. [4]
(81971 VDI-Verlag OmbH; used by permission)
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Speed was then Increased to 3000 rpm, where again heavy asymmetrical
vibrations were encountered. These asymmetrical vibrations were
assumed to be due to a combination of the second and third modes
(see Ref. 10 for discussion). Both modes were suppressed without
affecting the first (balancing) mode by Insertion of a mass of 36 g at
180' In plane 2 and a mass of 36 g at 0* In plane 4. Theme masses
brought the rotor into a symmetrical vibration condition, but with
considerable amplitudes remaining.
The modal averaging method, applied next, calls for the third
mode to be balanced without disturbing the now-balanced first and
second modes. This was achieved by placing 63 B at 180' In plane 2,
63 g at 180* in plane 4, and 105 g at 0" in plane 3, After balancing the
first three modes In this manner, the residual vibrations were as shown
in Fig, 7.100 throughout the speed range. It is evident that the balance

achieved by the comprehensive modal balancing method In this
instance Is superior to that achieved by the modal averaging method for
the steps taken,

A second test was attempted, with the original unbalance of 30 g at

I

ii,

00 located In plane 2. A comprehensive modal low.speed balance was
made at 400 rpm. This Indicated that 22.5 g at 180' in plane 1 and
7.S g at 180* In plane 5 were required to balance the rotor at this speed,
The rotor was then run at 1600 rpm, and a set of three balancing
weights found by a calibration run were added; 30 g at 0" in plane 1,
22 g at 180' in plane 3, and II g at 0' In plane 5. The rotor then ran
smoothly at 1600 rpm. It ran well at 1920 rpm (the first critical speed)
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Fig, 7,100. Vibration velocity at the bearin•s, unbalance in plane
1, balanced by Moore's modal averaging method Glare [41
(91971 VDI.Verlag OmbH; used by permlison)

and up to 5000 rpm "without any further correction." The corrected
response achieved by the comprehensive modal method for this cue Is
shown In Fig. 7.101.
The modal averaging method was then applied for the same original unbalance condition of 30 g at 00 in plane 2. A mass of 21 &at
1800 was first inserted In plane 3. This left a small asymmetrical result,
and the rotor speed was Increased to 300 rpm, where rougher running
was experienced,
After 20 g at 180* in plane 2, 20 g at 0" in plane 4, and 20 g In
plane 3, followed by an additional 12 g at 180' in plane 2 and 12 g at
180* in plane 4 were added, the rotor was observed to run smoothly
from 200 up to 5000 rpm (see Fig. 7.102).
A third test was conducted with an initial unbalance of 30 g at 0'
In plane 3. The rotor was first balanced by the comprehensive modal
method at 400 and at 1800 rpm, and then by the modal averaging
method at 1800 and 3000 rpm; the results are shown in Figs. 7.103 and
7.104, respectively.
Further tests were then conducted for both methods, with known
unbalances inserted in planes 1, 2, and 3 simultaneously. The results
of these tests are shown In Figs, 7.105 and 7.106.
The major conclusions of this study by Glers [4) are as follows:
1. The comprehensive modal and modal averaging methods can
both be used to balance this flexible rotor up to 5000 rpm.
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Fig. 7.101. Vibration velocity at the bearings, unbalance In plane
2, balanced by Federn's comprehensive modal method 01cr. (4)
(01971 VDI.Verlag GmbH; used by permission)
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2, balanced by Moore's modal averaghrd method Glers (4)
(0971 VDIl-Verlag GmbH; used by permission)
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(01971 VDI-Vsriag GmbH; used by permission)
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Fig. 7,10S, Vibration velocity at the beatrins, unbalance In
planes 1, 2, and 3, balanced by Fadern'e comprehensive model
method Gles (4) (o!971, VDI-Veriae GmbH; used by perrais$ion)
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2, For rotors with such little damping, It seems to be necessary to
balance the portion of the unbalance that Is in the n~odes of the first
mode. If the comprehensive modal method is used, this Is done at low
speed. If the modal averaging method is used, spedds higher than the
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first critical speed are used, but this is not really modal balancing
because the weight combinations added do not bend. the rotor.
3. If the comprehnsive modal method if used, the bearing forces
are controlled from low speed through the 'flat critical speed to the
highest balancing speed. With the modal averaging method, an
improvement close to the first critical speed can result in higher boring
force at low speed.
4. If the modal averaging method is applied to a rotor with little
damping and ,substantial unbalance, the first correction for running
through the first critical speed cannot be made at a speed close to first
critical. Therefore it might be necessary to make a second correction
between that first speed and the first critical speed.
5. The comprehensive modal method requires fewer corrections
and smaller correction weights than does the modal averaging method.
It has a disadvantage in requiring a measuring device that is capable of
measuring very small unbalances at speeds where the rotor is certainly
still rigid. However, the comprehensive ,modal method seems to be
easier to use.
6. The modal averaging method seems to be applicable only if the
bearing conditions are very close to service conditions, Therefore, this
method might Maso be very good for balancing Jin situ.
7. Reapplication of flexible-rotor balancing to a balanced rotor
produces only marginal improvement in the balance level.
Ouers points out that these conclusions apply specifically to the rotor
and the test conditions studied.
Giers does not make clear how the comprehensive modal method
was applied: whethtr it was built into the high-speed balancing
machine used or whether it was simply ths Schenck ABC method com,
mon to all hard-bearlng balancing machines. The rotor system under
test was effectively without external damping. There were no fluid-film
bearings, and the supports were very clo to the nodes. As such, this
was a stringent test of the two ,,mucing methods in one sense and an
incomplete test in that the complicating effocts of modal damping were
absent. The results should give guidance for the balancing of large
two-bearing rotating equipment such as generator rotors, which com-

monly exhibit planar modes (see Reo'. 13) in which damping plays only
a small part. HaWing the shaft ends overhung beyond the bearings
further makes this system a reasonable structural (i.e., modal) model
for much related two-bearing rotating equipment with overhangs and/or
end couplings.
There Is one valid objection that could be raised: The modal
averaging method can actually achieve a balance much superior to that

-.
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which has been shown In these results If a series of trim-balance runs 11
made. This is usually done in practice [1.21, but additional runs are

needed.
This study appears to suggest that low-speed balancing of overhung

rotors In rigid bearings can be accomplished with fewer overall balanoIng runs by making an. Initial. low-speed balance. 'If this is generally
true, It Is obviously an Important time- and cost-saving measure. No
comparable study bY proponents of either the modal averaing method
or the modal method seems to have been made. Such a response
appears to be warranted if the above general conclusion is not valid.
7.9 Flexible Balancing Optlmisatiou Studies
Combination of Modal Balancing and Influence Coefficient Balancing

!

Drachaler [331 has proposed a combined balancing method in
which the Intuitive optimizatlons Of the modal method(s) are combined
with 'the pragmatic efficiency of the Influence coefficient method, He
uses the least-squares version of the Influence coefficient method, In
which the squares of the residual vibration amplitudes over the rotor
length are to be minimized throughout the operating-specd range. In
Drechalor's paper this is stated as a general integral formulation Into
which the rotor modal shapes are Introduced as approximate deflection
functions. The usual variational procedure Is then followed to obtain a
weighted version of the influence coefficient matrix. The weighting
omatrix is said to depend on the number and the location of the measur"in$stations along the rotor length.
Drechsler has formulated the problem as follows: Since the unbalance normally cannot be removed entirely, a small vibration will persist
for shaft
all speeds
small the
should bealong
This range
residual
after balancing.
axis.
andvibration
for all locations
the operating
within
as
follows:
mathematically
This can be stated
fu-

.f.0[

(1' )]T *1 (Z'm)*

&0 min,

(7.1)

where T - tranmpose and *a(.sw) is the vector of the residual vibration. The tilde on the vector * Indicates that W Is a function of x and
w. The components of the residual vibration normally ate complex
quantities:

(*,

R.;V
+ +#R)

(7.2)
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Integral (7.1) is therefore composed of two parts that have to be considered at the same time:

djo f f

fff

d +f f #do

*

For an Isotropic rotor in Isotropic bearings, both-parts are identical and
It is possible to consider one Integral alone. When the bearing conditions are anisotropic, It is theoretically better to minimize the rum of
both Integrals, although they are more or less linearly dependent, so
that even in this case it is practically sufficient to consider Just one of
the two integrals.
When the influence of N sets of balancing weights is introduced,
the residual vibration vector takes the form
R(Z,)-

W0(Czw) + ,

N

u, W,(z,),

(7.3)

Substituting this relationship into Integral (7.1) and differeiitiating with
respect to the unknown balancing weights yield a system of linear equations for the balancing weights for minimizing the Integral:
[ff(4,*,d

doo) u] + f

T

• do)

O,

(k ,- 1, 2, .,,.,A
For numerical computation this formulation can be approximated by
the summation

A'TW Z

,)U +

o(7.4)

(k-i

2,

,..,

N),

in which it is assumed that there are p measuring stations along the
length of the rotor and that q balancing speeds are used in the balancing
process, This summation expression corresponds to a least-squares
minimization of a met of [2 x p x q] linear equations, as described in
Section 6.6 for the influence coefficient method,
To obtain the above matrices in a form suitable for computation,
the rotor deflection at any speed is raprosented as the sum of its normal
modes;
U+(73)

i'I
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or, in matrix notation, as

(7.58),:

*I.I•T,,

This approximation is limited to a speed range 0 < fl < n (p), where
I (P) Is a speed that Is far enough below the (p + 1)st critical speed so
that the (p + I)st mode and all higher ones can be neglected. Since
this approximation implies a reduction of the vibrating system to p
degrees of freedom, it yields p linear independent equations only, which
allow the determination of p sets of balancing weights,
If the coordinates of the measuring stations are introduced into Eq.
(7,5), a linear relationship between the measured vibrations and the
coefficients a can be established:

w(z,)J

01(:,): ..

. ,(j)J al

or, in matrix notation,
(7,6)

W 04,
which yields the unknown coefficients
a - '.
-W,(7,7)

When the approximation (7A4) is introduced into the integrals of Eq.
(7.1) and Eq, (7.7) is substituted for the coefficients a, the Integrals
take the form
*~dw + f f
~dz

ff

ZW*,(CO) [i;ij f f

-

**T(..,)

+

.

m!

W•,(a,
rj
10;,1

*;,IJT f f .6,j dZ ,[I]

W•k<,,)

[*T6 (Wq)Wx W• (WI,) + W•W, WA a.,)],

0(1I;k

i

-..

(7.8)

p),
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where Wx and WY are the weighting matrices, which weigh the me&sured vibration amplitudes in the x,z and the y,z plane with respect to
the mode shapes corresponding to these planes in the speed range
0 < (0 < t,(r). Normally there are enough sampling points in the
speed range, and. therefore the integral over the speed can be approximated by a sum in a straightforward inonner, the index qp indicating'
the last sampling point within the integration interval.'
If there are more thon p correctioft planes, a step-by-step pro.
cedurs ,has to beadopted, a suggested by the modal theory. The first
step yields p balancing weights, which makes it possible to calculate the
residual vibration after the first step:
a,) +

*J(x,, C ) od

*(XP,

o0,uM.

(7.9)

These residual vibrations are essentially 'composed of modal components of an order higher than p, since the modal components 1 to p
ought to be negligible. In practice, the first modal component will be
compensated for best of all, but the pth mode, which is much nearer to
the neglected higher modes, might not be compensated for satisfactorily. This suggests a renewed approximation of Eq. (7.9), similar to
Eq. (7.3), in which one of the compensated modes is now neglected,
and one higher modal component, previously neglected, is taken into
account:
IWJ (W)- a2 02(2) +

+ a,+tp+I(z).

(7.10)

In order to not reintroduce the compensated mode shapes, which
are neglected In this stage of the calculation, the set of unknown
balancing weights determined in this step has to be orthogonal to all the
lower modes, which are neglected in the renewed approximation. For
the sake of clarity and simplicity, it is also assumed that each set Is
orthogonal to all modes of the order I < p. At this stage the speed
range 0 < a@< w(p + 1) can be considered, at(p + 1) being a speed
far enough below the (p + 2)nd critical speed, up to which the new
approximation is valid. Repe&tlng the procedure outlined above, we
now obtain a set of balancing wntights that compensate for the (p + 1)st
mode and yield corrections to the state of balance of the reconsidered
modes 2 to p. The magnitude of these corrections indicates the quality
of the acquired data, Each step could be rounded off by calculating the
root mean square of the residual vibration, After the rth step, the residual vibrations are given by
W&(Z,, 0e0) " Wo(ZP,

at,)

+

*'|

I-,a

W

,

(7,11)
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The process has to be interrupted as soon as the inaccuracy of the
measured vibration data does not permit the calculation or further valid
correction weights, At this stage the root moan square of the residual
vibrations is stationary.
Drocholer has provided some results to demonstrate the function-

ing of the above procedure. The rotor model used was a typical generator rotor (see Fig. 7.107). Bearing .-pedestal stiffnaous of 1.27 x 106
lbWin. nd 3810 lb/in, wire used for the calculations. To simulate the
unbalance of this rotor, a uniform eccentricity of 60 x 10- mm was
anutmed along the seneratot armature section, with a 0.5.kPalcm local
coupling unbalance at either end of the rotor in phase with the main
unbalance force, The results of these computations are given In Tables
7.14i,7.15 and 7.16, The influence of bearing stiffness on the various
iticAl speeds of the generator is shown in Table 7314.
COR•CTION PLANI

SIARING

1IIARIN11

F11. 7,107, Generator rotor type uted by Drooholer for balancing teots
[341 (01976, Inqitiution of Mechanical Ensineers- used by permission)

Table 7.14. Critical speeds of a typical generator rotor
in different bearing conditions
Pedestal
stiffntss
(kPa/cm x 106)
0.5
1.5

Critical speed (rpm)

1
583
635

2
1594
1904

3
2874
3978

4
3884
4,75

5
6467
8011

Table 7.15. Correction weights fbr a pedestal stiffness of
0,5 X 106 kP&/om (341
Method Balancin$ weight (cm W
Plane 1 Plane 2 Plane 3 Plane 4 Plate 5
1-2
0,47
85.23
117.3
97.45
5.31
W-3
0.10
85,19
116.7
97.23
5.32
1-4
0.51
84.81
117.1
97,11
5.25

V.,•,
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Table 7.16. Balancing weights for a pedestal stiffness of
1,5 x 106 kPa/cm [3.41
Meth-o.

BalancIng weight (cm fkPa)

1.2

plane I
4.04

W-S
W-M,
1-4

1.04
2.80
4.04

.

4
Plane. 2 Plalane
79.59
122.9
94.47
83,99
79.62
78.79

118,5
120.2
12"25

AI

96.71'
92.55
93.34

Plano 5'
7,18,
6.07.
7,28
7.533

.

7,10 Summary of Piactical Exporlence with Balaning Methods
No doubt remains that the three primary methods of fi6xible.rotor
balancing-the modal, the influence coefficient, and the comprehensive
modal methods-, are all capable of balancing a rotor to vii acceptable
balance quality level, The modal method has been shown by Bishop
and used by Moore for many years, Influence coefficient balancing has
been demonstrated by Badgley, Lund, Tonnesen, and others to be a
versatile and sophisticated method under a wide variety of circumstances, ComprýhenlIve modal balancing is widely used as a rou.
tine procedure in flexible-rotor balancing, The questions that remain
concern the application of each method to specific problems and
machine types, Room exists for additional development in this area,
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FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS IN BALANCING TECHNOLOGY
8.1 Overview of Recent Progress

"Therapid growth of balancing technology in recent years has been
closely related to a flow of new instrumentation and component
developments, the rapid development of electronics technology, and
the application of minicomputers and microprocessors. Equally important has been the practical adaptation of procedures for general
flexible-rotor balancing, their industrial verificatinn, and the development of balancing standards and criteria.
The objective of new developments in balancing technology is to
provide more efficient procedures that will lead to higher balince quality. The attainment of this objective requires
1, Instrumentation capable of 'acquiring and recording the rotor
amplitude and phase signals at convenient rotor locations and at
prescribed speeds
2. Signal-processing equipment capable of extracting the needed
amplitude and phase-angle data from the incoming sensor signals
3. Sequential procedures that, when programmed into a controlling minicomputer, will process sutitable test signals into required
balance-weight and phase-angle values
4, Convenient test facilities with drive capability (eg., spin pit,
test cell, machine casing, balance machine),
Instrumentation, softwa'e, computer hardware, and facilities for the
balancing of rotors have developed rapidly over the past ten years as
aspects of the general computer/electronics surge. Rotor balancing
received a steady flow of patents for instrumentation from about 1930
onward. As the number of rotating machines placed in service continued to grow, selected patents were consolidated into balancing equipment, An example is the recent consolidation of universal hardsupport machines with wattmeter filtering and plane separation, where
soft-support machines were previously used, New patents for instrumentatlon have also brought about the development or ancillary equipment for existing balancer designs, The development of microprocessors for itifluence coefficient balancing is an example of this evolution.
The next step In this process appears to call for an influence coefficient
balancing machine, It can also be expected that future balancing
machines will incorporate Improved microprocessors and computer routines to permit the balancing of more complex rotating machinery (e.g.,
'•i.
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more flexible, multibearing rotors), Such instrumentation will likely be
packaged In a machine frame, together with multiple readout locations
and with readout instrumentation. Microprocessor units incorporating
these Items are now possible. What remains to be developed are product lines of such equipment for flexible rotors.
8.2 Need for Advanced Balancing Technology
The need for advanced balancing technology is exemplified by the
development of aircraft jet engines over the past 20 years, In 1960 all
jet angine rotors could be balanced as rigid rotors (Wlass I or class 2
rotors): no bending modes occurred within the operating-speed range.
Balancing consisted of component balancing, stack balancing with position marking, and final trim balancing In the engine test cell using the
easily accessible end planes. Maintenance was straightforward: as the
rotor required only two-plane balancing, any problems could be
corrected In the end trim planes, Engine developments in the past 20
years have led to substantial power and thrust increases, significant size
increases, and greatly Increased complexity, an example is the multispool Rolls.Royce Olympus engine. The Increased size tends to lower
the critical speeds and to make the engine generally more flexible. This
means that the modern engine will have mode shapes that involve
more bending. There are also likely to be more nritical speeds (and
more structural vibration modes) in the operating range than for
smaller, more rigid engines of the early 1960s,
The balancing of modern (and future) jet engines involves a
change from rigid-rotor balancing to flexible-rotor balancing In at least
three planes. With multishaft engines and flexible support structures,
the point is being appr'oachcd whore each shift will have to be balanced
in three planes as a class 3 rotor. This fact will require that access to a
midspan trim balancing plane be included in the engine design. This
represents a major structural change that, to date, some engine
designers have been reluctant to contend with,* As jet engines continue
to increase in size and complexity, such changes are inevitable, It
seems likely that future engines with mrultiplane balancing will run
more smoothly and quietly, with longer periods between overhauls
because of the superior balance quality attainable with multiplane
balancing.
Computerization of the balancing process began in the 1960s. The
full effect of this dramatic change has not yet been felt, but, as shown
by the following examples, many significant developments have already
occurred:
*The requirement for a rnidspan balance plane has been 'epe~ttedly enphtuized by Blodglay [I1, who hits also su•gested a correlation between the incidence of' engine compponeilt

failures due to fatigue and thu opoeating unbalance levels In the larger engines.
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1. Hand calculators are now available as off-the-shelf items that
can perform a two-plane rigid-rotor balance.
2. Online influence coefficient balancing is now available with ter'minal access to a remote computer. Multiplane flexible-rotor balancing
in the field can be performed in this mantier by dialing in with a code
key.

-.

Analog computer hardwate has been incorporated into the

signal-processing equipment of h.rd-bearing balancing machines; an
example is wattmeter filtering.
4. A stand-alone minicomputer for flexible-rotor balancing Is
included with the influence coefficient balancing package now being
marketed.
These important developments are evidently just the beginning of a
basic movement to make rotor balancing a highly computerized procedure in which the operator sets the conditions (speed, vibration
amplitude) for a particular balancing operation. The data-taking and
storage with preinstailed instrumentation may eventially become a
pushbutton procedure. However, the task still remains to manually
install and reposition the trial weights and the final balance weights.
This can amount to a serious, time-consuming operation, especially ,.s

,;-

It may involve substantial runup and rundown times. Where an evacuated spin pit must be used (e.g., in the balancing of' bladed rotors), the
time between runs is further increased by the pumpdown time required
to evacuate the ,hamber. New developments are needed to shot en the
times involved or eliminate such steps. Other possibilities may involve
procedures in which the present type of trial-weight sequence and associated runup and rundown periods are not required. Such a development would constitute an important advance in tlexible-rotor balancing.
Procedures of this type are now in use ror rigid rotors (the Schenck
ABC method), as previously noted. Influonce coefficient data banks
from nistory or for rotor types are a further step in this direction: See
Section 8.3.
The rapid increase in the size and power of turbine-generators in
recent years has stimulated developments in balancing technology, rotor
dynamics, and bearing technology. Generator centrifugal stress limitations have promoted rotors with longer opans and lower critical speeds,
having more critical speeds within the operating range. Large U.S. generators commonly operate between their second and third criticals, large
European machines frequently operate between their third and fourth
criticals. Such machines could not have been developed without an
improved understanding of shaft dynamics bnd the related development
of rmultiplane balancing techniques,
The basic technology for multiplane balancing is available, but
important refinements are still needed. For instance, dissimilar support
is1
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stiffness resultinS from bearing stiffness asymmetry, support asymmetry, etc., can cause elliptical whirl orbits. Differences between the
moajor rixis mode and the minor axis mode cannot be accurately accomimodated by present balancing programs. Moreover, wherever nonlinear effects enter the dynamics (e.g., dissimilar shaft stiffness, nonlinear foundation or bearing properties), subharmonic resonances enter
the shaft dynamic rmsponse characteristics. These and other aspects of
flexible-rotor balancing remain to be considered in the balancing process.
8.3 Developments In Balancing Techniques
In recent years the development of minicomputers for efficient
balancing calculations has evolved concurrently with the development
of efficient flexible-rotor balancing methods. Computer methods are
now being increasingly incorporated into certain flexible balancing procedures (at least in the influence coefficient method), and, as computer
balancing evolves further, it seems certain that special computers (and
more efficient balancing computer programs) will also be evolved, This
will decrease both the present complexity of the balancing process and
the amount of time required to perform the balancing operations, i.e.,
decreasing the number of hands-on operations.
Modal balancing is a practical technique that, In the hands of a
skilled operator, allows an effective rotor balance to be achieved with
speed and simplicity. Pure modal balancing has not been adapted for
computer calculation as far as is known, though Kendig [2) programmed the constructions given by Moore [3] and applied them to
examine the efficiency of flexible-rotor balancing procedures. However,
the major restriction in this process-the skill required of the
operator-seems destined to keep the modal method from widespread
use, when compared with the influence coefficient method. Influence
coefficient methods can be applied by relatively unskilled personnel who
follow routine instructions once certain basic decisions, such as the
selection of balance planes and test speeds, have been made. Such
decisions can now be made by the designer-analyst, guided by rotorresponse data. Once such decisions have been made, the influence
coefficient piocedure can be made routine.
It is, however, apparent that the influence coefficient method can
be optimized further through the incorporation of modal concepts, and
progress in this direction has recently been made by Drechaler [4), and
by Darlow et al. [20J. In fact, such optimization is being practiced each
time a rotor is run up close to a critical speed and balanced. Although
the influence coefficient method does not require the rotor to be run at
or near its critical speeds to magnify the shaft modes, the ability to
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facilitate the efficient suppression of the
system principal modes will ,evidently assist the overall balancing proceae. Where the modes Are lightly damped, this step is easily accomplished by observing the location o! the sharp resonances. However,
many rotorm hove heavily damped higher modes in which the amplitudes remain high and fairly constant. In such regions the modes can
be difficult to discern, and modal methods can be difficult to apply.
Improved procedures for the balancing of rotors operating in such
regions are evidently needed.
The many additional flexible-rotor balancing techniques that have
been proposed should be mentioned here, together with certain new
techniques. New ideas and techniques for flexible-rotor balancing are
proposed each year. Many of these propose that influence coefficients
for the shaft should be obtained in some manner other than by rotating
the shaft-for example, by vibrating the shaft I5] or by calculating the
influence coefficients 16,7). The latter technique can be employed successfully where many rotors of the same general shape and size are to
be balanced. A general understanding of the significance of the Influence coefficients of a particular configuration can be developed in this
manner, and the actual numbers can also be stored in the computer for
referral, togeaher with experience gained during previous trial runs.
This valuable background with similar rotors has been of use in attaining a' satisfactory balance in many applications, sometimes with one
trial-weight run. Procedures of this type are now being used 3nd
developed in industry.
The development of computer programs that optimize influence
coefficient procedures through an understanding of the rotor modes is
continuing e.g., [20]. In the long run It seems likely that the increased
capabilities of next-generation computers are likely to dilute the effectiveness of such developments, as increases in computer and minicomputer technology appear likely to outstrip fiexible-rotor technology
demands by a wide margin. For the interim (e.g., five years), optimization of influence coefficient programs will probably continue. An
improved understanding of modal methods should lead to further
improvements in balancing procedures for flexible rotors. More
widespread understanding of rotor modal properties should also lead to
improved balancing design approaches and to improved test-stand procedures in selecting balance planes and balance speeds.
acquire balancing. data which

8.4 Developments in Balancing Hardware

Signal Processing Equipment
Existing signal-conditioning techniques such as wattmeter filtering,
plane separation, etc., have now become necessary for all balancers,
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except for certain simple industrial types. These procedures have been
incorporated into most balancer consoles, and there are many signalconditioner patents. Additional signal-processing concepts and equipment for multiplane balancing of flexible rotors remain to be
developed, to permit faster and more efficient balancing, New developments are especially needed In the logic circuitry for conveying the
additional input data to the central minicomputer of a flexible-rotor
balancing machine.
Minicomputers
The minicomputer has become the heart of balancer signal processing. This device may range from a microprocessor for plane separation and digital data display (vectormeter) to a dedicated minicomputer
that also serves for data storage, sequencing, digital matrix manipulation, and equation solving. It is now evident that minicomputers can
function effectively for semiautomatic balancing, as in the Schenck
ABC universal balancer. The effectiveness of a dedicated minicomputer for flexible-rotor balancing has also been demonstrated in the
balancer console developed by Mechanical Technology Inc. Further
developments are needed to Incorporate a mult iplane capability into a
universal balancer' for class 3 rotors and to aid in automating data
Related
acquisition and sequencing for multiplane balancing.
circuit/minicomputer developments for multiplane onsite balancing in
the field arc also needed. It may bi observed that, however efficient
the field-balancing process becomes, measurement and correction-plane
access along the whole rotor length must always be more convenient In
the shop. This indicates that the present procedure of shop balancing
followed by onsite trim and correction balancing seems likely to remain.
Minicomputers and instruments to improve both shop and field balancing will therefore continue to be needed.
8.5 Advanced Studies In Rotor Dynamics
Linear analysis i now accepted as a reliable basis for rotordynamics calculations, and computer programs based on linear rotor
analysis and on linearized bearing theory are widely used in the design
of rotating machinery. It is, however, recognized that the linearizing
assumptions used to make the bearing equations more amenable to
analysis can, under certain conditions, give misleading results. The
problem then is to anticipate which procedure Is most suitable for a
given set of circumstances. Apart from personal experience, there is no
existing criterion for such a decision.
A general theory of linear rotor dynamics has recently been
presented by bishop and Fawzi 181. Based on the complex fourth-order
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rotor equation developed. in Chapter 5 [9), rotor displacements are formulated as modal expansions, This leads to a matrix equation of order
2n, where n is the modal number. The bearing properties are also
introduced as a matrix of rhodal coeficoients and are applied -at specified
points along the length of the rotor, using the Dirac delta function,
Solutions for unbalance response and stability are then sought from the
particular integral and the complementary function to these equations,
respectively. The formulation Is elegant, but no applications to practice
are discussed by the authors.
Modal -resolution has also betn applied by Black and Nuttall [101 to
a generalized rotor in cross-coupled bearings. The nonconservative
equations of motion are separated by binormal orthogonalization and
solved by modal resolution. The modal resolution procedure is demonstrated for unbalance response and balancing with a sample calculation.
Finite-element formulations of linear rotor-dynamics problems
have been introduced by Ruhl and Booker [DI], Zorzi and Nelson [121,
Thomas and Rieger 1131, and others. In general, these approaches have
been used to adapt the rotor problem for solution by advanced linear
structural matrix techniques (e.g., wavefront, QR algorithm). At
present, matrix methods are less efficient for solving rotor problems
because of the large and often nonsymmetrical matrices that must be
manipulated, Transfer matrix methods remain superior for multisection beam-type rotors. The finite-element method has excellent potential for nonlinear rotor analyses and for including complicated rotorsupport properties [141. Steady-state, finite-element studies of journal
bearings with complex geometry have been made by Reddi [151 and by
Allaire [161, and the procedures Involved could be adapted for calculating the dynamic properties of complex bearing shapes such as grooves,
pockets, and inlets,
Giberson [171 developed a nonlinear theory and a computer program which solves the complete bearing equations for specified bearing
types from given initial conditions, which give nonlinear whirl orbit
results for the rototr Such calculations require more computer time
than do corresponding linear system calculations, Calculations for a
general stepped cylindrical rotor in two multiarc bearings of any type
can be made in this manner. Results for unbalance-response spectra,
transmitted-force spectra, and stability orbit plots can be obtained with
this program. Rotor response to nonrotating forces is also available as
an option.
Advanced experimental studies of shaft dynamics and multiplane
balancing have been conducted at the high-speed shaft facility, at
Mechanical Technology Inc. (MTI), Latham, New York. This device
consicts of a power loop in which one leg is a shaft 28 ft long, 8.0 in. in
diameter, and having a 0.25-in. wail that is designed to rotate at speeds

I'd
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up to 8500 rpm. This shaft Is able to transmit up to 6000 hp and can
run through' seven critical speeds before reaching its maximum operatIng speed. Similar experiments were attempted by Baler and Mack 1181
in 1969 with a long helicopter drive shaft. The MTI 'facility can test the
capabilities of existing shaft technology and computer codes, applied in
a highly advanced ' situation. For instance, the capabilities *of the
influence coefficient method are being tested by applying it to the practical balancing of a shaft in up to l0 planes simultaneously. It is evident that, because of the low damping of the rotor system, the balancing procedure must be effective throughout the full operating-speed
range, as was observed by earlier experimenters (see, for example, Ref.
19). This test facility will also allow the development of rotor damping
devices, together with studies of the practical durability of balance and
of components in a shock-prone situation. This unique facility can
therefore include each factor likely to influence smooth shaft operation
in a general environment: response, stability, balancing, shock
response, and damper technology.
8.6 Balance Criteria
Balance criteria and standards for rotating machinery are now available for both rigid and flexible rotors in a developmental form. An
important achievement is ISO Document 1940-1973(E), which is now
being used to guide rotor balancing and acceptance in member countries of ISO and elsewhere. Rigid rotors represent the majority of all
rotors produced, This document therefore represents an important step
in ensuring high-quality rotating machinery and In providing guidelines
for the reduction of associated vibration and noise.
Provisional criteria for flexible-rotor balancing are now available in
ISO Document TC 108/SC 1/18 (1976). Though the criteria values are
preliminary, they provide a means for approaching this difficult question, and the values in the tables have been developed from broad praetical experience. Flexible rotors frequently represent the most troublesome and time-consuming rotors for balancing, Tables in the flexiblerotor document give guidance for selecting the most suitable balancing
procedure and for classifying the rotor. Rotors are classified in terms of
machine function (e.g., grinding wheel, jet engine). Most flexible
rotors can be suitably balanced for their function in two correction
planes. Where two-plane balancing is an acceptable alternative to
three-plane balancing, a considerable saving in production costs can be
realized. ISO Document TC 108/SC 1/18 (1976) also gives guidance
on the balancing techniques most suited to each particular class of
rotor.
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Work by the ISO Rotor Committee is continuing to devise more
adaptable standards of broader scope, and with more general balance
criteria values.,
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APPENDIX
STIFFNESS AND DAMPING COEFFICIENTS FOR
FLUID-FILM JOURNAL BEARINGS
General
Journal bearings frequently exert a significant influence on the
dynamics of rotors. A useful procedure foi representing the dynamic
properties of fluid-film journal bearings is to replace the fluid film by
tn equivalent set of eight stiffness and damping coefficients, by which
the small, linear motions of the journal may be related to the steadystate equilibrium position of the journal within the bearing clearance.
This representation allows the fluid-film dynamic forces acting on the
journal to be calculated, Other procedures also exist for examining the
journal motion within the bearing, involving direct integration of the
rotorbeatlng equations in time.
This appendix describes procedures for obtaining thi stiffness and
damping coefficients of certain common types of journal bearings,
Charts of bearing dynamic coefficients are included, together with sarnpie calculations illustrating their use. Analytical procedures for obtaining bearing dynamic data have been described by Pinkus and Sternlicht
ill, Lund and Sternllcht 121, Shapiro and Rumbargor (31, and others.
Additional sources of data on dynamic coefficients are given in the text.
Principle of, Operstiou

:

Hydrodynamic bearings operate by creating a convergent wedge of
fluid between the bearing and journal surfaces, shown in Fig. 1. Consider tne case of a plain cylindrical journal that rotates within a plain
stationary bearing with an incompressible lubricant, under the following
assumptions:
.. The fluid-film radial thickness is very small compared with the
bearing length and brerdth dimensions.
2, No pressure variation occurs across the lubricant film thickness,
i,e., Op/lah - 0.
3. The lubricant flow within the film is laminar and continuous at
all points (no cavitation or bubbles).
4. Inertia forces are negligible in comparison with the viscous
forces withie the film.
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5. No slip occurs between the lubricant and the bearing or journal
surfaces.
It has been shown by Pinkus and Sternllcht (11 that, subject to these
assumptions, the flow of lubricant within the clearance is governed by
the Reynolds equation, For the geometry of Fig. 1, this Is
8iIh6k + R1h3 P11

-

6,%,R §- U + 12AR2 V

where
At
a U V e =
C
46 9 -

bearing film thickness at angle 9
C + e cosa- C(I + 6cos 0)
/C, bWaring eccentricity ratio
tangential velocity uomponent of the journal surface
radial velocity component of the journal surface
eccentricity of the journal along the line of centers, 00'
machined radial clearance between the journal
diameter and the bearing diameter
attitude angle between velxtical and line
of centers
angle from line of centers to position in film.
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UC It

+

Ad min

- C.

d)os9
dt

UmR+C-tn
and
V

C

df

Cos 0+C

d(o + 0) sin 0.

df

Now (C/R) << 2 (always) and (c/R) << 2 cos 0 (commonly),
Write
2Ci d('k+ ) sin 9 - -2 &d1t-+.
dh - -2 a dh

s + q, and

where oa 6UAR

" 61AR(Rw + Ci sin 0 - Cii cos 0)(-Cf sin 0)

"6AR (Rw) (-Cc sin 9),
and
12AR 2 V - 12sR2[Cj cos0 - &(-.Csin 0),

- 61A R12CRi cos 9 + 2sCRa sin 01.
The right-hand side of the tirne-dependent Reynolds equation can be
written as
61AR

U + 12AR 2 V - 61AR 2C[-.(w - 20)sin

+ 2U cos 0].

The total expression for the dynanmic pressure distribution is then

8 A P + R2L I
Wo' C3 a#j

OZ

k
C3

fiX

i~2
-

6MI-I

(a(2a - w) sinO + 2U cos 01

This expression holds throughout the bearing clearance, wherever the
fluid film is continuous.
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Linear Form of the Bearing Dynamic Equation
The time-lependent Reynolds equation can be written in the form
a

...a

z

(

z

kt ÷
+v 1i2ic osO

R

(x - Re).
where x - RO, Introducing the dimensionless parameters

rl

x-

DR. z

U,

-

h-2Ch, h

C (-C(+
vcos0),

e- CE,

~2ir
C

2ir

and assume constant viscosity through the fluid film. The above
parameters lead to the dimnensionless Reynolds equation-,

*

~ +I
ag~
LU

ij•

87

I

i

-6,, •-+

87J7

12•r

- E/W

(-2Uv/w)
Ix

coso

The resulting fluid-film force is then the integral of the pressure over
the load-carrying film in the a-direction:

"*

F.-

,::~

A

I

•c1-2
-

- 2

~

DL

D",•ci

P cos (0 + a) dA dz

l'

?/)

where
-

/RL

R~2

22

Stiffness and Damping Coefficients
The required formulation of fiuid-film dynamic propeities in terms
of displacement ("stiffness") coefficients and velocity ("damping") coefficients can be obtained by making a first-order Taylor-series expansion
of the above force expression, above the journal steady-state ("static")
equilibrium position:
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dF

1

2- L

-

e da

a'W

' ddf

i•+

de +

To simplify, write

0it--'
[I- -/ [1- 2'--i
•-j2
O

2'

At the equilibrium poSition i - 0 and 6 - 0.
For a cylindrical bearing, the dynamic force is expressed in terms
of radial and tangential components dFr and dFt, The required expres.
sions are also obtained as Taylor-series expressions:
dF, WM.) [O- de + "2r e dr +

d e

2f, e &I

and
d01 - W aft de +

O•'(-

d

-.

To relate these expressions to Cartesian coordinates, write
x

Fx - -F, cos a - F sin a
and
F y - - -Frsin a + Ft cos a.

½'t

F,
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For small-amplitude motions,
dF - -dFr cos a + Fr sin a da - dF, sin a - Ft cos a da
and
dFy - -dFr sin a - F1 cos av da + dFt cos a - Ft sin a da.
Furthermore,

coLa,

X-C

dE-l(cosadx
+ sina 6),
C
(-sinadA+cosaag),

y-Cc sina, eda -Substituting and simplifying give

d- B.• dk - Kxv dy - B•,*
-- K. A

0

and

-Byy,&

- ,K
dI,-K, d - By,-,da*
where
Cat
-

x

2f-Co

2

"+2ft

a

+

fr+

co

X Cos a sin a1,

fl

y . . -L-ftZ2 sa

aiKyC1EI
.- IX

IF

t fr

•t

2
COi2
C×

a-

f

.in2
a +
2V +

sin2

r] COSa sinal,

E8iJ

2ft

O&w

j

Of,

+,

x

cos

a sin a1,
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KX-

COBYX

-

W[A
W

-COs2 a +

"

aft

¶

sin2 a +

Cos
Ca,

sin2 a +

Cos2 a

-

a sin a,

af
X Cos a sill a

Ky-

-w

jL "cos2 a +

- LXW
(o~y

Cos 2 a +
C

sin2 a -'f

f L+

SO.-

8U/)

t J cos a sin a

'f,+

aft
U(/W)

X COS a sin a
and where dF0, dFy, dx, dy, di, d represent small harmonic forces,
displacements, and velocities, respectively, about the journal equilibrium position. These expressions are calculated numerically with a
digital computer, subject to specified fluid-film and geometric boundary
conditions.
Numerical Solution of the Reynolds Equation
For finite-length hearings the customary procedure is to express
the Reynolds equation as a set of finite difference equations each
corresponding to a nodal point I, J in a mesh, as shown in Fig. 3.
These equations are then solved on a computer. Local pressure is the
unknown in each equation. The finite-difference formulation may
include the pointwise variation of film thickness, viscosity, temperature, etc.
For an incompressible lubricant, the dimensionless steady-state
Reynolds equation is:

ý3+[

where
z ,

Il +

,4Co s 0 , e ,-

j3~~~
_ _I C 12 ,
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(a) Finite.difference gridwork

(b) Typical node

Fig. 3, Finite-difference grid for solving the Reynolds equation

In finite-difference form,
+1,J+I/2 RAG

TO

k3

9
and

3bi

(

h,, -1/2-- Ai

RAO

-'j
-3~

P2hJ
- 112"

AlJjld A

+12,

-

-

hij+I/2h_.1.

RAO

80
Substituting gives

16w[ hid.-i/2 - hi,1+al26r1RA

+

1h
13+,/•1 + hi_/2,J (Ai)
2

+h3~l

2

P1,J+1

+h1J+I/2 (R&9) 2
J + hl

(LJ

(W(A)

+

+ hf+L/2 +

j- I..
Pj12

(R 49)2
2

5
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For any point i, j in the mesh shown in Fig. 3, the h-values are constant and the above expression has the form
Pij " ao + aOPi+,,J + a 2•Ij
p1

+ a3PIJ+l+ a4pj-1,

where a0 , a,, a 2 , a3, and a4 are constants. In this manner, the pressure at any location 1, j is specified in terms of the pressures at the
adjacent nodes in the mesh, The solution of the Reynolds equation is
then reduced to the solution of a corresponding set of simultaneous
equations. The time-dependent Reynolds equation can be handled in a
similar manner.
Center of dynamic coordinatt.
Is at the
steady-state equilibrium position of the journal

K,,

Fig, 4, Representation of bearing fluid-film dynamic properarray,by a spring and damper

•ties

Charts of Bearing Stiffness and Damping Coefficients
The dynamic force acting on a journal that is displaced a small distance from its equilibrium position is related to the coordinate dynamic
amplitudes and velocities of the Journal motions by the expressions
F - K 'x + K,3 y+Bx+B
and
FIY

A+Ky.,y

+By,,x +Byy)~
F,, 4 - dynamic force components acting in the directions
shown in Fig. 4
x, y - journal dynamic displacements in the coordinate directions
x, ' - journal velocities In the coordinate directions.
The K terms are stiffness coefficients of the fluid film that relate journal displacement to force, and the B terms are velocity coefficients of
the fluid film that relate journal velocity to force.
The cross-coupling terms K.,,
B,, •,, relate the journal disBK0,
placement and velocity in one coordinate direction to the force that
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occurs in the other coordinate direction. The total coordinate forces
which result from journal motion within the bearing are obtained as the
sum of the effects indicated above.
Figures 5 through 8 are charts of stiffness and damping coeffldents vs Sommerfeld number for the plain cylindrical bearing and for
the tilting-pad bearing. These charts are taken from design data given
by Lund 141. This reference contains stiffness and damping data on a
variety of bearing types. The dynamic bearing coefficient charts given
herein apply to bearings with an LID ratio of 0,5. The tilting-pad bearing charts are for a four-pad bearing with an applied load acting on the
bottom pad, and with an applied load acting between the lower pads.
These charts represent typical dynamic coefficient data for each of the
bearing types shown. Bearings with other proportions, other LID
values, pad preload, etc., would be represented by data of similar form
but with different numerical values. The tilting-pad bearing charts
shown are for the case of zero preload. The effect of pad preload is
discussed by Lund [5).

102

101

_

-

-
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i

jo-

i4-;
; •"i

.--

10-1

'

0.01

0.1

1.0

10.0

s "--wL()2
Fig. 5. Dimensionless stiffness and damping
coefficients for a plain cylindrical bearing (LID - 0.5).
From Lund [4].
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Fig. 6. Dimensionlmss stiffness and damping
coefficlonts for a plain cylindrical bearing
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Fig. 8. Dimensionless stIffneuv and damping coefficients for a
tilting-pad bearing (L/D - 0,5), load on the lower pad.
From Lund 141.

Most bearing types possess a full set of eight dynamic coefficients.
Thia indicates that considerable cross-coupling exists between the coordinate motions (see, for example, the plain cylindrical bearing data In
Figs, S and 6). An exceptional case is the tilting-pad bearing that has
only four dynamic coefficients and zero cross-coupling effect, as indicated in Figs. 7 and 8.
This absence of cross-coupling between the coordinate motions of
* the tilting-pad bearing results from the freedom of each pad to "track"
the shaft motions, virtually independently of the other pad motions.
This absence of cross coupling confers a high instability threshold speed
[]
4Fo
,n
on the tilting-pad bearing.
Procedure for Calcullating Bearing Dynamic Coefficients
Step Iin the procedure Is to calculate the Sommerfeld number S
2 for tho specified bearing operating conditions.
Q.ANLD/ W) (R10)
A lubricant viscosity appropriate to the bearing outlet temperature
-

should be used.

Step 2 is to select the bearing- parameters chart that relates to the

bearing type and LID ratio. Allowance should be made for the effect
of any bearing grooving on the LID ratio.
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In step 3, the appropriate Sommerfeld number values are entered
Into the charts, and the'* orrespdnding values of bearing dimensionless
coefficients, K.T, etc, are read.
The required dimensional values of the bearing coefficients are
then obtained as follows:,

K= -

, Kj -

etc.

.

and

.

B

,

=xx

I W1J2-

etc.,

where K,,, is the bearing stiffness coerficient in the x-direction, etc.,
B. is the bearing velocity damping coefficient in the x-directlon, etc.,
C is the bearing nominal radial clearance, W Is the steady applied load
on the journal, and w,is the circular rotational frequency (rad/s) of the'
journal,
Example
Find the stiffness and damping coefficients for a plain cylindrical
bearing with a diameter of 4.00 In., a length of 2.0 in., and a machined
diametrical clearance of 0.004 in. The 2journal operates at 3000 rpm
with oil at a viscosity of 1.10-' lb s/in. , an oil outlet temperature of
180°F, and an applied steady load of 1200 lb.
1. The Sommerfeld number is obtained from

'

W
C
s MA&LDQ~J

1200
0_)(0)(2)(4)

.

12 x 2I0-1'"033
-0.333.

2. Figures 5 and 6 are parameter charts for an LID ratio of 0.5.
3, The required dimensionless stiffness and damping coefficients
for S - 0.333 and LID - 0.5 are

3,35

3.75

-0.25

2,10

6.45

2.14

2,14

2.34'

4. The dimensional stiffness and damping coefficient values are
K'x
K --

3.35
35

1200
2 x 10-3

2.01 x 106 lb/in.

WI
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and
B

.

CCU
[j•-

2,01 x 106.

103 " 12,320 lb s/in.
314.1 J 2 -X
1200

o
. (64

2.25

106'

-0,15 x 106

1.25 X 106l

4087

4469

, 4087

12,320

Thens values apply for given Sommerfeld number conditions only. If
any change occurs in outlet temperature, load, speed, etc., the bearing
dynamic coefficient values will also change from those Liven above.
Approximate Bearing Dyn.aulc Coefficients
The Ockvirk short-bearing theory [61 can be extended to give
approximate expressions for bearing stiffness and damping coefficients.
Expressions for the plain cylindrical bearing developed by Morrison [71
and Smith [81 are given below. Operating parameters for a plain
cylindrical bearing with a 180'F oil film, are given below.
The relation between Sommerfeld number and eccentricity ratio is:
c,- s
m.
ID

(1-

2

w'[' (l - a2) + 162111/2'

Static load capacity:
3

"W
M1RNL
. 2

4

C

2

e2_

(I - C2)2

[W2(1

-

e2)

+ 16g211/2.

Journal friction force:
F-

21rANR
C

2

2r
(1_,2)I/2'

Oil flow-through clearance:

Q - 2riNRCeL.
Bearing stiffness coefficients:
- 4(j2(1 - .2)(1 + 2.2) + 32.2(1 + f2)j
(1 - g2) [r 2 (1 -g 2) + 166213/2
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(1 - 02)(1 + 2W2) + 32.2(1 + . 2)]
2
40 - . 2) 1/2[W (l - C2) + 166293/2

-rl1r

K

-

.(1

2

-

- g2)2 -164
_y(r[rl0
.2)1/2r2(1 - ,2)

+ 16.2]13/2'

41ir 2 (2 - C2) + 16.21
1W2(1 - C2) + 16.213/2

Bearing damping coefficients:
-

2w[w 2(l .- 2)2 + 48.21
.(1 - .12)1/2r2(1 -_2) + 16.213/2,

BV

-

-8[w2(1 + 2.2) - 16.2]
WO( - c2) + 16.213/2'

B,,,

-

8[v2(1 + 2.2) - 16.21
O _2) + 16.213/2'
[2(I-

By -

+ 2.2) CI) + 16.213/2

2w(l - .2)1/2[1'2(1

4VQ-

16A.2

These expressions are based on the assumption that the lubricant
viscosity is constant. Comparison shows that the results obtained with
these coofficients are similar to those obtained from the finite bearing
theory, for LID ratios lower than 1.0 and for eccentricity ratios
between* - 0.2 and 0.7. The required relationship between the Sommerfeld number and the eccentricity ratio is given above. A chart
expressing this relationship for the 1800 plain cylindrical bearing (81 is
given in Fig. 9.
Example
Calculate the plain
given in the preceding
finite-difference theory
0.333 and LID - 0.5.
expression

_

C-[2(1
'2)

By iteration, t

p

cylindrical bearing coefficients for the example
section. Compare the results obtained using
and short-bearing theory. Assume that S
The eccentricity ratio is then found from the

-

+ 16.2P1 2

0.08325,

0.548.

.
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0,07

104

016

0.010

0,10
1.0
SOMMERFELD NUMUkR S

4.0

Fig. 9, Variation of eccentricity with the
Sommerfeld number -for a plain cylindrical

bearing, 180* oil film After Smith (8).

*

The next step is to evaluate K,,:
x(1
Ku

41V2(l

42)(1 + 202) + 32,2(1 +
- g 2)jfr 2 (1 - C2) + 16,023/2
-

02)]

4[(1r2( - 0.30)(1 + 0.60) + 32(0,30)(1,30)]
(1 - 0.30)([r 2 (1 - 0.30) + 16(0.30)] 1/2

3356

Similarly, the other coefficients are found.
Short-bearing coefficients:

&

3.356 4.027

-0.582

2.154 4.978

2.195

2.195

2,634

2.14

2,14

2.34'

Finite-bearing coefficients [31:
3.35

¾

3.75

-0,25

2.10

6.45

The close correlation between these results is reasonably common, provided the LID and e restrictions mentioned above are not grossly
exceeded, Short-bearing representations for partial-arc bearings and for
tilting-pad bearings have also been obtained.
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The following computer program listing calculates the plain
cylindrical bearing dynamic coefficients. The input consists of the Som-

merfeld number and the LID ratio. The program first calculates bearing eccentricity from the Ockvirk parameter S(L/D) - f(u) given
above and then computes the bearing coefficients. The accuracy of typ-

ical results Is shown above. Short-bearing coefficients were calculated
with this program,
Program for Calculating Dynamic Coefficients for a 180" Plain
Cylindrical Bearings Using the Short-Bearing Theory
S. RO1051IWO108....

006'
4#000
5,000

9,000
10,000

100

'20

A2,wA**2
REAVD(IRIOpEND"909)

SPELENYOIA

A3-E*2
01-1.-A•3

150000

Fu(8*R(A2))-(914/(Ai)

16,000

FPw((4.*F1*31*A3)+(94*CP1+(A3*6

".49';O00
21,000

OUTPUT 'ENTERED
*3"

26,13000
27:000
28,000
;,30,000

E F1) )

WCOPUTED,

SURTM
+
1)

.3*

AM--1

0.-2*01*01+C2*02
t aM3.
.

". ' KX-4.*G/(I4I*F•

31.000

KYY*4.*(A2*112+C )/F2

31,000
34.000

KYX--A1*(A2*•4-C1*A31)/1•
0IXX*2,*A1*(63*B4-C3)/01

"36,000

B)xY*-V.*n /F2
PYX-NXY

37,000
39,000
39,500
41T00
41 O00

13/F112))/CA±*A3*C71**2~)

....

.

50 TO 100
FORHAT (30)
10
990 "N..........-..................
EN

..

..:

.

"".

"".

..

.. '.

'

;

"

-.

,____
.

."

•

..

.

...

.

.

4
'i.
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Sample Calculation

L- 1.0 in.
D-2.0 In.

.333000000000000

1

loco

IC

________

____

)0000000000

dC6 Ade.i

. 33301013318V5641

KXY

4602085~4408610B
1:;.442321303017

d'J

4.I..

.
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